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INTRODUCTION

THE circumstances in which the following

little treatise took its rise are truthfully

set forth in the first chapter. When I deter-

mined to put on paper the thoughts on educa-

tion which had for years been germinating in

my mind, I suddenly realised that I had read

little or nothing on the subject. The question

thus confronted me : Shall I read, and then

write ? or write, and then read ? I chose the

latter alternative. Regarding my position as

that of a witness giving evidence in the trial of

the current system of public-school education

(which alone I have in view), I felt that the

value of my evidence must lie in its sincerity

as a record of personal experience and thought,

and could only be impaired by collusion with

other witnesses.

Accordingly I wrote, without any study of

books, the series of papers originally published
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in the Westminster Gazette, and here collected.

I have reprinted them with only the most

trifling alterations. They represented a con-

tinuous process both of thought and feeling

;

so that any recasting, however advantageous

from other points of view, would, it seemed to

me, break up a certain unity of movement
which I hope may be found in them. I have,

however, added some postscripts and footnotes,

either dealing with criticisms, or embodying

considerations originally omitted for lack of

space.

Moreover, I have now read some of the

authorities on education, and realised that to

have done so earlier would have been to nip

this book in the bud. I should never have

dared to say over again so much that better

men had said before me. Yet—whatever the

reader may feel on the point— I cannot now
regret having re-thought and re-worded so

many of the thoughts of my predecessors.

The very fact that such excellent things had

been said by such excellent men, without,

apparently, producing one jot or tittle of result,

makes me doubly confident of the necessity

that they should be said again and yet again,

and even dinned into the ears of parents.
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teachers, and legislators. It is depressing to

reflect that Herbert Spencer's treatise on

Education is forty-four years old, and that the

public-school curriculum remains what it is.

In other quarters, no doubt, Spencer's work

has done good service ; but the public schools

have resolutely ignored it. Spencer, it is true,

diminished the force of his impact by intro-

ducing a good deal of merely doctrinary matter.

For instance, his exposition of the dependence

of art upon science is evidently a piece of special

pleading, based upon a purely speculative con-

ception of what art really means. Conservatism

doubtless seized upon what was weak in his

argument, to excuse its disregard of what was

strong, cogent, irrefragable. It would be

ridiculous to hope that in the following pages

I have not offered it plenty of pretexts for a

like evasion. Yet, inasmuch as my book is

shorter than Spencer's and my outlook narrower,

I have had less opportunity of falling into error
;

while the extracts from his work which I have

been permitted to make in my Appendix will,

I trust, reinforce my inferior power of exposi-

tion, and drive home some of those fundamental

points on which we are in agreement.

Among other books in which I recognise
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many of my own ideas, I may mention the

works of Sir Joshua Fitch, late H.M. Inspector

of Training Colleges, and especially his lectures

on Educational Aims and Methods (Cambridge

University Press, 1900). In Sir Joshua Fitch

sound and catholic culture was united to wide

technical experience. It has given me the

greatest encouragement to find him, at several

points, almost verbally anticipating my views,

and at no point in marked divergence from

them.

From The Upton Letters, by *'T. B."

(Smith, Elder, & Co., 1905), I have derived

not only encouragement but the keenest

pleasure. I am tempted to apply to this work

a phrase strangely misapplied to a production

of a very different order, and call it *' a golden

book of spirit and of sense." The style is as

delightful as the thought is humane, sensitive,

inspiring. Who the author is I do not know
;

but I say with conviction : Happy the school-

boys who come under the influence of " T. B." !

Mr. William James's excellent Talks to

Teachers on Psychology (Longmans, 1903)

have helped to clear my mind on several

points. Two little books by Mrs. M. E.

Boole I have read with extraordinary interest.
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They are The Preparation of the Child for

Science and Lectures on the Logic of Arithmetic,

both published by the Clarendon Press. My
rank incompetence in mathematics disables me
from forming a definite judgment as to the

validity of Mrs. Boole's more technical doc-

trines ; but her whole mental attitude seems to

me admirably sane and helpful. I have also

found much suggestion in Home Edncation, by

Charlotte M, Mason (Kegan Paul & Co.,

1905), the opening sections of which form a

most valuable commentary on my third chapter.

Two stories of school life, published within

the past year, have confirmed the impressions I

had elsewhere gathered as to the moral and

intellectual tone of the modern public school.

Though by no means of equal value, both

books are evidently written from intimate and

recent knowledge of the matter in hand.

Hngh Rendal, by Mr. Lionel Portman (Alston

Rivers), describes a school "in the midlands,

among the moors." It is an able book, full of

sound common sense and excellent feeling.

The Hill, by Mr. Horace Annesley Vachell

(John Murray), deals, as its title sufficiently

indicates, with Harrow. There runs through

it a rather sickly strain of sentiment, and one
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gathers that the typical Harrovian is apt to

be obtrusively conscious of belonging to the

governing classes—a characteristic which

might be more briefly, if less politely, ex-

pressed. At the same time there can be no

doubt that Mr. Vachell writes with his eye

on the object, and that his picture is in the

main a true one. Both he and Mr. Portman

believe ardently in the public-school system,

and, while frankly admitting certain blemishes

upon it, are to be accepted as witnesses for

the defence.

Since the body of this book went to press,

there has appeared in the Westminster Gazette

a paper by Mr. H. G. Wells, which I will

venture to describe rather as a most valuable

supplement to my articles than as a criticism of

them. Mr. Wells writes :

—

" While one agrees with ' Kappa ' and shares

" his alarm, one must confess the remedies he

"considers indicated do not seem quite so

"satisfactory as his diagnosis of the disease.

"He attacks the curriculum, and tells us we
"must reduce or remove instruction and exer-

" cise in the dead languages, introduce a
" broader handling of history, a more inspiring
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" arrangement of scientific courses, and so forth.

" I wish, indeed, it were possible to believe that

"substituting biology for Greek, or history with

"models and photographs and diagrams for

" Latin prose composition, would make any

"considerable difference in this matter. For
" so might one discuss this question and still

" give no offence to a most amiable and influ-

"ential class of men. But the roots of the

"evil, the ultimate cause of that typical young
" man's deadness, lie not at all in that direc-

"tion. To indicate the direction in which it

"does lie is quite unavoidably to give offence

"to an indiscriminatingly sensitive class. Yet

"there is.need to speak plainly. This deaden-
" ing of soul comes not from the omission or

"inclusion of this specific subject or that; it

" is the effect of the general scholastic atmo-
" sphere. It is an atmosphere that admits of

"no inspiration at all. It is an atmosphere

"from which living stimulating influences have

"been carefully excluded, from which stimu-

" lating and vigorous personalities are now being

"carefully eliminated, and in which dull prosaic

"men prevail invincibly. The explanation of

" the inert commonness of ' Kappa's ' schoolboy
" lies not in his having learnt this or not learnt
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" that, but in the fact that from seven to twenty

"he has been In the intellectual shadow of a

"number of good-hearted, sedulously respect-

"able, conscientiously manly, conforming, well-

" behaved men, who never, to the knowledge
" of their pupils and the public at any rate,

"think strange thoughts, do imaginative or

"romantic things, pay tribute to beauty, laugh

" carelessly, or countenance any irregularity in

" the world. All erratic and enterprising ten-

" dencies in him have been checked by them

"and brought at last to nothing; and so he

"emerges a mere residuum of decent minor
" tendencies. The dulness of the scholastic

"atmosphere, the grey intolerant mediocrity

"that is the natural or assumed quality of

" every upper-class schoolmaster, is the true

"cause of the spiritual etiolation of ' Kappa's
'

" young friend."

A correspondent, intimate with the modern

public school, who addressed me privately

before Mr. Wells's article appeared, took up

very much the same position, and maintained

that the race of Headmasters was steadily

deteriorating. Upon this point I offer no

opinion, having no materials for forming a

judgment. But I entirely agree with my
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correspondent in holding the clerical Head-

master a manifest anachronism, a survival from

the middle ages. His abolition would be, as

Carlyle says, "significant of much."

To return, however, to Mr. Wells. Making

large reservation in favour of individuals, and

allowing for some characteristic vivacities of

expression, I in the main agree with him.

But he seems curiously oblivious of the

surely evident fact that the men are the

products— not to say the victims— of the

system. It is perfectly true that, given

a teacher of genius, or even of strong and

original intelligence, almost any subject may
be made inspiring, awakening, educative in

the highest sense. But geniuses are rare

under the best of circumstances ; and if we
want to have an adequate supply of men of

strong and original intelligence, we must take

reasonable measures to produce them. The
burden of my argument is precisely this, that

the present course of studies at preparatory

and public schools does not tend to supply the

teaching profession, or any other, with men of

strong and original intelligence. If it produces

such men at all, it is by chance, and in its own
despite. Of course it is men we want ; of

B
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that there is no doubt ; but it is equally certain

that we cannot find men by simply crying out

for them.

The whole trouble is that public-school

education moves in a vicious circle : the system

begets the masters and the masters maintain

the system. Now, it is often hard to decide

at what point one may best break through a

vicious circle ; but here, as it seems to me,

the system is quite evidently the point to be

attacked. I venture to think that Mr. Wells's

apparent indifference as to the nature and the

proportional adjustment of the subjects com-

posing a school course, is largely assumed for

the sake of enforcing his immediate point.

Let me put the case to him in this way

:

Suppose that we could miraculously transform

the acquirements of all our public-school

masters, without altering their character, their

intelligence, or their outlook upon life ; sup-

pose that, while the philistines among them

remained as philistine as ever, we could

to-morrow endow them all with a power to

teach the subjects indicated in my general

scheme, exactly equivalent to their power

of teaching the subjects included in the pre-

sent curriculum ; suppose this miracle effected,
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would Mr. Wells deny that it would place

us far on the way towards a beneficent

reform ? The hypothesis is a little compli-

cated, but if Mr. Wells will think it out, I am
sure he will see my point. Even assuming that,

in the course of imparting " the new learning,"

the masters themselves gained nothing, the

pupils would at any rate acquire some vital

and relevant, or, as Spencer would say, some

organizable, knowledge, and would, in their

turn, furnish forth a better body of masters to

teach the next generation. But in all prob-

ability the masters would themselves gain

scarcely less than the pupils. In occupying

their minds with real instead of unreal things,

with necessary relations in place of conventions,

they would educate themselves as well as their

scholars, and gradually come to take wider

views of life, its problems, and its possibilities.

This is, indeed, the very ideal of education :

that the teacher should not be a mere conduit-

pipe for conveying knowledge to his pupils,

but that he and they should be mutually helpful

fellow-students in the school of life.

My illustration postulates, of course, a wild

impossibility. But which is more inconceivable

:

the schoolmasters of to-day administering a
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course of studies that would satisfy me, or a

body of masters that would satisfy Mr. Wells

administering the studies of to-day ? I submit

that the latter state of things would presuppose

by far the greater miracle of the two. It is

utterly out of the power of the clerico-classical

curriculum to produce any considerable number

of what Mr. Wells calls "authentic men, taking

a line of their own, and capable of intellectual

passion," But it ought to be quite within our

power to bring about gradually such a change

in the subjects and methods of study as shall,

still more gradually, produce a race of teachers

approximating, as closely as human frailty will

permit, to Mr. Wells's high ideal.

As to Mr. Wells's implied opinion that the

nature of the thing taught is of comparatively

trifling moment, I am tempted to answer him

out of his own mouth. In the Appendix to

his Modern Utopia, he gives a brief sketch of

his own education. He says :

—

" I had come into pretty intimate contact

" with the harder realities of life . . . before

" I was fifteen. About that age, following the

" indication of certain theological and specula-

"tive curiosities, I began to learn something

"of what I will call deliberately and justly,
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' Elementary Science . . . and then, through

'accidents and ambitions that do not matter

' in the least to us now, I came to three years

' of illuminatinof and orood scientific work. The
'central fact of those three years was Huxley's

' course in Comparative Anatomy at the school

* in Exhibition Road. About that as a nucleus

' I arranged a spacious digest of facts. At the

' end of that time I had acquired what I still

' think to be a fairly clear and complete and
' ordered view of the ostensibly real universe.

' Let me try to give you the chief things I

' had. I had man definitely placed in the

'great scheme of space and time. I knew
' him incurably for what he was, finite and not

' final, a being of compromises and adaptations."

There follows an outline of a comprehensive

course of biological study, ending thus :

—

" I had checked the whole theory of develop-

" ment again in a year's course of palaeontology,

"and I had taken the dimensions of the whole

"process, by the scale of the stars, in a course

" of astronomical physics."

Mr. Wells is evidently satisfied that the

three years he describes were well spent. And
who shall doubt it ? No one, certainly, who
realises what we owe to Mr. Wells, both as
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a thinker and as an imaginative artist. But

will he tell us that these years would have been

equally well spent in construing and composing

Greek and Latin verse and prose, even under

the most inspiring of masters ? Or will he

have us believe that the good effect of the

three years was mainly due to the teachers, and

only incidentally to the things taught ? True,

he came in contact with one teacher of genius

—Huxley. But for the rest he does not

indicate, nor is there any reason to suppose,

that his teachers, considered merely as men,

were greatly superior to the average public-

school master. Probably, if the truth were

known, some of them were dry and uninspiring

enough ; for science cannot create the teaching

faculty in a man who has it not. But the vitality,

the reality of their subjects doubtless helped

to bring out whatever power of inspiration they

originally possessed ; and even those who were

dull in themselves could not render their sub-

jects entirely dull to a youth whose whole

course of study was making the universe alive

to him. Where all departments of inquiry are

mutually complementary, the inspiration derived

from one teacher will communicate itself to

the whole course ; wherefore (if for no other
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reason) it should be one of the chief aims of

a master-educator to make all the subjects

which, at a given time, engage a pupil's atten-

tion, manifestly fit into, or branch out from,

each other. All this, I cannot but think,

Mr. Wells will admit ; and, if so, I do not see

how he is to avoid the admission that in his

Westminster article he laid somewhat too ex-

clusive stress on the influence of the teacher,

as distinct from that of the subject taught.

What remains to be said may perhaps best

take the form of my own criticism upon the

following pages. An author is naturally an

indulgent critic of his own work, but he is

not necessarily blind to all its limitations and

defects.

In the first place, then, the lack of practical

experience in teaching is evident throughout,

and along with it the pure theorist's tendency

to ignore or minimise the element of friction

The reader may quite reasonably gather from

some of my chapters that I hold education to

be an altogether simpler problem than it really

is. It may seem as though I believed that a

mere change of system would automatically

beget a race of brilliantly intelligent and
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perfectly virtuous schoolboys and under-

graduates. As a matter of fact, I am no such

visionary ; but, in pleading for an ameliora-

tion of method, one naturally insists on its

ideal consequences, and cannot always be

pausing to allow for the necessity of slowly

perfecting instruments and laboriously clearing

away obstacles—in a word, for the tardy move-

ment of sublunary things. If it be admitted

that the changes which I urge would set up a

tendency in the right direction, that is quite

sufficient for my purpose, and I can suffer with

a good grace all reasonable deductions from

my seemingly over-sanguine forecast of results.

Again, it has surprised me to find that none

of my critics has hitherto raised a note of

alarm as to the solemn young prigs, posers,

and sentimentalists whom it may seem to be

my ambition to substitute for the healthy,

harum-scarum boy-barbarians of to-day. The
danger is quite real, and I am not at all

insensible to it. Tactless teaching on the

lines I suggest might overreach itself in one

or other of three ways : it might beget

a shallow self-satisfaction, a purblind and

priggish positivism ; it might bewilder and

crush the youthful mind with a sense of the
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overwhelming multitude and majesty of pheno-

mena ; or it might, by a mechanical and over-

insistent dwelling on the miracle of existence,

dull that very sense of wonder which it de-

signed to stimulate, and produce a condition of

mere hebetude and apathy. All these evils,

and especially the last, would have to be care-

fully guarded against. As Mrs. Boole very

wisely points out, "an incessant strain on the

imagination and on the perception of the

sublime is unhealthy and deadening." I freely

admit that a premature initiation into natural

theology is no less to be deprecated than the

premature inculcation of dogmatic theology.

No machine-made system of teaching can ever

be right. The best of methods must be

modulated by human insight, sympathy, and

tact. But I conceive that the practice of a

rational method is rather more likely than the

practice of an irrational method to beget and

foster a tactful race of teachers.

One evident flaw in my argument is the

absence of all reference to the examination

system and its influence on education. I

avoided the question, to speak frankly, because

I found it impossible to arrive at a definite

opinion regarding it. I am not even clear on
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the preliminary question : how far emulation

ought to be utilised as a legitimate stimulus to

endeavour. Where two or three are gathered

together, it would seem very difficult to exclude

this motive ; wherefore I am disposed to think

that the reasonable course is to admit it, while

taking every precaution against its becoming

an overmastering and fiercely egoistic passion.

If the advantage to the winner of an intellectual

race is questionable, the discipline to his losing

rivals is surely not without its value. I see no

reason why examinations should not be devised

which should test progress at every stage of

the course of training I have sketched, without

overspurring emulation or encouraging "cram."

Much more difficult is the question of com-

petitive examinations for public appointments

and the like. It is hard to see how they

could be abolished without reopening the door

to jobbery and corruption ; nor is it clear how
they can be so ordered as wholly to exclude

mechanical mark-hunting. One may perhaps

venture the suggestion that, at the end of a

course of rational education, a short period of

cramming might do no great harm. After all,

the power to master a subject quickly and (for

the moment) thoroughly, in order to meet a
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temporary occasion, is one of the aptitudes

most frequently demanded in many branches

of the public service ; so that the examinations

which test it are not wholly beside the mark.

Another very important question, but quite

outside the scope of this book, is that of the

sterilising pressure of the examination system

on advanced undergraduate work in the univer-

sities. Taking it all in all, there can be no

doubt that the constant intentness on mark-

getting fostered by our scholarship and tripos

system contradicts the whole spirit of a liberal

education as I conceive it. At the same time,

I am pretty confident that the evils of the

examination system are not the cause (as some

maintain), but rather the consequence, of the

unreason of our whole scheme of education,

and that, in reforming the matter and manner

of our teaching, we should almost inevitably

reform our method of testing results.

It is evident that my ideal of education

demands a larger and (on the average) a more

highly-trained staff of teachers than is at pre-

sent considered requisite for a well-equipped

school. This would mean, of course, that

education would be more expensive. There

would, after a time, be no lack of such
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teachers ; for an improved system, as I have

argued above, would beget in large numbers

the men fitted to administer it. Salaries, then,

need not rise to any inordinate level. The
increase of expenditure would be due mainly

to the reduction of the number of boys assigned

to each master. The author of Hugh Rencial

very justly observes:—"A system which ex-

"pects one human being to control, hold the

"attention of, and teach thoroughly twenty-five

" or thirty healthy, spirited, Philistine English

"boys, fourteen to eighteen years old, for a
" continuous period of ninety minutes several

" times a day, expects more than it is likely to

" get. If you want an idle boy properly taught

" and disciplined, you must take him elsewhere

" than to a public school, and pay more." If

any reform worth the name is ever to be

effected, we must be prepared to pay more at

a public school, and secure closer individual

attention, not, perhaps, for the two or three

boys at the top of a form, but for those whom
the present system is content to leave laggards

and dunces. On some parents, no doubt, the

necessity for a higher scale of fees would fall

hardly—how hardly, it is as yet impossible to

estimate. If the difficulty proved serious, it
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might be met—in part, at any rate—by addi-

tional endowments. But there are certainly

thousands of parents in England to-day who
could very well afford to spend more than they

do on their children's education. This form of

national thrift (for such it is) might well be

encouraged, by permitting the deduction from

taxable income of sums paid for actual tuition,

as distinct, of course, from charges (now often

exorbitant) for residence, board, &c. A man
is at present entitled to deduct from his

income-tax return the amount of his life-insur-

ance premium. My proposal would merely

imply an extension of the same principle.

If I have made any addition at all to the

stock of ideas upon education, it is to be found,

I think, in the co-ordination of History with

Science, and the subordination of language to

the very much widened concept of History.

This is more, perhaps, than a mere question

of phraseology : it is, in my view, a step

towards the attainment of a just sense of pro-

portion. The classification seems to me theo-

retically sound, and not, as it may at first

appear, a co-ordination of disparates. Is not

science the history of nature, and history the

science of man ? The orb of knowledge is
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marked off into two hemispheres, and lan-

guage, whether dead or living, is seen to be a

segment of a hemisphere, not nine-tenths of

the whole sphere. True, the boundary-line is

no more substantial than a meridian of longi-

tude. There are subjects—especially the mani-

fold and all-embracing subject of psychology

—

which, like the great oceans, flow over into

both hemispheres. Yet none the less may the

imaginary meridian assist our measurements

and clarify our mental vision.

Wherever I have ventured upon definite

recommendations of detail, I feel the prob-

ability of error to be very great. The more

one thinks and reads upon education, the more

one realises the wisdom of this passage from

Sir Joshua Fitch :

—
" The sum of all I have

' sought to enforce on this point is that educa-

' tion is a progressive science, at present in a

'very early stage of development. Hence it

' is the duty of all the practitioners of that

'science to be well aware of its incomplete-

' ness, and to do something to enlarge its

' boundaries and enrich it with new discoveries.

* Every school is a laboratory in which new

'experiments may be tried and new truths

' may be brought to light. And every teacher
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"who invents a new method or finds a new
" channel of access to the intelligence, the con-

" science and the sympathy of his scholars will

"do a service not only to his professional

"brethren and successors, but to the whole

"community." My recommendations of detail,

then, are to be regarded simply as the tentative

suggestions of an untried amateur, excusable

only inasmuch as the true principles of the

science are as yet so far from being established.

Here, as at so many other points, I am in

cordial agreement with the writer of The Upton

Letters, who says :

—
" What I want is experi-

" ment of every kind ; but my cautious friends

"say that one would only get something a

"great deal worse. That I deny. I maintain

" that it is impossible to have anything worse,

"and that the majority of the boys we turn out

"are intellectually in so negative a condition

"that any change would be an improvement."

Finally, one cannot but ask what are the

chances that "any change" will be effected by

the widespread revolt of which this book is

only a minor symptom ? Are the forces of

conservatism inexpugnably entrenched ? Is the

clerico-classical phalanx immovable ? Are

Governing Bodies, Headmasters' Conferences
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Senates and Congregations hopelessly en-

slaved by tradition and sunk in inertia?

On this point my own views and hopes are

pretty accurately expressed in an editorial

which appeared in the Westminster Gazette

simultaneously with the last of the following

chapters. From it I quote this significant

passage :
—

" Correspondents have written to

' us to say, while these articles have been

'appearing, that it is all true and all hope-

' less. Custom, they say, is so hard-frozen

' in English public schools, criticism is so much
' resented and self-criticism so much out of

* fashion, that no reforms will come from
* within and none are possible from without,

' since all Governments are largely composed
' of men who admire the system and have
' been brought up on it. For our part, we
' are not quite so certain that, if the public

' schools were incapable of reforming them-
' selves, they might not one day find them-
* selves the subject of a public Commission
' which would handle them even more
' drastically than another Commission handled
' the Universities in a previous genera-

tion.

The Editor—to whose unwearying courtesy
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and encouragement I own myself deeply in-

debted—then goes on to say that he does not

take quite so gloomy a view of the situation as

some of his correspondents. He points to

signs of unrest in the public schools them-

selves, and expresses his belief that among
the younger men now at work as teachers,

not a few are keenly alive to the short-

comings of the system and exceedingly

anxious to find a remedy. This belief I share
;

but I have little faith in the power of indi-

viduals already within the vicious circle to

effect any adequate reform. It must be sub-

jected to an organised attack from without,

and perhaps the readiest course would be to

agitate for a Commission such as the Editor

of the Westminster forecasts. Endowed public

schools are not the private property of any

caste or "set," but public trusts, amenable to

public control. By one means or another, at

all events, reform must be initiated, and that

promptly. If a great national danger Is to be

avoided. Not one danger, indeed, but many
;

and among them, as the Editor of the West-

minster points out, a danger to that very
" culture " which the clerico-classlcists believe

themselves to be championing.

C
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** It Is no uncommon spectacle [he writes] In

"a public school to find the classical staff dis-

" couraging the modern side, as though it were
" the natural enemy of a good education, with-

" out, however, taking any steps to make good
" the obvious deficiencies of a classical educa-

" tion. So we have an antiquated classical side

" waging war upon a bad modern side, while

" the parent, meanwhile, calls loudly for what
** he vaguely describes as ' a practical educa-

" tion,' and the boy all the time is more and
" more sfiven over to the cult of athletics.

" If this goes on, there will presently come a

" reaction in which the higher education will

" pass over bag and baggage into the hands
" of utilitarians, who at least know what they

" mean when they demand practical and
" technical teaching, and who, as things are,

" can point to the disastrous breakdown of

"the opposite ideal. . . . The word 'culture'

" seems somehow inappropriate to the English

" public school, and we can imagine the gesture

" of contempt with which it would be dis-

*' missed by the average healthy schoolboy.

*' Yet culture in the real sense of the word

—

** not the dilettantism in art and minor verse

" which the word has come to denote, but the
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awakening of the mind to the great interests

of the world—is precisely the object of

education for those who are of the public-

school age. And what we need is a full

recognition that a great part of it is missed

in what is called a classical as well as

what is called a modern education, and a

combined effort by the exponents of both to

set right what is amiss. If instead we find

schoolmasters still determined to assert that

the whole cause depends on a modicum of

compulsory Greek, then the inevitable defeat

of the classicists will bring the defeat of

culture. The time has come when the

literary teacher must take counsel with

the historical teacher and the scientific

teacher to see if between them they

cannot devise a form of education which

does justice to all these studies, and which

will enable the average lad to leave

school with a reasonable equipment of

practical knowledge, with a mind awakened

to the interest and mystery of things, and

free from that absorption in the trivial which

our contributor has noted as one of the

worst signs of modern youth."
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One last word. Though this book Is, of

course, primarily addressed to parents and

guardians, pastors and masters, I cannot but

hope to find some readers among the rising

generation as well. Indeed, I shall be com-

pelled to think that there is something greatly

amiss with either the matter or the manner of

the following chapters, should they prove to

have no interest for intelligent boys from

the age of fifteen upwards.

London, October^ iQ^S-



Let Youth but Know

AN UNDERGRADUATE

"^OT long ago, I spent a day at Oxbridge

with an undergraduate friend in his third

term. Few youths could be, to all appearance,

more happily situated
;

yet I found him dis-

satisfied with the place and discontented with

his lot. This frame of mind was partly due,

no doubt, to peculiarities of individual tem-

perament, not to say temper. But, making all

possible allowance for idiosyncrasy, one cannot

but suspect something amiss in the educational

system which, if it did not foster, at least failed

to counteract the idiosyncrasy in question.

My young friend's case set me thinking. It

was sad, it was almost tragic, that a lad of

good physical health and good mental capacity,
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at the age when all his forces, physical and
mental, ought to be pleasurably, even raptur-

ously, expanding, should, In spite of all outward

advantages, let the Irrecoverable months slip

away In moody discontent. His days should

have been as a rosary of priceless pearls, and
he let them run through his fingers like beads

of common glass. Why ? Clearly in Ignor-

ance ; among the many things he had learnt,

he had not learnt the value of life. It was

foolish of me to envy him and long to change

places with him—unless. Indeed, I could have

transferred my soul of fifty Into his body of

twenty. Fate had given him a treasure-casket,

but no key to unlock it ; and education, failing

in its primary duty, had not helped him to

forge a key. "Its primary duty .^ " Yes,

so I call it. That is just the view I have

to urge.

All the way up to town that evening, the

train ran to the rhythm of the old phrase, " Si

jeunesse savait ! SI jeunesse savalt !

" " Why
should not 3^outh know ? "

I asked myself
" Why should Its best years be portioned out

between dead task-work and idle child's-play,

both seeming deliberately calculated to conceal

from It the splendour and the mystery of this
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strange adventure of life, on which, for a little

space, it is embarked ? We are given some

two or three score years to enjoy the pageant

of the universe and contemplate the miracle of

existence ; and we let our ingenuous youth

waste their intelligence on dismal pedantries

and their admiration on despicable trifles. Is

it so surprising, after all, that my young friend

should move as a blind man among ' the

glories of his blood and state '

?
"

Before going any further, let me put this

youth's case a little more in detail. His

temperament, as I have admitted, may be in

some measure exceptional, but his course of

life has been absolutely typical. He is a

fair average product of English middle-class

education.

In ability he is above rather than below the

average. After two years at a preparatory

school, he passed with a junior scholarship into

a large public school. His parents had no

particular "views" as to his career, and he

followed the line of least resistance. He
showed no special aptitude for mathematics,

or for such elementary science as came in his

way ; while, on the other hand, he did show a
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distinct capacity for classics. Accordingly he

went on the classical "side," and worked his

way up quite normally. In due time he took a

senior scholarship, reached the sixth form at a

rather earlier age than usual, and eventually

became head boy of the form and captain of

the school. It was his misfortune— I say it in

all seriousness—to be unable to carry through

the outdoor side of his school life as normally

as the indoor side. Up to the age of fifteen or

sixteen he was slightly delicate, and was, by

doctor's orders, debarred from playing football.

For cricket he showed no particular aptitude,

and (betraying herein, I think, a flaw of

character) he consequently did not cultivate it.

Fives he played with zest, and he became a

passable fencer. But his real outdoor interests

were rowing and racquets. He was one of

the best racquet-players in the school.

This reads like a highly prosperous school

career ; nor is the appearance entirely fallacious.

One point I wish to emphasise : namely, that

my young friend was exceptionally fortunate

in his masters. If anything was amiss, it was

the system, not the men who administered

it. The Headmaster he regarded, and justly,

with unqualified respect and affection. The
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sixth-form master was an excellent scholar and

amiable man, with whom his boys stood on

the best of terms. The current objection to a

" classical education "—that it teaches boys

neither classics nor anything else—did not

apply in this case. The youth in question, and

a considerable number of his schoolmates, did

actually acquire a competent knowledge of the

Greek and Latin languages, and learned to

take more or less pleasure in some of the

authors they read. It was their own fault, too,

if they did not gain a fair command of French

and a smattering of mathematics. The school,

in short—if I am not mistaken—was well

above the average in the efficiency of its

educational mechanism.

Following, then, the normal course, my
young friend competed for and won an open

scholarship at one of the most famous colleges

in Oxbridge ; and there, at the beginning of

his third term, I went to visit him.

What was his frame of mind ? He was a

member of an ancient and splendid foundation,

mother of many illustrious sons ; but if the

thought gave him any pleasure, it was so

slight as to form no appreciable factor in his

mental state. He occupied beautiful rooms,
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looking out upon one of the most beautiful

prospects in a city of no less beauty than

renown—and he regarded it all, not only with-

out enthusiasm, but almost with distaste. He
moved every day among noble buildings,

pregnant with historical and personal associ-

ations—and he did not care to inform himself

of them. Knowing practically nothing of the

political or spiritual history of his country, he

was naturally indifferent to the part which

Oxbridge had played in it. He had brought

with him the requisites neither for a vivid

enjoyment nor for a reasonable criticism of

the place, its traditions, and its methods. He
was not pinched for money ; the fault did not

lie there. He was not without friends—but he

carefully selected those from whom he could

receive no intellectual stimulus. His school

life, in short, had left him with an unwakened
imagination, an atrophied intelligence, a

patriotism indistinguishable from the most

primitive tribal instinct, and not the remotest

realisation of the splendour of his heritage

either as an Englishman or as a citizen of the

world.

*' He was an exceptionally stupid boy," you

may say. His masters called him brilliant.
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" Perhaps he had been overworked— over-

crammed." He had always worked with con-

scientious diligence ; but all that he did came

easy to him, and he spent fewer hours over his

books than did most of his comrades and com-

petitors. •' His home influences, then, had

been hostile to his intellectual expansion." If

so, the hostility had taken the shape of over-

encouragement ; but there had been no forcing

of any sort. The one definite factor, outside

the schoolroom, that had been clearly un-

favourable to his development, was his partial

disability in athletics. Finding how little his

scholastic distinction counted among his

fellows in comparison with the athletic dis-

tinctions he could not attain, he was led to

place an exorbitant value on the muscular as

opposed to the mental life. Thus he went up

to Oxbridge despising, almost resenting, his

own talents, and with his whole heart set upon

childish things.o
" Clearly there was some odd kink in this

boy's mind." Yes ; but his education, which

ought to have straightened it out, had rather

drawn it tlsfhter. " He seems to have suffered

from a curious aridity of soul." Yes ; but his

education had, if not created the desert, at any
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rate failed to irrigate and fertilise it. Will

Oxbridge itself succeed any better? It seems

very doubtful. The chances are that, five-and-

twenty years hence, as he begins to feel the

horizon of his life contract, he will gradually

realise what the world is and what Oxbridge

might have been, and will say to himself, as I

do now, "If youth but knew !

"

It is not as an exception, but as a type, that I

place him before the reader. He may have a

little more ability than is usually associated

with such a frame of mind ; but the frame of

mind itself—the absorption in childish things,

coupled with extreme obtuseness to the glories,

privileges, and potentialities of life—is abso-

lutely normal. The obtuseness may be more

wilful in him than in the average English boy
;

but, if so, that is the sole peculiarity of his

case.

Now I believe that no boy who is not far

below the average in intelligence need go up

to the University, or forth into the world, in

this state of spiritual torpor. I believe that

the efficiency, the morality, and above all the

happiness of coming generations might be

incalculably promoted by a radical change in

our svstem of education. I believe that the
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conscious and deliberate aim of education

should be to enable a man, in the fullest sense

of the word, to enjoy life ; and that the enjoy-

ment of life, for any one who has time and means

to cultivate his intelligence, is partly, no doubt,

dependent on the gratification of physical appe-

tite and the exertion of physical energy, but

far more essentially and permanently on the

intellectual apprehension of the sublimities and

mysteries of the universe and of the human
lot^ Half of our discontent with life arises,

like my young friend's discontent with Oxbridge,

from sheer blindness to the splendours of our

environment — a cataract which education

scarcely attempts, and in most cases wholly

fails, to remove.

Postscript.— Is he Typical?— It is said

that the undergraduate here depicted is quite

an exception. What I believe to be excep-

' Of Thomas Wedgwood :
" His life-long dream was to

promote happiness on earth, not by the multiplication of

mechanical appliances for comfort and pleasure, but by

the evolution of a Race gifted with powers of intellectual

enjoyment, larger than those of man as he now exists."

M. E. Boole : The Preparation of the Childfor Science^ p. 7.
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tlonal in his case is this : the system, which

has dulled instead of stimulating his intellectual

interests, has not impaired his conscientiousness.

He feels bound to grapple honestly with the

tasks which have so little attraction for him :

whence the element of moroseness in his state

of mind. Many young men in his place would

take their tasks very lightly, and fling them-

selves heart and soul into the mere pastimes

of University life. My young friend gives

to these a fair proportion of his time ; but the

sense of having to devote so great a part of

his life to work which does not vividly interest

him, for the sake of passing examinations

which lead to nothing he specially cares

about, weighs upon his mind now and then,

and prevents him from feeling the frank enjoy-

ment of Oxbridge, which is, I daresay, common
enough among his fellows.

That his intellectual condition is not singular

I could prove by a host of witnesses. For the

present, the following passage from The Upton

Letters may suffice :
" I grow every day more

"despondent about the education we give at

" our so-called classical schools. Here, you
" know, we are severely classical ; and to have
" to administer such a system is often more
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" than I can bear with dignity or philosophy.

" One sees arrive here every year a lot of

" brisk, healthy boys, with fair intelligence,

" and quite disposed to work ; and at the other

" end one sees depart a corresponding set of

"young gentlemen who know nothing, and can

" do nothing, and are profoundly cynical about
" all intellectual things. And this is the result

" of the meal of chaff we serve out to them
** week after week ; we collect it, we chop it

" up, we tie it up in packets ; we spend hours
** administering it in teaspoons, and this is the

-end."

I will not go so far as to say that the youth of

whom I write is "cynical " about all intellectual

things, but rather that he is unawakened. Nor
is it true that he "knows nothing"; the trouble

is that most of what he knows is, or seems

to him, irrelevant, unnourishing—a "meal of

chaff." A good deal of it, no doubt, cannot

rightly be so described ; but wherever the

fault may be, the fact remains that he gets

little spiritual nutriment out of it.

" I venture to think," says one of my critics,

" that * Kappa ' is wrong psychologically about
" his imaginary or typical undergraduate—the

" scholar who did brilliantly at school but has
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' no intellectual interests and chooses friends

' of the most unstimulating description. I

* know the kind of undergraduate well, but
' I diagnose his case differently. He is suffer-

' ing not from a lack of intellectual stimulus

' but from one of the many varieties of over-

' work. He has put a lot of hard brain labour

' into his main business, which happens to have
' been classical scholarship, and when that is

'done he has no spare energy for studying

'architecture or belles-lettres. I suspect that

' he reads old Ptmches"
This diagnosis is doubtless correct ; but if it

be intended as a defence of the system, I cannot

think it successful.



II

THE CHIEF END OF MAN

A CERTAIN amount of education must

be merely utilitarian ; that is to say,

directly subservient to the practical ends of

life. This education begins when the child

is taught to use a spoon. It continues when

the boy learns his letters and his multiplica-

tion-table. It ends, for millions of hapless

youths, in the acquisition of a trade, handi-

craft, or business routine, which they go on

practising, mechanically and joylessly, until

their mechanism is worn out and they are cast

on the scrap-heap. Many more happily-situated

youths never get beyond the utilitarian stage of

education; for though they may "read up"

Plato and master the Differential Calculus, it is

all with a direct view to their worldly advance-

ment, not to the saving of their souls alive.

D 49
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Their book-reading has no more spiritual value

than book-keeping or book-making. But it is

generally admitted that the teaching which sub-

serves mere appetite and ambition, even with a

little judicious morality thrown in, is inadequate

to the real needs of the human spirit. A
"liberal education" is one in which the utili-

tarian element is strictly preliminary and sub-

ordinate. If, in the course of these reflections,

I have to condemn the ordinary classical curri-

culum of our public schools, it will not be

because it is un-utilltarlan, but because it is

inefficient as a means to higher ends.

What, then, is the fundamental task of a

liberal education ? What should be its constant

endeavour? Surely to awaken and to keep

ever alert the faculty of wonder in the human
soul. To take life as a matter of course

—

whether painful or pleasurable—that is the true

spiritual death. From the body of that death

it is the task of education to deliver us.

The infant, fresh from non-existence, or (spite

of Wordsworth) oblivious of pre-existence, gazes

at the world with wondering eyes. But before

he can tell himself of his wonder, it has been

swallowed up in familiarity. He has fallen in

with the jog-trot sequence of things. There is
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a stage, indeed, in which he asks, " Why? why?

why?" and I suspect that, even at this first

awakening of his intelHgence, he ought not to

be put off with the ordinary evasions and cut-

and-dried formulas. But on this point I do not

insist, leaving it to the discussion of child-

psychologists. What is certain is that, unless

he be a child of genius, he comes to school with

his sense of wonder dulled, or diverted entirely

to things remote and fabulous, to mythological

or theological marvels. Certainly I am no

enemy to fairy-tales. They are the healthful

playground of the childish imagination, keeping

it in exercise at a period when it is as yet

unable to grasp or grapple with the wonders of

the real world. The trouble is that the fading of

fairyland leaves the average child in a wholly

prosaic environment of alternate "lessons " and

games. The utilitarian, or, at most, the judi-

ciously moral, aspect of education is constantly

forced upon him. The " liberal " aspect, if it is

suggested at all, seems to him a myth, or one of

the organised hypocrisies of his elders. He is

told that he will one day find a world of pleasure

in, or through, the thinofs that are now meaning-

less tasks to him ; but he has no lively faith in

this promise ; and, as a rule, his scepticism is
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justified. At best, the pleasure he is asked to

find will be a mere external adjunct to his

practical and moral life—a harmless, perhaps

a stimulating, pastime. As if we were such

multi-millionaires of time that we must labour to

perfect ourselves in devices forgetting rid of it

!

My definition, then, of a liberal as distinct

from a merely utilitarian education would be

this : a course of training which arouses and

sustains in the mind of its subject a vivid

realisation of the miracle of existence. We
move in the midst of a stupendous fairy-tale,

compared with which the most fantastic Arabian

Night is humdrum and pedestrian. What was

Aladdin's Palace to the dome of the million

jewels which is nightly builded over our heads,

marvellous to the eye, but incomparably more

marvellous to the mind ? What were the

Adventures of Sindbad compared with the toils

and vicissitudes, the triumphs and defeats, ot

our fathers and our brothers, the race of man
on earth ? We are compassed about with

glories and mysteries, and we feed our children's

souls on Greek accents and bowling averages !

What wonder if, in James Elia's phrase, "these

fine, ingenuous lads are presently changed into

frivolous Members of Parliament"!
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Emerson has somewhere said :
" If the stars

came out only once in a thousand years, how
men would wonder and adore and preserve for

countless generations the memory of the City

of God which they had seen!" It should be the

business of education to make this miracle "new

to us every evening." And I speak, of course,

of the stars merely as the most obvious of the

manifestations of the great Thaumaturge. Here

we have immensity obtruded on us, flung at

us, so to speak, almost ostentatiously. But the

wonder of the infinite is no crreater than the

wonder of the infinitesimal. Conception is

baffled at both ends of the scale. ^ There are

moods when the forces which hold the suns and

systems suspended seem to us less incredible

than the energies which lurk in a single mole-

cule of matter. But it is idle to weigh marvel

against marvel, as though our separation and

classification of them were not a mere fiction of

convenience. All are involved in each, and

each in all
;
yet, if we must speak of greater and

less, the greatest of all marvels is surely the

handful of matter, temporarily encased in a

roundish box of bone, which can mirror and

analyse and weigh and name and recombine

* Appendix A, p. 209.
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the phenomena of the universe, and, passing

beyond phenomena, can even speculate, how-

ever impotently, on the reality behind them.

We are miracles immersed in miracle ; and we
have nothing better to make of our little span

of consciousness than to provide for our phy-

sical needs, and then fling away in child's-play

(more or less disguised) whatever residue of

time may be left over.

You remember that admirable passage of

Stevenson's in which he contrasts the two first

questions of the English and Scottish Cate-

chisms—"the English tritely inquiring 'What

is your name ?
' the Scottish striking at the very

roots of life with ' What is the chief end of

man ?
' and answering nobly, if obscurely, ' To

glorify God and to enjoy Him for ever.' " The
obscurity of this answer lies solely in its first

clause. How can man "glorify" God.'* That

is indeed obscure.^ The phrase is a survival

from a low stage of anthropomorphism. But

there is no obscurity about the second clause

^ It is pointed out to me that "glorify" is here only a

synonym for "praise"; I had taken it to mean "enhance

the glory of." To praise God is, of course, possible enough,

and may be reasonable enough, so long as it is clearly

understood that it is man, and not God, who profits by the

exercise.
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—to "enjoy Him for ever." Save for that

poverty of language which compels us "to

narrow the Supreme with sex," it expresses

with perfect accuracy the chief end of man.

Not necessarily the end for which he was

"intended," but assuredly the end which he

should deliberately propose to himself—and the

end, as I suggest, which education should, from

an early stage, deliberately and sedulously

subserve.

It may be well to guard against a possible

ambiguity in the word " enjoy." Does it seem

to make optimism a foregone conclusion? Not
at all, as I conceive it. The intellectual "enjoy-

ment " of the scheme of things neither implies

an optimistic nor excludes a pessimistic judg-

ment of it. When I pay a visit to the dentist,

I enjoy the contemplation of all the truly

exquisite apparatus of his art : yet I would very

much rather, if I might, refrain altogether from

that enjoyment. One may find the keenest

enjoyment in studying the genius and exploits

of, say. Napoleon, though, as the study pro-

ceeds, one may feel more and more convinced

that he was an unmitigated curse to humanity.

"Yes," it may be said, "we can enjoy the

recollection of bygone ills that befell other
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people ; but how about the ' instans tyrannus'?

Did his own generation, the men who suffered

and died for and through him, * enjoy ' the con-

templation of his genius ? " Assuredly ; thou-

sands did. Other thousands, of course, did

not. They had no eyes for his greatness, and

either blindly hated him, or accepted his exist-

ence and its effects, like any other disease or

disaster, with dull incomprehension. Just so is

the mass of mankind incapable of enjoying the

works of the Supreme Imperator whose con-

scripts we all are ; and it is precisely this

incapacity which a liberal education ought to

remove. The clearest vision, indeed, is far

enough from fathoming his strategy, his whole

plan of campaign ; but his marvellous tactics

we can partially discern and admire. And
surely it is better that we should do so than

that we should go forth to the batde blindly,

like the beasts that perish. We may or may
not wish that the campaign had never been

undertaken ; we may or may not regret having

been pressed into the service. But whether we
approve it or no, the great Expedition will go

on ; and we may as well play our ineluctable

part in it with an intelligent zest. Does not

its romance, its fascination, lie in the very
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obscurity of its Whence ? Why ? and

Whither ?

In another essay, Stevenson wishes " that

there had been some one to put him in good
heart about Hfe when he was younger." That

is mere common sense. It is a crime to

depress the spirits of youth ; and, in these

days of mild and unsulphureous theology, it is

(one is glad to believe) an infrequent crime.

Moreover, the instinctive shrinking from life,

the shallow cynicism, the half-affected Byron-

ism, that sometimes beset adolescence, ought

to be judiciously combated. But I would no

more inculcate a dogmatic optimism than a

systematic pessimism. Teach youth to see, to

understand, to wonder ; then let it judge for

itself.

There are two main lines on which a liberal

education, thus conceived, ought to proceed.

We should either study the architecture of

Aladdin's Palace or critically investigate the

Adventures of Sindbad. Up to a certain point

both lines should be pursued ; but most of us

would presently find ourselves impelled by an

innate preference to specialise on one or the

other.
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ALADDIN'S PALACE

"\X/'HAT, in plain English, do I mean by

saying that a liberal education ought

to deal either with Aladdin's Palace or with

the Adventures of Sindbad, and, up to a

certain point, with both ? I hope the reader

already holds the key to this very simple

enigma ; so he will perhaps bear with me if

I try to lead up to the definite statement of

my meaning by a little further illustration.

Looking from my study window this bright

May morning, what do I perceive ? A stretch

of undulating country, arable, pasture, and

woodland ; a slow river winding down a broad,

softly-moulded valley ; a vast expanse of sky,

with white clouds combed out, as it were, into

the pale blue. It is a pretty picture ; but,

because I have been badly educated, I can see

in it little more than its pictorial charm.
58
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Tardy self-education, however, has taught

me to lament my unseeing eye and uncompre-

hending mind. Looking at the trees, flowers,

grasses, I can name, with hesitation, a few of

their commonest species ; but even of their

nomenclature I am mainly ignorant, and much
more of their structure, their classification, their

life-history. Yet each of these myriad objects

is a living thing of exquisite adjustments and

complexities. The chemistry of its generation,

nutrition, pigmentation—the instinct by which

it draws from earth and air just those elements

required for the dreeing of its weird in growth,

reproduction, and decay—is ultimately, indeed,

an unfathomable mystery, but may be watched

in its processes, studied in its results. Take
yonder oak-tree, for example—what an august

being it is ! How it beggars the imagination

to conceive the silent tenacity of purpose

which, working through century after century,

has drawn together "the stuff of life to knit it,"

to robe it in its yearly marvel of leafage, and

swell its girth by ring on ring! Had I, as a

boy, been taken to that tree, and judiciously

helped to study it and realise it in its majestic

individuality, and in its relations to plant life at

large, I should to-day have been a wiser and, I
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doubt not, a happier man. As it was, I passed

the whole vegetable world by, unseeing, un-

wondering. It was a matter of course ; it was

dead to me, or (much more truly) I was dead

to it. Too late, I have come to life a little.

A tree awakens in me a vague reverence, a

flower a shamefaced worship ; and by these

feelings the intensity of life is indefinitely

enhanced for me. Was I, forty years ago, such

a young dolt as to be quite inaccessible to

them ? I doubt whether my educators, on the

Day of Wrath, will be able to plead that

justification. And when, as sometimes happens,

I hear a schoolboy express his contempt for

flowers, I could weep as I say to myself ** If

youth but knew !

"

So much for the carpet of Aladdin's Palace,

laid down each year afresh, and shifting in its

hues and pattern with every week and day.

But what of the floor on which the carpet is

spread ? How is it laid ? and on what

foundations ?

On one of the slopes over which my eye

ranges is a strip of naked soil, ploughed and

harrowed. Whence comes its texture ."* Whence
its russet tinge ? I know, though I cannot

actually see, that this slope is covered with
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myriads of loose stones, ranging from the size

of a pigeon's egg to the bulk of my two fists.

What Titan was at the pains of thus gravelling

the lea for miles and miles? That clump of

beeches away to the west marks an old chalk-

pit ; I infer from its shining cliff that the

reddish soil is only a thin layer, covering a

vast bed of white rock. What t's this chalk ?

On examination I shall find it to consist of

unimaginable myriads of once living creatures,

solidified as in a hydraulic press. In the chalk,

too, there are larger fossils—how came they

there ?

And I know that the chalk itself is only a

layer, like the upper soil. Deeper sections,

which I have seen elsewhere, show me other

layers, piled in their order, sometimes flat as

a plate of sandwiches, sometimes crumpled,

twisted, even tilted on end. Everywhere there

is order, everywhere the unmistakable evidence

of giant forces in conflict, as though one race

of genies had striven to smooth the floor hori-

zontally, while another mischief-making tribe

had everywhere laboured, by vertical action, to

emboss and corrugate the pavement their rivals

had laid down. Then, again, I contrast in my
mind the gentle contours of this buxom land-
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scape with the flat expanses of fen-land and

prairie, and with the ravines and precipices,

soaring peaks and jagged sierras, of a moun-

tainous country. Whence these differences ?

What power has sculptured the surface of the

earth, padded here and denuded there, and

veined it all with an inconceivable network of

running water, from the tiny driblet that

bubbles up in a wrinkle of the moors to the

great river that forms the artery of a conti-

nent ? And this water itself ! What is it ?

Whence comes it ? That shining streak in the

bottom of the valley, ever shifting, never

ceasing, voluble throughout the ages— why
have I but the vaguest notions of the laws that

compound and control it? Partly, no doubt,

because I was an idle and stupid boy, but also,

I venture to think, because my pastors and

masters were stupider and idler still. I grew

up with all these marvels before my eyes ; but

it was never sus!"2fested to me that I should

observe them, much less that I should investi-

gate or reason about them.

The study of the rocks and mountains—the

floor and pillars of Aladdin's Palace—is surely

one of the most fascinating to which the mind

can be applied, and might be made so even to
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quite young children. The elements of physio-

graphy present themselves in little wherever

rain falls and water flows ; every cliff or land-

slip, quarry or excavation, is a frontispiece to

the wonder-book of geology, with all its beau-

tiful inferences and far-reaching revelations.

From the merely utilitarian point of view, as

a gymnastic of the reasoning faculties, geology

ou^ht to rank high amongr the instruments of

education.

Again I look from my window, and, beyond

the fleecy canopy of cloud, I see a turquoise

dome lighted by a floating globe of fire—

a

more " wonderful lamp," even to the unin-

structed eye, than ever glowed in the wildest

Oriental fantasy. And I know that the lumi-

nous pavilion in which it floats is a mere illusion

of the sense, veiling for the moment immea-

surable altitudes of space and unimaginable

galaxies and glories. Here, indeed, the archi-

tectural imao^e breaks down and becomes

hopelessly belittling—even when it is Shake-

speare who speaks of " this brave o'erhanging

firmament, this majestical roof fretted with

golden fire." Architecture, be it never so

fabulous, implies immobility and limitation.

What we have here to realise is that there
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is no vault, no dome, no firmament ; no immo-

bility, no limitation ; but that the little speck of

matter to which we cling is like a dancing mote

in a sunbeam, among an inconceivable whirl of

other motes, many of them a thousand times its

size, yet all infinitesimal in comparison with the

immensity which envelops them.

Let us have done, then, with the poor symbol

of Aladdin's Palace. I have played with it

mainly to defer as long as possible the employ-

ment of the Greek names given by our fathers

to the various branches of nature-study. Botany,

physiography, geology, astronomy, are apt to

seem crushingly disproportionate in relation to

the childish mind. But surely there is nothing

unreasonable in the idea that, step by step with

the natural growth of his intelligence, a boy

ought to be initiated into the wonders of flower-

lore, plant-lore, earth-lore, cloud-lore, rock-lore,

star-lore —probably in something like the order

here indicated. This is such a plain measure

of common sense that the prejudices which

to-day cause us to neglect it will seem scarcely

credible a hundred years hence. ^

It will seem absolutely incredible, I believe,

that thousands of boys should go through an

' Appendix B, p. 211.
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elaborate and expensive education (as I did

and as my undergraduate friend has done)

without once looking through either a micro-

scope or a telescope. Yet the fact is merely

typical. This deliberate limitation of physical

vision accurately parallels the deliberate limita-

tion of mental vision which underlies so much
of our educational theory and practice. What
could be more delie^htful or more awakenins: to

any intelligent boy than the judicious use of

either of these instruments ? Why should we
refuse to avail ourselves of the childish love of

a toy because it happens to be the toy of

Galileo and of Herschel, and the indispensable

instrument of cosmical illumination ? The day

is surely not far distant when every well-

situated and well-equipped school will possess

a telescope of reasonable power, for the use, on

fitting occasion, not of the " science side "alone,

but of every boy who has eyes in his head and

a brain behind them.^

" And amid all your ' lores,' where does life-

lore come in ?
" Life-lore, as we know, has two

Greek equivalents—zoology and biology. The
enumerations and classifications of zoology

are so essentially attractive to children that

' Appendix C, p- 215.

E
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some instruction in them might probably pre-

cede all the rest. Then, in its due course,

geology would lead up to the rudiments of

biology ; and by the time the youthful mind

was ready to conceive them, it would be

brought face to face with the absorbing pro-

blems of the Origin of Species and the Descent

of Man.
" In short, you would simply substitute a

scientific curriculum for the classical and

literary curriculum hitherto implied in a

' liberal education '
?
"

Not at all ; we have not yet reached the

point at which we can profitably consider the

due place and function of classics in a rational

scheme of training. We have not yet arrived

at the parting of the ways. All that I have

hitherto urged is that every boy, whatever

course of study or path of life he is ultimately

to follow, should be encouraged and assisted to

use his eyes, and not to let the fog of unthink-

ing familiarity shut him off from the marvels

he daily and nightly sees around him, on earth

and in the heavens. He can proceed in science

so far as I have indicated without a single

numerical calculation or quantitative analysis.

*' He can become a shallow smatterer, in fact !

"
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Alas ! we must be content in this life to be

smatterers in most things, if only we can go

a little deeper into one or two. But I do not

think that a knowledge in wide outline of the

phenomena and processes of nature, accom-

panied by a habit of noting them with wonder

instead of passing them by in dull indifference,

can rightly be called a smattering.

Many boys, of course, would find in one or

more of these branches of science the main

interest of their lives. They would cease to

" smatter "
; they would concentrate, specialise,

and enrol themselves by natural affinity in one

or other corps of the great army of searchers

into the arcana of nature. But whatever is to

be a man's main interest and pursuit, he cannot

afford to shut himself up in it until he has a

clear general conception of that marvellous con-

catenation of phenomena in the midst of which

his lot is cast. To whichever of the Muses

he may ultimately swear allegiance, he must

first do homage to those Titan sisters of an

elder race, Astronomy and Geology. Geology

teaches us the meaning of Time, Astronomy

carries us as near as the mind can go to the

conception of Eternity.

In Aladdin's Palace, then, I feebly figured
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the domain of Science. Still more feebly,

perhaps, the Adventures of Sindbad shadowed

forth the chequered fortunes of humanity in

this, its obscure corner of the universe. In my
next chapter I shall try to co-ordinate History

with Science as the twin-constituent in a liberal

education.



IV

THE ADVENTURES OF SINDBAD

^NCE more I look abroad from my study-

window, but this time with a different

preoccupation. What I saw before—whether

with the bodily or the mental eye—was a clot

of matter orbed in the turning-lathe of cosmic

forces ; swinging with headlong velocity round

one of an infinite host of incalculably greater

orbs ; carrying with it an atmosphere of subtle

and complex chemistry ; swathed about with

life-giving oceans ; its crust built up and

crumbled down by the patient energies of ten

thousand ages ; and clad as to its surface in

a motley robe, woven of myriads of living,

multiplying, and dying organisms, some of

which, by an ultimate miracle, have broken

loose from their roots, and move palpitating

through the atmosphere, on wings, or hooves,

or feet—or motor-bicycles. Now, as I look
69
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around, I fix my attention on another order

of phenomena : those associated with the mental

as distinct from the merely vegetative functions

of the organisms which, in the absence of

auxiliary mechanism, move on two feet. These

creatures have somehow developed the power

of remembering, grouping, abstracting, record-

ing, communicating their sense-impressions
;

of distinguishing between the I and the Not-I
;

of using tools ; of telling stories and singing

songs ; of forming societies, offensive and de-

fensive, which are themselves elaborate or-

ganisms ; of killing each other with weapons

of far wider range than the tooth and claw

of nature ; of disputing about the Whence,

How, and Whither of life, and adopting

theories for which they are willing to persecute

or to die. This quaint race of beings at one

time considered itself the end and object of

all things, and believed that the earth had been

sculptured and the heavens spangled for its

special behoof and benefit. That now seems

improbable ; but Man's place in terrestrial

nature Is nevertheless unique. Even if we
had no personal interest in the matter, the vicis-

situdes through which he has passed might well

form the object of a rational curiosity.
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From my point of outlook, then, what

evidences do I see of the activities of this

order of beings ? I see men and women
labouring the earth with various implements,

some of them drawn by horses. I see a man
on horseback inspecting and directing their

work, and infer that he owes his place in the

saddle to the fact of his having more money,

and possibly more intelligence, than they. I

see a large red-brick house, with classic pilasters

and cornices, embowered in the ancient trees

of a spacious and beautiful park. I know that

it is not the home of the labourers in the field,

nor even of the man on horseback, but of

another man to whom he pays money for the

privilege of using the land. At the same time

I see people freely passing and repassing on

several beaten paths across this "property,"

thus showing that the community has certain

prescriptive rights, even as against the lords

of the soil. A smooth, white road runs down
the valley to my left, and along it pass all sorts

and conditions of vehicles—from the brewer's

dray and motor-car to the mechanic's third-

hand bicycle. By the roadside stands a village

of about a thousand people, with one church,

one school, three chapels, and fourteen public-
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houses. The church is many centuries old,

and contains half-effaced brasses and tombs of

knights in armour, with their ladies by their

sides. Its architecture, its monuments, the

doctrines preached in its pulpit, and the ritual

conducted at its altar, are so many relics and

vestiges, to the understanding mind, of the

spiritual contests and compromises of two

thousand years. Three other churches, at a

greater distance, come within my view : symbols

all of the pathetic, persistent craving of the

human mind to commune and even bargain

with the Mind by which it cannot but conceive

itself surrounded. The spire of the furthest

church marks the site of an ancient and famous

public school, mother of at least one great poet,

of several famous statesmen and soldiers, and

of "thorough sportsmen" without number. I

can hear an express train thundering along the

railroad on the other side of the valley. It is

one of the greatest of world-highways, issuing

out from a giant city, a nation in itself, and

carrying men the first stage of their journey

to the remotest regions of the globe. It passes

by earthworks piled by races whose very names

are forgotten ; battlefields where the fate of

dynasties was decided
;

glorious cathedrals,
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like arks left stranded on the hill-tops by the

shrinking of a deluge of faith ; volcanic chains

of furnaces, sending forth pillars of cloud by-

day, of fire by night ; and vast, clanging

factories, where the forces that for aeons lay

dormant in matter have at last been enslaved

by man, and have in their turn imposed on him

the fetters of an abhorrent thraldom.

On every square inch, in fact, of this portion

of the planet, unnumbered generations of men
have left their stamp ; and it is even now the

abiding-place of a generation which is battling

—blindly and purblindly, in wisdom and in

folly—with the thousand problems of its own
and its children's fate. Its name—England

—

is writ large in the annals of mankind for the

past thousand years. It is a treasure-house of

material beauty, and of great and inspiring,

of humbling and chastening, memories. Love

yearns toward it, hatred scowls at it. The
burden of greatness lies heavy on it, and its

sons are partakers in a tremendous responsi-

bility; for it is one of the six or eight organised

societies of men which must work out, in co-

operation or in contest, the future of the race.

Through the open window floats the sound

of a distant voice, and a nearer voice replies :
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" I am coming immediately." The first three

words call up before the mind's eye the Baltic

fenland or Frisian forest whence they were

imported fifteen hundred years ago. The last

word, more sonorous and stately, " sounds for

ever of Imperial Rome." Its syllables were

heard in the four-square village on the Pala-

tine, and were familiar to the lips of Cicero

and Caesar. Following further back the

slender but tenacious clues of lanofuao"e, we
find the Baltic and the Mediterranean dialects

reunite in a primitive idiom, spoken, we can

but vaguely guess where, by a people which

sent forth wave on wave of conquerors and

colonisers, ages before the dawn of history

or even of tradition. Thus the words we use

in common talk are seen to be living things,

with an ancestry that takes us back far beyond

the pyramids. They tell us, in outline, the

story of our race, from an antiquity which

makes the oldest graven record seem scarcely

more venerable than a newspaper of to-day.

To the awakened intelligence, then, the

common sights and sounds of an English

countryside are only the last terms in a

national record of two thousand years, a

racial record of untold centuries. The records
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themselves are, on the surface, full of colour,

movement, incident, picturesqueness, alarums,

excursions, and all that is attractive to the

youthful mind. Their profounder significance,

their psychological and sociological import,

yields itself up, indeed, only to mature and

earnest study. But the boy who learns to

love the surface aspects of the past will not,

as he grows older, rest content with the

surface alone. He will seek for the motives

and sources of things, and in doing so he will

gain ever clearer insight into the laws which

govern the destiny of mankind. The right

understanding of the history of the past is

indispensable to the rational moulding of the

history of the future. Political action, un-

enlightened by history, is either fumbling

empiricism or the reckless enforcement of

prejudice and self-interest. Patriotism, un-

chastened by history, is ignorant tribal

arroofance. What science is to the citizen of

the universe, history is to the citizen of the

political state—the illuminant and stimulant

of his spiritual life.

" But history, to the average boy, is a dry

and repellent subject." Yes—because it is

taught in a dry and repellent fashion, which
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makes it a dead burden on his memory, instead

of a living appeal to his imagination. It is

treated as a thing of little moment, to be

wedged in among a crowd of more important

and more " paying " subjects. The time

assigned it is too short to admit of the

awakening of any vivid and continuous in-

terest. It is taught from unattractive, highly

condensed handbooks, as tasteless as chemical

food. It is seldom or never brought, by the

aid of local association and application, into

touch with the learner's own life. That he

himself is made by history, and must make
it in his turn, is the last thought that comes

home to him.

Here, again, as it seems to me, the radical

error lies in our neglect of the fundamental

task of education— the awakening of the

faculty of wonder. It is, in very deed, a

strangely romantic adventure in which we
are summoned to bear a part ; and nothing

but the impotence of our methods prevents

us from enabling any fairly intelligent boy

to realise the fact. Out of the mists of the

unfathomable past there crawls into our ken

a being in whom we with difficulty, and not

without horror, recognise our own form and
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lineaments. He is a comparatively weak

animal among monsters such as now people

our nightmares ; but in his brain there lurks

a cunning, and in his hands a dexterity, that

are better than strength. His babblings, at

first mere emotional and imitative noises,

become gradually symbolic, and shape them-

selves into speech. He distinguishes between

himself and the inexpressive animals around

him, and calls himself Man. He covers him-

self with skins and seeks shelter in caves.

Then he stumbles upon the secret of fire-

making, fashions himself weapons and tools

of wood and stone, and begins to subdue other

animals to his uses. After a few ages, he

learns to wattle a hut on a defensible mound
or to drive piles into shallow water and build

his cabin upon them. The baking of clay and

the smelting of metals are gradually mastered,

and art begins in the rude patterns which he

scratches on his pots and weapons. Mean-

while the forces of Nature and the mysteries

of life and death have been inspiring him with

crude fancies which, handed on with infinite

variations from father to son, have grown into

a body of grotesque myths, clustering round

a system of witchcraft and anti-witchcraft in
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which lies the germ of religion. The outHnes

of this anthropological prologue to history,

illustrated by reference to the savage races

of to-day and yesterday, could most assuredly

be made fascinating to the boyish mind.

Then, in the teeming valleys of the great

rivers of the East, enormous empires loom

upon our view, in which myriads of men are

held in servitude by a kingly or a priestly

caste. They pile and hew great monuments,

they invent hieroglyphs and letters, they war

upon and devour each other from dynasty to

dynasty. But meantime, in a little corner of

mountainous country, with a deeply-indented

coastline, an immigrant tribe has suddenly—in

the course of a few centuries, that is to say

—

rushed through all the stages of barbarism, and

stands, in some respects, on the very summit of

civilisation. In sculpture and in one type of

architecture it has reached the limit of con-

ceivable perfection. It has laid the corner-

stones of the world's poetry and philosophy.

It has gained signal victories against over-

whelming odds in a life-and-death struggle

with one of the giant empires of Asia ; and

it has sent forth a young warrior, who has

marched conquering from the Strymon to the
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Indus, and has built a new empire out of the

fragments of those he has shattered. Am I

wrong in calling the methods of teaching im-

potent which can present the glorious romance

of Hellas in such a way as to leave a single

boy under the impression that history is

"dry"?
" But if you make a romance of history you

deprive it of its educative value !

" With this

objection I shall deal in another chapter, after

rapidly sketching, from my point of view, the

remainder of the Adventures of Sindbad.



V

THE ROMANCE OF RELIGION

'\X7'HILE the glories of Hellas are cul-

minating and declining, a little com-

monwealth of husbandmen and herdsmen,

entrenched on some slight eminences among
the marshes of the Tiber, is gradually spread-

ing its rule over the central Mediterranean

peninsula. Its origins are lost in picturesque

legend ; but it steps forth into the clear light

of history as a highly-developed political and

military organisation. It goes through start-

ling vicissitudes ; it fights for its life against

a seafaring power of Oriental origin, which

disputes with it the command of the Mediter-

ranean ; step by step it spreads its empire over

the whole basin of the midland sea, absorbing

not only Gaul and Spain and Africa, but

Hellas itself and the conquests of Alexander

;

its mighty soldiers fall to quarrelling over the
So
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spoils, and legion hurtles against legion in

a series of civil wars, which bring to the

front one of the most consummate geniuses,

and many of the most striking individualities,

the world has ever seen. Finally, an astute

politician inherits and realises the master-

thou2:ht of the g^enius aforesaid, and the

Roman Empire becomes, for some centuries,

a circle of dazzling light, encompassed by the

thick darkness of multitudinous and menacing

barbarism. But within the circle of light what

incredible things are happening ! High civilisa-

tion and heroic virtue jostle with blind savagery,

insensate cruelty, and monstrous vice. Now
and then a great character seems, for a few

years, to stem the tide of decadence ; but the

moment he is gone it rushes wildly onward

with redoubled force. Among the adventures

of humanity, if the story of Greece is the most

wonderful, the story of declining Rome is surely

the most tragic. A creeping paralysis seems to

overmaster the human eye, the human hand,

the human brain, the human heart, until a

whole world of pride and glory sinks to ruin

in hopeless debility and corruption. He must

be a dull boy indeed whose imagination cannot

be touched by this tremendous spectacle.
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Meantime, while the Empire is at its height,

there goes forth from the httle kingdom of

Judaea the rumour of certain strange events

said to have happened in the valley of the

Jordan. A Teacher has appeared, calling

himself the Son of God ; has preached a

humane and exquisite morality ; and has met

with martyrdom at the hands of His fellow-

countrymen, thereby assuaging, it is declared,

though by no means extinguishing, the wrath

of His Father as^ainst the sinful race of men.

Gradually the doctrines of this Teacher, with

the glosses upon them put forth by an early

disciple, of a fiery dialectical and moral genius,

permeate the thought of the Roman world. A
subtle theology grows up around them, and an

elaborate system of ritual and church-govern-

ment. For the nicest distinctions of thought,

and the most trivial divergences of practice,

men are willing to fight with fury and to die in

torments. The State, at first indifferent or

hostile to the new religion, is ultimately con-

quered by it. As the power of the Roman
Emperor wanes, that of the Roman Pontiff

waxes. The barbarians who subjugate the

Empire are themselves subjugated by the

Church. The religion of Christ spreads slowly
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but surely to the extremities of Europe, until,

with the dawn of the Middle Ages, we find a

spiritual unity, or rather duality, replacing the

political unity (or duality) of the Roman world.

Under the Principate there were many faiths

but one rule ; under the Papacy, many rules

but one faith.

Now it matters not in this particular con-

nection whether we regard Christianity as the

religion or only as a religion : its history is in

either case equally astonishing. If it contain

the one true and ultimate revelation of the

origin and destiny of man, how must we marvel

at the dark counsels of the Power which selected

this particular time and method of promulgating

its designs ! Through countless ages, and over

the whole surface of the planet, lived innumer-

able generations of men who never heard or

dreamed of their true Creator. Then He
revealed Himself to a particular Semitic tribe,

through a figurative cosmogony which, for

many centuries, He suffered to be interpreted

literally, and through a code of conduct,

excellent indeed, but not beyond the excogita-

tion of human wisdom. The favoured tribe

kept its knowledge of the Creator jealously to

itself, until in the fulness of time it pleased
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Him to extend to a wider circle, through a

mystical process of self-incarnation and sacrifice,

the means of knowing and propitiating Him.

Even then the revelation was extremely

gradual ; and it has remained to this day so

partial that vast and populous regions of the

earth are practically untouched by it, so obscure

that even the peoples who nominally accept it

are violently at odds with themselves and with

each other as to its true interpretation. Before

such facts as these, the human intelligence

cannot but be lost in wonder. Until, in the

consummation of all things, man's reason is

made one with God's, the rise and progress

of the Christian religion must remain the

strangest, the most incomprehensible, pheno-

menon of history.

If, on the other hand, we regard Christianity

as only one religion among many—an emana-

tion, like the rest, of man's reason and unreason,

his fear and awe and yearning—then it becomes,

to the eye of the imagination, no longer incom-

prehensible (save as everything is incompre-

hensible), but infinitely curious,"^ picturesque,

and pathetic. The product of the literary

genius of a small nation and the moral genius

of a single man, it has outstripped all its com-
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petitors in flexibility and adaptability ;
has

taken on the mental colouring of a score of

different races ; has undergone every sort of

corruption, and inspired every sort of fanaticism,

of tyranny, of cruelty, of hypocrisy ;
has be-

gotten hosts of admirable martyrs and not a

few adorable saints ; has withal laid lighter

shackles on the human intelligence than any of

its great rivals ; and has consequently been, if

not the cause, at any rate the concomitant, of

the most notable advances, moral and material,

made by the inhabitants of the planet during

the past thousand years. No other religion

has reared such mighty temples, has developed

so gorgeous a hierarchy, or has produced (often,

it must be owned, indirectly or by way of re-

action) so much glorious art and literature.

To reflect that St. Peter's at Rome and the

wooden meeting-house of a New England

village spring from the same initial impulse,

and are devoted, nominally, to the service of

the same God, is to realise, in some measure,

the manifold picturesqueness of this adventure

of the human spirit which we call Christianity.

It sometimes seems to me that a great

Christian church— St. Peter's, or a French

cathedral, or Westminster Abbey—ought to
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be more impressive to an unbeliever than to

a believer. To the latter it is the place of

official communication with a Power which,

though inscrutable in its workings, has once

for all revealed itself to man and entered into

formal covenants with him. It is the symbol

of a partial—the promise of a complete—solu-

tion of the mystery of existence. It is, no

doubt, a gateway into the infinite, but into a

definite infinite, so to speak, which has roughly

mapped itself out, submitted itself, in part, to

the exploration of the human faculties, and

accepted a local habitation and a name. To
the unbeliever, on the other hand, to whom St.

Peter's is only the stupendous symbol of a

world-hallucination—the monster soap-bubble

of an illusory metaphysic—its significance

ought to be, if not profounder, at any rate

more human and more pathetic. Picture the

gigantic effort that went to the rearing and

the adornment of this fane ; multiply that effort

many-millionfold in respect of all the tabernacles,

great and small, which faith, or policy aping faith,

has reared and consecrated for the dwelling-

place of omnipresent deity ; think of the hopes

and terrors which for myriads of souls have

clustered round these shrines and sanctuaries;
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then conceive that the shrines are empty, the

sanctuaries untenanted, the hopes as well as

the terrors mere figments of human fantasy

!

When you have carried your mind through

this process, you will have arrived, not, surely,

in " rationalism," but in a sense of inexpressible

awe at the frenzied efforts of man's reason to

grapple with the problems of life and death, of

sin and suffering, of the beginning of things

and the end. Who would not think himself

living in a fairy-tale if he could, for a single

hour, take part with the crowd of living and

believing worshippers in the Parthenon, or in

the temple of Capitoline Jove or of the

Ephesian Artemis? And would not the

romance of the experience lie precisely in his

unbelief? To the believers, the act of worship

would be a piece of edifying, or merely pru-

dential, routine ; to the unbeliever from another

age, it would be a magical vision, partly beau-

tiful, partly grotesque, and pathetic altogether.

But in St. Peter's and St. Paul's—aye, and in

the little churches I see from my study window

—a cult is daily proceeding beside which the

worship of Athene or Artemis or Jupiter

Capitolinus was a veritable "paganism," a

village superstition. It has an incomparably
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longer and more tragic history, a host of more

splendid temples, a more poetic and more

sumptuous ritual, a thousandfold more highly-

dev^eloped theology, and a world-wide instead

of merely local or tribal dominion. If, then,

this faith is, in my eyes, as much a delusion as

the faith in the Olympian or Latian gods, how
much greater, more amazing, more impressive,

must this delusion be ! If I can but read, or

rather feel, world-history with that aloofness

in which lies the very essence of romance, I

need not o^o to St. Peter's or St. Paul's in

order to experience the emotions of our

imaginary visitor to a temple of pagan

antiquity. Here, in my parish church, I may
have the same sense of moving in an incredible

fairy-tale, even while

the kneeling hamlet drains

The chalice of the grapes of God.

** And is this to be the outcome of an educa-

tion in the ' romance ' of history ?—this ' aloof-

ness ' which regards Christianity simply as a

picturesque ' adventure ' of the human spirit ?
"

No—neither necessarily nor commonly. My
plea is neither for nor against Christianity, but

simply for an education which shall beget and
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foster a lively sense of the miracle of existence.

Such a sense is in no way incompatible with

Christian faith. Modern orthodoxy has so

accommodated itself both to scientific and to

historic data, that there is no longer any need

for deliberate obscurantism in the training of

the young. I am pleading, at all events, not

for, but against, irreligion. The heathenism

of the average boy who leaves our public

schools is the very thing that I deplore. It is

bad for his morality, his efficiency, his happi-

ness. It is a calamity to the individual, and a

danger to the State. But before fully develop-

ing this view, it is necessary that I should say

something more of the place of history in

education.



VI

WORLD-CITIZENSHIP AND STATE-
CITIZENSHIP

(^UR bird's-eye view of world-history

brought us to the point at which

Christianity had spread throughout, and

beyond, the bounds of the Roman Empire.

Like the Empire itself, it presently breaks

up into an Eastern and a Western moiety

;

and while the supremacy of the Roman See

secures for many centuries the spiritual unity

of the Western section, that portion of

Europe falls apart into the political .and

linguistic diversity which obtains to this day.

Meanwhile, in Arabia, a new monotheism,

far stricter and sterner than that of Rome
or Constantinople, has sprung into existence,

and, being wholly free from the spirit of com-
90
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promise, has opposed an insuperable barrier to

the spread of Christianity in Asia and Africa.

The faith of Islam penetrates temporarily into

the south-western peninsula of Europe ; it

seizes the south-eastern peninsula, and crushes

in Constantinople the last faint flickerings of

antique civilisation ; and its occupation of

Palestine leads to those strange outbreaks

of national knight - errantry, the Crusades.

When this ferment has died down, the spirit

of adventure and of scientific curiosity leads

men to tire of their timid coastwise navigation,

and to put forth upon the uncharted main.

Africa is circumnavigated. Eastern Asia ex-

plored, and a whole new hemisphere, of two

vast continents, brought within the conscious-

ness of the world. About the same time, a

schism occurs in the Western Church, several

nations renounce their allegiance to the

Papacy, and wars of religion shake Central

and Northern Europe. They are soon

followed by the wars of colonisation, of ex-

pansion over the (comparatively) waste places

of the earth, which endure to this day ; and

these, again, are varied by the wars of a

political ideal of which we Anglo-Saxons have

supplied the leading examples in our English
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Civil War, American Revolution, and Ameri-

can Civil War. In the thirty years between

1785 and 1 81 5, the French Revolution and the

meteoric career of Napoleon add to history

some of its most instructive and, at the same

time, thrillingly dramatic pages. Finally, after

the Napoleonic cataclysm, the Western world

concentrates its energies on a fabulously rapid

career of material progress—the perfection of

machinery, the immense acceleration of travel,

the practical annihilation of distance in the

intercourse between mind and mind, the diffu-

sion, not only of scientific devices, but of

scientific forms of thought, and the invention,

withal, of exquisite and costly engines of

massacre, which render war more appalling

and more ruinous than ever.

Mechanical mao^ic remains a determininof

factor in the age of importunate problems and

crass contradictions wherein we are living

to-day. While we boast of our civilisation,

savagery is at our very doors. The most

elementary justice in the distribution of wealth

remains everywhere a far-off aspiration. If

we are not, like the Roman Empire, encircled

by menacing barbarism, at any rate the march
of civilisation is hampered on every hand by
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obstinately retrograde religions, and races

which, while incapable of progress, are tena-

cious of life. Nevertheless, the ideal to be

aimed at—the stable partition and pacification

of the planet—is distinctly dawning upon the

human mind. The world of to-day has a

decisive advantage over the world of any pre-

vious epoch, in its larger, clearer, and ever-

clarifying self-consciousness. And this advan-

tage it owes to history, read in the light of

science. History is the memory of the race,

the record of its experience ; and the experi-

ence of the past, rightly interpreted, is the

wisdom of the future.

I should be ashamed to reiterate such a

truism, were it not systematically ignored in

our public-school education. History is even

more neglected than science. In some schools

a boy can get a fair training in the utilitarian

side of science, though its transcendental aspect

is sedulously concealed from him— whence

the amazing belief, held by so many worthy

persons, that science "starves the imagination."

But I have yet to hear of a school in which

the Saga of Humanity is largely and luminously

revealed to the average boy. Exceptional

boys may develop a passion for history, and,
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meeting with exceptional masters, may be

enabled to gratify it. But ninety-nine boys out

of a hundred have to content themselves with

fragmentary, unvitalised, irrelevant glimpses of

the dry bones of the past. History, for them,

means a mass of names, dates, and apparently

meaningless facts. Their memory soon shakes

off the inert burden, which has never been

brought into contact with their imagination or

their intelligence.

Let me recur to an expression which I used

a few sentences back ; it contains, in my view,

the key to the problem. To the youthful

mind—between the ages, say, of seven and

fourteen—history ought rather to be "revealed"

than " taught." The process should resemble

the ofradual withdrawal of a curtain and dis-

closure of a splendid and moving spectacle.

Every lesson should end, like an instalment

of a serial romance, with a tantalising " to be

continued in our next." The teacher should

be held to have mistaken his vocation who

should fail to hold his pupils fascinated. To
that end he should be supplied with all sorts of

mechanical aids—relief-maps, coloured charts,

diagrams, models, casts, photographs, and,

above all, a lantern with an endless variety of
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slides. The neglect of this means of educa-

tion in anthropology, geography, and history

is as stupid as the correlative neglect of the

telescope and microscope in the teaching of

science. But ultimately, of course, if the

teacher is to awaken the imagination of his

pupils, it must be through the sympathetic

use of his own imagination. If the past is

dead to him, it will remain dead to them. He
will be helped, no doubt, by text-books written

with a view to his requirements—very different

from the abhorrent manuals and synopses and

summaries of to-day. But the master who
merely recites a text-book will never teach

history, even though the text-book be the work

of a man of genius.

Authorities are at odds, I understand, as to

whether history should be taught (so to speak)

forwards or backwards—whether the starting-

point should be the Year One or the day before

yesterday. My answer would be that instruc-

tion should begin at both ends ; that the subject

should be approached both from the planetary

and from the parochial point of view. The
planetary aspect should, no doubt, be presented

first. Anthropology should have, by a few

months or a year, the precedence of local
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history, if only because the study of savage

Hfe and prehistoric conditions is so congenial

to the mind which is itself passing through

the savage phase of development. But before

the boy or the form had proceeded very far

in world-history, a second start should be made
in local history ; and the two lines of study,

down-stream and up-stream—deductive and in-

ductive, if I may so far misapply the terms

—

should be pursued until they meet. The boy

should be made to feel, as early as possible, how
history touches his daily life, how it has moulded

the form of government under which he lives,

and imposed on him the privileges and duties of

citizenship. He should be taught to under-

stand the place and function in the body politic

of the soldier and the policeman, the tax-

gatherer and the factory-inspector. Through his

natural interest in the Navy of to-day, he should

be led back to the stirring story of that struggle

for sea-power which forms so large a part

of the external history of England. He should

be familiarised with the historic scenes and

monuments around him, and taught to read

their significance. The origin and associations

of his school should be vividly brought home
to him—an obvious act of piety which is too
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often strangely neglected.^ Excursions to

places of historic significance, even beyond

the immediate neighbourhood of the school,

should form a regular part of the system of

teaching. Why should not the railway, the

bicycle, even the motor-car, be pressed—like

the magic-lantern—Into the service of educa-

tion ? The rudiments of architecture should

find an early place in any reasonable course

of history. By the aid of models and photo-

graphs, they might easily be made fascinating

to almost every boy. In these and many
other ways he should be made to feel the

actual and seemingly prosaic life around him

' The following extract from Hugh Retidal—a novel,

but evidently a very exact description of a particular

school—will show how little effort is made to find an

effective stimulus in historic associations :
—" There were

" ten such dormitories in ' College,' the central building

"of the school, each pair in charge of one tutor, and each

"containing some thirty boys. Members of the Peace
" Society would probably frown at the names of these

"dormitories—Senlac, Crecy, Agincourt, Blenheim, Mal-
" plaquet, Plassy, Corunna, Trafalgar, Waterloo, and Inker-

"man. But they would find, on looking into the matter,

" that the associations connected therewith had little more
"effect on the spirit of Lame than has their well-meaning

"body on human nature at large. They simply stood for

" so much strength at cricket and football."

G
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insensibly merging in the picturesque, poetic

past. He should learn to tread reverently on

the soil of England, the scene of so majestic

and thrilling an act in the drama of human

destiny. His love for his country should be

freed from all taint of childish, swaggering

chauvinism, and should take the form, not

of vaingloriousness, but of a high sense of

responsibility ; so that, when he reaches man-

hood, he should know how to wear his citizen-

ship

Proudly, as kings their solemn robes of state

;

And humbly, as the mightiest monarchs use.

What is the distinction between wise and

foolish, progressive and retrogressive, patriot-

ism ? What but this, that the foolish patriot

loves his country as a thing apart, ignoring

all the other nations which he does not happen

to hate; while the wise patriot loves his country

as a factor, an important factor, and, if he can

make it so, a beneficent factor, in the problem

of the planet's future. Assuredly I shall not

play well my part as a citizen of my country if

I forofet that I am also a citizen of the world.

This is my ultimate, my one obligatory citizen-

ship ; but I see that the destiny of the race
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is working itself out through the interaction

of a number of distinct political organisms
;

and my most obvious, if not my only, method

of taking an (infinitesimally) effective share

in world-history is to help, according to my
lights, in shaping aright the thoughts and

actions of my mother-country. History, then,

should be so taught as to awaken the learner

at once to his world-citizenship and to his

duties as a member of a particular State. He
is willy-nilly embarked aboard

This labouring, vast Tellurian galleon

Riding at anchor off the orient sun

;

and his ultimate loyalty is due, no doubt, to

the ship. But he is one of a particular gang

told off for a special service ; and his most

seamanlike course is clearly to do his duty

with right good will at the post which the

Captain has assigned him.

This, at any rate, is certain : that patriotism,

unsustained and unchastened by historical

knowledge, is a sentiment worthy only of

children, and scarcely to be encouraged even

in them.
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Postscript : On the Teaching of His-

tory.—A critic whose authority I gladly

acknowledge, inasmuch as I know him to be

a most inspiring and illuminating teacher, has

objected to the ideas above set forth, on the

ground that they show inexperience on my
part of the actual troubles a teacher of history

has to encounter.

" Does ' Kappa ' (he writes) realise the

" immense difficulty of getting young boys to

" understand history ? I have tried it and
" almost despaired. When once you come
" to an end of simple stories, or issues that

" can be resolved into a fight between a

"'good' man and a 'bad,' you find that most

"of the things you have to talk about in

"history are utterly beyond a young boy's

" experience or understanding. The taxes, the

" Constitution, the rights of Parliament, the

" freedom of the Press—things like these are

"of the very essence of the subject, and they

"are all unintelligible and uninteresting to

" the young. I would sooner have to explain

"the Ablative Absolute. I once consulted

" three historians, of quite different antecedents,

" about this difficulty. One said that no history

"could be taught till the pupil was at the
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" University ; the others said that one should

"not begin it till fifteen or sixteen."

To the inexperience at which " G. M." hints

I must plead guilty. Yet am I not seriously

dashed by his scepticism, nor even by the

dicta of his three witnesses. His difficulty

arose, I feel sure, from the fact that there

is as yet no science of history-teaching in

English schools, and that he, being only

incidentally a teacher of history, had neither

time nor means to develop one for himself.

What is implied in a science of history-

teaching? It must evidently be the product

of an experimental study of the child-mind,

with a view to ascertaining what forms of his-

torical knowledge it is capable of assimilating

in the successive stages of Its development.

Remember that " history," as I employ the

term, does not mean the particular group of

" knowledo^es " cultivated, accordinof to their

respective methods, by Gibbon or Buckle,

Michelet or Mommsen. It means the whole

Saga of Humanity. Is it to be believed that

there are not portions, and significant and

vital portions, of that saga, which, properly

imparted, will interest any fairly intelligent

child, even at the age of six or seven ? and
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other portions suited progressively to every

subsequent year of his life, up to maturity ?

To assure myself of this, I need but look

back on my own experience and around at

that of all the young boys I know. The
natural curiosities of a boy of six have only

to be intelligently enlisted and guided in order

to afford him a very essential grounding in

historical lore. The moment he is interested

in Redskins, or Eskimos, or Zulus, or South

Sea Islanders, he is a potential student of

history, which is rooted in anthropology. Has
" G. M." ever tried to tell a boy the story of

Primitive Man ? And has he done so with

the necessary, or at any rate highly desirable,

apparatus of drawings, photographs, models,

&c. ? I repeat here, what I have hinted in

another place, that one of the defects of our

present system is a dread of apparatus. It is

true that apparatus is no substitute for good

teaching, and that the effective employment

of it demands a special order of skill ; but

the skilled teacher may assuredly make of it

an invaluable accessory. ^

^ It is only fair to quote on the other side the experience

of teachers associated with the Parents' National Educa-

tional Union, as set forth in the *' Manifesto " of that
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It may be said that even the Red Indian

will lose all his attraction for boyhood when
he enters the schoolroom otherwise than sur-

reptitiously. I reply that this is the objection

of a critic who cannot look beyond the present

order of things, with its hard-and-fast barrier

between "work" and "play." Froebel broke

down that barrier in the kindergarten : it

ought now to be, if not broken down, at all

events freely perforated, along the whole course

of scholastic life. It is all a question of skilled

teaching. The master who has no imagina-

tive sympathy may make even the Red Indian

abhorrent ; not so the man to whom the saga

body :
" That we may not paralyse the mental vigour of

" children, we are very chary in the use of appliances

" (except such as the microscope, telescope, magic lantern,

*' &:c.). The power in the teacher of illustrating by inkpot

" and ruler or any object at hand, or by a few lines on the

" blackboard, appears to me to be of more use than the

" most elaborate equipment of models and diagrams.

" These things stale on the senses, and produce a torpor

" of thought the moment they are presented." These

remarks bear out what my own experience has suggested

—

that the school museum or arsenal of appliances should be

kept jealously closed, and objects drawn from it only when
required for purposes of actual demonstration. They
certainly should not be allowed to " stale on the senses "

by becoming familiar to uncomprehending eyes.
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of humanity is living, and who realises how
it is working itself out in little in the minds of

his pupils.

Let me give, in parenthesis, an example of

what I conceive to be the proper use of ap-

paratus. There ought to be in every school

museum a set of models of the typical boats

and ships used, now or formerly, by savage

and barbarous races—the coracle, the kayak,

the sampan, the proa, the great war canoes

of the South Sea Islands or the African rivers,

right up to the trireme, the junk, and the

viking-ship of our ancestors. One or two of

these models ought to be constructed in parts,

so that they can be taken to pieces and put

together again. For instance, there should be

a perfect model, not too small, of that wonder-

ful achievement of the indomitable spirit of

man, the Eskimo kayak, with its appurte-

nances of harpoon, throwing-stick, &c. It

would afford a tangible text for an exposition

of the life of squalid heroism to which it

ministers. The Eskimo, putting forth alone

on the great waters, and doing battle in his

egg - shell pinnace with the walrus and the

whale, should be contrasted with the Kanaka

plying one of the fifty paddles of a huge dug-
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out, and the Phcenician galley-slave toiling

under the driver's lash. Thus these toys, so

fascinating to every normal boy, might serve

as keys to various typical phases of human

development. The influence of climatic and

physiographic environment on the forms of

primitive polity would be illustrated, and the

confused notions which a boy so eagerly

absorbs as to savage manners and customs

would be co-ordinated into an outline-sketch,

true and illuminating so far as it went, of some

of the most important data in the history of

civilisation. More detailed knowledge, sub-

sequently acquired, would fit into the scheme

of just primary conceptions, and would be the

more easily mastered and retained. At a later

stage, a study of the secular evolution of the

battleship and the ocean-greyhound should ac-

company a sketch of that process of expansion

which has been one of the leading factors

in modern history. And I take boats and

ships, of course, only as affording a par-

ticularly obvious example of the way in which

models and graphic apparatus might be made
to subserve the purposes of the history-teacher.

To return, now, to " G. M.'s " exposition of

difficulties. *' When once you come to an
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end of the simple stories," he says, "you find

that most of the things you have to talk about

in history are utterly beyond a young boy's

experience or understanding." Well — but

when do you " come to an end of the simple

stories"? In my conception, this Is no such

easy matter. It seems to me that before

we are at the end of the simple stories

the young boy would no longer be so very

young, but ought to be pretty nearly ripe for

the consideration of " the taxes, the Constitu-

tion, the rights of Parliament, and the freedom

of the Press." "The simple stories!" I am
sure the suggestion of scorn in " G. M.'s"

phrase does injustice to his thought. He
does not really mean to make light of the

educative value of character and drama in

history. That is one of the narrownesses

which detract from the value of Herbert

Spencer's treatise on education. He says

much that is true of history as ordinarily

taught ; but to make history, for educational

purposes, synonymous with sociology is as

great a mistake as to let it deal only with

"Court intrigues, plots, usurpations, or the

like." The Spencer-Buckle theory of historic

science, with its elimination of the individual
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and the event, should doubtless be expounded

to the schoolboy at a certain stage of his

progress, but should by no means form the

basis of school teaching. " G. M.," I am very

sure, does not mean that it should. He well

knows the value of "the simple stories"

—

aye, even of the legends and fables—as part

of the imaginative and moral heritage of

the race.

" The simple stories !

" There is a mine of

suggestion in the phrase. The graduation of

the simple stories so as to suit all stages of

development from seven to fifteen, is clearly

one of the tasks of the scientific teacher of

history—that, and the telling of them in such

a context as shall place them in their just

relation to the saga of humanity. In my con-

ception, all heroic legend is a part of history

—

Theseus, the Argonauts, Romulus and Remus,

Arthur and Roland, Alfred and the cakes,

Canute and the waves, Bruce and the spider

—

everything on which the imagination of man
has dwelt, or round which his emotions have

centred. Of course legend should from the

first be discriminated from fact, and the rudi-

ments of historical criticism thus suggested

ought to have high educative value. But,
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legend apart, there is ample material in the

great characters, and the picturesque and

heroic events, that stud the annals of the

nations, to keep a boy profitably occupied

until he is ripe for constitutional, political, and

economic history.

The annals of the nations, I say, not of

Britain alone, nor even of Britain, Greece, and

Rome. It is of the utmost importance that

the great figures who people the past of our

neighbours and rivals in the modern world

should be real, and sympathetic or sinister as

the case may be, to the imagination of the

English boy. To take the most obvious

instances, is there any possible reason why he

should not, at a very early age, make the

acquaintance of Francis of Assisi and Joan of

Arc ? Or is the simple story of these simple

folk beneath the dignity of historic teaching?

Then there are the strange remote romances

of history to be dealt with—the stories of

Mexico, Peru, India, Japan. What a fasci-

nating and profoundly instructive series of

lessons might not a skilled teacher educe

from the Icelandic sagas ! I believe that, at a

certain stage, a very valuable exercise might

be found in the reading and criticism of
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historic romance ; a comparison of the cha-

racter and environment of the real Richard I.

and Louis XI. with their character and

environment as portrayed in Ivanhoe and

Quentin Ditrward ; a study of the element

of history in The Three Musketeers or Esmond
or The Cloister and the Hearth.

But different teachers would employ different

processes, alike only in their careful adaptation

to the age and capacity of the pupil. The
simple stories would be told at first as stories

pure and simple ; but little by little they would

be more carefully placed in their historic con-

text ; little by litde their sociological import

would be more fully expounded, and particular

facts would be grouped in the light of general

principles. I can scarcely doubt that boys of

average Intelligence would have made con-

siderable progress In what even " G. M."

would recognise as specifically historical know-

ledge by the time they reached the age of

fifteen. But supposing I am wrong; sup-

posing that up to that age they were still

occupied with the simple stories In all their

simplicity ; would not their time have been

better employed than In burdening their

memories with the inert and irrelevant matter
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to which so many of their best hours are at

present devoted? How I wish that the simple

stories had been skilfully placed before me in

the years when my imagination was alert and

my memory retentive !

It is interesting to note that " G. M.'s

"

scepticism as to the possibility of teaching

history to the young is not shared by so high

an authority on all such topics as Sir Joshua

Fitch. In the first paper of his Educational

Aims and Methods (1900), dealing with

" Methods of Instruction as Illustrated by the

Bible," he dwells upon " the use made by the

sacred writers of biography as ancillary to

history." " The historical portions of the

Old and New Testaments," he says, "con-

sist rather of a series of biographies than

of a connected chronological narrative of

events "
:

" Held in solution (he continues) in the

" biographies [of Moses, Samuel, David, &c.]

"are not only facts about the national history,

" but illustrations of human character and duty,

"and the principles of the Divine government.
" These illustrations are all the more impres-

" sive when thus presented in the concrete, as

"part of the story of lives in which we are
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" interested, and in which are to be seen

"records of failures and successes, of great

" faults and great virtues, ' the glory and the

" litdeness of man.' If we look into our own
"experience, we shall be reminded that we
"did not first of all feel an interest in historical

"events and afterwards inquire who the people

" were who had a hand in them. What hap-

" pened was this—we were first attracted to

"some great person's character or deeds of

" heroism, and having once felt interested in him
" we began to care about the events in which
" he took a part. The practice now adopted
" in the public elementary schools of England
" corresponds to this experience. Children in

"the lower classes are not asked to read con-

" nected narratives of events beginning and
" proceeding by regular sequence from the

" Ancient Britons to the age of Victoria. But
" their earliest lessons in history are anecdotal

" and biographical, and are associated with the

" most dramatic incidents in the annals of

" England, and the personal characteristics

" and adventures of the leading actors.

" Herein the course of instruction prescribed

" by authority in our primary schools, and
" adopted so largely by good teachers else-
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" where, follows the precedent set by the

" Bible historians ; for it presents to the

" learner a series of biographical sketches as

" the chief links in the chain of historical

"testimony, connected with the more con-

"spicuous national events; and it assumes
" that future and more systematic knowledge
" will, as it is acquired, fit itself readily into

''the intervening spaces."^

This passage puts in more accomplished form

a great deal of what I have been trying to say

above. It proves, at any rate, that the writer

sees no Impossibility in bringing home to young

children an aspect of history which, though

despised by the pundits, is assuredly an in-

valuable stimulus to the imagination and the

moral sympathies.

Following up the hint here given by Sir

Joshua Fitch, I would suggest a threefold

gradation in the presentment of history to the

youthful mind. The learner should be invited

to Interest himself in (i) personalities, (2)

events, (3) principles ; or (to re-word the same

series) in character, drama, and science. Thus

the personality of Nelson, illustrated by the

classic anecdotes (not without criticism), and by

' Appendix D, p. 21 7.
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the briefest outline of his career, should be first

introduced to the child ; a few years later his

campaigns might be sketched, and the tactics

of the Nile and Trafalgar set forth in some

litde detail ; while a few years later, again, it

would be time enough to study the general

influence of sea-power upon history, as illus-

trated in the great strategic struggle of Pitt

against Napoleon.

In sum, then, " G. M.'s " discouraging experi-

ence of the teaching of history in nowise

depresses me. At worst it may be taken as

showing that what I have called the up-stream

study of history—the exposition of the ways in

which history touches the boy's daily life, "how
it has moulded the form of government under

which he lives, and imposed on him the privi-

leges and duties of citizenship "—ought to begin

at a somewhat later period than I had vaguely

indicated.

The historians who would altogether exclude

history from schools, or admit it only in the

upper forms, reason, I believe, to this effect : A
young boy cannot possibly understand the real,

essential facts about (say) such a personage as

Alfred the Great. In reading about him, he
H
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gets into his head a few prejudices, a few

anecdotes (mainly fabulous), and an entirely

false mental picture of the man and the world

he lived in—since his experience affords him

no material for the composition of a truer one.

Thus, when the time comes for the implanting

of valid knowledge, the soil is found to be

already occupied by a thick growth of vain

opinion and fantasy, which must be laboriously

weeded out, and will probably never be alto-

gether extirpated.

To this it seems to me that several answers

are possible. In the first place, even the estab-

lished popular misconceptions of history ought

to be known. They are part of the national

mythology, and not to know them is to be

iofnorant of one of the elements, and not the

least potent, that have gone to the making of the

national consciousness. Secondly, it does not

seem that, in the order of facts with which

history deals, there is any particular difficulty

in replacing an erroneous by a valid conception.

The new idea, superimposed on the old, will

often be the more clearly realised and the

better retained. Thirdly, it is almost incon-

ceivable that even a quite young child should

be wholly unable to grasp any sort of historic
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truth. That a great deal of what passes as

history-teaching is ill-informed and injudicious,

one very readily admits ; but this only means

that, as aforesaid, the science of history-

teaching is not yet developed, or, at any rate,

not yet generally understood.

On this subject the writer of The Upton

Letters has what I take to be a quite admirable

passage. He says (p. 256) :

—

" I find it hard to resist the conviction that,

" from the educational point of view, stimulus

" is more important that exactness. It is more
" important that a boy should take a side,

*' should admire and abhor, than that he
" should have very good reasons for doing
" so. For it is character and imagination that

" we want to affect rather than the mastery of

" minute points and subtleties.

'• Thus, from an educational point of view, I

" should consider that Froude was a better

" writer than Freeman
;

just as I should

" consider it more important that a boy should

" care for Virgil than that he should be sure

" that he had the best text.

" I think that what I feel to be the most
•' desirable thing of all is, that boys should

*' learn somehow to care for history—however
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" prejudiced a view they take of it—when they

" are young ; and that when they are older,

" they should correct misapprehensions, and
" try to arrive at a more complete and just

" view.



VII

ENTER THE CLASSICS

X^EFORE proceeding to the main subject

of this chapter, I had better try to

answer the objection suggested at the end

of Chapter IV. : to wit that, supposing my
ideal could be realised, education, in its earlier

stages at any rate, would be " all play and no

work," and consequently devoid of disciplinary

value.

It is true, of course, that, for the develop-

ment of his character, if for no other reason, a

boy must learn to work against the grain as

well as with it. Even if it were possible to

learn things adequately without effort, or with

only pleasurable effort, it would certainly not

be desirable. A due proportion of drudgery is

an essential element in education. On this

point Dr. Busby himself could not be more
emphatic than I.

"7
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But Providence has conveniently ordained

that nothing worth knowing can be com-

petently known without a fair amount of

drudgery. There Is no difficulty whatever

In Introducing that necessary element Into any

educational system. The points to be kept In

mind are, I think, three : (i) That the drudgery

should bear only a healthy proportion to the

pleasurable side of study
; (2) That it should

never be, or even seem to the pupil, Irrelevant,

arbitrary, or wantonly Imposed; (3) That

nothing that can be made Interesting should,

by mechanical and unintelligent teaching,

be allowed to seem " dry." Even in the

most fascinating subject there are plenty of

details which must be laboriously acquired.

To make difficult what Is easy Is merely

to retard the conquest of Inevitable difficul-

ties.

My suggestion is that In every boy's time-

table a certain proportion of hours—approxi-

mately one-third of the whole " lesson-time
"

— should be deliberately set apart for

drudgery. Suppose he does seven hours'

work in the day—five and a half In school,

one and a half of private preparation. In that

case his preparation-time should be devoted to
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memorising formulas and classifications, names,

dates, sequences of events, grammatical rules,

and other details ; to construing and composing

in foreign tongues ; to writing essays in his

own tongue ; and to other tasks demanding

concentrated mental effort — always brought

into clear relation to the studies which he

should be pursuing pleasurably at school.

Then one, or at most one and a half, of the

hours in school, should be given up to repetition,

and other methods of testing the work done in

private. Thereafter it should be the masters'

business to see that the remaining school-hours

were distinctly pleasant to every intelligent and

well-disposed boy—that his observation, his

reasoning-powers, and his imagination were

agreeably exercised on subjects that had been

made real and living to him.^ If there were

any necessary subject (say, for example, mathe-

matics) to which a boy displayed a constitutional

antipathy, allowance should be made for that

fact, and, while he should by no means escape

it altogether, it should not figure so largely in

his time-table as to impose upon him, week by

week, an undue proportion of drudgery. But

I strongly suspect that most "constitutional

^ Appendix E, p. 220.
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antipathies " would quickly yield to really

intelligent teaching.'

There ought to come a time, of course, even

before a boy leaves school, when this distinction

between drudgery and pleasurable work would

at some points disappear—when certain sub-

jects should have taken such hold upon his

mind that the most arduous labour bestowed

upon them should be to him a pleasure. But

the average boy does not quickly arrive at this

point, and in my view it is scarcely desirable

that he should. If he has the time and the

means requisite for a liberal education, he

should not specialise too early. Let him have

a broad general vision of the wonders of his

dwelling-place and the glories and miseries of

his kind, before he concentrates either on his

" bread-study," or on the main intellectual

interest of his life.

The reader has probably noted that among
the subjects of " drudgery " above enumerated,

' To any one who would realise the profound stupidity of

much that goes by the name of mathematical education, as

well as the possibility of better things, I earnestly recom-

mend the two little books by Mrs. M. E. Boole mentioned

in the Introduction, p. 12.
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I include the memorising of grammatical rules,

and construing and composing in foreign

tongues. This is the first sign, he may have

remarked, that the acquisition of languages

finds any place in my scheme. " Here," I can

fancy him saying, "we come to the crux of the

matter. With your Science on this side and

your History on that, Language would seem

to be between the devil and the deep sea.

Where do you propose to wedge it in ?

"

My answer is that I do not propose to wedge

it in at all, but to approach it through, and as a

part of, history. For French I would make an

exception. Wherever it is at all possible, the

child should begin to pick up French before,

or soon after, the alphabet. It should be a

kindergarten subject—should come to him

almost in play. At any rate, he might very

well know something of it before the age of

seven, which would, I take it, be about the

normal age at which serious and sequent

education should begin. But this is merely

to say that advantage should if possible be

taken of that faculty in children which makes

them quite readily bilingual. Special circum-

stances, of course, might place a child in the

way of picking up German or Italian instead
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of French. But where there is any choice,

French should, on all accounts, be the second

tongue.

Apart from this, I would teach no language

until history, so to speak, brought the boy face

to face with it—and that in two ways. In

working down-stream through history he would

soon wish to know something of the languages

in which the Greeks and Romans spoke and

sang ; in working up-stream, he would have

to trace the constituents of his own lanoruasfe

back to Germany and Normandy, to Rome
and Athens.

As Greek has borne a comparatively small

part in the building-up of English, I would,

during the first survey of Hellenic history, bid

the learner curb his longing to commune in

their own idiom with Herodotus and Thucy-

dides. He should pick up the Greek alphabet

;

he should become familiar with mythological,

historical and geographical names in their

original forms ; he should of course learn the

meaning of those frequently recurring terms

which have no exact equivalent in English
;

he should perhaps be taught to construe and

memorise a few brief passages of prose and

verse, that he may have the sonority of the
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language in his ears. This would be an aid

to imagination ; and the awakening of the

imagination is here, as ever, the main point.

I will even go further—though the suggestion

may seem preposterous—and say that the pupil

might be taught to read one or two short and

clear inscriptions, photographically reproduced.

Nothing brings the past more vitally before us

than to see its actual records, not through the

cold interposition of modern type, but as they

were incised by men to whom the fact was

present and the language alive. But on such

details I do not pretend to dogmatise. Diffe-

rent masters might employ different methods

—

"and every single one of them be right." The
essential point is to note that any serious in-

struction in Greek, at the point where the

Romance of Hellas is first encountered in the

downward historical course, would be premature

and disproportionate.

It is otherwise when we come to Rome.

Latin, as the mother-language of Italian,

French, and Spanish, and the beneficent

stepmother (shall we say?) of English, is a

necessary element in a liberal education. It

is of the utmost importance that every boy

should possess a considerable Latin vocabu-
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lary, a feeling for the precise values of the

words composing it, and some acquaintance

with the syntax of the language. Therefore,

as soon as the pupil's interest in Roman history

was thoroughly aroused, I would suffer him to

make acquaintance with some of its sources.

After—not before—he had mastered, with

every illustrative adjunct, the general outline

of Caesar's campaigns in Gaul, he should read,

in Csesar's own words, the story of his victories

over the Helvetii and the Nervii, of the siege

of Alesia and of the descent upon Britain.

After—not before—the tragedy of Catiline

had been brought home to his imagination, he

should read some of the picturesque passages

in Sallust and in Cicero's invectives. In illus-

tration of earlier periods, pages of Livy would

come in here and there ; and in due time he

might be guided through some of the close-

packed sentences of Tacitus. But his reading

should, at this point, be entirely subsidiary and

illustrative to his historical course. No attempt

should be made to plough through a whole

book. He should read only extracts, but

extracts of which he already possessed the

historical context. He should have learnt no

more than the bare rudiments of grammar,
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should do no more composition than such

simple exercises as form the readiest method

of enabling the learner, in reading, to pick up

the thread of a construction. All difficulties,

beyond a certain very moderate standard,

should be smoothed away in notes. The aim,

in short, should be to give the boy—by this

time, perhaps, ten or eleven years old—

a

considerable Latin vocabulary, while throwing

a strong light on certain salient points in

Roman history by enabling him to read of

them in the original documents.

How different was the course pursued in

my time, and in some measure, I fancy, to

the present day ! My first Latin reading-book,

I remember, was Caesar De Bello Gallico, Lib.

I. I had heard vaguely of Julius Caesar as the

first Roman who crossed the Channel, and

found the Ancient Britons tastefully decorated

with woad. Of his place in the history of

Rome and of the world I knew nothing.

What he was doing in Gaul was a mystery far

beyond my ken. I laboriously construed his

narrative at the rate of some fifteen lines a

day, so that it had no continuity, no movement,

no spark of interest for me. If any one had

told me that it was in fact a most exciting
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story, how I should have stared ! But no one

challenged my incredulity with such a paradox.

I plodded apathetically onward, little dreaming

that the tedious old gentleman with his ablative

absolutes was not only one of the greatest

but one of the most romantic characters the

world had ever seen. Not many beginners, I

dare say, are now left quite so much in the

dark ; but when, by chance, I read the intro-

duction to a school classic, I cannot wonder

that the boys for whom it is intended should,

as a rule, prefer to skip it, and should cherish

the tradition that history is " dull."

" But is your schoolboy to have no know-

ledge of Latin literature, save in brief snippets

from the historians and orators ? " With the

place and function of literature in education I

shall deal in the next chapter. Here let me
only remind the reader that so far I have

not brought our schoolboy beyond the age of

thirteen at the utmost. I have conceived his

time, from seven to thirteen, as divided between

Science and History, both placed before him

with the constant endeavour to awaken his

imagination, to stimulate his faculties of wonder

and awe, and to make him realise that the

world is no tedious or humdrum place of
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sojourn, but a treasure-house of absorbing

interests, which he could not possibly exhaust

were his life protracted to the span of Methu-

saleh. About thirteen, he should reach, I take

it, the parting of the ways, and decide which

of the two lines of study is to engage the

greater share of his energies. If he decide

for history, he also decides for Its "breath and

finer spirit
"—literature.



VIII

THE FETISH OF GRAMMAR

COMEWHERE between twelve and four-

teen, then, a boy would make choice of

his career, or at any rate of his main inte-

rest in life. If he proposed to become a doctor

or engineer (civil or military) or artilleryman

or manufacturer or chemist or sailor, he

would give more time to science and less

to history. He would renounce altogether

the idea of learning Greek. Whether he

went so far into Roman history as to read

the chief Latin classics in the original might

depend on individual taste and facility—for

some boys, unless I am greatly mistaken, have

a knack of reading Latin with ease, which is

denied to others of equal intelligence. If he
** kept up his Latin " at all he would read

rapidly, with a view to literary and historical,

128
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not linguistic, profit. IMediseval history he

would be content to take in broad outline. By-

far the greater part of the time abstracted from

science should be given to the history of his

own country (which he would find inextricably

interwoven with that of France and America)

and to the history of his own language. The
latter study would involve the knowledge of

some Teutonic dialect ; so that at this point

the necessities both of his historical and of

his scientific reading would impose upon him

the acquisition of German. " And literature ?

Where does that come in ?
" Have I not said

that, apart from science, his chief study should

be the history of his own country ? And who
can know aught worth knowing of English

history who does not take English literature

along with it ?

If, on the other hand, he proposed to seek

his career in the law, or the Church, or the less

scientific branches of soldiering, in politics, art,

journalism, or the civil service, he would slack-

off on the side of science (though certainly

without abandoning it) ^ and devote himself

* " Intellectual culture, at the end of the nineteenth

century, must include as its most essential element a

scientific habit of mind ; and a scientific habit of mind

I

"V
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mainly to history. For him, too, no doubt,

the history (always including the literature and

language) of his own country would be the

most imperative of interests ; but he would

also be able to go back upon ancient and

mediaeval history, looking beneath its merely

picturesque and romantic aspects, and studying

its philosophical and sociological import. I

suggest, without insistence, that the usual aim

should be for the student to know "something

of everything and everything of something."

That is to say, he should have in his mind an

oudine map of the whole field, while he should

make a special and minute survey of one of

two provinces.

We are now, at last, face to face with the

question of what is known as a "classical

education." When a boy has determined that

his special interest does not lie in the direction

of science, ought he, as a rule, to go through

anything like the course of study which now
prevails on the "classical side" of our public

schools ? Quite distinctly my answer is, " As
a rule—no !

" Some boys, no doubt, may

can only be acquired by the methodical study of some part,

at least, of what the human race has come scientifically to

know."

—

Henry Sidgwick.
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develop a special aptitude and desire for

classical scholarship, in the special sense in

which we now understand it. By all means,

in that case, let them follow their bent. But

the idea that classical scholarship has a unique

and miraculous educative value, which renders

it indispensable to the truly accomplished

human being, is, in my view, a superstition

which must presently go by the board.

In trying to think the matter out, let us,

at risk of some repetition, go back to first

principles. The root principle from which

this whole argument springs—if the reader

denies it, we have no common standing-

ground— is that each of us is placed, for a

brief span of years, in a universe of marvels

all compact, and that the highest meaning

and value of life lie in the investigation,

admiration, and worship of as much of this

unfathomable miracle as our limitations of time

and faculty will permit us to apprehend. So

much granted, it follows that the essential

task of education must be to cultivate in the

youthful mind the power of vivid and reverent

realisation of the external and internal universe.

To this end a gymnastic of the intellectual

powers is doubtless required ; but I have
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argued (and surely there can be no rational

doubt on the point) that it is quite unnecessary

to go out of our way in search of such a

gymnastic—that it comes in the natural and

inevitable course of serious application to any

reasonably comprehensive group of studies.

That morals, too, fall within the sphere of

education is not for a moment denied ; but I

shall try to show, in another chapter, that

they can be much more effectively promoted

through, than apart from, the religion of the

intellect which it ought to be the primary aim

of education to instil.^

Time, then, is short, and the wonders of the

universe inexhaustible. It follows (does it

not ?) that we must distribute our little allot-

ment of time to the best possible advantage

for the exploration, both extensive and in-

tensive, of this wonderland in which we are

placed. We cannot afford to waste a moment
of work-time (reasonable recreation-time is not

wasted) on anything that does not contribute,

or contributes only In a negligible degree, to

our appreciation of the marvellous dealings of

the all-efficient Power in nature and in the soul

of man.

' Appendix F, p. 230.
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Now a great part of our current classical

training is, from this point of view, perhaps

the idlest of mental exercises. And why ?

Because it is concerned with accidents and

conventions, not with inherent properties or

necessary sequences.^ The grammar of a

language, considered as an isolated fact, and

not as a term in a process, is a thing of small

intrinsic significance. It is simply the code of

correspondences which happens to be dominant

at a particular period—a mechanism for quickly

and accurately establishing the relations of the

words employed In formulating and communi-

cating ideas. Thus regarded, it has a certain

logical interest, and is subject to logical

criticism ; but until we study it comparatively

and historically (or, in one word, psychologi-

cally) it seems, and cannot but seem, far more

arbitrary than rational. Now, even with all

the time expended on classics in public-school

and university education, the scientific, the

psychological aspect of grammar is not, and

cannot be, brought home to one learner in a

hundred. It is a matter for special and very

advanced study. To the most intelligent

schoolboy, the grammar of the classical lan-

' Appendix G, p. 234.
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guages remains a congeries of fortuitous forms,

regular and irregular, and of rules which, for

the most part, seem to him purely conventional.

A certain acquaintance with these forms and

rules is necessary if he is to read Greek or

Latin with accuracy of comprehension ; but it

should be the aim of the teacher to spend as

little time as possible on the inert and seem-

ingly arbitrary mechanism, and in every way

to facilitate the pupil's access to the spiritual

content of the language he is studying. Yet,

in practice, what occurs ? The pupil is made
to acquire (or attempt to acquire) not the

modicum of grammar which would enable him

to read the language with understanding, but

such a minute acquaintance with every trum-

pery grammatical usage of a given period as

shall enable him to write something more or

less like the Greek or Latin of a particular

author or group of authors! It is not pre-

tended that he can express his thoughts more

vividly or comprehensibly in these languages

than in his own, or in some other modern

tongue that could be mastered with a fifth

part of the labour. Once, indeed, Latin was

the universal medium of communication through-

out the educated world ; but it is centuries since
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this ceased to be the case. At present the pupil

is seldom or never called upon to express any

thought of his own in either Latin or Greek.

He spends hour upon hour through year upon

year in translating into the classical languages

the thoughts of other people—selected, not for

their intrinsic value, but for their comparative

ease or difficulty of translation. Half of this

time, or more, is given to composition in

verse !—such verse as would certainly (except

in an infinitesimal minority of cases) make

Sophocles and Virgil writhe in their respec-

tive sepulchres. Could any practice be, on

the face of it, more insensate.'* If we could

attain a detached point of view, and shake off

the blinkers of habit, would it not seem merely

unbelievable ?

We shall come presently to the arguments

by which this remarkable habit is defended.

Meanwhile I must allude to another point In

which our current classical education is, as I

said above, concerned with accidents and con-

ventions. Not only the grammar, but the

vocabulary, of a particular period—nay, of one

or two arbitrarily-selected authors—must be

sedulously studied and exclusively cultivated.

It is sheer barbarism to treat Latin as a live
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thing, to make use of all its riches, to try to

enlarge its capabilities. We must assume that

it stopped short with Cicero, or at latest with

Tacitus, and expend untold study and pains on

keeping it unimpeachably dead. Now I fully

admit that this limitation, or at any rate some

limitation, is quite necessary. We cannot treat

Latin as a live language, for the principle of

healthy growth, through the natural selection

of new words and forms, went out of it once for

all when it ceased to be one of the mediums

in which men instinctively embodied their

thoughts. If we must write it at all, we must

write it to a certain standard ; else we should

soon produce a sort of pidgin- Latin, worse than

the dog- Latin of the Middle Ages, inasmuch as

there would be no sort of use or excuse for it.

The writing of Latin, in fact, is an "elegant

accomplishment," or it is nothing. But to say

this is surely to reduce it to absurdity ; for the

few who ever attain accomplishment do so at

the cost of a grotesquely disproportionate ex-

penditure of time, while the many toil after it

with infinite groaning and tribulation of spirit,

and never attain it at all.

The study of the particular limitations of a

given author's vocabulary has no more—nay, it
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has less—essential reason in it than the study

of a particular set of grammatical usages. As
a body of documents bearing on the political

and intellectual adventures of the human spirit,

the writings of Cicero are of inestimable value.

It is of some importance, too, that we should

read them in the original, since our imaginative

realisation of his period is thereby intensified.

Moreover, the qualities of his rhetoric are

worthy of study—his methods of exposition,

argument, invective, and appeal. They are

full of artistic interest and instruction. It may
even be a valuable exercise for the student to

imitate them—in his own language. But the

peculiarities of Cicero's vocabulary and syntax

are of no moment whatever. They are abso-

lutely fortuitous—that is to say, they depend

on psychological conditions which defy analysis.

The fact that such and such a word had gone

out of use in Cicero's time, or not yet come into

use, or, though in currency, happened not to be

employed by him, is just about as insignificant,

in relation to the order of the universe, as any-

thing well can be. It would be important if

we wished to make ourselves agreeably com-

prehensible in conversation with Cicero himself

or one of his educated contemporaries ; but as
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there is no likelihood of such an opportunity

presenting itself, I venture to maintain that to

spend hundreds of hours of our priceless youth

in learning to avoid locutions unsanctioned by

Cicero is a cruel and almost impious waste of

time and mental energy. ^

It is extremely difficult to express one's

thought on this matter briefly, clearly, and

without apparent over-emphasis. I am aware

that some of the things I have said in this

paper will appear excessive even to people

who are not bigoted partisans of the estab-

lished classical curriculum. Perhaps in ex-

amining the pleas usually put forward in its

favour, I may succeed in defining my posi-

tion more accurately, if not more acceptably.

' " G. M." writes : "A good composition teacher does

not—as * Kappa ' implies—say mechanically, * This word

does not occur in Cicero
;
you are to imitate Cicero ; there-

fore, this word is wrong.' He merely sees that, roughly

speaking, the style in a piece of composition is uniform

throughout; that, to take a parallel, if you begin writing

an essay in the style of Addison and introduce into it

a phrase out of Carlyle, the result is something wrong.

This may be a refinement, but it is surely part of the

ordinary aesthetics of language."
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Postscript : On the Claims of Greek.—
A critic to whom I am deeply indebted at

many points—"G. M." to wit—discusses as

follows the suggestions put forth in the two

foregoing chapters :

—

" I am not at all satisfied with the public-

' school teaching of the classics. I think with
'

' Kappa ' that too many boys learn classics,

* that too many hours are spent in teaching

' classics, and that they are taught in too

' narrow a way. There is too much grammar
;

' not enough philology ; too much Latin, not

' enough Greek ; too much composition, no
' enough translation, not enough history, and
' the whole subject treated with too little

' literary sense. Some of these points can be

'easily remedied. It is easy, for instance, to

' reduce the number of boys, and it ought to

' be easy to teach the remainder better. But,

*as things are at present going, I see some
' difficulties ahead. One is that the line of

' least resistance, in reducing the time given to

' the classics, is to begin by cutting off the best

' things and leaving the second-best. There
' can be little doubt, for instance, that the most
' valuable things in ancient literature are

' Greek poetry and Greek philosophy. Yet
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"even so sympathetic a critic as 'Kappa' is

"o^oing largely to drop these, and give us

"instead a wide and fluent reading of Cicero

"and Livy and the Scriptores Historiae

" Augustae ! This must somehow be wrong.
" I do not see my way out of the difficulty,

"but one fact to be remembered is this: In

"former centuries, as 'Kappa' says, people

" learned Latin because it was the general and

"polite language. This reason has ceased to

"operate. But why did they learn Greek?
" Not for that reason, nor mainly for any

"reason that has ceased to operate, but for

"exactly the same motives as ourselves—be-

" cause of the exceptional value and beauty of

" Greek thought and Greek literature. I would
" not say a word in favour of ' compulsory
" Greek,' yet one cannot help wondering

"whether the line of abandoning the best

" things first can really be the wisest way of

" reforminof classical education."

The remark about " Cicero, Livy, and the

Scriptores Historiae Augustae " is apparently

founded on a misunderstanding. When I

spoke of a boy going "so far into Roman
history as to read the chief Latin classics in

the original," I was not thinking only of the
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historical classics, but was using the word
" history " in the wider sense which it is one

of my primary objects to claim for it. The
works of Lucretius and Catullus, Virgil and

Horace, are in my eyes documents in Roman
history, just as clearly as Livy or Suetonius.

I confess myself much impressed by "G.M.'s"

suggestion as to the unwisdom of " cutting off

the best things and leavino- the second-best."

Latin, of course, cannot be deprived of its

historical position as the mother or step-mother

of so many modern tongues, and our own
amono- the number. Therefore it would be

unreasonable to postpone it entirely to Greek.

It must be the basis of linguistic study. But I

am quite willing to believe that even for the

boy who intends to make science rather than

history the basis of his life-work—for the boy

contemplated in the opening sentences of

Chapter VIII.— it might in some cases be

advisable to drop Latin altogether at the age

of thirteen or so, and take up Greek instead.

Experience has proved, I believe, that Greek

can be learnt quickly and efficiently by boys

who begin it at this comparatively late age.

Of course it would only be a boy with strong

literary tastes who would find it worth while to
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learn a language for the sake of purely literary

enjoyment ; but it does not seem to me at all

inconceivable that, under a reformed system,

a good many boys would be moved, at this

point in their progress, deliberately to face

the extra labour and prefer the best to the

second-best.

In The Upton Letters there occurs a passage

which, though not directly germane to this

point, shows that the writer would approve the

idea of taking up a classical language at a

comparatively late age, and for literary, as

distinct from linguistic purposes. " My own
''belief," he says, "is that Greek and Latin are

" things to be led up to, not begun with ; that

"they are hard, high literatures, which require

" an initiation to comprehend ; and that one

"ought to go backwards in education, begin-

"ning with what one knows.
" It seems to me, to use a similitude, that

"the case is thus. If one lives in a plain and

"wishes to reach a point upon a hill, one must
" make a road from the plain upwards. It will

" be a road at the base, it will be a track higher

" up, and a path at last, used only by those

"who have business there. But the classical

" theorists seem to me to make an elaborate
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"section of macadamised road high in the

"hills, and, having made it, to say that the

"people who like can make their own road

"in between."

Surely a pregnant and memorable image

!



IX

VERBAL CHESS-PLAYING

HPHE apologists of the predominant part

played by prose and verse composition

in the ordinary classical curriculum usually rely

upon two main arguments : (i) that the act of

translating into Latin and Greek is an incom-

parable training for the intellectual, and

especially the literary, faculties
; (2) that it is

the only way to attain a thorough mastery of

these languages, and a full appreciation of

the peculiar qualities of classical literature.

^

The latter plea, even if just in itself, is of

' " And yet this preposterous system continues year

after year. I had an animated argument with some of the

best of my colleagues the other day about it. I cannot

tell you how profoundly irritating these wiseacres were.

They said all the stock things—that one must lay a founda-

tion, and that it could only be laid by using the best

literatures ; that Latin was essential because it lay at the

root of so many other languages ; and Greek, because
144
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very limited value, since it is certain that only

a small minority of the boys who spend the

best hours of their best years over Greek and

Latin composition ever do attain a wide know-

ledge or a keen appreciation of classical litera-

ture. The majority must profit in other ways,

if they profit at all ; so that the former plea

—

the unrivalled intellectual gymnastic supplied

by prose and verse composition—must form

the decisive line of defence. My answer to It

has already been clearly foreshadowed ; but I

will now state it In greater detail.

Certainly no mental exercise Involving

memory, resourcefulness, and alertness of

attention is ever entirely wasted. The solving

of charades, or the writing of acrostics, has its

value. A game of chess is a most invigo-

rating mental exercise—for me, personally. It

is much too severe.^ Now in Latin and Greek

there the human intellect had reached its high-water mark—'and it has such a noble grammar,' one enthusiastic

Grecian said ; that an active-minded person could do all

the rest himself. It was in vain to urge that in many
cases the whole foundation was insecure ; and that all

desire to raise a superstructure was eliminated."

—

The
Upton Letters^ p. 158.

^ It seems to me that, in this age of "compulsory

games," a certain amount of chess might very well be made
K
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composition there is something of the athletic

virtue of a game of chess. Each sentence is

a problem to be solved with such-and-such

pieces, which can move only under such-and-

such conditions. It is a game in which,

instead of seven pieces, there are many
thousands, each with its particular, and mainly

arbitrary, "moves." Therefore composition is,

what chess is not, a gymnastic of memory as

well as of attention and power of combination.

The learner has to "get by heart " innumerable

details to which reason affords not the slightest

guide—quantities, irregularities and deficiencies

of grammatical form, the occurrence or non-

occurrence of such a word in such an author,

compulsory, if only as a test of a particular sort of intellec-

tual capacity. The ability to play a good game of chess

may not mean very much ; but the congenital inability to

do so (from which I, for one, suffer) may be taken, I

believe, as a conclusive proof of incapacity for various

cognate forms of endeavour. For instance, the boy who

cannot become a good chess-player need never dream of

being a great general or a good political tactician. As a

touchstone of mental quality, in fact, a game of chess

seems to me worth more than many an examination.

[A day or two after this note was written, I saw in an

illustrated paper a snapshot of a number of German chil-

dren marching to school, each with his chess-board under

his arm.]
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&c. Whether the memory really benefits by

this gymnastic I will not attempt to determine,

but will assume, for argument's sake, that it

does. On the whole, then, it would be rash to

maintain that composition is sheer and abso-

lute waste of time. It is a form of drudgery

that does, in all probability, produce certain

valuable effects. If we had eternity before

us, there might be no particular harm in this

verbal chess-playing.

But education must adapt itself to time, not

to eternity.^ It has but some fifteen years in

which to initiate the boy and youth into the

glories and mysteries of nature and life

;

wherefore its guiding principle should be the

sternest economy, and most careful apportion-

ment, of time. Everything has to be paid for

by drafts on that strictly limited capital ; and

many things which are good enough in them-

selves can be bought at an absurdly extrava-

gant rate. Here, assuredly, it is our business

to buy in the cheapest, not in the dearest,

market ; and if we can kill two birds with one

stone, or in other words gain two advantages

with a given expenditure of time, we are

bound to seize them both instead of content-

^ Appendix H, p. 235.
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insf ourselves with one of them alone. Now
there can be no possible doubt that, however

valuable the mental gymnastic involved in

Latin and Greek composition, an equal

activity, subtlety and resourcefulness of in-

telligence can be attained in many other ways.

To see this, we have only to look at the

Greeks themselves : neither Plato nor Aris-

totle, in his youth, spent ten hours a week in

translating from Greek into (say) Egyptian,

or in any exercise in the least analogous. Or,

taking the world at large, let us ask how many
of its supreme intellects have been trained by

this method ? I find it hard to think of one.

Many Romans, of course, spoke and wrote

Greek, as we do French ; but that is a totally

different matter. ^ Many men of genius wrote

in Latin, the Esperanto of the Middle Ages

and Renaissance—but that, again, is nothing

to the point. If our system of composition

were a means towards ultimate self-expression

in either Latin or Greek, it would be compara-

tively rational ; but no living soul now uses

either language, as Erasmus or Bacon or

I I need scarcely remind the reader of Heine's theory

that the Romans conquered the world because they did not

require to learn Latin.
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Spinoza used Latin. They handled it as a

necessary tool, not as an elegant accomplish-

ment ; nor would it be in the least reasonable

to attribute their intellectual greatness in any

appreciable degree to their practice in the use

of the tool. To put it at a very low estimate,

one can easily name ten men of the first intel-

lectual and even literary eminence who never

went through anything approaching the clas-

sical "grind " of the English public school, for

every one who did enjoy the advantage of

sharpening his faculties on that fetish-whet-

stone. We see, then, that "scholarship," in

the public-school sense, is, to say the least of

it, not indispensable to the complete develop-

ment of the mental powers ; and if there be

studies which, while equally valuable as a

gymnastic, are also directly contributory to

the great end of education— the intimate

realisation of the wonders of nature and of

the human lot—then it becomes a plain

measure of economy to expend our time on

securins: this dual advantag^e. A relioion of

the intellect is the thing to be aimed at
;

whereas there are few things less calculated

to stir our religious emotions than the for-

tuitous illogicalities of a dead language.
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It is positively surprising to note how un-

certain is the influence of Greek and Latin

composition in promoting even Hterary, as

distinct from intellectual, efficiency.^ We all

know that many excellent scholars have written

quite undistinguished and sometimes execrable

English ; while, on the other hand, many of

the masters of our tongue have had, like the

master of masters, "small Latin and less

Greek." Perhaps the happiest products of

classicism, as it reigns in the public schools,

were Milton and Tennyson ; but did Milton

write better verse than Shakespeare, or better

prose than Bunyan ? Or was the academic

Tennyson a greater master of verbal beauty

than the druggist's apprentice, Keats ? John-

son had gone all through the classical mill

;

did he write better than Goldsmith, the

smatterer, or than Boswell, the fribble ?

Landor was a profound classic, Thackeray a

very superficial one; but which was the greater

master of English ? Addison's prose was good,

but so was Defoe's ; Matthew Arnold's was no

better than Huxley's ; Pater's was very different

from Stevenson's, but not intrinsically superior.

How many Senior Classics have written better

' Appendix I, p. 237.
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English than Jane Austen or Charlotte Bronte?

What the classical method is most successful in

imparting is a sort of suppleness and ingenuity

in the manipulation of language, which accounts,

I think, for the number and excellence of our

writers of elegantly playful verse. It is to our

public-school system that we owe Canning and

Frere and Praed and Calverley and Locker and

Lang and Seaman. No one admires these

cunning craftsmen more than I ; but I fear we
have paid, and are paying, very dear for

them.

We come now to the second, and, as I have

pointed out, much feebler line of defence—to

wit, that only by habitually writing Greek and

Latin can we so thoroughly master them as to

read them with full appreciation. If this were

true, one could only reply that the game was

not worth the candle ; that the pleasure or

advantage was wholly disproportionate to the

immense expenditure of time ; and that the

vast majority even of educated men ought

regretfully to recognise that life was too short

to admit of their aspiring to " full appreciation
"

of the classics.

But, as a matter of fact, the plea is untrue,

or true only if we lay a quibbling stress on the
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word " full." ^ There is a sense in which only

the man who has himself practised an art can

appreciate, in all its technical subtleties, the

work of other artists ; but we do not therefore

think it necessary to spend years in writing

bad blank verse in order "fully" to appreciate

Milton. It is perfectly possible to get, if not

"full," at any rate ample, enjoyment out of

Greek and Latin literature without writing a

single line of verse or even of prose. Many
men have done so ; any man may do so. It is

perfectly possible to read any language fluently

without a tenth part of the mastery of its

minutiae which is required in order to write

' One may here appeal to the experience of both

Germany and France. In the classical curriculum of

neither country does composition hold anything like the

place assigned it in England. Verse-writing and Greek

prose (so far as I can ascertain) are practically unknown

;

and what is aimed at in Latin prose is not so much
elegance as a certain fluency in original composition. Yet

who shall say that the classically-educated German or

Frenchman has less appreciation of Greek and Latin

literature than the average Englishman who has " gone

through the mill " ? The result of the neglect of verse is,

I understand, that English scholars will sometimes find

their Continental colleagues guilty of false quantities ; but

is an occasional "howler" such a disaster that we ought to

spend hundreds or thousands of laborious hours in learning

to avoid it?
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it correctly. Latin and Greek, no doubt, are

more difficult than most modern languages.

Passages occur not infrequently in which it

needs width and accuracy of scholarship to

determine the author's exact meaning—to say

nothing of those as to which the best authori-

ties are at odds. But when we come to such a

passage, there are plenty of scholars at hand to

help us. Why should we be too proud to

accept the assistance of a footnote, or even, at

need, of a "crib " ?

It is scarcely a paradox to maintain that our

worship of composition has in great measure

stood between us and any practical knowledge

of the classics. It has given us a small minority

of accurate scholars, an immense majority of

men who have read very little Latin and Greek,

and that little so slowly, and with such pedantic

absorption in grammatical niceties, that its

literary and spiritual effect has been entirely

lost upon them. If half the hours employed in

strinorinof eletriacs and iambics had been devoted

to reading classical authors with every aid,

instead of every hindrance, to interest and

enjoyment, we should have attained—even

then, perhaps, at too great cost—a broad

culture in place of a narrow scholarship.
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Our present system of classical training is

historically a legacy from the Renaissance.

But the ideal it now represents belongs not so

much to the Renaissance as to the eis^hteenth

century. It is the ideal of cultivated, rational-

istic, dilettantism. The type of man whom
the system is really fitted to beget is the noble

lord or the broad-acred baronet of the Georgian

age, who, in some pavilion of his park—imitated

from a temple that took his fancy when he

made the Grand Tour—would dally, mayhap,

with a satire of Horace, or polish the elegant

octosyllables of an imitation of Anacreon. But

the age of " polite learning " is past. There is

no room in the modern world for the eighteenth-

century dilettante. His bland heathenism was

the result of a comprehensive ignorance of the

wonders of nature and life, which was pardon-

able and partly inevitable in his day, but is a

wanton anachronism in ours. Yet our classical

system is still essentially directed towards the

production of such heathens—most of whom,
moreover, fail even to take on the veneer of

" polite learning."

Real scholarship is an admirable thing, an

indispensable adjunct and contributory to

history in the highest sense of the term.
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Happy the youth whose tastes and ablHties

lead him to concentrate on this branch of

intellectual service ! The fatal mistake lies in

making thousands of boys, irrespective of taste

or faculty, devote ten or twelve irrecoverable

years to the acquisition of a demi-semi-scholar-

ship, which is worth little in itself, and leaves

them ignorant, if not contemptuous, of the

things which give life its true dignity and

import.

In my next chapter I shall try to deal

constructively with the due place and function

of classical literature in a course of historical

study.

Postscript : Composition on its Defence.

—As to the value of Latin prose composition,

there is such a large consensus among men
who are no rabid partisans of the existing

system, that I am willing to believe that I

have underestimated its actual value as an

intellectual training. I have allowed (p. 125)

that a certain amount of composition is desir-

able, simply as the readiest means of attaining

facility in reading Latin. Perhaps it would be
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wise to increase the very small amount which

I had in view. On this point the author of

The i/pton Letters seems to me to write, as he

always does, with admirable good sense. He
says :

—

"Then, too, I would sweep away for all but

' boys of special classical ability most kinds of

' composition. Fancy teaching a boy side by
' side with the elements of German or French
' to compose German and French verse, heroic,

' Alexandrine, or lyrical ! The idea has only

' to be stated to show its fatuity. I would
' teach boys to write Latin prose, because it

' is a tough subject, and it initiates them into

' the process of disentangling the real sense of

' the English copy. But I would abolish all

' Latin verse composition, and all Greek com-
' position of every kind for mediocre boys.

' Not only would they learn the languages

' much faster, but there would be a great deal

' of time saved as well. Then I would abolish

* the absurd little lessons, with the parsing,

* and I would at all hazards push on till they

* could read fluently."

" G. M.," on the other hand—a very high

authority—puts in an earnest plea for Greek

composition :

—
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" There is one subject of study to which
•*

' Kappa' seems to me to be actually unjust.

" I aofree with him that too much time is spent

"on Greek and Latin composition. Boys and

" undergraduates compose too much and read

" too litde. But ' Kappa ' seems to me to

"misunderstand the nature of the study when

"he speaks of it as 'insensate' or 'concerned

" with accidents and conventions.' As a train-

" ing of the intellect, I confess I do think the

" writing of Latin or Greek prose— I omit

"verse for the present—wonderfully effective;

"not because it is difficult, but because it

" searches the mind. I have just been looking

" through a paragraph of * Kappa's ' letter and

" thinkine how it would translate first into

" French, then into Greek. Now it goes into

" French practically word for word. It could

"be done into French almost by a machine,

"certainly by an unintelligent French-speaking

" clerk, who did not know what the sentences

"really meant. But to get it into Greek, you

" must split up all the ideas into their lowest

" terms, you must resolve words into things,

"and then build them up again into Greek
" words. Why ? Because, to speak roughly

" for the sake of brevity, almost no Greek word
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"corresponds exactly with an English word,

" whereas the world and the human nature

" which the Greeks saw and expressed generally

"do correspond with ours. The thing that

"your author means in English can be said in

" Greek, but, first, you must analyse and under-

" stand what he does mean. Then, secondly,

" you must build up the thoughts again in

"another and a particularly beautiful language.

" First comes an exercise of the intellect, then

"one of the aesthetic faculties. Of course, in

" this second stage, there is a large part that

" is purely mechanical or material : the mere

"grind of looking up words in a lexicon, of

"remembering your irregular verbs, and—

-

" what particularly hurts 'Kappa's' feelings

—

" knowing the usage of different authors."

This argument only increases one's regret

that it should have been the Romans and not

the Greeks—the second-best and not the best

people—who civilised Western Europe and

laid the foundations of its lans^uao^es. But

regret, though human, is not in this case

helpful. Since we cannot unmake the history

of the past two thousand years, we must accept

the fact that Latin is nearer to us, and sub-

serves more purposes, than Greek, and must
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therefore take precedence as an educational

medium. This, I think, " G. M." would admit;

and this being so, and the days of a man's

efficient life being still confined within three-

score years and ten, it follows, I greatly fear,

that on a reasonable system of proportion

in the allotment of time, very few boys (those

only, in fact, who intend to make scholar-

ship their profession) ought to indulge in

the strenuous luxury of Greek composition.

" G. M.'s" criticism touches the accuracy of

some of my expressions, and, so far, I accept

it without reserve ; but it leaves the substance

of my argument unaffected. That I underrate

the absolute value of composition, whether in

Latin or in Greek, is likely enough ; but the

highest absolute value claimed for it by its

champions would have to be multiplied by ten

at least in order to justify the proportion of

space which it at present occupies in the public-

school curriculum.



X

THE CLASSICS IN PERSPECTIVE

V^HEN we find a seemingly insensate

condition of things prevailing, and

ardently defended by otherwise sensible men,

it is useless merely to denounce their error

—

the rational course is to try to understand it.

The chances are that the folly of the present

will prove to be the wisdom of the past, and

that the mistake of its champions lies in their

failure to take account of the insensible

degrees by which the relations of an idea to

its environment have altered. Or, again

—

to put the same thought somewhat differently

—they will be found clinging to a principle

just in itself, but cancelled by the greater

proportional validity of other principles.

The Humanism of the Renaissance, the

fount and origin of our public-school classical

1 60
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system, was, in its day, a glorious movement

of intellectual emancipation. 'f Well may the

scholars of St. Paul's revere the memory of

" the munificent and pious Colet "
! One does

not see how, with the given materials, any

better system of education could then have

been devised. Latin and Greek were the

absolutely indispensable means to that very

awakening of the imagination which is, in

my view, the end of all culture. They were

the keys both to history and to science, as they

were in those days understood. ^ In the ver-

nacular literatures, the perennial masterpieces

were as yet very few ; and that historical spirit

had not yet come into being which gives new

life to the perishable products of a day that is

dead. Apart from the classics, in fact, no real

culture was possible—or only the culture of

scholasticism, from which the classics brought

* Appendix K, p. 240.

2 The Indenture of Feoffment of the Manchester

Grammar School sets forth that " the liberal science or

"art of grammar is the ground and fountain of all the

"other liberal arts or sciences which source and spring

" out of the same ; without which science the others

" cannot perfectly be had, for Science of Grammar is the

"Gate by the which all the other hath been learned and
" known.'

L
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a blessed escape. In those days, with tolerable

diligence, a man might hope to master all the

learning of his time that was worth having
;

and those who stopped short of scholarship

had at least (like Shakespeare) acquired some

knowledge of the mythology and romance of

antiquity, along with an intellectual discipline

which was then not otherwise attainable.

During the sixteenth and the early seven-

teenth century, therefore, a liberal education

was necessarily and rightly synonymous with

a classical education.^ In the latter half of

the seventeenth and in the eighteenth century,

it became more and more possible to stimulate

the imagination and expand the faculties by

other means. The vernacular literatures were

rapidly growing, and physical science had

^ "The ancient 'grammar schools' of England owe

"their origin mainly to the Tudor period. . . . During

"successive generations, down to the period of the Civil

" War, nearly eight hundred ' grammar school ' foundations

" were created. One uniform purpose is manifest in the

"testaments, the deeds of gift and the early statutes by
" which the character of these schools was intended to be
" shaped. It is to encourage the pursuit of a liberal education

" founded on the ancient languages—then the only studies

"which had been so far formulated and systematised as

" to possess a disciplinal character."

—

Fitch : Educational

Aims and Methods, p. 171.
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awakened from its secular slumber.^ But,

though one or two splendid generalisations

had been reached, the whole field was too

imperfectly explored to admit of any com-

prehensive interpretation of the universe in

terms of science ; while the true significance

of history was as yet but dimly divined.

Even down to the end of the eighteenth

century it was still not unreasonable, not

manifestly disproportionate, to treat the

ancient languages as the "pons asinorum

"

of learning—the bridge which all must cross,

whatever their ultimate goal. All things

considered, it is impossible to say that Ad-

dison was wrongly educated, or Johnson, or

even Coleridge. We must not quarrel with

a system of education because it is not in

advance of its time. The principles, or at

any rate the methods, for which I am con-

tending were not accessible to the eighteenth

century, any more than the airship or the

motor-car. We are sometimes apt to fancy

it discreditable to our forefathers' intelligence

that they did not hit upon many devices which

to us appear simple and obvious—that they

left the bicycle, for example, to be invented

' Appendix L, p. 242.
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in our own day. But the reproach is quite

unreasonable. All sorts of trifling but indis-

pensable conditions had to concur before the

machine became a practical possibility. So,

too, with education. It is conditioned by the

thousand elements that go to make up the

world's self-consciousness. All we can demand
of it, at any given period, is that it shall at

once express and contribute to the enlightened

self-consciousness of the agre
; and it would be

hard to say that, in principle, eighteenth-

century education failed to do so. It placed

the scholar on a level with the best thought

of his age, and left him time to assimilate it

;

while the aristocratic dilettante, whom it turned

out in such numbers, was perhaps as satis-

factory an article as could well have been

evolved from the material which, in the

absence of culture, blossomed into a Lord

Foppington, a Sir John Brute, or a Squire

Western.

It is impossible to place one's finger on a

definite date in the nineteenth century, and

declare that at this point the needs and

opportunities of the human spirit had so

decisively expanded as to render the classical

curriculum an anachronism. But it is safe to
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say that the point had been reached before the

century entered on its fourth quarter. Science

had by that time revolutionised the world's

self-consciousness ; history had taken on a

wholly new significance ; the planet, both in

its physical and its psychological aspects,

had become a far larger and more complex

phenomenon than it could possibly be to the

most advanced intelligence of the eighteenth

century. The plot of the world-drama was

manifestly thickening in such a way as to

impose a new alertness and purposefulness

on every man and every nation that aspired

to play an effective part in it. The mere

accumulation of vital facts in every depart-

ment of knowledge would have necessitated,

had that been all, a redistribution of the

learner's time. To take one instance out of

a host : was it reasonable that the scheme

of education should remain unaltered after

such stupendous facts as the French Revolu-

tion and the Napoleonic wars had been added

to the record of humanity ? But the facts were

not the only, nor even the principal, new

element in the case. It was the far-reaching

generalisations both of science and of history

that rendered imperative a new apportionment
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of mental energy, a new economy of the inex-

pansible years. What matters it that some of

the generalisations are provisional, and will

have to be amended, or absorbed in larger

syntheses ? They are none the less essential

steps towards the realisation of the world as it

is, and the divination of the world as it must

be. If these are, as I suggest, the true ends

of education, and if, as is quite undeniable, the

means towards these ends have multiplied an

hundredfold during the past hundred years,

then it is evident that a system which may
have been the best available for the eighteenth

century cannot be the best available for the

twentieth.

This is so evident that even the public

schools and universities recognise it. Apart

from the opportunities which nearly every

school offers for specialising either in science

or in modern languages, half-hearted attempts

are made to smuggle a little science and a

little history into the classical curriculum. The
result is merely over-pressure and scamping. ^

So long as the bulk of a boy's time is given

to minute scholarship and composition, it is

quite impossible to teach him anything worth

' Appendix M, p. 245.
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knowinof in the odd half-hours that are left

over.

What we require, then, is that the space

occupied by the classics in the educational field

should be adjusted in a fair ratio to the vast

extension of the world's self-consciousness which

has taken place during the past century. We
need a course of Greek and Latin literature

which shall not embrace everything else, but

shall itself be embraced in a comprehensive

course of historical study. The prime object

is to make Hellenic and Roman civilisation real

and tangible to the learner—to enable him to

live in imagination in those strange and far-off

days. Let me not be thought to underrate the

importance of this object. Certainly, of all the

adventures of humanity, those which took place

in the Mediterranean basin between the "Great

Migrations " and the overthrow of the Western

Empire are the most fascinating, and in many
ways the most momentous. How pitiably

meagre would be our racial experience if the

dawn of all history had coincided with the

dawn of modern history, and " the glory that

was Greece, the grandeur that was Rome " had

either never existed, or had been expunged, by

some all-obliterating Ice-Age, from the record
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of the planet! Whoever chooses history rather

than science as the main interest of his Hfe

must assuredly neglect no reasonable means of

making his imagination at home in the antique

world. What I deny is that, among the reason-

able and proportionate means to this end, the

microscopic study of the classical languages,

and the ability to tag verses in them, can in

these days be included. I believe and assert

that a livinor knowledge of Greek and Latino o
literature could, by a wise economy of effort, be

attained in about a fifth of the time which

we now devote to attaining a much narrower

literary knowledge, coupled with a more or less

imperfect linguistic proficiency.

When we get rid of the idea that the difficulty

of readingr Greek and Latin is a thinor to be

specially prized for its own sake, as a mental

gymnastic, we shall soon see our way to methods

of teaching which shall minimise that difficulty.

" But why learn the languages at all.-^ Why not

be content with translations?" In the case of

prose writings which possess no very high

artistic value, we should, I think, be content

with translations. Where the matter is every-

thing, the manner nothing, it is absurd to waste

time in reading slowly what we could with equal
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advantage read fast. Even when a prose-writer

is distinguished by great artistic beauty or

garrulous charm, his style, I suggest, may be

studied in more or less extensive specimens,

and the bulk of his work read in English.

When once we are familiar with a prose-writer's

manner, we can feel it, in a good translation,

almost as delightfully as in the original. But

poetry, we may as well recognise once for all,

cannot be translated without the loss of some

part of its vital essence. The translation may
itself be a beautiful poem, but it is a different

poem. Therefore it is essential that whoever

would brinor his imacrination into intimate touch

with the imagination of Hellas and of Rome
should read in the original the masterpieces of

Greek and Latin verse. That this can profit-

ably be done with great rapidity I do not

pretend ; but when grammar is treated as a

means, not as an end, and literature as an end,

not as a means, the labour will be immensely

diminished and the pleasure proportionately

increased.

I suggest, moreover, that nothing should be

forced upon the learner for which his intelli-

gence is manifestly unripe. Plato, for example,

is to be very carefully handled, if at all, as a
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school classic. It is a quite exceptional boy

under the age of nineteen who can read the

simplest dialogue of Plato without bewilder-

ment ; and the bewilderment, in a lad of

independent mind, is apt to shade off into

antagonism. What is not incomprehensible,

he regards as perverse and foolish ; and he

comes out of the experience in a crudely icono-

clastic temper, which is as unjust to Plato as it

is undesirable in the interests of his own mental

development. A boy should never be required

to take wisdom on trust. He should be en-

couraged to read critically, and not required to

read anything to which his powers of criticism

are wholly unequal.

To resume : my suggestion is that every boy,

by the time he is twelve or thirteen, should

have a considerable Latin vocabulary and some

knowledge of grammar: that if he make science

his main interest, it should depend on individual

circumstances whether he carries Latin any

farther, and he should only in very rare in-

stances think of approaching Greek ^
: while if

history is to be his main interest, he should by

all means acquaint himself widely with Latin

literature, and, unless special circumstances

^ But see Postscript to Chapter VIIL
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enforce a very strict economy of time, should

also learn enough Greek to read the great poets

with sympathy and appreciation. I have said

nothing of philosophy except to deprecate its

too early introduction into the ordinary routine.

Both science and history, no doubt, are con-

stantly raising philosophical issues ; but it will

be time enough for the youth to approach the

formal study of philosophy after he has pro-

ceeded to the university.



XI

ATHLETICS

TN the course of these chapters I have

thrown out several rough definitions of

the aim of education, as I understand it. The
least inadequate, perhaps, is that which makes

it the duty of the educator to beget and foster

in his pupil a religion of the intellect. The
question — the vital question — now arises :

What will be the influence of such a religion

on the moral life of the individual ? I have

hitherto touched on it only in passing, and

chiefly with reference to patriotism. Its fuller

discussion I reserve for my last chapter

;

leading up to it in the meantime by some

reflections on the absorbing topic of athletics.^

The gist of my reflections may be deduced

^ For some documents on athletics, and their relation to

the intellectual life of schools, see Appendix N, p. 246.
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from that one epithet—absorbing. In it Hes

the conclusive criticism upon our educational

system. Athletics ought to invigorate, recreate,

and delight the healthy boy ; they ought not

to absorb his thoughts. If they do, it is be-

cause his masters have not the will or the skill

to awaken his mind to the wonders of the

world in which he lives.

My attitude towards athletics, then, may be

very shortly and simply defined. I do not

grudge the public-school boy one minute of

the hours he passes in the playing-fields ; I

do utterly deplore the fact—the indubitable

fact, I fear—that by far the greater part of his

leisure moments, when he is neither actually

at work nor actually at play, is given up to

reading athletic reports, discussing athletic

records, and brooding over athletic distinctions

either for himself or for his school.

We are told that, if he were not doing this,

he would be discussing and brooding over

worse things ; but what an abject admission

of the impotence of our educational methods to

bring home to the youthful intelligence the

glory of life and the pricelessness of time

!

As things are at present ordered, it is per-

fectly natural that, once released from school.
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the boy should make all haste to put far behind

him the recollection of his dry, mechanical, and

irrelevant "lessons." This is especially in-

evitable in the case of the young boy, whose

mental habits are hourly in process of forma-

tion. Later on, he may come to be more or

less interested in some of his work ; but by that

time the habit of dismissing it from his mind

at the earliest possible moment will have

become inveterate. To the boy between seven

and twelve, the great proportion of his work

is not, and cannot be under present conditions,

aught but sheer drudgery. If he does it with

tolerable ease, he may take a certain incidental

pleasure in that very fact ; and emulation may
spur his energies. But it is flatly impossible for

him (unless he be one boy in a thousand) to

find any intimate personal joy in his tasks

—

to feel that they make life clearer, or more

interesting, or more beautiful to him. And if

he were ever so willing to do so, his school

acquisitions are not of the sort that he can

possibly take with him out into the open.

What have declensions and conjugations, rules

and exceptions, problems and theorems, to do

with life in the meadows or the woods, by

down, or cliff, or riverside ? In these days,
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indeed, he may possibly have given some odds

and ends of his schooltime to "science"; but

has he been urged and aided to observe and

interpret nature ? Have the contours or the

textures of the earth been made significant to

him ? Or the magical enero^ies of the sun and

the ocean, the frost and the rain ? Has he

learnt to admire the exquisite adaptations, the

marvellous interrelations, the infinite fecundity,

of the plant and insect life around him ? Has

his attention ever been directed to the beauty

and the pathos of the animal world ? Or has

he been left to think of our dumb kinsfolk

simply as things to be exploited for our uses

and killed for our " sport "
? ^ Has the reality

and continuity of history ever been brought

home to him by local and familiar illus-

' In Hugh Rendal, the hero's bosom friend Lowden,

represented as a boy of almost ideal character, cannot pass

a cow in a field without " potting " her with his catapult.

Hugh suggests that she is " rather poor game " ; but " ' Rot

!

" I shan't hurt her,' replied Lowden, who, brought up
" mainly in London, had no such delicate sense of what
" was sport and what was not. To him an animal was a

" lawful target, no matter what its genus. So out came his

" catapult. Ph-wing went the elastic ; and the next moment
" the sedate lady was careering round the field with a

*' commotion as wild as her previous demeanour had been
" calm."
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tration? Has he been encouraged to realise

that he is already, and must one day be in a

yet fuller sense, a responsible member of a

great and ancient community, which he may
glorify by shaping his life to noble ends, and

must degrade by trivial thoughts and un-

worthy actions ? Has it ever been suggested

to him that he should raise his eyes to the

stars, and think for one moment of the awful

Power that marshalled their glittering legions ?

No ; he is sent forth from dead tasks into a

dead world. What wonder if child's-play, with

its little emulations and vanities, becomes the

one thins: real to him ? What wonder if this

habit of thought, reinforced by the whole

weight of corporate feeling in the school,

among masters ^ and boys alike, should grow

' In The Hill we have a description of a very exciting

Eton and Harrow match. There are twelve minutes to

play and ten runs to be made :
" Warde [the author's model

" house-master] rises. ' I can't stand it,' he says, and his

" voice shakes oddly. ' You fellows will find me behind
" the Pavvy after the match.' * I'd go with you,' says the

" Rev. Septimus, in a choked tone, ' but if I tried to walk

" I should tumble down.' " The faction fighters of the

Byzantine circus were doubtless more violent, but can

scarcely nave been more hysterical, than these two products

of public-school athleticism. Compare extract from The

Upton Letters^ p. 163, in Appendix N.
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with his orrovvth and strengrthen with his

strength, until he joins the ranks of the great

child-public which lives on "sporting tapes,"

and pants, as the hart panteth after the water

brooks, for "football editions" and "five

o'clock scores "
? ^ What wonder, I may add,

If he should tend to pry. In unwholesome

secrecy, into the one phase of the operations

of nature which, both from within and from

without, Is forced upon his notice?

It may be said that, if not In the class-room,

at any rate at morning chapel, and in church

on Sundays, the boy's attention is directed to

The spacious firmament on high,

And all the blue ethereal sky,

And spangled heavens . . .

But In how many cases has the religious teach-

ing of a public school any Intellectual stimulus

" In the debate on the Army Stores scandal in the House

of Commons, on June 26, 1905, Dr. Macnamara said:

" Whether this vote of censure be carried or not, nothing

" will be done ; the public will be excited for six weeks, and
" then Test matches, billiard tournaments, and Bridge pro-

" blems will intervene. But one of these days the British

" muddlers will hit up against a scientifically organised race

" like the Japanese, and then John Bull will crumple up,

" cursing the happy-go-lucky folly and indifference which in

" the end was his undoing."

M
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in it ? Too often it consists in the inculcation

of unrealised theological formulas, served up

with "a cauld clash o' morality." That its

moral effect may often be good, I am far from

denying. A master who is himself a sincere

and enthusiastic " muscular Christian " may
impress boys with an influential sense of the

" manliness of Christ." They vaguely conceive

that, had He been born in these latter days,

though too "gentle," perhaps, to be of much
use in the football field. He would certainly

have been Captain of Cricket and a good

all-round athlete. Their imagination fired by

this hypothesis, they are willing to emulate

Him in other matters ; and the aspiration, no

doubt, helps to make them gentlemen and

good fellows. But this naive anthropomor-

phism, though It may be a safeguard against

meanness, and conscious cruelty, and vice, is

not In the least Inhlbltlve to triviality of

thought and childishness of action. It was

not the public-school Christ who said " Raise

the stone, and there ye shall find Me ; cleave

the wood, and there am I." That loglon

might be the cardinal text of a religion of the

intellect.

At all events, the religious teaching of the
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average school is as powerless as the intel-

lectual training to beget in the average boy

the feeling that athletics are not the be-all and

the end-all of the manly life, but are good

only as a means to that health of body and

mind without which the intellectual "enjoy-

ment " of the Universe is, not impossible

indeed, but very sorely hampered. I do not

overlook the direct moral benefits derived

from games—the patience, endurance, temper,

loyalty, sense of fair-play, and even of gene-

rosity to opponents, that tend, no doubt, to

be engendered by school athletics. But it is

in the playing-fields themselves that these

virtues are fostered—not in working^ out

averages, memorising "records," and poring

over the football and cricket columns of the

halfpenny papers. All actual play, I repeat

(with reasonable emulation between school

and school), has my hearty sympathy. It is

the inversion of reason, whereby games be-

come the main business of life, to which all

intellectual interests are openly subordinated,

that I regard as noxious to the individual and

perilous to the body politic.

Absorption in athletics, moreover, inevitably

shades off into absorption in " sport," with its
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fatal concomitant—oramblinof.^ That o-ans^rene

of English life is indubitably propagated con-

currently with the athletic craze. Not long

ago, it was my fortune to inhabit, during

vacation-time, one of the most ancient and

famous of our public schools. I was struck by

the fact that, in the places where one is apt

to find walls and partitions defiled with

' From The Hill one gathers that at Harrow betting on

house matches is quite openly carried on. See the account

of the football match in Chapter IV. :
" The odds amongst

"the sporting fellows went from six to four against the
*' Manor." And presently :

" The betting languished at

" evens." Considerable sums (twenty to thirty pounds) are

won and lost at Bridge ; but this is surreptitious. In Hugh
J^efidal, the hero, under the influence of the Marquis of

Chellersleigh, takes to betting on horse-races. His friend

Lowden remonstrates with him and they quarrel. "The
" interview was at an end. Both knew that the friendship

" was too, at any rate for some time. Hugh, being mainly
" in the wrong and very angry, had little difficulty in con-

" vincing himself that he did not care. Lowden did care,

" but felt, as firmly, that he had done right. Wherefore
" the reader will probably ivant to throw something at him.

" But it must be remembered that the question at what
" point of rectitude a human being becomes a prig is neces-

" sarily one of environment as well as personal taste." The
author's assumption that the reader will want to throw

something at a boy who feels he has done right in trying to

stop a comrade and friend from betting, is surely very

significant.
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obscenities, there was nothing of the kind to

be seen, but in their stead numbers of racing

"tips"—"So-and-so for the St. Leger," the

name of three horses "placed" in their order,

and so forth. The observation seemed to me
profoundly and ominously significant. I am
not sure that I would not as willingly have

encountered graffiti of the other sort.

The man, or boy, who can give his whole

soul to sport (in the most extended acceptation

of the term) has very little soul to give. His

sense of the majesty of the universe, of the

fascination of the world, and of his duty to his

country, must be hopelessly atrophied. How
far it may be true that the battle of Waterloo

was won on the playing-fields at Eton ^ we need

not here inquire ; but unless we take thought

betimes, I know of another battle that will

assuredly be lost on these same playing-fields

—the Armageddon of the future. I cannot

end this section better than with a memorable

saying of Mr. H. G. Wells : "It isn't as

though the world was an untidy nursery : it

is a place of splendours indescribable for all

who will lift its veils."

' Appendix 0, p. 253.
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Postscript : On Bullying.—An important

point to be considered, in estimating the value

of school games, is the question whether they

make, on the whole, for humanity or for in-

humanity in those who play them. It is

possible that, in affording a steady outlet for

physical energy, and even for a considerable

measure of physical violence, they may serve as

a safety-valve for the instinct of brutality which

is apt to manifest itself in the healthy young
savage. It is possible, and I think it is partly

true. We can scarcely doubt that such a game as

football effects a valuable " katharsis " of many
atavistic promptings. Bullying was probably

much more prevalent in the pre-athletic days
;

and though a good part of the improvement

must be attributed to the general amelioration

of manners, some of it may fairly be placed

to the credit of athletics. At the same time

there is ample evidence to show that the

"katharsis" is sadly imperfect, and that at

many public schools gross and cowardly cruelty

is very inadequately held in check. ^

In Hugh Rendal, by Mr. Lionel Portman,

' The author of The Upton Letters^ however, goes so far

as to say that " in the matter of bullying and cruelty, which
" used to be so rife at schools, public opinion among boys
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(a story which, as I have said, has been recog-

nised as life-Hke by good authorities, young

and old), I come upon the following passage :

—

" Under a strong and vigilant headmaster

" there should be little real bullying in public

"schools of to-day. Mind and body are, as

" a rule, too well occupied by compulsory games
" to need this outlet, and such brutalities as

"'roasting' are at least rare, if they are by
" no means unknown. But whatever optimists

"may say, boy-nature does not change. As
"long as man remains a virile animal—'a

"brute," murmur some of the ladies—so long

"will the desire of cruelty arise sometimes with

"his manhood and demand to be satisfied. If

"the school be good at the moment this

"satisfaction will not be allowed to go far. If

"it be bad—and all schools have their ups and

"downs—it will have some nasty results, which
" will fall, as a rule, most heavily, not on the

" ruffians who would be all the better for rough
" treatment, but on the weakest, who deserve

" it least, are least able to defend themselves,

" and least likely to benefit thereby."

"does seem to have undergone a change. The vice has

" practically disappeared, and the good feeling of a school

" would be generally against any case of gross bullying."
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We shall consider anon whether cruelty be,

in fact, a necessary element in virility. In the

meantime, let us see how two of the "virile

animals " of Mr. Portman's story give evidence

of their manhood :

—

" Monday afternoon school happened to be

" one of those for which Mr. Allardyce was
" almost always late. Maice and Trollope made

"a point of coming particularly early. As
" Hugh approached the class-room, the former

" advanced towards Barrie and said :

" ' Come here. Master Barrie. You've been
" top of the form two weeks running, and any-

" body who does that has to have a drink.

"You'd better take it quietly.'

" ' No, I don't think I will,' said that youth

".
. . 'but I dare say Rendal would like one.'

" Maice was, as Barrie had calculated, much
" too angry to care who his victim was so long

"as he had one, and instantly pounced upon
" Hugh. The latter fought hard, for he saw

"what was coming, but was soon overpowered

"and held fast. There was a row of basins

"close at hand, designed, though very rarely

"used, for the washing of youthful hands.

"One of these was filled with cold water. In

"a second Hugh found himself raised aloft, his
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"feet In the air, his chest resting on the brink

" of the basin, his arms held on either side.

" Maice stood beside him with a hand on his

"head. There was a moment's pause as he
" made one last struggle to get free. Then
"down went his face deep into the water and

"was held there four—five—six seconds; they

"seemed a hundred. Up again for a second

"or two, to give him breath, and down again

" before he had got it. A long, long dip; then

" up once more and a desperate gasp, which
" Maice and his fellows imitated with riotous

" delight. Down once more, and again up

—

"and down. Hugh did not easily forget the

"length and suffocation of that fourth dip, the

"craving for air, the sense of drowning, the

" wild but useless struggle to get free.

" 'That'll do,' said Trollope compassionately.

" ' He's had enough.'

" ' Not he,' replied Maice, and still held him
" there, though he allowed him a moment's
" breathing space. * He shall have a little

" breath, he shall.'

" Hugh gasped for breath and got a litde

" momentary relief. But his head was still

"held close to the water, and he knew that it

"might be plunged down at any moment,
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"and the whole process begun all over

" again.

" ' Oh, do let me go
!

' he could not help

"murmuring. *I can't stand it; I really

can t.

" ' We'll go on till you can, then,' said Maice.

" * Little boys mustn't lose their tempers. Down
" you go.'

" And down went his head once more, and
" the inhuman process was repeated till at last

"he thought he would never get his breath

"again. Then suddenly the lock of the class-

" room door rattled. Mr. Allardyce appeared
"—ten minutes late. With splendid irony he

" gave the signal * Time !

' and retired, seeing

" nothing."

" Hugh had a dismal term," we are told.

" He did not have to endure * a drink ' more

than two or three times after this first occasion,

or ever again with such severity. For there

happened, fortunately, (!) to be a boy named

Taplin "—whom, in brief, the virile youths

found it more amusing to torture. " Never-

theless there were plenty of kicks to spare for

small boys who would work their hardest." At

a later point, Hugh, when a prefect, has to

punish a boy for gross and systematic bullying.
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In Mr. H. A. Vachell's book The Hill,

dealing with Harrow, bullying is less prominent.

We hear of only one bad case : the life of a

delicate and sensitive boy being made intoler-

able because a bigger boy chooses every

now and then to "turn him up " in a folding-

bed, so that he is squeezed, head downwards,

between the mattress and the wall, and well-

nigh suffocated. Not only is this a most

painful experience, but the uncertainty as to

when his enemy may next choose to inflict it

naturally deprives the boy of sleep, and injures

his health. I could cite other instances of

bullying, from real life ; but the evidence of

Mr. Portman and Mr. Vachell—both, be it

observed, enthusiastic supporters of the public-

school system—will probably be accepted as

sufficient to prove that games form a very

imperfect safety-valve for this phase of " viri-

lity." I have reason to believe, too, that the

offence committed by Hugh Rendal—that of

taking a higher place in form than his tor-

mentors— is a common motive for bullying.

How characteristic it is that the English boy,

while careless of scholastic distinction for him-

self, should resent intellectual competence and

conscientiousness in others

!
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The publication of Hugh Rendal called

forth a correspondence in the Daily News in

which some people denied, while others

energetically affirmed, the prevalence of bully-

ing. The most noteworthy deliverance ran as

follows :

—

"Bullying may, of course, be overdone,
" though it seldom is ; but within proper

"bounds bullying, in my opinion, forms an
" essential and valuable feature of the public-

" school system, and it would indeed be a bad
" day for this country if boys were to be
" brought up in the atmosphere of the matron's

"room."

Let us think for a moment of this opinion.

To whom does the writer hold that bullying

is "valuable"? To the bully? or to the

bullied ? The latter position is defensible, if

we regard every good as an absolute good,

and ignore its concomitant evils. No doubt it

is good that a boy should know how to endure

pain, though it is doubtful whether the power

to do so is really enhanced, like an aptitude or

a dexterity, by constant practice. It may even

be good, up to a certain point, that a boy

should learn to put up with injustice, and not

expect all the world to sympathise with his
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wrongs. ^ But I am scarcely to be persuaded that

a long-continued system of torment, lowering

a boy's vitality, making the rhythm of his life

one of alternate apprehension and agony, and be-

getting in him the feeling of utter hopelessness in

any struggle against injustice, can be ultimately

wholesome either for the body or for the mind.

Who knows what chronic nervous derange-

ments, what mental lesions, what moral disasters,

may not have had their obscure starting-point

' Herbert Spencer has the following admirable note on
" the plea put in by some for the rough treatment experi-

"enced by boys at our public schools; where, as it is said,

" they are introduced to a miniature world whose hardships

" prepare them for those of the real world. It must be

" admitted that the plea has some force ; but it is a very

" insufficient plea. For whereas domestic and school disci-

"pline, though they should not be much better than the

*' discipline of adult life, should be somewhat better ; the

" discipline which boys meet with at Eton, Winchester,

" Harrow, &c., is worse than that of adult life—more unjust

"and cruel. Instead of being an aid to human progress,

" which all culture should be, the culture of our public

" schools, by accustoming boys to a despotic form of

"government and an intercourse regulated by brute force,

" tends to fit them for a lower state of society than that

" which exists. And chiefly recruited as our legislature is

" from among those who are brought up at such schools,

" this barbarising influence becomes a hindrance to national

" progress."
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in a course ot bullying at school ? If a boy

really gains by being tortured, let him be sub-

jected, like the youthful Shawnee or Sioux, to

an official and regulated ordeal, as part of the

recognised course of moral hygiene. The idea

sounds preposterous, and I think it is. Shall

we conclude, then, that it is more rational to

leave the administration of salutary torture, and

the determination of its amount, to the whim
of other boys, who inflict it with insulting

savagery, and with every aggravating circum-

stance of indignity and injustice?

But let us admit, for the argument's sake,

that bullying normally results in a balance of

good to the victim. What, now, of the bully ?

What does he gain? What is the "value"

of the practice to him ? He gains absolutely

nothing but an indelible brand on his soul.

Once to have inflicted bodily torment on a

weak and defenceless creature, not in anger,

not in hot blood, but in sheer lust of cruelty,

is once to have gone down to hell. To have

made the infliction of such torment a daily

recreation, is to have descended below the

fiends, who presumably act under superior

orders and not for their personal solace. It is

appalling to think that there are hundreds or
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thousands of well-dressed, smug, respectable

Englishmen going about the world to-day

with this hideous blot on their souls, and that

scarce one of them is bowed down with

remorse. " What little brutes we were in

those days!" they say with a shrug. If they

ever feel a prick of conscience, they salve it

with the philosophic reflection that "As long

as man remains a virile animal the desire of

cruelty will sometimes arise with his manhood."

Mr. Portman, who, to do him justice, does

not extenuate the unloveliness of his bully's

character, dismisses him with a hopeful word.

In the epilogue to HiLgh Rendal, the hero's

bosom friend Lowden is made to remark :

" The Head says a fellow like Maice, who
"plays the brute at school, often turns out a

" ripping good chap afterwards. If he gets

"into the Army I daresay he'd make a first-

" rate officer." With all respect to the Head
and to Lowden, I venture to doubt it. Unless

Maice undergoes a catastrophic change of

heart, he will never be a "ripping good chap."

The presence and the tolerance of Maices in

the Army is a source of weakness, not of

strength. There is reason to think that they

are rather less prevalent in the British Army
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than In some others ; and, in so far as that fact

may be attributed to the influence of athletics,

it is the strongest point in their favour.

That an instinct of cruelty does rear its foul

head in many boys—perhaps in most—is un-

deniable ; but it is neither a symptom of

"virility" In any true sense of the word, nor

is it an ineradicable prompting which must,

for health's sake, be gratified. There are

probably few children who have not, at a

very early age, manifested some disposition to

torture animals ; but in the Immense majority

it can be easily and thoroughly checked. The
admitted fact that most boys at a public school,

though capable of many thoughtless moral

cruelties,' are Incapable of inflicting cold-

blooded physical tortures on their weaker

fellows, proves that the habitual bully is not

a normal but an abnormal phenomenon, and

ouoht to be dealt with as such. I will not

go into the exceedingly difficult questions of

' I would not be thought to palliate or make light of

moral cruelties ; but those which the schoolboy inflicts

generally arise from mere incomprehension, from lack of

sympathetic sensitiveness, not from active malignity.

Many people, too, will agree with the philosopher who
said, " If I could hand on my physical pains to some one

else, I could make shift to bear my moral pains myself."
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schoolboy honour and of school police. A
sensible youth, of full and recent experience,

whom I have consulted on the point, strongly

maintains that a competent body of prefects

ought to be able to keep bullying thoroughly

in check, and scouts a vague suggestion of

mine that certain official delatores, serving in

rotation, for short periods, might have the

duty solemnly imposed on them of reporting

to the Headmaster any case of bullying that

came within their ken. Very likely the sugges-

tion is quite impracticable ; in which case one

can only wonder whether it is possible for a

Headmaster to keep himself constantly assured

of the competence and vigilance of his prefects.

Of one thing I am certain—namely, that when

once a boy is clearly convicted of long-con-

tinued and systematic bullying, he should be

regarded as morally infectious, and segregated

without delay. This crime should be as im-

perative a ground for expulsion as others

which it is the fashion to call darker and more

heinous. Far be it from me to say that they

are less so ; but when the point of utter

hideousness is reached, who shall establish a

scale of infamy ?

In touching on curative measures, however,

N
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I am travelling beyond my province. What I

desired to point out was simply that, among
the moral advantages claimed for the existing

system, the extirpation of wanton cruelty cannot

rightly be reckoned. The "humanities" of

old left the schoolboy proverbially inhumane.

Now that we have the humanities plus athletics,

a considerable improvement is doubtless to be

noted, for which athletics may probably claim

part of the credit. But I repeat that it must

also be due in no small measure to the general

humanisation of life outside the circle of the

school.



XII

ETHICS

"DY its ethical influence a system of educa-

tion must stand or fall. But the test is

not, " Does it lay on our evil impulses the

shackles of an external authority, of a hard-

and-fast code of conduct ? " The true test is,

" Does it tend to bring our impulses into

harmony with the progressive order of the

world ? Does it place us in the current of

moral evolution? Or leave us in a back-

water ? Or set us fighting against the

stream ?
"

Knowledge, certainly, is not always virtue,

but vice is almost always ignorance. I mean,

of course, vice in the (apparently) free and

sane agent. Hereditary disease of the will,

and the social outlawry which forcibly con-

strains to vice and crime, do not here concern
195
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us. Morbid hereditary predispositions no

doubt occur among public-school boys ; but

a system must be based on normal, not on

exceptional, requirements. Moreover, there is

no reason to doubt that a generally wholesome

mental training will, as a rule, be as favourable

to morbid as to healthy individuals.

I repeat, then, that the constant source, or

rather condition, of moral misadventure is,

in the last analysis, ignorance. The more

immediate condition is often idleness, tedium
;

but that is only ignorance in disguise. To
re-word more accurately a maxim of the

excellent Dr. Watts, we may say that " Nature

finds some mischief still for idle brains to do."

But then Nature has also been kind enough to

provide that no brain need be idle. She has

surrounded us with an illimitable multitude of

marvels to amuse the eye and occupy the

mind. It is only our physical or mental

impercipience that leaves the sluggish and

flaccid mind an easy prey to the promptings

of vulgarity, or sensuality, or baseness.

I am not denying, of course, that the foun-

dations of all moral training—truthfulness,

gentleness, generosity, courtesy—ought to be

firmly established in a child's mind before
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he is capable of anything that can reasonably

be called a religion of the intellect. My
point is that, as he grows older, nothing can

more effectually check the insidious inroads

of evil than an education which makes the

universe stupendous to him, the world alive,

and history real.

Again, I am the last to deny that there

are unsolved moral problems in life. It is

often very difficult for the adult man to

decide whether, in his own conduct or in

his judgment of others, he is, as I have

phrased it, in the current of moral evolution.

But the most serious of these problems do

not arise for boyhood, and ought not to arise

even for adolescence. When at last they

have to be faced, the man who " knows the

world," in the deep and noble sense, will

certainly be nearer the right solution than he

to whom knowledge means only dilettantism

—a resource to fall back upon when, by

chance, he is tired of sport.

If we think for a moment, it is surely

beyond question that nothing can be more

moralising than a sense of the majesty and

mystery of the adventure in which we are

engaged—in which we are partakers with all
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the saints, and martyrs, and heroes of thought

and deed, who light up the record of the

ages. Baseness and vice and cruelty are

foolishly and ludicrously out of proportion.

We have no time for such things. They
betoken crass ignorance of the value of life,

and the relative values of its elements. Life

is too little to be bought with baseness,

too great to be wasted in sensuality. What
is there in the world worth lying, or robbing,

or ferociously striving for? If one could

cheat death by cheating one's neighbour,

there might be some sense in it. If one could

steal genius or knowledge—could filch away
"this man's art and that man's scope"—in

that, too, there would be some show of reason.

But nothing worth having is capable of being

stolen, either by force or fraud. What can

be stolen, or otherwise basely acquired, is

the means of enjoying the pleasures of ostenta-

tion, sensuality, or sport— the very things

which a religion of the intellect would most

decisively discount.

Ostentation—the craving for the paltry envy

of paltry people—can have no charm for any

one who realises the infinitesimal pettiness

of the material aspect of life. '' What is it
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all but a trouble of ants in the gleam of a

million million of suns ? " Sensuality—the

enslavement of the soul to one or all of the

baser appetites—not only eats up time and

slackens energy, but spreads an unclean veil

between us and the glories of the world.

Sport—even apart from the cruelty and the

gambling incident to certain forms of it

—

can offer no overwhelming temptation to one

who has come to realise that the only "play"

which never palls on us is the play of the

intelligence.^ The radical error of our present

educational system is that in theory it tacitly

denies this fact, and in practice effectually

obscures it.

If, as I have admitted, a religion of the

intellect was scantly possible to (say) our great-

grandfathers — was possible, in fact, only to

^ This play upon the word " play " is perhaps unworthy,

and has been sharply criticised. Need I explain that in

talking of " play of the intelligence " I do not mean novel-

reading, acrostic-solving or Bridge, but use the word in the

sense in which one talks of the " play " of an engine or the

"play" of natural forces? It is objected that to make my
proposition accurate, even from my own point of view, I

must say that the play of the intelligence is the only play

which oicght fiever to pall. But I believe the statement to be

true as it stands. The man who makes a business of play

finds it pall like any other business in which there is no
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elect souls among them—it follows that the

corresponding morality was practically inac-

cessible to men of the eighteenth and earlier

centuries. My contention is that the widen-

ing and intensifying of the world's self-con-

sciousness, which has taken place during the

past hundred years, has brought with it a new
era in moral as well as in intellectual education.

The universe has come alive, as it were, in a

multitude of ways. The great generalisations

towards which, a hundred years ago, only a

few thinkers were painfully groping, are now
within the reach of every intelligence, to be

studied, tested, corrected perhaps, and at any

rate to orive a new interest and sio-nificance to

all the phenomena of life. Other generalisa-

tions, other and yet more luminous unifications

advance, no fresh conquest, no novelty of experience ; but

if play is his only resource, he often will not admit, even to

himself, how tedious it has become to him. If the incessant

exercise of mere physical skill satisfied all the needs of the

human soul, the juggler or acrobat would be the happiest

man alive. Nor do the victims of play-ennui always dis-

semble their dissatisfaction. I could cite several products

of public-school athleticism, who, with every outward

advantage in their favour, and with ample opportunity

for sport at their command, confess, in the flower of their

age, that life has lost all relish for them.
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of apparently disparate facts, are doubtless

waiting on the threshold ; and though the

actual discoverers must be few, every seeing

and thinking man may contribute to the verifi-

cation and rectification of hypothesis in one or

more branches of inquiry. One of the simplest

experiments of the physical laboratory may
serve to illustrate my conception of the effect

of the past century upon the world's self-con-

sciousness. You take a handful of iron-filings,

scatter them at random over a large sheet of

paper, place the paper on an electro-magnet,

and then pass the electric current through the

coil—at once the filings, as though endowed

with life, shake off their inert disorder, and

glide into beautiful curves and complex patterns.

The facts of nature and of history are the iron-

filings of my apologue. At the close of the

eighteenth century they had been reduced to

order at a few individual points ; but to the

average man, even of fair intelligence, they

seemed to be scattered higgledy-piggledy over

the field of his observation. The thought of

the nineteenth century has played the part of

the electric current ; so that now the most

ordinary intelligence can clearly see the old

facts, and myriads of new ones, fall into beau-
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tiful curves of correlation, which were scarcely

divined, or not at all, by the greatest thinkers

of a hundred years ago. The result of this

new order in our consciousness of the universe

—with its promise of a still more marvellous

order awaiting our divination—is that the life

of the soul can now enter into a new rivalry

with the life of the senses, while the claims

of the race assume a new preponderance over

the egoistic cravings of the individual. That,

as it seems to me, is the sum and substance

of the ethical implications of a religion of the

intellect.

The facts of history, no less than those of

nature, have fallen into curves of vastly en-

larged significance under the influence of the

electric current flowing through the coil of

the great generalisations. Both world-citizen-

ship and state-citizenship have put on new
meanings, and ought to inspire new hopes and

fears and enthusiasms. The facile optimisms

of the end of the eighteenth and middle of

the nineteenth century have vanished into

thin air. Before the troubled eyes of the

nations there loom such dangers and horrors

as our fathers dreamed not of
;
yet beneath

the storm-cloud, on the far horizon, there
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glimmers a new hope, less fallacious, perhaps,

than those which deceived the men of 1790

and of 1850. If the problem of a sane and

humane world-order is found to be vastly-

more complex than our fathers supposed, we
can also tell ourselves that its elements are

better understood. We know that it must be

worked out on scientific, not on idealistic,

lines ; that it is, in the last resort, a problem

of psychology. To some of us it seems that

the cominor centurv is destined to witness a

race, as it were, between constructive intelli-

gence, obstructive stupidity, and destructive

frenzy, to decide whether development shall

proceed continuously and on the whole

humanely, or shall suffer a catastrophic set-

back to anarchy, followed, perhaps, by a

military world-empire. Here, if you like, is

a "sporting interest" capable of appealing to

rational and responsible human beings

!

What is absolutely certain, at any rate, is

that English citizenship at the present moment
is pregnant with more imminently momentous
issues than at any the most critical juncture

in the history of the past. As I said before,

the plot of the world-drama is rapidly thicken-

ing ; and if England is to play a part in it
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worthy of her name and fame, it behoves the

rising generation to gird up its loins and quit

itself, not childishly, but manfully. The battles

of the future, whether material or spiritual, will

not be won in the playing-fields, but in the

working- and thinking-rooms : not by elegant

dilettantes or " thorough sportsmen," but by

men who have studied the sequences of nature

and read the lessons of history. If our sons

cannot be brought to realise this before it is

too late, then assuredly they must be prepared

to have the problems of the future worked out

for them by others, and to take an unfree part

in the coming time.

But if their opportunities and obligations

can be brought home to them, here again,

surely, is a moralising force of the utmost

potency. While science should make them

feel the disproportionateness of wrong-doing

in this majestic frame of things, history should

as clearly lead them to regard intemperance or

uncleanness of act, baseness or triviality of

thought, as a disloyalty to England, to their

fathers—and to their sons.

Though last, not least, among the vices here

enumerated I reckon triviality. It is at present

a veritable canker of the schoolboy mind ; nor
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does the ability to turn a more or less Ovidian

couplet or Ciceronian period do anything to

check its ravaofes. The contamination of the

music-hall has filtered down destructively

through the scrap paper and the sporting

rag, till nothing is exempt from the spirit of

shallow persiflage and caricature. The other

day, in a railway carriage, I saw three public-

school boys laying their heads together in

chuckling glee over a Comic History of

England far more vulgar and foolish than

that of which John Leech—dear mid-Victorian

philistine !—in a luckless moment made himself

guilty. "My young friends," I thought to

myself, "if you must have some silly parody

to snigger over, for heaven's sake let it be the

Comic Latin Grammar I
"

Among Robert Louis Stevenson's poems

there is a noble address to his father, the

last of a gallant family of lighthouse engineers.

I quote its beginning and its end :

—

Peace and her huge invasion to these shores

Puts daily home; innumerable sails

Dawn on the far horizon and draw near

;

Innumerable loves, uncounted hopes,

To our wild coasts, not darkling now, approach

:

Not now obscure, since thou and thine are there,
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And bright on the lone isle, the foundered reef,

The long, resounding foreland, Pharos stands.

These are thy works, O father, these thy crown
;

This hast thou done; and I—can I be base ?

I must arise, O father, and to port

Some lost complaining seaman pilot home.

Were I a schoolmaster—invested with a cure

of boyish souls— I would, when the fitting time

came, take every boy under my charge to West-

minster Abbey : not, in the first instance, to

the Poets' Corner, that treasure-house of sacred

memories, but to the spot where, within ten

yards of each other, Newton and Darwin rest.

There I would bid him remember how Eng-

land, through these her sons, h>as reared two of

the great guiding-lights of the human intellect
;

and I would urge him to say to his motherland,

as Stevenson to his father

:

This hast thou done; and I—can I be base?

That is a line which should sound like a

trumpet-call in the ear of every generous lad,

as history—which includes, of course, not only

literature, but the history of science—recalls to

him the achievements of his fathers.
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The last word of each of the three parts of

the Divina Commedia is "stelle" (stars). To
the stars Dante always returned ; and they

must indeed be the last word of any utterance,

be it in glorious verse or humble prose, that is

concerned with the mystery of man's relation

to the infinite. This it is that, to the thinking

mind, lends life at once its zest and its dignity.

This it is that reduces to an infinitesimal

pettiness all our cupidities, our vanities, our

egoisms. What are we to say, then, of the

education which leaves the boy, on the

threshold of manhood, untouched by the in-

credible romance of his position in time and

eternity, and conscious of life only as a

commonplace affair, to be got through some-

how by the aid of " pleasures," sensual and

aesthetic, helped out by factitious excitement

over various forms of child's-play ? I believe,

and have tried to show, that the education

which arrives at this impotent issue is quite

unnecessarily and indefensibly stupid. I be-

lieve that, " if youth but knew," life would

take on a wholly different and far nobler and

happier complexion, even for the average boy.

Let him learn, from wherever his lot is cast in

this inexpressibly beautiful and precious land of
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England, to watch the thronging snow-storm

of worlds, magically arrested in the abyss of

space, and to realise that he is bound to them,

and they to him, by chains of which the

snapping of a single one would mean the ruin

of the universe. Let him habituate his mind
to this overwhelming conception, and it will

need no external imperative, no contract of

reward or punishment, to bring home to him

the ineptitude of mean thought or ignoble action

Before the stony face of Time,

And looked at by the silent stars.



APPENDIX OF ILLUSTRATIVE
EXTRACTS I

A. The Infinitely Little.

From a report of Professor Darwin's Presi-

dential Address at the meeting of the

British Association at Cape Town, August

15' 1905-

Professor Darwin concluded the first part

of his address with some remarks on the size

of atoms and their combination with mole-

cules. His remarks on the size of atoms may
be best quoted verbatim. " To obtain any-

adequate conception of their size we must

betake ourselves to a scheme of threefold

^ The extracts from Herbert Spencer are made by
permission of Messrs. Williams & Norgate ; from Sir

Joshua Fitch, by permission of the Cambridge University

Press ; from The Upton Letters, by permission of Messrs.

Smith, Elder & Co. ; from Hugh Rendal, by permission

of Mr. Alston Rivers.

O =^"9
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magnification. Lord Kelvin has shown that

if a drop of water were magnified to the size

of the earth, the molecules of water would be

of a size intermediate between that of a

cricket-ball and of a marble. Now each

molecule contains three atoms, two being of

hydrogen and one of oxygen. The molecule

system probably presents some sort of analogy

with that of a triple star ; the three atoms,

replacing the stars, revolving about one

another in some sort of dance which cannot

be exactly described. I doubt whether it is

possible to say how large a part of the

space occupied by the whole molecule is

occupied by the atoms ; but perhaps the

atoms bear to the molecule some such

relationship as the molecule to the drop of

water referred to. Finally, the corpuscles

may stand to the atom in a similar scale of

magnitude. Accordingly a threefold magnifi-

cation would be needed to bring these ulti-

mate parts of the atom within the range of

our ordinary scales of measurement."

[How such conceptions as that of Lord

Kelvin can be physically verified is to me

a profound mystery ; but metaphysically they

are inevitable.]
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B. Nature Study.

From Herbert Spencer : Education, p. 53.

(Williams & Norgate, ed. 1905.)

The current opinion that science and poetry

are opposed, is a delusion. . . . It is not true

that the facts of science are unpoetical ; or

that the cultivation of science is necessarily

unfriendly to the exercise of imagination and

the love of the beautiful. On the contrary,

science opens up realms of poetry where to the

unscientific all is a blank. Those engaged in

scientific researches constantly show us that

they realise not less vividly, but more vividly,

than others, the poetry of their subjects.

Whoso will dip into Hugh Miller's works on

geology, or read Mr. Lewes's Seaside Studies^

will perceive that science excites poetry rather

than extinguishes it. And he who contem-

plates the life of Goethe, must see that the poet

and the man of science can co-exist in equal

activity. Is it not, indeed, an absurd and

almost a sacrilegious belief, that the more a man
studies Nature the less he reveres it ? Think

you that a drop of water, which to the vulgar

eye is but a drop of water, loses anything in

the eye of the physicist who knows that its
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elements are held together by a force which, if

suddenly liberated, would produce a flash of

lightning? Think you that what is carelessly

looked upon by the uninitiated as a mere snow-

flake, does not suggest higher associations to

one who has seen through a microscope the

wondrously-varied and elegant forms of snow-

crystals ? Think you that the rounded rock

marked with parallel scratches, calls up as

much poetry in an ignorant mind as in the

mind of a geologist who knows that over this

rock a glacier slid a million years ago ? The
truth is, that those who have never entered

upon scientific pursuits are blind to most of the

poetry by which they are surrounded. Who-
ever has not in youth collected plants and

insects, knows not half the halo of interest

which lanes and hedgerows can assume. Who-
ever has not sought for fossils, has little idea

of the poetical associations that surround the

places where imbedded treasures were found.

Whoever at the seaside has not had a micro-

scope and aquarium, has yet to learn what the

highest pleasures of the seaside are. Sad,

indeed, is it to see how men occupy themselves

with trivialities, and are indifferent to the

grandest phenomena—care not to understand
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the architecture of the heavens, but are deeply-

interested in some contemptible controversy

about the intrigues of Mary Queen of Scots !

—

are learnedly critical over a Greek ode, and

pass by without a glance that grand epic

written by the finger of God upon the strata of

the Earth !

[I would not be understood to share the

philosopher's contempt for the intrigues of

Mary Queen of Scots. The element of

character and drama in history seems to me as

real as the sociological element, and not so

very much less important.]

From Sir Joshua Fitch : Educational Aims
and Methods, p. 129.

The boundless and multiform experience

which lies open to the view of the patient

and enthusiastic naturalist is well illustrated in

Sir John Lubbock's books on Ants and Bees.

The child who is led to feel an interest in the

lower animals, otherwise than for sport or play,

and is shown how to observe their habits and

to learn how their structure is adapted to the

life they live, and to the part they have to play

in Nature's economy—who makes and arranges

his own collection of caterpillars, of leaves, of
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ferns, or of shells—is unconsciously a minister

and to some extent an interpreter of Nature,

and is undergoing some of the training in the

inductive philosophy which will certainly do

much to strengthen his intellectual life. And
even if it does not lead to the making of new
discoveries, the habit of making collections is

one which has a great influence in developing

the observant faculty, and in bringing the

learner into loving communion with Nature.

Mr. Ruskin, for example, has said, " The
leaves of the herbage at our feet take all kinds

of strange shapes as if to invite us to examine

them. Star-shaped, heart-shaped, spear-shaped,

arrow-shaped, fretted, fringed, cleft, furrowed,

serrated, sinuated, in whorls, in tufts, in spires,

in wreaths, endlessly expressive, deceptive,

fantastic, never the same from foot-stalk to

blossom, they seem perpetually to tempt our

watchfulness and take delight in outstripping

our wonder." A boy who hunts through the

woods and makes a collection of leaves, arrang-

ing them according to their shapes, assigning

the names to the trees and shrubs that bear

them, who observes how in their arrangement,

the length of their stalks and the exposure of

their surfaces, they secure to the plant the
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maximum of light and air, is unconsciously-

receiving a discipline in the elements—if not

of reasoning—at least in the processes by which

the material for reasonincr and for scientific

conclusions may be accumulated and used. But

it happens that knowledge of this kind does

not "pay." No examination tests it, no form

of honour or degree is to be gained by it, no

money value attaches to it.

C. Astronomy.

From Sir Joshua Fitch : Educational Aims
and Methods, p. 131.

After all even the crude and shallow teaching

of the use of the globes had its value. It

enlarged the horizon of the pupils' thoughts.

It gave them a new interest in the mystery of

the heavens, a new sense of the grandeur of

the universe and an awed consciousness of "the

silence that is in the starry sky." It led them

to lift up their eyes with the feeling of the old

prophet, and to say, "Who hath created these

things, that bringeth out their host by number,

that calleth them all by their names, not one

faileth 1'' It carried the students out of them-

selves and the smaller and prosaic interests of
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their own lives, and led them to care about

what was vast and eternal and infinitely remote.

Both from the moral and the intellectual point

of view, this experience is healthful and in-

spiring. It is worth while to know how to find

the polar star, and how to distinguish planets

from fixed stars, to look through the telescope

and see the moons of Jupiter, arid to distinguish

the several constellations in the heavens. And
the knowledge of these thing's will g'O far to

cultivate the observant faculty, and to indicate

to learners the methods by which the laws of

nature have been studied. Astronomy is one

of the most disinterested of sciences, because,

if pursued at all, it is not because money is to

be made out of it, but simply because of the

delight, and the sense of expansion which the

study gives.

[My critic " G. M." writes :
" I believe that

if ' Kappa ' saw how the Astronomy was
* mugged up ' for any ordinary examination

on the Modern Side he would find that the

actual education in it was no more stimula-

ting; to the imagfination than Greek orammar."

This is obviously a criticism of existing

methods of teaching, not of astronomy as a

subject of study.]
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D. The National Portrait Gallery.

From Sir Joshua Fitch : Educational Aims
and Methods, p. 28.

A noble addition has recently been made
to the educational resources of London in the

form of the National Portrait Gallery, in which

are arranged in chronological order the portraits

of all the most famous sovereigns, statesmen,

divines, writers, and military and naval com-

manders of the last four centuries. As a

means of fixing and strengthening the impres-

sions derived from history, this gallery, though

its possibilities of usefulness are at present

insufficiently appreciated, has already proved

of great value to many London teachers. A
class, for example, which has lately been

engaged in the study of the Stuart period, is

taken to the three Seventeenth Century rooms,

and invited to look at the pictures of all the

famous men and women of the time, to notice

their dress, the insignia of their various offices,

and so to recall the parts they have respectively

played in the drama of our national history.

Thus the personal interest in the actors is

awakened or revived, further inquiry is stimu-

lated, and impressions conveyed in class read-
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ing, or in oral lessons become more vivid and

permanent.

There is a remarkable chapter in the Epistle

to the Hebrews, in which the writer unfolds

to his countrymen what is in fact a National

Portrait Gallery, as he enumerates, one by

one, the heroes and saints of the Jewish

history, and adds to his catalogue these

inspiring words :

"And what shall I more say? for the time

would fail me to tell of those . . . who
through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought

righteousness, obtained promises, stopped the

mouths of lions, quenched the violence of fire,

escaped the edge of the sword, out of weak-

ness were made strong, waxed valiant in

fight, turned to flight the armies of the

aliens."

And finally he draws this conclusion from his

long retrospect

:

" Wherefore, seeing we are compassed about

with so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay

aside every weight and the sin which doth so

easily beset us, and let us run with patience

the race that is set before us."

How much of the philosophy of history is

condensed into that single sentence ! It is
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suggestive to us of the ethical purpose which

should dominate all our historical teaching.

To what end do we live in a country whose

annals are enriched by the story of great

talents, high endeavours and noble sacrifices,

if we do not become more conscious of the

possibilities of our own life, and more anxious

to live worthily of the inheritance which has

come down to us ?

[Sir Joshua Fitch might have cited In

this connection the noble picture-scene in

Hernani (Act iii. sc. 6). Hernani, it will be

remembered, has taken refuge in the castle

of his foeman Don Ruy Gomez de Silva.

Charles V. is in pursuit of the bandit, and

demands that Ruy Gomez shall give him up.

The old hidalgo leads the king from portrait

to portrait of his ancestors, beginning with
** Don Silvius, qui fut trois fois consul de

Rome," and recounting their heroic deeds.

After enumeratino- a lono" succession of heroes,

he continues :

—

Voila don Vasquez, dit le Sage,

Don Jayme, dit le Fort. Un jour, sur son passage,

II arreta Zamet et cent Maures tout seul

—

J'en passe, et des meilleurs.—Voici men noble aieul.

II vecut soixante ans, gardant la foi juree,

Meme aux juifs . . .
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Ce portrait, c'est le mien.—Roi don Carlos, merci !

—

Car vous voulez qu'on dise, en le voyant ici,

" Ce dernier, digne fils d'une race si haute,

Fut un traitre et vendit la tete de son bote !

"

Bating a little of the "panache," we may-

well contemplate our collection of Family-

Portraits in the spirit of Don Ruy Gomez.]

E. Pleasurable Work v. Drudgery.

From Herbert Spencer : Education, p. jj.

But of all the changes taking place, the most

significant is the growing desire to make the

acquirement of knowledge pleasurable rather

than painful—a desire based on the more or

less distinct perception, that at each age the

intellectual action which a child likes is a

healthy one for it ; and conversely. There

is a spreading opinion that the rise of an

appetite for any kind of information, implies

that the unfolding mind has become fit to

assimilate it, and needs it for purposes of

growth ; and that, on the other hand, the dis-

gust felt towards such information is a sign

either that it is prematurely presented, or that

it is presented in an indigestible form. Hence

the efforts to make early education amusing.
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and all education interesting. Hence the lec-

tures on the value of play. Hence the defence

of nursery rhymes and fairy tales. Daily

we more and more conform our plans to

juvenile opinion. Does the child like this or

that kind of teaching ?—does he take to it ?

we constantly ask. "His natural desire of

variety should be indulged," said M. Marcel
;

" and the gratification of his curiosity should be

combined with his improvement. . .
."

(P. 93.) Who indeed can watch the cease-

less observation, and inquiry, and inference

going on in a child's mind, or listen to its

acute remarks on matters within the range of its

faculties, without perceiving that these powers

it manifests, if brought to bear systematically

upon studies within the smne range, would

readily master them without help } This need

for perpetual telling results from our stupidity,

not from the child's. We drag it away from

the facts In which it is Interested, and which it

is actively assimilating of itself. We put before

it facts far too complex for it to understand

;

and therefore distasteful to it. Finding that

it will not voluntarily acquire these facts, we
thrust them into its mind by force of threats

and punishment. By thus denying the know-
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ledge it craves, and cramming it with knowledge

it cannot digest, we produce a morbid state of

its faculties ; and a consequent disgust for

knowledge in general. And when, as a result

partly of the stolid indolence we have brought

on, and partly of still-continued unfitness in

its studies, the child can understand nothing

without explanation, and becomes a mere

passive recipient of our instruction, we infer

that education must necessarily be carried on

thus. Having by our method induced help-

lessness, we make the helplessness a reason for

our method. . . .

As a final test by which to judge any plan

of culture, should come the question,—Does it

create a pleasurable excitement in the pupils ?

When in doubt whether a particular mode or

arrangement is or is not more in harmony with

the foregoing principles than some other, we
may safely abide by this criterion.

From Sir Joshua Fitch: Educational Aims
and Methods, p. 225.

A school, Ascham thought, should be, as its

name implies, Ludus litterarimi,—the house ot

play and pleasure, not of fear and bondage.
** Love is better than fear, gentleness better
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than beating, to bring up a child rightly in

learning." . . .

(P. 238.) Except in Ascham's writings and

in those of Mulcaster, who was (1561) the first

headmaster of Merchant Taylors' School, one

finds little or no recognition of the importance

of a good method of teaching. Certainly, there

is no evidence that anybody thought it necessary

to facilitate the early efforts of a schoolboy, or

to make learning interesting or pleasant to

him. Ascham indeed was a signal exception

to this general rule. So much of the old spirit

of monastic austerity—a spirit, which measured

the value of all discipline by its hardness and

painfulness—survived in the schools, that one

of the merits often claimed for classical teach-

ing was the difficulty it presented to the

learners. Many of the pedagogues of those

centuries, down to Ichabod Crane, the switch

of whose rod Washington Irving heard through

the woods of Sleepy Hollow, as the "school-

master urged tardy loiterers over the flowery

paths of learning," seem never to have been

quite sure that they were doing justice to their

scholars unless the lessons were made repulsive

and distasteful. The belief that the real diffi-

culties of life are grave enough without bur-
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dening it with artificial difficulties, that time

and labour might easily be economised by-

securing the willing co-operation of the student,

and by adopting methods which should be

pleasant as well as rational, has to some extent,

but alas ! not yet to the full extent, been at last

recognised by modern teachers. But until

this belief became prevalent, one could hardly

expect that the traditional gerund-grinding and

memory work would be greatly improved.

From Some Suggestions for the School Ctir-

riculum of Girls and Boys under Fourteen,

p. 8. (The Parents' National Educational

Union, 26, Victoria Street, London.)

We recognise that children come into the

world with a few inherent desires, some with

more, some less. These are, roughly, the

desire for power, for praise, for wealth, for

distinction, for society, and for knowledge. It

seems to us that education which appeals to

the desire for wealth (marks, prizes, scholar-

ships, or what not), or to the desire of excelling

(as in the taking of places, &c.), or to any

other of the natural desires, except that of

knowledge, destroys the balance of character

;

and, what is even more fatal, destroys by
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inanition that desire for, and delight in,

knowledge, which is meant for our joy and

enrichment through life. The undebauched

mind takes knowledge with avidity ; and we
find lessons are so interestincr to children that

they need no other stimulus.

To adapt Matthew Arnold's phrase con-

cerning religion, education should aim at giving

knowledofe '' to7tched ivith emotion^ Frederika

Bremer has a charming episode in her novel,

Neighbo2irs, where two school-girls fight a duel

on behalf of their several heroes, Charles XII.

and Peter the Great. The children of to-day

fight no such duels. They do not care for

heroes, they care for marks. Knowledge for

them is not " touched with emotion," unless it

be the emotions of personal acquisitiveness

and emulation. Boys and girls have it in

them to be generous and enthusiastic. If they

leave school without interests, beyond that of

preparing for further examinations, or the

absorbing interests of games, if they are

intellectually devitalised, ought we to blame

them, or the methods by which they have

been taught?

[Without entirely accepting the writer's view

as to the discouragement of emulation, I think

p
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this passage so admirable that I have quoted

it at length, though only the first paragraph

bears directly on the particular point at issue.

On the other hand, I am equally impressed by

the wisdom of the note of warning sounded by

Miss Clementina Black in the following extract.

There is, of course, nothing irreconcilable in

the two positions. The theory that a child

is capable of exercising its mind pleasurably

cannot justly be held responsible for the

practice w^hlch denies it the opportunity of

exercising its mind at all.]

From Miss Clementina Black : Mental tinder-

work of Children. {Westminster Gazette,

June lo, 1905.)

. . . The average modern child from five

years old onwards is mentally slack. It does

not wish to use its brain, and, like most persons

who fail to exercise that organ, it is apt to be

bored. The tiny child, on the other hand

—

the baby of two or three—is not mentally

slack ; it is apt, indeed, to be a most promising

person, healthy, intelligent, and good-tempered

—far better company than were its parents,

uncles, and aunts at the same age. How
comes it that these well-endowed babies grow
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into such inert-minded children, and often,

alas ! in spite of feverish endeavours during

the years of adolescence, into such ill-educated

adults ?

The question may perhaps be answered by

Sir John Gorst's pronouncement :
" Nothing

degenerates from lack of use faster than the

capacity to work." The brain of the modern

child seems to be originally good, but the

popular plan of teaching leaves that brain

without real intellectual exercise for so many
years that the capacity for mental work largely

degenerates for want of use.

The Kindergarten system—admirable for

the nursery—may become, when applied to

children who are no longer babies, a mere

instrument for retarding mental development.

This aspect of the matter was brought home
so repeatedly to one experienced teacher as

to make her at last declare that the Kinder-

garten made " clever children stupid and stupid

children stupider." Many persons must have

seen instances that tend to confirm her view of

children who, after some years at a Kinder-

garten, seem entirely without the power of

attention. The plan of making all instruction

easy and pleasant seems to act on the mind
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much as the plan of mincing up all food might

be expected to act upon the stomach—tougher

meat is rejected. By force of never being

called on to make a mental effort, the child

becomes incapable of doing so. He has

learned to fold papers, to make baskets, to

produce pretty patterns of flowers in " brush-

work "
; he may even have gathered a good

deal of miscellaneous information about natural

objects ; but he has not learned the one really

essential thing—he has not learned to learn
;

and his teachers for the next seven, eight, or

nine years will be chiefly occupied, under the

dissfuise of various studies, in teaching- him

that. Also, he has not learned to read easily,

and has therefore been excluded from the one

means whereby he might have taught himself

to learn, unconsciously imbibing at the same

time the spelling of his native language and

a copious vocabulary—things neither taught

nor acquired in most English schools. And
although all these valuable things have been

sacrificed in order that he might be amused

and interested, he has, after all, not been

amused and interested. The occupations of

the orthodox Kindergarten delight the babies,

but leave the elder children listless.
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Their growing brains want something harder

to wrestle with ; their capacity for work—real

work—demands exercise, and presently degene-

rates for want of it. The true way to make

learning easy is not to bring the learning to

the level of the child but to bring the child

to the level of the learning—partly because,

while the knowledge to be acquired cannot

really, whatever we choose to say, be mini-

mised, the child's power of acquisition can

really be developed. But it is only by exercise

that it can be developed. How lamentable,

therefore, that this should so often be sys-

tematically avoided, and that, instead of the

habit of application—by which alone real

knowledore can be gained—a habit of non-

application should actually be fostered

!

That the brains of young children should be

overtaxed is no doubt one of the worst of

educational evils ; but it is one of which there

is singularly little danger in English middle-

class education. That their brains should be

insufficiently exercised is also an evil, and an

exceedingly prevalent one. It diminishes the

happiness of the children, retards their mental

growth, causes a vast waste of time and energy

in their school years, adds greatly to the labour
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of their teachers, and leaves to elder school-

children the alternative of overwork or of re-

maining permanently more or less uneducated.

We are not, as a nation, so well taught or

so intellectual that we can afford to let the

capacity for work of our young citizens de-

generate for lack of use. Yet that is precisely

what some "educational reformers" are not

only doing but priding themselves on doing.

They believe that the human brain, unlike

every other human organ, gains strength by

disuse, and that the way to train a child's mind
is to save it from working. The results may
be observed in the growing illiteracy of what

are called the " educated classes " in England.

F. A Religion of the Intellect.

From Herbert Spencer : Education, p. 60.

Lastly we have to assert, and the assertion

will, we doubt not, cause extreme surprise

—

that the discipline of science is superior to that

of our ordinary education, because of the

religious culture that it gives. Of course we
do not here use the words scientific and

religious in their ordinary limited acceptations
;

but in their widest and highest acceptations.
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Doubtless, to the superstitions that pass under

the name of religion, science is antagonistic

;

but not to the essential religion which these

superstitions merely hide. Doubtless, too, in

much of the science that is current, there is a

pervading spirit of irreligion ; but not in that

true science which has passed beyond the

superficial into the profound.

" True science and true religion," says

Professor Huxley at the close of a recent

course of lectures, " are twin-sisters, and the

separation of either from the other is sure

to prove the death of both. Science prospers

exactly in proportion as it is religious ; and

religion flourishes in exact proportion to the

scientific depth and firmness of its basis. The
great deeds of philosophers have been less

the fruit of their intellect than of the direc-

tion of that intellect by an eminently religious

tone of mind. Truth has yielded herself

rather to their patience, their love, their

single-heartedness and their self-denial, than

to their logical acumen."

So far from science being irreligious, as

many think, it is the neglect of science that
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is irreligious—it is the refusal to study the

surrounding creation that is irreligious. Take

a humble simile. Suppose a writer were daily

saluted with praises couched in superlative

language. Suppose the wisdom, the grandeur,

the beauty of his works, were the constant

topics of the eulogies addressed to him.

Suppose those who unceasingly uttered these

eulogies on his works were content with

looking at the outsides of them ; and had never

opened them, much less tried to understand

them. What value should we put upon their

praises ? What should we think of their

sincerity? Yet, comparing small things to

great, such is the conduct of mankind in

general, in reference to the Universe and its

Cause. Nay, it is worse. Not only do they

pass by without study, these things which they

daily proclaim to be so wonderful ; but very

frequently they condemn as mere triflers those

who give time to the observation of Nature

—

they actually scorn those who show any active

interest in these marvels. We repeat, then,

that not science, but the neglect of science, is

irrelieious. Devotion to science is a tacit

worship—a tacit recognition of worth in the

things studied ; and by implication in their
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Cause. It is not a mere lip-homage, but a

homage expressed in actions—not a mere

professed respect, but a respect proved by the

sacrifice of time, thought, and labour. . . .

And lastly the further religious aspect of

science, that it alone can give us true concep-

tions of ourselves and our relation to the

mysteries of existence. At the same time that

it shows us all which can be known, it shows

us the limits beyond which we can know

nothing. Not by dogmatic assertion, does it

teach the impossibility of comprehending the

Ultimate Cause of things ; but it leads us

clearly to recognise this impossibility by bring-

ing us in every direction to boundaries we
cannot cross. It realises to us in a way which

nothing else can, the littleness of human
intelligence in the face of that which transcends

human intellio^ence. While towards the tradi-

tions and authorities of men its attitude may
be proud, before the impenetrable veil which

hides the Absolute its attitude is humble—

a

true pride and a true humility. Only the

sincere man of science (and by this title we
do not mean the mere calculator of distances,

or analyser of compounds, or labeller of

species ; but him who through lower truths
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seeks higher, and eventually the highest)

—

only the genuine man of science, we say, can

truly know how utterly beyond, not only

human knowledge but human conception, is

the Universal Power of which Nature, and

Life, and Thought are manifestations.

G. Language and Mental Training.

From Herbert Spencer : Education, p. 58.

While, for the training of mere memory,

science is as good as, if not better than,

language, it has an immense superiority In the

kind of memory it trains. In the acquirement

of a language, the connections of ideas to be

established In the mind correspond to facts

that are in great measure accidental ; whereas,

In the acquirement of science, the connections

of ideas to be established In the mind corre-

spond to facts that are mostly necessary. It is

true that the relations of words to their mean-

Inofs are In one sense natural : that the o-enesis

of these relations may be traced back a certain

distance, though rarely to the beginning ; and

that the laws of this genesis form a branch of

mental science—the science of philology. But

since it will not be contended that in the ac-
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quisition of languages, as ordinarily carried on,

these natural relations between words and

their meanings are habitually traced, and their

laws explained ; it must be admitted that they

are commonly learned as fortuitous relations.

On the other hand, the relations which science

presents are causal relations ; and, when
properly taught, are understood as such.

While language familiarises with non-rational

relations, science familiarises with rational

relations. While the one exercises memory
only, the other exercises both memory and

understanding.

H. The Time Limit.

From Herbert Spencer : Education, p. 7.

The question which we contend is of such

transcendent moment, is, not whether such or

such knowledge is of worth, but what is its

relative worth ? When they have named
certain advantages which a given course of

study has secured them, persons are apt to

assume that they have justified themselves :

quite forgetting that the adequateness of the

advantages is the point to be judged. There

is, perhaps, not a subject to which men devote
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attention that has not some value. A year

diligently spent in getting up heraldry, would

very possibly give a little further insight into

ancient manners and morals. Any one who
should learn the distances between all the towns

in England, might, in the course of his life,

find one or two of the thousand facts he had

acquired of some slight service when arranging

a journey. Gathering together all the small

gossip of a county, profitless occupation as it

would be, might yet occasionally help to estab-

lish some useful fact—say, a good example of

hereditary transmission. But in these cases,

every one would admit that there was no

proportion between the required labour and

the probable benefit. No one would tolerate

the proposal to devote some years of a boy's

time to getting such information, at the cost of

much more valuable information which he

miorht else have o"ot. And if here the test of

relative value is appealed to and held con-

clusive, then should It be appealed to and held

conclusive throughout. Had we time to master

all subjects we need not be particular. To
quote the old song :

—

Could a man be secure

That his days would endure
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As of old, for a thousand long years,

What things might he know !

What deeds might he do !

And all without hurry or care.

" But we that have but span-long Hves " must

ever bear In mind our Hmited time for acquisi-

tion. And remembering how narrowly this

time is limited, not only by the shortness of

life, but also still more by the business of life,

we ought to be especially solicitous to employ

what time we have to the greatest advantage.

Before devoting years to some subject which

fashion or fancy suggests, it is surely wise to

weigh with great care the worth of the results,

as compared with the worth of various alterna-

tive results which the same years might bring

if otherwise applied.

I. The Classics and English Style.

From Sir Joshua Fitch : Educational Aims
and Methods, p. 292.

In German and In French colleges and

schools of the highest rank, discipline In the

structure, history and right use of the vernacular

speech receives far more attention than In our

own. The common assumption that the classi-

cally trained boy has learned English indirectly
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and incidentally, through the medium of his

Latin and Greek studies, and need not attend

much to EngHsh per se, is not found to be

verified by experience. It is not unfrequently

observed that when youths educated in pubHc

schools offer themselves as candidates for

admission to the public service, their perform-

ances are marred by gauckeine, by bad spelling

and writing, by false and confused metaphors,

by colloquialisms and slang, and by that most

offensive of all slang, the use of pretentious

words and phrases, the exact meaning of which

is only imperfectly understood. To whom
ought we to look except to those who have had

the advantage of a liberal education, to be the

chief guardians of the purity of our native

language, and exemplars of accuracy without

pedantry, and ease without slovenliness ? Yet

at present, there is much to be desired, in this

respect, even in schools and colleges of the

highest standino^.

From H. Sidgwick : Essays on a Liberal

Education, ed. by F. W. Farrar (1861), p. 116.

It is only at a certain stage in a youth's

progress that Latin and Greek begin to give

training in literature. In many cases the boy
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(and even the undergraduate) never becomes

able to extract and feed on the beauties of his

authors. A mind exhausted with Hno-uistic

struggles is not in a state to receive delicate

literary impressions ; instead of being pene-

trated with the subtle and simple graces of

form, it is filled to the brim with thoughts of

gender, quantity, tertiary predicates, and the

uses of the subjunctive mood.

From The Upton Letters, p. 28.

This is the one thing that I try with all my
might to impress on boys ; that the essence

of all style is to say what you mean as forcibly

as possible ; the bane of classical teaching is

that the essence of successful composition is

held to be to "get in" words and phrases;

it is not a bad training, so long as it is realised

to be only a training, in obtaining a rich and

flexible vocabulary, so that the writer has a

choice of words and the rioht word comes at

call. But this is not made clear in education,

and the result on many minds is that they

suppose that the essence of good writing is to

search diligently for sparkling words and

sonorous phrases, and then to patch them
into a duller fabric.
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K. ASCIIAM AND COLET.

From Sir Joshua Fitch : Educational Aims
and Methods, p. 228.

Ascham's place In the history of education is

that of one who regarded with sympathy the

older classical discipline, as well as the new
revival of interest in Greek, but who looked

with fresh eyes upon the traditional methods

of teaching-, and suggested some rational and

practical improvements. He was a "humanist"

of the same type as Milton, who thought it the

first business of teachinof to make a man an

accomplished and thoughtful gentleman, high-

minded, courageous, and industrious in the

pursuit of truth, and who considered that the

study of language, logic, rhetoric, and the re-

lated sciences, were the best instruments for

the attainment of this end.

It was to the influence of such men as

Ascham and his friends—scholars and states-

men, who were deeply penetrated with the

reforming spirit in religion, and who cared for

the promotion of learning for its own sake,

and not as a means of promoting the interests

of the Church, — that we owe the regene-
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rate educational foundations of the sixteenth

century.

Of these, Dean Colet's great school of

St. Paul's (15 10) was almost the first which

distinctly aimed at a high secular education,

and deliberately disavowed any special eccle-

siastical purpose. Though the founder was

Dean of St. Paul's, he gave in his statutes

no share of the government to his successors

in the Chapter, but confided the whole future

administration to a trading guild, to the Com-
pany of Mercers, who have since honourably

fulfilled for nearly four centuries the duty he

assigned to them. His scholars—who were

for ever to number exactly 153, in commemora-
tion of the number of fishes in the net of the

apostles— were to be drawn from all nations

and countries, and to be instructed freely in

the ancient tongues. Scholastic Latin was

strictly excluded by the statutes, but Christian

writers were admissible, if in good Latin. The
High Master was to be "learned in good and

clean Latin literature, and also in Greek, if

such may be gotten^ This conditional regula-

tion significantly reminds us that at that date

the Greek revival had made but little effective

way.

Q
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By the end of the century, founders such

as Laurence Sherriff at Rugby, and John Lyon

of Harrow, felt freer to insist on Greek as a

necessary element of their course, Hesiod,

however, being the only Greek poet named in

the Harrow statutes.

L. The Claims of the Vernacular

Languages.

From Sir Joshua Fitch : Educational Aims
and Methods, p. 242.

It is mainly owing to the existence of the

mediaeval grammar schools, to the explicit

directions in their statutes and deeds of gift,

and to their intimate connection with the

Universities, that the type of education which

they represented has survived so long, and has

so dominated the popular conception of what

scholarship and learning mean. A man who
has been duly instructed in Latin and Greek

is regarded as a scholar /(^r excellence, however

ignorant he may be of other things ; and

another man skilled in science, accomplished

in modern languages, literature, and philosophy,

but knowing no Greek, has no claim to be

considered a scholar at all.
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Yet since the establishment of grammar
schools, French, German, and EngHsh have

acquired a Hterary character. Each has

opened out to the student a noble literature,

and has been made the subject of philological

investigation. Our own language especially

has been traced to its source. What we still

call (in spite of the late Professor Freeman)

Anglo-Saxon, with its fuller inflections and

synthetic structure, has revealed to the English

student the true meaninor of those fragrments of

accidence and syntax which survive in our cur-

rent speech. And in the presence of our existing

resources, it is difficult to deny that the student

of one ancient language and one modern— say

Latin and German, or Greek and French, or

either Latin or Greek and Anglo-Saxon—is in

a better position, as far as philology is con-

cerned, than if he confined all his linguistic

studies to Latin and Greek. He will know

at least as much of the philosophy of grammar,

and of the principles which underlie the

structure of all language, and he will certainly

not have been less successfully disciplined in

accuracy of expression and of thought.

It is impossible for us to overlook the claims

of other subjects, and, as a matter of fact, one
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modern language at least, mathematics, and

some acquaintance with the literature and

history of the later centuries, form part of

every scheme of liberal education, even when

the claims of physical science are neglected

altogether. But the effect of undertaking to

do all this, and at the same time to maintain

the superstition that Latin and Greek must

form the staple of every gentleman's education,

is that some of these things must be learned

imperfectly. And it often results that Greek

and Latin are the subjects so learned. How
many of the scholars of the grammar schools,

or even of the Universities, could talk, write

easily, or think in Latin ? What proportion

of those who learn Greek, read Sophocles or

Homer with ease and pleasure, and catch the

full flavour and spirit of the language .'* A
very large percentage of the scholars who go

out from the Universities have carried their

studies far enough to acquire a knowledge of

the grammar, and to read, by means of helps

and commentaries, certain well-known and

well-annotated authors ; but they have stopped

short at the point at which the learning of a

language becomes a real instrument of literary

culture, and produces an educational result at
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all commensurate with the time and effort

expended in acquiring it.

M. Congestion of Studies.

From Mr. A. C. Benson : An Eton Education,

(National Review, vol. xlv. p. 447).

. . . The system is in fact in a state of acute

congestion, and the only cure is an immediate

simplification.

No real progress is made in any subject

until a certain degree of mastery is obtained.

Under the present conditions it is impossible

for the average boy to master any subject.

The stimulus of enjoyment is therefore sacri-

ficed ; and a boy's whole time is spent on

elements. He never reaches the stao^e at

which classics become literature ; he never

touches the point at which the play of one

subject into another becomes visible to him.

What wonder that when he goes into the

world, prepared for no particular profession,

entirely adrift in modern languages, knowing

nothing of politics, or history, or geography,

he is somewhat bewildered at what all this fuss

has been about, and w^hy his life was burdened

with Greek accents and Latin prosody. Very
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probably he consoles himself, if he is a

philosopher, by thinking that it is all right

somehow, and that he can play a game or

two ; he can read the sporting columns in the

papers with interest ; he had a very good time

at Eton, and he makes up his mind that his

boys shall, if possible, have a good time there

too.

N. Muscle v. Intellect.

From The Upton Letters, p. 42.

One of my perennial preoccupations here is

how to encourage originality and independence

among my boys. The great danger of public-

school education nowadays, as you say, is the

development of a type. It is not at all a bad

type in many ways ; the best specimens of the

public-school type are young men who are

generous, genial, unembarrassed, courageous,

sensible, and active ; but our system all tends

to level character, and I do not feel sure

whether it levels it up or levels it down. In

old days the masters concerned themselves

with the work of the boys only, and did not

trouble their heads about how the boys amused

themselves out of school. Vigorous boys

organised games for themselves, and indolent
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boys loafed. Then it came home to school

authorities that there was a good deal of

danger in the method ; that lack of employ-

ment was an undesirable thing. Thereupon

work was increased, and, at the same time,

the masters laid hands upon athletics and

organised them. Side by side with this came

a great increase of wealth and leisure in

England, and there sprang up that astonish-

ing and disproportionate interest in athletic

matters, which is nowadays a real problem for

all sensible men. But the result of it all has

been that there has grown up a stereotyped

code among the boys as to what is the right

thing to do. They are far less wilful and

undisciplined than they used to be ; they sub-

mit to work, as a necessary evil, far more

cheerfully than they used to do ; and they

base their ideas of social success entirely on

athletics. And no wonder ! They find plenty

of masters who are just as serious about games

as they are themselves ; who spend all their

spare time in looking on at games, and discuss

the athletic prospects of particular boys in a

tone of perfectly unaffected seriousness. The
only two regions which masters have not

organised are the intellectual and moral
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regions. The first has been tacitly and in-

evitably extruded. A good deal more work
is required from the boys, and unless a boy's

ability happens to be of a definite academical

order—in which case he is well looked after

—

there is no loophole through which intellectual

interest can creep in. A boy's time is so

much occupied by definite work and definite

games that there is neither leisure nor, indeed,

vigour left to follow his own pursuits. Life

is lived so much more in public that it becomes

increasingly difficult for sets to exist ; small

associations of boys with literary tastes used

to do a good deal in the direction of fostering

the germs of intellectual life ; the net result is,

that there is now far less interest abroad in

intellectual things, and such interests as do

exist, exist in a solitary way, and generally

mean an intellectual home in the background.

(P. 163.) I feel my position most acutely at

this time of year, when the serious business

of the place is cricket. In cricket the boys

are desperately and profoundly interested, not

so much in the game, as in the social rewards

of playing it well. And my worthy colleagues

give themselves to athletics with an earnestness

which depresses me into real dejection. One
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meets a few of these beloved men at dinner

;

a few half-hearted remarks are made about

politics and books ; a good deal of vigorous

gossip is talked ; but if a question as to the

best time for net-practice, or the erection of

a board for the purpose of teaching slip-catches,

is mentioned, a profound seriousness falls on

the group. A man gets up in his chair and

speaks with real conviction and heat, with

grave features. " The afternoon," he says,

" is not a good time for nets ; the boys are

not at their best, and the pros, are less

vigorous after their dinner. Whatever arrange-

ments are made as to the times for school, the

evening must be given up to nets." The
result is a pedantry, a priggishness, a solemnity

about games which is simply deplorable. The
whole thing seems to me to be distorted and

out of all proportion.

From Httgh Rendal, p. 175.

But the Marquis was not to be moved.

Sport of every kind he loved, but games he

could not endure. So day by day they drew

further apart. The budding athlete's disdain

of the non-athlete took possession of Hugh,

and soon he began to share some of the con-
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tempt for " Smith " which was already widely

felt. To judge one's fellows mainly by their

muscles and power of using them in a certain

way may seem ludicrous enough to older eyes.

But the idea, if primitive, is undeniably sound.

Apart from their other and more obvious

advantages, games have this above all—that

they create a corporate life, and absorb

common interests which would not otherwise

exist. And so the boy who will not play

his part in that corporate life is generally

tabooed ; while of him who thinks of little else

the world may reasonably expect the soundest

citizenship when he grows up.

(P. 114.) Hugh, only able to share as a

spectator in all this success, won a prize of

another kind, any number of which he would

have given for one gained on the running-

track : namely, the Upper Fifth form prize.

(P. 218.) The members of that dormitory,

on the other hand, had no sooner heard the

name of their new chief than they began to

look forward with warm interest to the excite-

ment of " ruxing" him. Opposition is always

pleasant to a strong party attacking a weak
one, from Westminster downwards. But at

no time is it such a luxury—nay, almost a
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necessity—as at school, where there are weak

masters and prefects to be ragged, and light

punishments to be risked. Perhaps the acme

of enjoyment is reached when a small prefect

is the person to be opposed ; a scholar, that is,

who has won his place early by brain power,

instead of by the force of gravity, but has

neither muscle nor athletic success to back him

up. Then mind without matter is called upon

to govern matter without mind ; and as there

is nothing which the latter hates more than the

former, so there is nothing which the former

will find more difficult to control than the latter.

Ask your average schoolboy whom he despises

most, and nine times out of ten he will point

to a scholar. To have more brains than, to

be different from, himself is alone a serious

misdemeanour. To have a smaller body, or

possibly an original mind, is sin unpardonable.

From Mr. A. H. Gilkes : English Ideas on

Education {Independent Review, October, 1905).

The excellent opportunities which are given

to boys at most schools— it should not be said

for learning a subject, but rather for having

their faculties properly drawn out by the proper

teaching of a subject—are in many cases spoiled
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by the foolish feehng that many boys and many
parents have with regard to games, particularly,

that is, the two games of cricket and football.

Excellent as these games are—and they are

excellent, and no school could without terrible

loss do without them, or do without an earnest

interest in them taken by the boys in the school

—yet it is true that the interest taken in them

now is too great. It is not that too long a

time is spent upon them—boys should have

plenty of fresh air and of exercise, and of

occupation for their thoughts. It is that the

interest in these games is often too absorbing,

lastino- in a full measure throuorhout the whole

day, and distorting the ideals of life : often

making boys admire skill in them more than

they admire usefulness and virtue. There

seems to be little doubt about this ; and there

are plenty of signs that everybody is beginning

to think so. And when parents are of one

mind on this point, then newspapers will cease

to confer ruinous publicity upon boys' proceed-

ings : and in boys' minds games will take their

proper position, and once again only do them

good.
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O. The Playing-Fields and the Army.

Dr. T. Miller Maguire, in an able and fiery-

lecture on Military EdiLcation in England

(1902), speaks as follows :

—

" We are told, you are turning the English

race into bookworms. I have never met an

English officer who was a bookworm. I

should like to meet one. I do not think I

ever knew three men who injured themselves

by over-study in my life. We are told that

we are going to turn the young and ardent

Englishmen into bookworms, and we are told

that the battle of Waterloo was won on the

playing-fields of Eton. . . . The famous remark

that the battle of Waterloo ' was won on the

playing fields of Eton ' was never uttered by

THE Duke of Wellington on any occasion,

and yet it is used by pedants who have ruined

the education of our better classes as a text

for justifying their neglect of mental instruction

of any kind whatever. We are personally in

favour of every manly accomplishment, as

Milton was, as Bacon was, as Locke was, as

Xenophon was, in their books on education.

But I hold that the mental faculties are worthy

of as much attention by officers as the muscles,
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and that no skill in cricket or football is a

compensation for complete ignorance in every

branch of learning, mathematical, linguistic,

historical, political, geographical, and technical.

"It is a poor excuse if you do not know
anything about Tactics to say that you can

play cricket at the age of from eighteen to

twenty-five ; a well-trained imagination and

judgment as well as thew and sinew make
the perfect man. Utter ignorance embodied

in a gentleman causes him to be in his later

years a burden to himself, a scandal to his

family, and a danger to the State. It is the

aim of all education to form a gentleman in

all godly discipline, mental as well as physical.

Supposing, however, that the great Duke had

been so ill-advised as to use the phrase with

which he is wrongfully credited, that Waterloo

was won on the playing-fields of Eton, I

contend that he would have apologised at

once if the matter had been brought to his

attention."

[Dr. Maguire then goes on to show that

many of the most distinguished officers in the

Peninsular and Waterloo campaigns were not

public-school men, and that almost all were
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already carrying the colours of a regiment

at an age at which the modern youth thinks

himself lucky if he has gained his school or

house "colours."]

"What happened to Wellington himself?

When his mother discovered that he was not

distinguishing himself either in the playing-

fields or in the class-rooms at Eton, at the

age of fifteen she removed him to a school

at Brussels, and he went for nearly two years

to a crammer (Pignerol), where he learned

French, German, and physical exercises. Then
he went into the Army at eighteen. And yet

he is alleged to have said that the battle of

Waterloo was won on the playing-fields of

Eton ! . . .

" I suppose it will soon be alleged that Lord

Roberts, who was at Eton for eight months

when he was fourteen years old, and then went

to a crammer's (Brackenbury's) for eighteen

months, won the Kandahar Campaign at Eton.

Lord Wolseley went to private schools in

Dublin, and played at surveying and car-

pentry, much to his benefit in the Crimea."

[It is very difficult, according to Dr. Maguire,
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to discover a single soldier of distinction who
has been devoted to games or notably success-

ful in them. On the other hand, most of the

great soldiers have also been great readers.

Napoleon carried quite a considerable library

with him on all his campaigns. Wellington

was an assiduous student of military literature.

Marlborough (but this Dr. Maguire omits to

mention) was an exception to the rule.]
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Abbott (J. H. M.). AN OUTLANDER IN
ENGLAND: Second Edition. Cr. 8zv. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Abraham (George D.) THE COMPLETE
MOUNTAINEER. With 75 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy 8vo. iss.net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Acatos(M. J.)» See Junior School Books.
Adams (Frank). JACK SPRAT. With 24

Coloured Pictures. Super Royal \(>mo. is.

Adeney(W. F.), M.A. See Bennett (W. H.)
Ady (Cecilia M.)- A HISTORY OF
MILAN UNDER THE SFORZA. With
20 Illustratious and a Map. Demy 8vo.

los. 6d. net.

yCschylus. See Classical Translations.

/Esop. See I. P. L.

Ainsworth (W. Harrison). See I. P. L.
Aldis (Janet). THE QUEEN OF
LETTER WRITERS, Marquise de
S6vign6, Dame de Bourbilly, 1626-96.

With 18 Illustrations. Second Edition.
Demy %vo. 123. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Alexander (William), D.D., Archbishop

of Armagh. THOUGHTS AND
COUNSELS OF MANY YEARS.
Demy i6mo. zs. 6d.

Aiken (Henry). See I.P.L.
Allen (Charles C). See Textbooks of

Technology.
Allen (L. Jessie). See Little Books on Art.

Alien (J. Romilly), F.S.A. See Antiquary's
Books.

Almack (E.), F.S.A. See Little Books on
Art.

Amherst (Lady). A SKETCH OF
EGYPTIAN HISTORY FROM THE
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE PRE-
SENT DAY. With many Illustrations

and Maps. A New and Cheaper Issue.

Demy 8vo. ys. 6d. net.

Anderson (F. M.). THE STORY OF THE
BRITISH EMPIRE FOR CHILDREN.
With 42 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 25.

Anderson (J. Q.), B.A., NOUVELLE
GRAMMAIRE FRAN^AISE, a l'usagc
DES ecoles Anglaises. Crown Zvo. 2.t.

EXERCICES DE GRAMMAIKE FRAN-
CAISE. Cr. 8vo. \s. 6d.

AnUrewes (Bishop), PRECES PRI-
VATAE. Translated and edited, with
Notes, by F. E. Brightman. M.A., of
Pusey House, Oxford. Cr. Sro. 6s.

See also Library of Devotion.
'Anglo=Australian.' AFTER-GLOW ME-

INIORIES. Cr. 8z'o. 6s.

Anon. HEALTH, WEALTH, AND WIS-
DOM. Crown 8vo. js. net.

Aristotle. THE ETHICS OF. Edited,
with an Introduction and Notes by John
Burnet, M.A., Cheaper issue. Demy&vo.
JOS. 6d. net.

Asman (H. N.), M.A., B.D. See Junior
School Books.

Atkins (H. Q.). See Oxford Biographies.
Atkinson (C. M.). JEREMY BENTHAM.
Demy 8vo, 5^. net.

Atkinson (C. T.), M.A., Fellow of Exeter
College, Oxford, sometime Demy of Mag-
dalen College. A HISTORY OF GER-
MANY, from 1713 to 1815. With many
Maps. Demy 8vo. i^s. net.

Atkinson (T. D.). ENGLISH ARCHI-
TECTURE. With 196 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. -xs. 6d. net.
A GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN
ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE. With
265 Illustrations. Second Edition. Fcap.
8vo. 3i. 6d, net.
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Auden(T.), M.A. , F.S.A. See Ancient Cities.

Aurelius (Marcus). WORDS OF THE
ANCIENT WISE. Thoughts from Epic-

tetus and Marcus Aurelius. Edited by
W. H. D. Rouse, M.A., Litt. D. Fcap.
%vo. "^s. 6d. net.

See also Standard Library.

Austen (Jane). See Standard Library,

Little Library and Mitton (G. E.).

Aves (Ernest). C(^-OPERATIVE IN-
DUSTRY. Crown %vo. ss. net.

Bacon (Francis). See Standard Library
and Little Library.

Baden-Powell (R. S. S.) THE MATA-
BELE CAMPAIGN, 1S96. With nearly
100 Illustrations. Fourth Edition. Large
Cr. Zto. 6s.

Bagot (Richard). THE LAKES OF
NORTHERN ITALY. With 37 Illustra-

tions and a Map. Fcap. ^tw, s^. net.

Bailey (J. C), M.A. See Cowper (W.).
Baker (W. Q.), M.A. See Junior Examina-

tion Series.

Baker (Julian L.), F.I.C., F.C.S. See
Books on Business.

Balfour (Graham). THE LIFE OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON. With
a Portrait. Fourth Editioti in one Volume.
Cr. Zzio. Buckram, 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Ballard (A.), B.A., LL.D. See Antiquary's

Books.
Bally (S. E.). See Commercial Series.

Banks (Elizabeth L.). THE AUTO-
BIOGRAPHY OF A 'NEWSPAPER
GIRL.' Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Barhant (R. H.). See Little Library.
Baring (The Hon. Maurice). WITH
THE RUSSIANS IN MANCHURIA.
Third Edition. Deuiy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
A YEAR IN RUSSIA. Second Edition.

Demy %vo. los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Baring-Qould (S.). THE LIFE OF
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE. With nearly
200 Illustrations, including a Photogravure
Frontispiece. Second Edition. Wide
Royal &V0. 10s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE TRAGEDY OF THE C^.SARS:
A Study of the Characters of the
C.«SARS OP THE Julian and Claudian
Houses. With numerous Illustrations from
Busts, Gems, Cameos, etc. Sixth Edition.
Roval Sz'o. 10s. 6d. net.

A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES.^ With
numerous Illustrations by A. J. Gaskin.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvjo. Buckram. 6s.,

also Demv ?>vo. 6d.

OLD ENGLISH FAIRY TALES. With
numerous Illustrations by F. D. Bedford.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. Buckram. 6s.

THE VICAR OF MORWENSTOW. Re-
vised Edition. With a Portrait. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. -!,s. 6d.

OLD COUNTRY LIFE. With 69 Illustra-

tions. Fi/th Edition. Large CroiunZvo. 6s.

A GARLAND OF COUNTRY SONG:
English F'olk Songs with their Traditional
Melodies. Collected and arranged by S.

Baring-Goui.d and H. F. Sheppard.
Demy 4/0. 6s.

SONGS OF THE WEST: Folk Songs of
Devon and Cornwall. Collected from the
Mouths of the People. ByS. Baring-Gould,
M.A.,and H. Fleetwood Sheppard, M.A.
New and Revised Edition, under the musical
editorship of Cecil j. Sharp. Large Im-
perial Zvo. ^s. net.

A BOOK OF NURSERY SONGS AND
RHYMES. Edited by S. Baring-Gould.
Illustrated. Second and Cheaper Edition.
Lars:c Cr. ?>vo. 2.S. 6d. net.

STRANGE SURVIVALS : Some Chapters
IN THE History of Man. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d. net.

YORKSHIRE ODDITIES : Incidents
and Strange Events. Fi/th Edition.
Cr. Zvo. IS. 6d. net.

THE BARING-GOULD SELECTION
READER. Arranged by G. H. Rose.
Illustrated. Crown Zvo. is. 6d.

THE BARING-GOULD CONTINUOUS
READER. Arranged by G. H. Rose.
Illustrated. Crozvn Zvo. is. 6d.

A BOOK OF CORNWALL. With 33
Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

A BOOK OF DARTMOOR. With 60
Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s.

A BOOK OF DEVON. With 35 Illus-

trations. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A BOOK OF NORTH WALES. With 49
Illustrations. Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

A BOOK OF SOUTH WALES. With 57
Illustrations. Cr. 8r'o. 6s.

A BOOK OF BRITTANY. With 69 Illus-

trations. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A BOOK OF THE RHINE: From Cleve
to Mainz. With 8 Illustrations in Colour
by Trevor Hadlien, and 48 other Illus-

trations. Second Edition. Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

A BOOK OF THE RIVIERA. With 40
Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

A BOOK OF THE PYRENEES. With
25 Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
See also Little Guides.

Barker (Aldred F.). See Textbooks of
Technology.

Barker (Er), M.A. (Late) Fellow of Merton
College, Oxford. THE POLITICAL
THOUGHT OF PLATO AND ARIS-
TOTLE. Demy Svo. loj. 6d. net.

Barnes (W. E.), D.D. See Churchman's
Bible.

Barnett (Mrs. P. A.). See Little Library.
Baron(R. R. N.), M.A, FRENCH PROSE
COMPOSITION. Third Edition. Cr.Svo.
7.S. 6d. Key, 3^. net.

See also Junior School Books.
Barron (H, M.), M.A., Wadham College,

Oxford. TEXTS FOR SERMONS. With
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a Preface by Canon Scott Holland.
Cr. %va. y. (>d.

Bartholomew (J. G.), F.R.S.E. See C. G.

Robertson.
Bastable (C. F.), LL.D. THE COM-
MERCE OF NATIONS. Fourth Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6<i.

Bastian (H. Charlton), M.A.,M.D., F.R.S.
THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE. With
Diagrams and many Photomicrographs.

Demy Zvo. "js. 6d. net.

Batson (Mrs. Stephen). A CONCISE
HANDBOOK OF GARDEN FLOWERS.
Fcap. ?}7'0. y. td.

THE SUMMER GARDEN OF
PLEASURE. With 36 Illu-^trations in

Colour by Osmund Pittman. Wide Deviy
%vo. ly. net.

Batten (Loring W.). Ph.D., S.T.D. THE
HEBREW PROPHET. Cr.^vo. y.6d.net.

Bayley (R. Child). THE COMPLETE
PHOTOGRAPHER. With over 100

Illustrations. Third Edition. With Note
on Direct Colour Process. Detny 8vo.

10s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Beard (W. S.). EASY EXERCISES IN
ALGEBRA FOR BEGINNERS. Cr. Zvo.

IS. 6d. With Answers, is. gd.

See also Junior Examination Series and
Beginner's Books.

Beckford (Peter). THOUGHTS ON
HUNTING. Edited by J. Otho Paget,
and Illustrated by G. H. Jalland. Second
Edition. Dciny Zvo. ds.

Beckford (William). See Little Library.

Beeching (H. C), M.A., Canon of West-
minster. See Library of Devotion.

Beerbohm (Max). A BOOK OF CARI-
CATURES. Imperial i,to. zi5. net.

Begbie (Harold). MASTER WORKERS.
Illustrated. Demy 'ivo. js. bd. net.

Behmen (Jacob). DIALOGUES ON THE
SUPERSENSUAL LIFE. Edited by
Bernard Holland. Fcap. %vo. y. 6d.

Bell (Mrs. Arthur G.). THE SKIRTS
OF THE GREAT CITY. With 16 Illus-

trations in Colour by Arthur G. Bell,
17 other Illustrations, and a Map. Second
Edition. Cr. ?,vo. 6s.

Belloc (Hilaire), M.P. PARIS. With
7 Maps and a Frontispiece in Photogravure.
Second Edition, Revised. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

HILLS AND THE SEA. Second Edition.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

ON NOTHING AND KINDRED SUB-
JECTS. Fcap. Zvo. 5s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Bellot(H. H.L.), M.A. See Jones (L. A. A.).

Bennett (W. H.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
THE BIBLE. With a concise Bibliogra-

phy. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 2S. 6d.

Bennett (W. H.) and Adeney (VV. F.). A
BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. 6d.

Benson (Archbishop) GOD'S BOARD
Communion Addresses. Second Edition.
Fcap. Zvo. y. 6d. net.

Benson (A. C), M-.-^.. See O.xford Bio-

graphies.

Benson (R. M.). THE WAY OF HOLI-
NESS: a Devotional Commentary on the
119th Psalm. Cr. ?,vo. 5.?.

Bernard (E. R.), M.A., Canon of Salisbury.

THE ENGLISH SUNDAY: its Origins
AND ITS Claims. Fcap. Zvo. is. 6d.

Bertouch (Baroness de). THE LIFE
OF FATHER IGNATIUS. Illustrated.

Demy Zvo. \os. 6d. net.

Beruete (A. de). See Classics of Art.

Betham= Edwards (Miss). HOME LIFE
IN FRANCE. With 20 Illustrations.

Fifth Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Bethune=Baker (J, F.), M.A. See Hand-
books of Theology.

Bidez(J.). See Byzantine Texts.
Biggs(C. R. D. ), D. "D. See Churchman's Bible.

Bindlev (T. Herbert), B.D. THE OECU-
MENICAL DOCUMENTS OF THE
FAITH. With Introductions and Notes.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. net.

Binns (H. B.). THE LIFE OF WALT
WHITMAN. Illustrated. Detny Zvo.

los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Binyon(Mrs. Laurence). NI NETEENTH
CENTURY PROSE. Selected and ar-

ranged by. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Binyon (Laurence). THE DEATH OF
ADAM ANDOTHERPOEMS. Cr.Zvo.

y. 6d. 7iet.

See also Blake (William).

Birch (Walter de Gray), LL.D., F.S.A.
See Connoisseur's Library.

Birnstingl (Ethel). See Little Books on Art.

Blackmantle (Bernard). Seel.P.L.
DIair (Robert). Seel.P.L.
Blake (William). THE LETTERS OF
WILLIAM BLAKE, together with a
Life by Frederick Tatham. Edited
from the Original Manuscripts, vi'ith an
Introduction and Notes, by Archibald G.
B. Russell. With 12 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. is. 6d. net.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OF
JOB. With General Introduction by
Laurence Binyon. Quarto. 21s. net.

See also Blair (Robert), I.P.L., and
Little Library.

Bloom (J. Harvey), M.A. SHAKE-
SPEARE'S GARDEN. Illustrated.

Fcap. Zvo. y. 6d. ; leather, ^s. 6d. net.

See also Antiquary's Books
Blouet (Henri). See Beginner's Books.
Boardman (T. H.), M.A. See French (W.)
Bodley (J. E. C), Author of France.' THE
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII.
Demy Zvo. 21s. net. By Command of the

Body tOeorge), D.D. THE SOUL'S
PILGRIMAGE : Devotional Readings
from the Published and Unpublished writ-

ings of George Body, D.D. Selected and
arranged by J. H. Burn, B.D., F.R.S.E.
Deiny i6mr. 2S. 6d.
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Bona (Cardinal). See Library of Devotion.
Boon (F. C.)'> B.A. See Commercial Series.

Borrow (George). See Little Library.

Bos (J. Ritzema). AGRICULTURAL
ZOOLOGY. Iranslated by J. R. Ains-
WORTH Davis, ALA. With 155 Illustrations.

Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. ^s. td.

Bottingr(C. Q.), B.A. EASY GREEK
EXERCISES. Cr. ^vo. 2S.

See also Junior Examination Series.

BouIting(W.) TASSO AND HIS TIMES.
With 24 Illustrations. DemySzro. jos. 6d.

net.

Boulton(E. S.), M.A. GEOMETRY ON
MODERN LINES. Cr. ?,z'o. 2s.

Boulton (William B.). THOMAS
GAINSBOROUG H. His Life and Work,
Friends and Sitters. With 40 Illustra-

tions. Second Ed. Dct)iy Zvo. 7^. 6d.iiet.

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS, P.R.A. With
49 Illustrations. Demy Svo. ys. 6d. net.

Bowden(E. M.). THE IMITATION OF
BUDDHA : Being Quotations from
Buddhist Literature for each Day in the
Ye.nr. Fifth Edition. Cr. zdmo. 2s. 6d.

Boyle(W.). CHRISTMAS AT THE ZOO.
With Verses by W. Boyle and 24 Coloured
Pictures by H. B. Neilson. Super Royal
i6nio. 2s.

Brabant (F. Q.), M.A. See Little Guides.
Bradley (A. G.). ROUND ABOUT WILT-
SHIRE. With 14 Illustrations, in Colour
by T. C. GoTCH, 16 other Illustrations, and
a Map. Second Edition. Cr. ?>vo. 6s,

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE ROMANCE OF NORIHUMBER-
LAND. With 16 Illustrations in Colour by
Frank Southgate, R.B.A., and 12 from
Photographs. Demy 8z'<?. js, 6d net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Bradley (John W.). See Little Books on
Art.

Braid (James), Open Champion, 1901, 1905
and 1906. ADVANCED GOLF. With
88 Photographs and Diagrams. Third
Edition. Demy Sz'O. 10s. td. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Braid (James) and Others. GREAT
GOLFERS IN THE MAKING. Edited
by He\ry Leach. With 24 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy &to. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Brailsford (H. N.). MACEDONIA:
ITS RACES AND THEIR FUTURE.
With Photographs and Maps. Demy Zvo.

12s. 6d. net.

Brodrick (Mary) and Morton (A. Ander=
son). A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF
EGYPTIAN ARCHAEOLOGY. A Hand-
Bookfor Students and Travellers. With 80
Illustrations and many Cartouches. Cr, Zvo.

3i. dd.

Brooks (E. E.), B.Sc. (Lond), Leicester

Municipal Technical School, and James
(W. H. N.),A.R.C.S., A.M. I. E.E., Muni-
cipal School of Technology, Manchester.
See Textbooks of Technology.

Brooks (E. \V.). See Hamilton (F. J.)

Brown (P. H.), LL.D. SCOTLAND IN
THE TIME OF QUEEN MARY. Demy
Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Brown (S. E.), M.A., B.Sc, Senior Science

Master at Uppingham. A PRACTICAL
CHEMISTRY NOTE- BOOK FOR
MATRICULATION AND ARMY CAN-
DIDATES. Easy Experiments on the

Commoner Substances. Cr.^to. -iS. 6d.net.

Brown(J. Wood), M.A. THE BUILDERS
OF FLORENCE. With 74 Illustrations

by Herbert Railton. Demy ^to. i8s.net.

Browne (Sir Thomas). See Standard
Library.

Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF
JAPAN. Illustrated. Third Edition.

Cr. Sz'O. 6s. ; also Demy Sz'O. 6d.

Browning: (Robert). See Little Library.

Bryant (Walter W.), B.A., F.R.A.S., F.R.
Met. Soc, of the Royal Observatory, Green-

wich. A HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY.
With 35 Illustrations. DcmySvo. js 6d.net.

Buckland (Francis T.).' CURIOSITIES
OF NATURAL HISTORY. Illustrated

by H. B. Neilson. Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.

Buckton (A. M.) THE BURDEN OF
ENGELA. Second Edition. Cr. &vo. 3s.

6d. net.

EAGER HEART : A Mystery Play. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. ts. net.

KINGS IN BABYLON : A Drama. Cr. Zvo.

IS. net.

SONGS OF JOY. Cr. Zvo. is. net.

Budge (E. A. Wallis). THE GODS OF
THE EGYPTIANS. With over 100

Coloured Plates and many Illustrations.

Two Volumes. Royal Zvo. £>,, -ks. net.

Bull (Paul), Army Chaplain. GOD AND
OUR SOLDIERS. Second Edition.

Cr. Zz'O. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Bulley (Miss). See Dilke (Lady).

Banyan (John). See Standard Library and
Library of Devotion.

Burch (G. J.), M.A., F.R.S. A MANUAL
OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. Illus-

trated. Cr. Zvo. 3^-.

Burgess (Gelett). GOOPS AND HOW TO
liE THEM. Illustrated. Small 4,to. 6s.

Burke (Edmund). See Standard Library.

Burn (A. E.), D.D., Rector of Handsworth
and Prebendary of Lichfield. See Hand-
books of Theology.

Burn (J. H.), B. D., F. R. S. E. THE
CHURCHMAN'S TREASURY OF
SONG: Gathered from the Christian

poetry of all ages. Edited by. Fcap, Zvo.

2,s. 6d. net. See also Library of Devotion.
Burnand (Sir F. C). RECORDS AND
REMINISCENCES. With a Portrait by
H. v. Herkomer. Cr. Zvo. Fovrth and
Cheaper Edition. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Burns (Robert), THE POEMS. Edited by
Andrew Lang and W. A. Craigie. With
Portrait. Third Edition. Demy Zvo, gilt

top. 6s.

See also Standard Library.
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Burnside (W. F.), JVI.A. OLD TESTA-
MENT HISTORY FOR USE IN
SCHOOLS. Third Editio7i. Cr. Zvo. 3^. dd.

Burton (Alfred). See I.P.L.
Bussell (F. W.), D.D. CHRISTIAN
THEOLOGYAND SOCIAL PROGRESS
(The Bampton Lectures of 1905). Demy
Sva. los. (id. net.

Butler (Joseph), D.D. See Standard
Library.

Caldecott (Alfred), D.D. See Handbooks
of Theology.

Calderwood (D. S.), Headmaster of the Nor-
mal School. Edinburgh. TEST CARDS
IN EUCLID AND ALGEBRA. In three
packets of 40, with Answers, i^. each. Or
in three Books, price 2(1?., 2d., and T,d.

Canning (George). See Little Library.
Capey (E. F. H.). See Oxford Biographies.
Careless (John). See I.P.L.
Carlyle (Thomas). THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. Edited by C. R. L.

Fletcher, Fellow of Magdalen College,
Oxford. Three Volutnes. Cr. Zvo. 18^.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF OLIVER
CROMWELL. With an Introduction
by C. H. Firth, M.A., and Notes and
Appendices by Mrs. S. C. Lomas. Three
Volumes. Demy Sz'o. iSs. net.

Carlyle (R. M. and A. J.), M.A. See
Leaders of Religion.

Carmicbael (Philip). ALL ABOUT
PHILIPPINE. With 8 Illustrations.

Cr. 'iz'O. 2S-. (yd.

Carpenter(Margaret Boyd). THE CH ILD
l5f ART. With 50 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Large Cr. %vo, 6s.

Cavanagh (Francis), M.D. (Edin.). THE
CARE OF THE BODY. .'Second Edition.
Demy ^z>o. 7s. 6d. net.

Celano (Thomas of). THE LIVES OF ST.
FRANCIS OF ASSIST Translated into
English by A. G. Ferrers Howell. With
a Frontispiece. Cr. Svo. ss. vet.

Channer (C. C.) and Roberts (M. E.).
LACEMAKING IN THE MIDLANDS,
PAST AND PRESENT. With 16 full-

page Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Chapman (S. J.). See Books on Business.

Chatterton (Thomas). See Standard

Chesterfield (Lord), THE LETTERS OF,
TO HIS SON. Edited, with an Introduc-
tion by C. Strachey, with Notes by A.
Calthrop. Ttvo I'olumcs. Cr. 87'(?. 12^.

Chesterton(G.K.). CHARLES DICKENS.
With two Portraits in Photogravure. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

Childe (Charles P.), B.A., F.R.C.S. THE
CONTROL OF A SCOURGE : Or,
How Cancer is Curable. Demy 8vo.
js. 6d. net.

Christian (F. W.). THE CAROLINE
ISLANDS. With many Illustrations and
Maps. Demy Zz'O. 12s. 6d. net.

Cicero. See Classical Translations.
Clapham (J. H.), Professor of Economics in

the University of Leeds. THE WOOL-

LEN AND WORSTED INDUSTRIES.
With 21 Illustrations and Diagrams. Cr.
ivo. 6s.

Clarke(F. A.), M.A. See Leaders ofReligion.
Clausen (Qeorge), A.R.A., R.W.S. SIX
LECTURES ON PAINTING. With 19
Illustrations. Third Edition. Large Post
Zvo. 3.?. 6d. net.

AIMS And IDEALS IN ART. Eight
Lectures delivered to the Students of the

Royal Academy of Arts. With 32 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Large Post 8vo.

5J. net.

Cleather(A. L.). See Wagner (R).

Clinch (G.), F.G.S. See Antiquary's Books
and Little Guides.

Clough (W. T.)and Dunstan (A. E.).
See Junior School Books and Textbooks of
Science.

Clouston (T. S.), M.D., C.C.D., F.R.S.E.
THE HYGIENE OF MIND. With 10

Illustrations. Fourth Edition. Demy Svo.

ys. 6d. net.

Coast (VV. G.), B.A. EXAMINATION
PAPERS IN VERGIL. Cr. St'o. 2s.

Cobb (W. F.), M.A. THE BOOK OF
PSALMS: with a Commentary. DemyZvo.
10s. 6d. net.

Coleridge (S. T.). POEMS. Selected and
Arranged by Arthur Svmons. With a
Photogravure Frontispiece. Fcap. Svo.

2S. 6d. net.

CoUingwood (W. G.), M.A. THE LIFE
OF JOHN RUSKIN. With Portrait.

Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d. net.

Collins (W. E.), M.A. See Churchman's
Library.

Combe (William). See I.P.L.
Conrad (Joseph). THE MIRROR OF
THE SEA: Memories and Impressions.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo- 6s.

Cook (A. M.), M.A.,andMarchant(E. C),
MA. PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Selected from Latin and
Greek Literature. Fourth Ed. Cr.Svo. >,s.6d.

LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. ThirdEd. Cr.Svo. is.6d.

Cooke=Taylor (R. W.). THE FACTORY
SYSTEM. Cr. Svo. 2S. 6d.

*Coolidge (W. A. B.), M.A. THE ALPS.
With many Illustrations. Demy Svo.

•JS. 6d net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Corelli (Marie). THE PASSING OF THE
GREAT QUEEN. Second Edition. Fcap.
\to. IS.

A CHRISTMAS GREETING. Cr. ^to. is.

Corkran (Alice). See Little Books on Art.

Cotes (Everard). SIGNS AND POR-
TENTS IN THE FAR EAST. With 35
Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy Svo.

JS. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Cotes (Rosemary). DANTES GARDEN.
With a Frontispiece. Second Edition.
Fcap. Svo. 2S. 6d.; leather, js. 6d. net.

BIBLE FLOWERS. With a Frontispiece

and Plan. Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d. net.
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Cowley (Abraham). See Little Library.

Cowper (William). THE POEMS.
Edited with an Introduction and Notes by

J. C. Bailey, M.A. Illustrated, including

two unpublished designs by William
Blake. Demy Zvo. los. 6d. net.

Cox (J. Charles). See Ancient Cities, Anti-

quary's Books, and Little Guides.

Cox (Harold), B.A., M.P. LAND
NATIONALIZATION AND LAND
TAXATION. Second Edition revised.

Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d. net.

Crabbe (George). See Little Library.

Craik(Mrs.). See Little Library.
Crane (C. P.), D.S.O. See Little Guides.
Crane (Walter), R.W.S. AN ARTIST'S
REMINISCENCES. With i-.s Illustra-

tions by the Author and others from Photo-
graphs. Second Edition. DentyZvo. i.'&s.

net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

INDIA IMPRESSIONS. With 84 Illus-

trations from Sketches by the Author.

Second Edition. Dciny Zvo. is. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Crashaw (Richard). See Little Library.

Crawford (F. Q.). See Danson (Mary C).
Crofts (T. R. N.), M. A., Modern Language

Master at Merchant Taylors' School. See
Simplified French Texts.

Cross (J. A.), M.A. THE FAITH OF
THE BIBLE. Fcap. Zvo. 2^. 6d. net.

Cruikshank(Q.). THE LOVING BAL-
LAD OF LORD BATEMAN. With n
Plates. Cr. i6mo. is. 6d. net.

Crump (B.). See Wagner (R.).

Cunliffe (Sir F. H. E.), Fellow of All Souls'

College, Oxford. THE HISTORY OF
THE BOER WAR. With many Illus-

trations, Plans, and Portraits. In 2 z'ols.

Quarto. 15^. eac/i.

Cunynghame (H. H.), C.B. See Connois-
seur's Library-.

Cutts(E. L.), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.

Daniell (G. W.), M.A. See Leaders of
Religion.

Dante (Alighieri). LA COMMEDIA T)I
DANTE. The Italian Text edited by
Paget T0YN3EE, M.A., D.Litt. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE DIVINE COMEDY. Translated
by H. F. Cary. Edited with a Life of

Dante and Introductory Notes by Paget
ToYNBEE, M. A.. D.Litt. Demy &V0. 6d.

THE PURGATORIOOF DANTE.
Translated into Spenserian Prose by C-
Gordon Wright. With the Italian text.

Fcap. Zvo. 2s. 6d. net.

See also Little Library, Toynbee (Paget),

and Vernon (Hon. W. Warren).
Darley (George). See Little Library.

D'Arcy (R. F.), M.A. A NEW TRIGON-
OMETRY FOR BEGINNERS. With
numerous diagrams. Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Davenport (Cyril). See Connoisseur's
Library and Little Books on Art.

Davenport (James). THE WASH-
BOURNE FAMILY. With 15 Illustra-

tions and a Map. Royaiivo. 21s.net.

Davev (Richard). THE PAGEANT OF
LONDON. With 40 Illustrations in

Colour by John Fulleylove, R.I. InTivo
Volumes. Demy Zvo. 15^. net.

Davis (H. W. C), M.A., Fellow and Tutor
of Balliol College. ENGLAND UNDER
THE NORMANS AND ANGEVINS :

1066-1272. With Maps and Illustrations.

De»iy ?>vo. \os. dd. net.

Dawson ( Nelson). See Connoisseur's Library.

Dawson (Mrs. Nelson). See Little Books on
Art.

Deane (A. C). See Little Library.

*Deans (Storry R.). THE TRIALS OF
FIVE QUEENS: Katharine of
Aragon, Anne Boleyn, Mary Qi'een
OF Scots, Marie Antoinette and Caro-
line OF Brunswick. With 12 Illustrations.

DemyZvo. los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Dearmer (Mabel). A CHILD'S LIFE OF
CHRIST. With 8 Illustrations in Colour
by E. Fortescoe-Brickdale. Large Cr.

'i.vo. 6i.

Delbos (Leon). THE METRIC SYSTEM.
Cr. Zvo. 2.r.

Demosthenes. AGAINST CONON AND
CALLICLES. Edited by F. Darwin
Swift, M.A. Second Edition. Fcap.
8e'(j. IS.

Dickens (Charles). See Little Library,

I.P.L., and Chesterton (G. K.).

Dickinson (Emily). POEMS. Cr. %vo.

xs. 6d. net.

Dickinson (Q. L.), M.A., Fellow of King's
College, Cambridge. THE GREEK
VIEW OF LIFE. Sixth Edition. Cr,

Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Dilke(Lady), Bulley (Miss), and Whitley
(Miss). WOMEN'S WORK. Cr. Zvo-

2S. 6d.

Dillon (Edward), M.A. See Connoisseur's
Library' and Little Books on Art.

Ditchfield (P. H.), M.A., F.S.A. THE
STORY OF OUR ENGLISH TOWNS.
With an Introduction by Augustus
Jessopp, D. D. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s,

OLD ENGLISH CUSTOMS: Extant at

the Present Time. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ENGLISH VILLAGES. With 100 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 2s.6d.net.

THE PARISH CLERK. With 31

Illustrations. Third Edition. Demy Zvo.

js. 6d. net.

Dixon (W. M.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
TENNYSON. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

2S. 6d.

ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO
BROWNING. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

2S. 6d.

Dobbs (W. J.), M.A. See Textbooks of

Doney (May). SONGS OF THE REAL.
Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d. net.

Douglas (Hugh A.). VENICE ON FOOT.
With the Itinerary of the Grand Canal.
With 75 Illustrations and 11 Maps. Fcap.
Zvo. $s. net.
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Douglas (James). THE MAN IN THE
PULPIT. Cr. ?>vo. IS. (,d. ftet.

Dowden (J.), D.D., Lord Bishop of Edin-
burgh. FURTHER .STUDIES IN THE
PRAYER BOOK. Cr. Zyo. 6s.

See also Churchman's Library.
Drage (Q.). See Books on Business.

Draper (F. W. M.). See SimpUfied French
Texts.

Driver (S. R.), D.D., D.C.L., Regius Pro-
fessor of Hebrew in the University of
Oxford. SERMONS ON SUBJECTS
CONNECTED WITH THE OLD
TESTAMENT. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

See also Westminster Commentaries.
Dry (Wakeling). See Little Guides.
Dryhurst(A. R.). See Little Books on Art.

Du Buisson(J. C), M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

Duguid (Charles). See Books on Business.
Dumas (Alexandre). THE CRIMES OF
THE BORGIAS AND OTHERS.
With an Introduction by R. .S. Garnett.
With 9 Illustrations. Cr. 8r'<?. 6s.

THE CRIMES OF URBAIN GRAN-
DIER AND OTHERS. With 8 Illustra-

tions. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CRIMES OF THE MARQUISE
DE BRINVILLIERS AND OTHERS.
With 8 Illustrations. Cr. 8z>a. 6s.

THE CRIMES OF ALI PACHA AND
OTHERS. With 8 Illustrations. Cr. Svo.
6s.

Colonial Editions are also published.
MY MEMOIRS. Translated by E. M.
Waller. With an Introduction by Andrew-
Lang. With Frontispieces in Photogravure.
In six Volumes. Cr. St'o. 6s. each i^olunte.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Vol. I. 1802-1821. Vol. III. 1826-1830.
Vol. II. 1822-1825. Vol. IV. i8-,o.i83i.

Duncan (David), D.Sc, LL.D. THE LIFE
AND LETTERS OF HERBERT
SPENCER. With 15 Illustrations. Demy
Z710. 1 5J.

Dunn (J. T). , D. Sc. , and Mundella (V. A. ).

GENERAL ELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
With 114 Illustrations. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. "is. 6d.

Dunstan (A. E.), B.Sc. (Lond.), East Ham
Technical College. See Textbooks of
Science, and Junior School Books.

Durbam (The Earl of ). A REPORT ON
CANADA. With an Introductory Note.
Dcniv Sj'O. 4s. 6d. -net.

Dutt(W. A.). THE NORFOLK BROADS.
With coloured Illustrations by Frank
SouTHGATE, R.B.A. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

WILD LIFE IN EAST ANGLIA. With
16 Illustrations in colour by Frank South-
gate, R.B.A. Second Edition. Demy
Zvo. js. 6d. net.

SOME LITERARY ASSOCIATIONS OF
EAST ANGLIA. With 16 Illustrations in

Colour by W. Dexter, R.B.A., and 16

other Illustrations. Demy Zvo. 1.0s. 6d. net.

See also Little Guides.

Earle(John), Bishop of Salisbury. MICRO-
COSMOGRAPHIE, or A PIECE OF
THE WORLD DISCOVERED. Post
1 6wo. 2J. net.

Edmonds(MajorJ. E.), R.E.;D.A.Q.-M.G.
See Wood (W. Birkbeck).

Edwards (Clement), M.P. RAILWAY
NATIONALIZATION. Secotid Edition,
Revised. Crown Zvo. 2s. 6d. net.

Edwards (W. Douglas). See Commercial
Series.

•Edwardes (Tickner). THE LORE OF
THE HONEY BEE. With many Illustra-

tions. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Egan (Pierce). See I. P. L.
Egerton (H. E.), M.A. A HISTORY OF
BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY. A
Cheaper Issue, with a supplementary
chapter. Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Ellaby (C. Q.). See Little Guides.
Ellerton (F. G.). See Stone (S. J.).
Epictetus. See Aurelius (Marcus).
Erasmus. A Book called in Latin EN-
CHIRIDION MILITIS CHRISTIANI,
and in English the Manual of the Christian
Knight. J-cap. Zvo. ^s. 6d. net.

Ewald(Carl). TWO LEGS, AND OTHER
STORIES. Translated from the Danish
by Alexander Teixeira he Mattos.
Illustrated, by Augusta Guest. Large Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Fairbrother (W. H.), M.A. THE PHILO-
SOPHY OF T. H. GREEN. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 31. 6d.

Fea (Allan). SOME BEAUTIES OF THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. With
82 Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy
Zvo. rzs. 6d. net.

THE FLIGHT OF THE KING. With
over 70 Sketches and Photographs by the
Author. Neiv and revised Edition.
Demy Zvo. -js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
SECRET CHAMBERS AND HIDING-
PLACES. With 80 Illustrations. Ne^vand
revised Edition. Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Ferrier (Susan). See Little Library.

Fidler (T. Claxton), M.Inst. C.E. See
Books on Business.

Fielding (Henry). See Standard Library.

FinnjS.W.), M.A. See Junior Examination
Series.

Firth (J. B.). See Little Guides.
Firth (C. H.), M.A., Regius Professor of

Modern History at Oxford. CROM-
WELL'S ARMY: A History of the English
Soldier during the Civil Wars, the Com-
monwealth, and the Protectorate. Cr. Zvo.

6s.

Firth (Edith E.). See Beginner's Bopks.,
FitzQerald (Edward). THE RUBAIYAT
OF OMAR KHAYYAiM. Printed from
the Fifth and last Edition. With a Com-
mentary by Mrs. Stephen Batson, and a

Biography of Omar by E. D. Ross. Cr.

Zvo. 6s. See also Miniature Library.
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FitzaeraId(H. P.). A CONCISE HAND-
BOOK OF CLIMBERS, TWINERS,
AND WALL SHRUBS. Illustrated.

Fcap. Zfo. y. 6ii. net.

Fitzpatrick (S. A. O.). See Ancient Cities.

Flecker (W. H.), M.A., D.C.L., Headmaster
of the Dean Close School, Cheltenham.
THE STUDENT'S PRAYER BOOK.
The Text of Morning a.md Evening
Prayer and Litany. With an Introduc-
tion and Notes. Cr. ivo. zs. 6d.

Fletcher (J. S.). A BOOK OF YORK-
SHIRE. With i6 Illustrations in Colour
hy Wal Paget and Frank Southgate,
R.B.A.,and 12 from Photographs. Detny
Zvo. -js. 67. nft.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Flux (A. W.), M.A., William Dow Professor

of Political Economy in M'Gill University,

Montreal. ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES.
Demy %vo. ys. td. net.

Foat (F. W. G.), D.Litt., M.A., Assistant

Master at the City of London School.

LONDON : A READER FOR YOUNG
CITIZENS. With Plans and Illustra-

tions. Cr. %vo. JS. 6d.

Ford (H. Q.), M.A., Assistant Master at

Bristol Grammar School. See Junior School
Books.

Fore! (A.). THE SENSES OF INSECTS.
Translated byMACLEOD Yearsley. With
2 Illustrations. Demy 8z'c. \os. 6d. net.

Fortescue (Mrs. Q.)< See Little Books on
Art.

Fraser (J. F.). ROUND THE WORLD
ON A WHEEL. With 100 Illustrations.

I-i/th Edition Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
French (W.), M.A. See Textbooks of Science.
Freudenreich (Ed. von). DAIRY BAC-
TERIOLOGY. A Short Manual for

Students. Translated by J. R. Ainsworth
Davis, M.A. Second Edition. Rei>ised.

Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Fulford (H. W.), M.A. See Churchman s

Bible.

Fuller (W. P.), M.A. See Simplified French
Texts.

*Fyvie (John). TRAGEDY QUEENS OF
THE GEORGIAN ERA. With 16 Illus-

trations. Demy 87'0. 12s. 6d. net.

aallaher (D.)and Stead (W. J.). THE
COMPLETE RUGBY FOOTBALLER,
ON THE NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM
With 35 Illustrations. Second Ed. Demy
ivo. 10s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Gallichan (W. M.). See Little Guides.
Gambado (Geoffrey, Esq.). See I.P.L.

Gaskell (Mrs.). See Little Library, Stan-
dard Library and Sixpenny Novels.

Gasquet, the Right Rev. Abbot, O.S.B. See
Antiquary's Books.

aeorKe(H. B.), M. A. ,FellowofNew College,
Oxford. BATTLES OF ENGLISH HIS-
TORY. With numerous Plans. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 35'. 6d.

A HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE

BRITISH EMPIRE. Second Edition.
Cr. St'o. 3.?. 6d.

Gibbins (H. de B.), Litt.D., M.A. IN-
DUSTRY IN ENGLAND : HISTORI-
CAL OUTLINES. WithslNIaps. Ei/th
Edition. Demy 8vo. xos. 6d.

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF
ENGLAND. With Maps and Plans.
Fourteen tk Edition, Rei'ised. Cr. 8vo. 35-.

ENGLISH SOCIAL REFORMERS.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.

See also Hadfield (R. A.)., and Commer-
cial Series.

Gibbon (Edward). MEMOIRS OF MY
LIFE AND WRITINGS. Edited by
G. BiRKBECK Hill, LL.D Cr. Zvo. ts.

THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE. Edited, with Notes,
Appendices, and Maps, by J. B. Bury,
M.A., Litt.D., Regius Professor of Greek
at Cambridge. In Seven Volutnes.
Demy %vo. Gilt top. %s, (>d. each. Also,
Cro7vn Zvo. 6s. each.
See also Standard Library.

Gibbs (Philip). THE ROMANCE OF
GEORGE VILLIERS : FIRST DUKE
OF BUCKINGHAM, AND SOME MEN
AND WOMEN OF THE STUART
COURT. With 20 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy 87'c». 15.1. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Gibson (E. C. S.), D.D., Lord Bishop of

Gloucester. See Westminster Commentaries,
Handbooks of Theologj-, and Oxford Bio-
graphies.

Gilbert (A. R.). See Little Books on Art.
Gloag (M. R.) and Wyatt (Kate M.). A
BOOK OF ENGLISH GARDENS.
With 24 Illustrations in Colour. Demy
Sc'O. 10s. 6d. net.

Godfrey (Elizabeth). A BOOK OF RE-
MEMBRANCE. Being Lyrical Selections
for every day in the Year. Arranged by.
Fcap. 87'0. ?.f 6d. net.

ENGLISH CHILDREN IN THE OLDEN
TIME. With 32 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy 8z'0. "js. 6d. net.

Godley(A. D.), M.A., Fellow of Magdalen
College, Oxford. LYRA FRIVOLA.
Fourth Edition. Fcap. Sz'O. 2s. 6d.

VERSES TO ORDER. Second Edition.
Fcap. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

SECOND STRINGS. Fcap. U'o. 2s. 6d.
Goldsmith (Oliver). THE VICAR OF
WAKEFIELD. With 10 Plates in

Photogravure by Tony Johannot. Leather,
Fcap. ^2mo. 2s. 6d. tiet.

See also I.P.L. and Standard Library.
Gomme (G. L.). See Antiquary's Books.
Goodrich = Freer (A.). IN A SYRIAN

S.\DDLE. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Gorst(Rt. Hon. 5ir John). THE CHIL-
DREN OF THE NATION. Second
Edition. Demy 8z'0. ys. 6d. net.

Goudge (H. L.), M.A., Principal of Wells
Theological College. See Westminster Com-
mentaries.
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Qraham (P. Anderson). THE RURAL
EXODUS. The ProUem of the Village
and the Town. Cr. 87'c. 21. 6^.

Orang-er (P. S.), M.A.. Li'tt.D. PSYCH-
OLOGY. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

THE SOUL OF A CHRISTIAN.
Cr. Spo. 6s.

Qray(E.AI'Queen). GERMAN PASSAGES
FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Cr.

Svo. 2J. 6d.

Gray (P. L.), B.Sc. THE PRINCIPLES OF
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY.
With 181 Diagrams. Cj: Sno. 3^. 6d.

Qreen (Q. Buckland), M.A., late Fellow
of St. John's College, Oxon. NOTES ON
GREEK AND LATIN SYNTAX.
Second Ed. revised. Crown Zvo. 3^. 6d.

Greenidge(A.H. J.),M.A.,D.Litt. A HIS-
TORY OF ROME : From the Tribunate of
Tiberius Gracchus to the end of the Jugur-
thine War, B.c 133-104. Demy %vo.

T.OS. 6d. net.

Qreenwell (Dora). See Miniature Library.
Gregory (R, A.). THE VAULT OF
HEAVEN. A Popular Introduction to

Astronomy. Illustrated. Cr. Z7>o. 2s. 6d.

Gregory (Miss E. C). See Library of
Devotion.

Grubb(H. C). See Textbooks ofTechnology.
Hadfield (R. A.) and Gibbins (H. de B ).

A SHORTER WORKING DAY. Cr.
8z'0. 2S. 6d.

Hall (Mary). A WOMAN'S TREK FROM
THE CAPE TO CAIRO. With 64 Ilius-

tiations and 2 I\Iaps. Second Edition.
Demy %vo. 16s. net.

Hall (R. N.) and Neal (W. G.). THE
ANCIENT RUINS OF RHODESIA.
Illustrated. Second Edition, revised.
Demy 8wo. \os. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Hall (R. N.). GREAT ZIMBABWE.

With numerous Plans and Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy S?'.i. 10^. 6d. net.

Hainel (Frank). FAMOUS FRENCH
SALONS. With 20 Illustrations.

Demy ivo. 12s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Hamilton (F. J.), D.D. See Byzantine Texts.
Hannay (D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
THE ROYAL NAVY, 1200-1688. Illus-

trated. Deviy Zto. ys. 6d.
Hannay (James O.), M.A. THE SPIRIT
AND ORIGIN OF CHRISTIAN
MONASTICISM. Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

THE WISDOM OF THE DESERT. Eca/.
87'^. 3i. 6d. net.

Hardie(Martin). See Connoisseur's Library'.

Hare (A. T.), M.A. THE CONSTRUC-
TION OF LARGEINDUCTION COILS.
With numerous Diagrams. Demy Si'O. 6s.

Harvey (Alfred), M.B. See Ancient Cities
and Antiquary's Books.

Hawthorne(Nathaniel). See Little Library.
Heath (Frank R.). See Little Guides.
Heath (Dudlev). See Connoisseur's Library.
Hello (Ernest). STUDIES IN SAINT-

SHIP. Ecap^vo. -is.ed.

Henderson (B. W.), Fellow of Exeter
College, O.'cford. THE LIFE AND
PRINCIPATE OF THE EMPEROR
NERO. Illustrated. Ne^v and cheaper
issue. Demy %zio. js. 6d. net.

AT INTERVALS. EcapSrjo. 2s. 6J. net.

Henderson (M. Sturge). GEORGE
MEREDITH: NOVELIST, POET,
REFORMER. With a Portrait in Photo-
gravure. Second Edition. Crozvn Svd. 6s.

Henderson (T. F.). See Little Library and
Oxford Biographies.

Henderson (T. F.), and Watt (Francis).
SCOTLAND OF TO-DAY. With 20
Illustrations in colour and 24 other Illus-

trations. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Henley (W. E.). ENGLISH LYRICS.
CHAUCER TO POE, 1340-1849. Second
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6d, net.

Henley (W.E.)andWhibley(C.) A BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE, CHARACTER,
AND INCIDENT, 1387-1649. Cr. 8vo.

2S. 6d. net.

Henson(H. H.), B.D., Canon ofWestminster.
LIGHT AND LEAVEN : Historical
AND Social Sermons. Cr. 87'c. 6s.

Herbert (George). See Library of Devotion.
Herbert of Cherbury (Lord). See Minia-

ture Library.

Hewins (W. A. S.), B.A. ENGLISH
TRADE AND FINANCE IN THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Cr. %vo.

2S. 6d.

Hewitt (Ethel M.) A GOLDEN DIAL.
A Day Book of Prose and Verse. Ecap.
Zvo. 2S. 6d. net.

Hey (H.), Inspector, Surrey Education Com-
mittee, and Rose (Q, H.), City and Guilds
Woodwork Teacher. THE MANUAL
TRAINING CLASSROOM : Wood-
work. Book I. ^to. IS.

Heywood (W.). PALIO AND PONTE.
A Book of Tuscan Games. Illustrated.

Royal Zvo. z^s. net.

See also St. Francis of Assisi.

Hill (Clare). See Textbooks of Technology.
Hill (Henry), B.A., Headmaster of the Boy's

High School, Worcester, Cape Colony. A
SOUTH AFRICAN ARITHMETIC.
Cr. Zvo. js. 6d.

Hind(C. Lewis). DAYS IN CORNWALL.
With 16 Illustrations in Colour by William
Pascor, and 20 other Illustrations and a
Map. Second Edition. Cr. S?'o. 6s.

Hirst (F. W.) See Books on Business.

Hoare (J. Douglas). A HISTORY OF
ARCTIC EXPLORATION. With 20
Illustrations& Maps. DemyZz'o. js. 6d. net.

Hobhouse (L. T.). late Fellow of C.C.C,
Oxford. THE THEORY OF KNOW-
LEDGE. De>nyS,7io. zos.6d.net.

Hobson(J. A.), M.A. INTERNATIONAL
TRADE : A Study of Economic Principles.
Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6d. net.

PROBLEMS OF POVERTY. An Inquiry
into the Industrial Condition of the Poor.

Sixth Edition. Cr. 8710. 2s. 6d.
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THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEM-
PLOYED. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 2S.6d.

*Kodgett8(E. A, Brayley). THE COURT
OF RUSSL\ IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY. With 20 Illu.strations. Two
Volumes. Demy Zvo. 24J. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Hod£:kin (T.), D.C.L. See Leaders of
Religion.

Hodgson (Mrs. W.) HOW TO IDENTIFY
OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. With 40
Illustrations. Second Edition. PostSz'o. 6s.

Hogg (Thomas Jefferson). SHELLEY
AT OXFORD. With an Introduction by
R. A. Streatfeii.d. Ecap. Sz'O. zs. net.

HoIden=Stone (Q. de). See Books on
Business.

Holdich (Sir T. H.), K.C.I.E. THE
INDIAN BORDERLAND: being a
Personal Record of Twenty Years. Illus-

trated. Demy Z710. ios.6d.net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Holdsworth (W. S.), M.A. A HISTORY
OF ENGLISH LAW. In Tiuo Volumes.
Vol. I. Demy Zvo. zos. 6d. net.

Holland (H. Scott), Canon of St. Paul's.

See Newman (T. H.).

HolIway=Caith"rop (H. C), late of BalHol
College, O.xford ; Bursar of Eton College.

PETRARCH : HIS LIFE, WORK, AND
TIMES. With 24 Illustrations. Demy
Svo. 12s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Holt (Emily). THE SECRET OF POPU-
LARITY : How to Achieve Social Success.
Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Holyoake (0. J.). THE CO-OPERATIVE
MOVEMENT OF TO-DAY. Fourth Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Hone (Nathaniel J.). See Antiquary's Books.
liook (A.) HUMANITY AND ITS
PROBLEMS. Cr. St'O. 5s. net.

Hoppner. See Little Galleries.

Horace. See Classical Translations.

Horsburgh(E. L. S.), M.A. WATERLOO :

With Plans. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. ^s.

See also O.xford Biographies.

Horth (A. C). See Textbooks of Technology.
Horton(R. F.),D.D. See Leadersof Religion.

Hosie (Alexander). MANCHURIA. \Vith

Illustr.aiions and a Map. Seco7id Edition.
Demy %7io. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

How (F. D.). SIX GREAT SCHOOL-
MASTERS. With Portraits and Illustra-

tions. .'Second Edition. Demy Sz'O. js. 6d.

Howell (A. G. Ferrers). FRANCISCAN
DAYS. Being Selections for every day in

the year from ancient Franciscan writings.

Cr. ivo. 3^. 6d. net.

Howell (Q.). TRADE UNIONISM—New
ANii Old. Fourtti Edition. Cr. Srv.

IS. 6d.

Hugjrins (Sir William), K.C.B., O.M.,
D.C.L., F.R.S. THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
With 25 Illustrations. Wide Royal 8w.
4J. 6d. net.

Hughes (C. E.). THE PRAISE OF
SHAKESPEARE. An English Antho-
logy. With a Preface by Sidney Lee.
Demy Zvo. 3^. 6d. net.

Hughes (Thomas). TOM BROWN'S
SCHOOLDAYS. With an Introduction
and Notes by Veknon Rbndall. Leather.
Royal ^2}no. 2s. 6d. net.

Hutchinson (Horace Q.) THE NEW
FOREST. Illustrated in colour with
50 Pictures by Walter Tyndale and 4
by Lucy Kemp-Welch. Third Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Hutton (A. W.), M.A. See Leaders of
Religion and Library of Devotion.

Hutton (Edward). THE CITIES OF
UlNIBRIA. With 20 Illustrations in Colour
by A. Pisa, and 12 other Illustrations. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE CITIES OF SPAIN. With 24 Illus-

trations in Colour, by A. W. Rimington,
20 other Illustrations and a Map. Second
Edition. Cr. Zzw. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
FLORENCE AND THE CITIES OF
NORTHERN TUSCANY, WITH
GENOA. With 16 Illustrations in Colour
by William Parkinson, and 16 other
Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
ENGLISH LOVE POEMS. Edited with

an Introduction. Fcap. Zvo. 3^. td. net.

Hutton (R. H.). See Leaders of Religion.
Hutton (W. H.), M.A. THE LIFE OF
SIR THOMAS MORE. With Portraits
after Drawings by Holbein. Second Ed.
Cr. Zvo. s-c.

See also Leaders of Religion.
Hyde (A. Q.) GEORGE HERBERT AND
HIS TIMES. With 32 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. ros. 6d. net.

Hyett (F. A.). FLORENCE : Her History
AND Art to the Fall of the Republic.
De7tiy Sz'o. ys. 6d. net.

Ibsen (Henrik). BRAND. A Drama.
Translated by William Wilson. Third
Edition. Cr. Sto. ^s 6d.

Inge (W. R.), 1\I.A.. Fellow and Tutor of
Hertford College. Oxford. CHRISTIAN
MYSTICISM. (The Bampton Lectures of
1899.) Demy Zvo. i-2s. 6d. net.

See alsoLibrary of Devotion.
Ingham (B. P.). See Simplified French

Texts.
Innes(A. D.), M.A. A HISTORY OF THE
BRITISH IN INDIA. With Maps and
Plans. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ENGLAND UNDER THE TUDORS.
With Maps. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.
io.f. 6d. net.

Jackson (C.E.), B.A., Senior Physics Master,
Bradford Grammar School. See Textbooks
of Science.

Jackson (S.), M.A. See Commercial Series.
Jackson (F. Hamilton). See Little (3uides.
Jacob (F.), ]\I.A. See Junior Examination

Series.
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James (W. H. N.). See Brooks (E. E.).

Jeans (J. Stephen). TRUSTS, POOLS,
AND CORNERS AS AFFECTING
COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY. Ct:

Zvo. 2s. 6d.

See also Books on Business.

Jebb (Camilla). A STAR OF THE
SALONS : Julie de Lespinasse. With
20 Illustrations. Dojty 8z'o. tos. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Jeffery (Reginald VV.), M.A. THE
THIRTEEN COLONIES OF NORTH
AMERICA. With 8 Illustrations and a
Map. Demy Zvo. ts. td. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Jeffrey8(D. Gwyn). DOLLY'S THEATRI-
CALS. Super Royal 161110. zs. 6d.

Jenks(E,), M.A., B.C.L. AN OUTLINE
OFENGLISHLOCALGOVERNMENT.
Second Ed. Revised by R. C. K. Ensor,
M.A. Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Jenner (Mrs. H.). See Little Books on Art.

Jennings (Oscar), M.D. EARLY WOOD-
CUT INITIALS. Demy ^to. 21s.net.

Jessopp (Augustus), D.D. See Leaders of
Religion.

Jevons (F. B.), M.A., Litt.D., Principal of
Hatfield Hall, Durham. RELIGION
IN EVOLUTION. Cr.Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

See also Churchman's Library and Hand-
books of Theology.

Johnson (Mrs. Barham). WILLIAM BOD-
HAM DONNE AND HIS FRIENDS.
Illustrated. Demy Zvo. los. 6d. net.

Johnston (Sir H. H.), K.C.B. BRITISH
CENTRAL AFRICA. With nearly 200
Illustrations and Si.v Maps. Third Edition.
Cr. ^to, 18.9. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Jones (H.). See Commercial Series.

Jones (H. F.). See Textbooks of Science.

Jones (L. A. Atherley), K.C., M.P., and
Bellot (Hugh H. L.), M.A., D.C.L.
THE MINER'S GUIDE TO THE COAL
MINES REGULATION ACTS AND
THE LAW OF EMPLOYERS AND
WORKMEN. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d. net.

COMMERCE IN WAR. Royalivo. 21s.net.

Jones (R. Compton), M.A. POEMS OF
THE INNER LIFE. Selected by. Thir-
teen th Edition. Fcnfi. 8r'o. 2S. 6d. net.

Jonson (Ben). See Standard Library.
Juliana (Lady) of Norwich. REVELA-
TIONS OF PIVINE LOVE. Ed.by Grace
Warrack. Second Ed. Cr. &710. 3s. 6d.

Juvenal. .See Classical Translations.
' Kappa.' LET YOUTH BUT KNOW :

A Plea for Reason in Education. Cr. 8:w.

3^. dd. net.

Kaufmann (M.), M.A. SOCIALISM AND
MODERN THOUGHT. Second Edition
Revised and Enlarged. Cr. Zvo. 2s. td.

Keating (J. F.), D.D. THE KGhVt AND
THE EUCHARIST. Cr. 8w. y. 6d.

Keats (John). THE POEMS. Edited
with Introduction and Notes by E. de Selin-
COURT, M.A. With a Frontispiece in

Photogravure. Second Edition Revised.
Demy ?>zio. ys. 6d. net.

REALMS OF GOLD. Selections from the
Works of. Fcap. Svo. ^s. 6d. net.

See also Little Library and Standard
Library.

Keble(John). THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.
With an Introduction and Notes byW. Lock,
D.D., Warden of Keble College. Illustrated

by R. Anning Bell. Third Editio/i. Fcap.
?iVO. 3^. 6d. ; padded morocco^ 5^.

See also Library ofDevotion.
Kelynack (T. N.), M.D., M.R.C.P. THE
DRINK PR.OBLEM IN ITS MEDICO-
SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECT. By four-

teen Medical Authorities. Edited by.
With 2 Diagrams. Demv 8r'(7. -js. td. net.

Kempis (Thomas h\ THE IMITATION
OF CHRIST. With an Introduction by
Dean Farrar. Illustrated by C. M. Gere.
ThirdEdition. Fcap. Zvo. 3s. td.; padded
morocco. $s.

Also Translated by C. Bigg, D.D. Cr.
ZZ'O. 35. td.

See also Montmorency (J. E. G. de)..

Library of Devotion, and Standard Library.
Kennedy (Bart.). THE GREEN
SPHINX. Cr. U>o. 3S. M. net.

Kennedy (James Houghton), D.D., Assist-

ant Lecturer in Divinity in the Universitvof
Dublin. ST. PAUL'S SECOND AND
THIRD EPISTLES TO THE CORIN-
THIANS. With Introduction, Dissertations
and Notes. Cr. 87'C. ds.

Kimmin8(C. 'W.), M.A. THE CHEMIS-
TRY OF LIFE AND HEALTH. Illus-

trated. Cr. %vo. 2S. 6d.

Kinglake (A. W.). See Little Library.
Kipling (Rudyard). RARRACK-ROOM

BALL.\D.S. 83?-^ Thousand. Twenty-
third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s. Also Leather.
Fcap. Zvo. ss.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE SEVEN SEAS. 6^th Thousand.

Twelfth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s. Also
Leather. F'cap. Svo. ss.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE FIVE NATIONS. 62nd Thousand.

Third Edition. Cr. Zto. 6s. Also
Leather. Fcap. Zvo. $s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. Sixteenth

Edition. Cr. &vo. 6s. Also Leather. Fcap.
Sz'o. 5s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Knight (Albert E.). THE COMPLETE
CRICKETER. With 50 Illustrations.

Demy Svo. ys. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Knight (H. J. C), B.D. See Churchman's

Bible.

Knowling (R. J.), M.A., Professor of New
Testament Exegesis at King's College,

London. See Westminster Commentaries.
Lamb (Charles and Mary), THE WORKS.

Edited by E. V. Lucas. Illustrated. /«
Sezten Volumes. Demy Zvo. j<:. 6d. each.
See also Little Library and Lucas (E. V.).
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Lambert (F. A. H.). See Little Guides.
Lambros (Professor S. P.). See Byzantine

Texts.
Lane= Poole (Stanley). A HISTORY OF
EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES. Fully
Illustrated. Cr. %vo. ds.

Langbridge(F.),M.A. BALLADSOFTHE
BRAVE : Poems of Chivaliy, Enterprise,

Courage, and Constancy. Third Editio7i.

Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Law (William). See Library of Devotion
and Standard Library.

Leach (Henry). THE DUKE OF DEVON-
SHIRE. A Biography. With 12 Illustra-

tions. DeinyZz'O. 12s.6d.net.
THE SPIRIT OF THE LINKS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
See also Braid (James).

Le Braz (Anatole). THE LAND OF
PARDONS. Translated by Frances M.
GosTi-iNG. With 12 Illustrations in Colour
by T. C. GoTCH, and 40 other Illustrations.

Second Edition. Croivn Zvo. 6s.

Lee (Captain L. Melville). A HISTORY
OF POLICE IN ENGLAND. Cr. Zvo.

y. 6d. net.

Lewes (V. B.), M.A. AIR AND WATER.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 2S. 6d.

Lewis (B. M. Gwyn). A CONCISE
HANDBOOK OF GARDEN SHRUBS.
With 20 Illustrations. Fcap. Zvo. y. 6d.

net.

Lisle (Fortun^ede). See Little Bookson Art.

Littlehales (H.). See Antiquary's Books.

Lock (Walter), D.D., Warden of Keble
College. ST. PAUL, THE MASTER-
BUILDER. .Second Ed. Cr.?,i)0.-i,s.6d.

THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN LIFE.
Cr. Zz'O. 6s.

See also Keble (J.) and Leaders of Religion.

Locker (F.). See Little Library.

Lodge (Sir Oliver), F.R.S. THE SUB-
SIANCE OF FAITH ALLIED WITH
SCIENCE: A Catechism for Parents
and Teachers. Eighth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 25. net.

Loftliouse(W. F.), M.A. ETHICS AND
ATONEMENT. With a Frontispiece.

Demy Zvo. 5J. net.

Longfellow (H. W.). See Little Library.
Lorimer (George Horace). LETTERS
FROM A SELF-MADE MERCHANT
TO HIS SON. Sixteefith Edition. Cr.Zvo.
3i. 6d.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

OLD GORGON GRAHAM. SecondEdition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. ^

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Lover (Samuel). See LP. L.

E. V. L. and C. L. G. ENGLAND DAY BY
DAY : Or, The Englishman's Handbook to

Efficiency. Illustrated by George Morrow.
Fou7-t!i Edition. Fcap. ^to. is. net.

Lucas(E. v.). THE LIFE OF CHARLES
LAMB. With 28 Illustrations. Fourtli
and Revised Edition in One Voluvte.

Demy %vo. ys. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

A WANDERER IN HOLLAND. With
20 Illustrations in Colour by Herbert
Marshall, 34 Illustrations after old Dutch
Masters, and a Map. Eighth Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

A WANDERER IN LONDON. With 16

Illustrations in Colour by Nelson Dawson,
36 other Illustrations and a Map. Sixth
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE OPEN ROAD : a Little Book for Way-
farers. Tiuel/th Edition. Fcap. %vo. 5^. ;

India Paper, -js. 6d.

THE FRIENDLY TOWN : a Little Book
for the Urbane. Third Edition. J'cap.

Zvo. 5J. ; India Paper, ys. 6d.

FIRESIDE AND SUNSHINE. Third
Edition. Fcap. Zvo.. 5^.

CHARACTER AND COMEDY. Third
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. s-s'-

THE GENTLEST ART. A Choice of

Letters by Entertaining Hands. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Z''0. 5J.

ASWAN AND HER FRIENDS. With 24

Illustrations. Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Lucian. See Classical Translations.

Lyde(L. W.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Lydon (Noel S.). See Junior School Books.

Lyttelton(Hon. Mrs. A.). WOIMENAND
THEIR WORK. Cr. Zvo. 2s. ed.

Macaulay (Lord). CRITICAL AND HIS-
TORICAL ESSAYS. Edited by F. C. Mon-
tague, M.A. Three Volvmes. Cr. Zvo. iZs.

M'Allen(J. E. B.), M.A. See Commercial
Series.

MacCulIOCh (J. A.). See Churchman's
Library.

MacCunn (Florence A.). MARY
STUART. With 44 Illustrations, in

eluding a Frontispiece in Photogravure.
Ne7ij and Clieaper Edition. Large Cr. Zvo.

6s.

See also Leaders of Religion.

McDermott(E. R.). See Bookson Business.

M'Dowall(A. S.). See Oxford Biographies.

Mackay (A. M.), B.A. See Churchman's

Mackenzie (W. Leslie), M.A., M.D.,
D.P.H., etc. THE HEALTH OF THE
SCHOOL CHILD. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Macklin (Herbert W.), M.A. See Anti-
quary's Books.

M'Neile (A. H.), B.D. .See Westminster
Commentaries.

' Mdlle Mori ' (Author of). ST. CATHER-
INE OF SIENA AND HER TIMES.
With 28 Illustrations. Dejiiy Zvo. ys. 6d.

net.

Magnus (Laurie), M.A. A PRIMER OF
WORDSWORTH. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

Mahaffy (J. P.), Litt.D. A HISTORY OF
THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEMIES.
Fully Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Maitland (F. W.), M.A., LL.D. ROMAN
CANON LAW IN THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND. RoyalZvo. js. 6d.
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MaJor(H.), B.A., B.Sc. A HEALTH AND
TEMPERANCE READER. Cr. Zvo.
IS. dd.

Maiden (H. E.), M.A. ENGLISH RE-
CORDS. A Companion to the History of
England. Cr. Zvo. 35. dd.

THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF A
CITIZEN. Seventh Edition. Cr. ?,vc\

IS. 6d.

See also School Histories.

Marchant (E. C), M.A., Fellow of Peter-
house, Cambridge. A GREEK ANTHO-
LOGY Second Edition. Cr. %vo. ^s. 6d.
See also Cook (A. M.).

Marks (Jeannette), M.A. ENGLISH
PASTORAL DRAMA from the Restora-
tion to the date of the publication of the
'Lyrical Ballads' (1660-1798). Cr. Svo.
5s. net.

Marr (J. E. ), F. R. S. , Fellow of St John's Col-
lege, Cambridge. THE SCIENTIFIC
STUDY OF SCENERY. Second Edition.
Illustrated. Cr. Zi'O. 6j.

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY. Illustrated.
Cr. Zz'O. 6s.

Marriott (J. A. R.), M.A. THE LIFE
AND TIMES OF LORD FALKLAND.
With 23 Illustrations. Second Edition.
Demv Zvo. js. dd. net.

Marvell (Andrew). See Little Library.
Masefield (John). SEA LIFE IN NEL-
SON'S TIME. Illustrated. Cr. Sz'o.

3i. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
ON THE SPANISH MAIN: or, Some

English Forays in the Isthmus of
Darien. With 22 Illustrations and a Map.
Demv Zvo. los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
A SAILOR'S GARLAND. Selected and

Edited by. .'second Ed. Cr. Svo. y.dd.net.
AN ENGLISH PROSE MISCELLANY.

Selected and Edited by. Cr. 8z'<). 6j.

MaskeIl(A.). See Connoisseur's Library.
Mason (A. J.), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.
Massee (George), THE EVOLUTION OF
PLANT LIFE : Lower Forms. Illustrated.
Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Masterman (C. F. G.), M.A., M.P.
TENNYSON AS A RELIGIOUS
TEACHER. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Matheson (E. F.). COUNSELS OF
LIFE. Fea/. Zt'o. 2s. 6d. net.

May (Phil). THE PHIL MAY ALBUM.
Second Edition. 6,to. zs. net.

Meakin (Annette M. B.), Fellow of the
Anthropolo-^ical Institute. WOMAN IN
TRANSITION. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Mellows (Emma S.). A SHORT STORY
OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Cr.
Zvo. 3s. 6d.

Methuen (A. M. S.), M.A. THE
TRAGEDY OF SOUTH AFRICA.
Cr. Z7/0. 2s. net. Also Cr. Zvo, yi. ttct.

ENGLAND'S RUIN : Discussed in Six-
teen Letters to the Right Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain, M.P. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr, Zvo. ^d. net.

Miles (Eustace), M.A. LIFE AFTER
LIFE: or. The Theory of P^eincarna-
TION. Cr. ovo. 2i. 6d. net.

THE POWER OF CONCENTRATION:
How to Acquire it. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 'iS. 6d. net.

Millais (J. Q.). THE LIFE AND LET-
TERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT
MILLAIS, Presidentofthe Royal Academy.
With many Illustrations, of which 2 are in

Photogravure. New Edition. Demy Zvo.

js. bd. tiet.

See also Little Galleries.

Millin (G. F.). PICTORIAL GARDEN-
ING. With 21 Illustrations. Croivn Zvo.

3J. 6d. net.

Millis (C. T.), M.I.M.E. See Te.xtbooks of

Technology.
Milne (J, Q.), M.A. A HISTORY OF
EGYPT UNDER ROMAN RULE.
F\illy Illustrated, Cr.Zrio. 6s.

Milton (John). See Little Library and
Standard Library.

A DAY BOOK OF MILTON. Edited by
R. F. TowNDROw. Fcap. Zvo. 2s. 6d. net.

Minchin(H. C.),M A. See Peel (R).
MitchelKP. Chalmers), M.A. OUTLINES
OF BIOLOGY. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Mitton (Q. E.). JANE AUSTEN AND
HER TIIMES. With 21 Illustrations.

Second and Cheaper Edition. Large Cr.

Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Moffat (Mary M,). QUEEN LOUISA OF
PRUSSIA. With 20 Illustrations. Fourth
Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
' Moil (A.).' See Books on Business.

Moir (D. M,). See Little Library.
Molinos (Dr. Michael de). See Library of

Devotion.
Money (L. G. Chiozza), M.P. RICHES
AND POVERTY. Eighth Edition. Demy
Zvo. sj. net. Also Cr. Zvo. -is. net.

SOCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL PRO-
BLEMS. Demy Zvo. 5.5-. net.

Montagu (Henry), Earl of Manchester. See
Library of Devotion.

Montaigne. A DAY BOOK OF. Edited
by C. F. Pond. Fcap. Zvo. zs. 6d. net.

Montgomery (H. B.) THE EMPIRE OF
THE EAST. With a Frontispiece in Colour
and i6 other Illustrations. Demy Zvo. -js.dd,

net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Montmorency (J, E. G. de), B.A., LL.B.
THOMAS A KEMPIS, HIS AGE AND
BOOK. With 22 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Moore (H. E.), BACK TO THE LAND.
Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Moorhouse (E. Hallam). NELSON'S
LADY HAMILTON. With 51 Portraits.
.Second Edition. Demy Zz'o. -js. bd. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Moran (Clarence G.). See Books on Business.
More (Sir Thomas). See Standard Library.
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Morfill (W. R.), Oriel College, Oxford. A
HISTORY OF RUSSIA FROM PETER
THE GREAT TO ALEXANDER II.

With Maps and Plans. Cr. '&vo. y. 6d.

Morich (R. J.), late of Clifton College. See
School Examination Series.

Morley (Margaret W.), Founded on. THE
BEE PEOPLE. With 74 Illustrations.

Sg. Crown Svo, 2S. 6ti.

LITTLE MITCHELL: The Story of a
Mountain Squirrel tolu by Himself.
With m.iny Illustrations. Sq. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6t/.

Morris (J.). THE MAKERS OF JAPAN.
With 24 Illustrations. Detuy Zvo. 125. dd.

net.

Morris (Joseph E.). See Little Guides.
Morton (A. Anderson). See Brodrick(M.).
Moule(H. C. G.), D.D., Lord Bishop of Dur-

ham. See Leaders of Religion.
Muir (M. M. Pattison), M.A. THE
CHEMISTRY OF FIRE. Illustrated.

Cr. Svo. 2S. 61/.

Mundella (V. A.), M.A. See Dunn (J. T.).

Munro(R.), JM.A., LL.D. See Antiquary's
Books.

Myers (A. Wallis), THE COMPLETE
LAWN TENNIS PLAYER. With many
Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy Svo.

10s. 6ci. net.

Naval Officer (A). See I. P. L.
Neal(W. G.). See Hall (R. N.).
Newman (Ernest). HUGO WOLF.

With 13 Illustrations. DeviyZvo. js.6d.net.
Newman (George), M.D.,D.P.H.,F.R.S.E

,

INFANT MORTALITY, A Social
Problem. With i6 Diagrams. Demy
Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Newmen (J. H.) and others. See Library
of Devotion.

*NewshoIme, Arthur, M.D., F.R.C.P.
THE PREVENTION OF TUBERCU-
LOSIS. De//iy 8z'o. jos. 6d. net.

Nichols (Bowyer). See Little Library.
Nicklin (T.), M.A. EXAMINATION
PAPERS INTHUCYDIDES. Cr. Svo. 2i.

Nimrod. See I. P. L.
Norgate (Q. Le Grys). THE LIFE OF
SIR WALTER SCOTT. With 53 Illus-

trations by Jenny Wylie. Demy Svo.

js, 6d. net.

Norregaard (B. W,). THE GREAT
SIEGE : The Investment and Fall of Port
Arthur. With Maps, Plans, and 25 Illus-

trations. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Norway (A. H.). NAPLES. Past and

Present. With 25 Coloured Illustrations

by Maurice Greiffenhagen. -Second
Edition. Cr. Zz'o. ds,

A Colonial Edition is also published.

NovalJs. THE DISCIPLES AT SATS AND
OTHER FRAGMENTS. Edited by Miss
Una Birch. Fcap. Svo. 3^. 6d. net.

Officer (An). See I. P. L.
Oldfield (W. J.), M.A., Prebendary of

Lincoln. A PRIMER OF RELIGION.
Based on the Catechism of the Church
OF England. Crozun Svo. 2s. 6d,

OId!iam (F. M.), B.A. See Textbooks of
Science.

Oliphant (Mrs.). Sec. Leaders of Religion.

Oliver, Thomas, M.D. DISEASES OF
OCCUPATION. With Illustrations. Demy
Svo. 10s. 6d. net.

Oman(C. W.C), M.A., Fellow of All Souls',

(Xxford. A HISTORY OF THE ART
OF WAR IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Illustrated. Demy Sz'o. los. 6d. net,

Ottley (R. L.), D.D. See Handbooks of
Theology and Leaders of Religion.

Overton (J. H.). See Leaders of Religion.

Owen (Douglas). See Books on Business.
Oxford (M. N.), ofGuy's Hospital. A HAND-
BOOK OF NURSING. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

Pakes (W. C. C). THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. Illustrated. Demy Svo. i^s.

Parker (Gilbert), M.P. A LOVER'S
DIARY. Fcafi. Svo. $s.

A volume of poems.
Parkes (A. K.). SMALL LESSONS ON
GREAT TRUTHS. Fcafi. Svo. is. 6d.

Parkinson (John). PARADISI IN SOLE
PARADISUS TERRESTRIS, OR A
GARDEN OF ALL SORTS OF PLEA-
SANT FLOWERS. Foiio. £3, -is. net.

Parmenter (John). HELIO-TROPES, OR
NEW POSIES FOR SUNDIALS.
Edited by Percival Landon. Qttarto.
y. dd. tirt.

Parmentier (Prof. Leon). See Bidez (J.).
Parsons (Mrs. C). GARKICK AND HIS
CIRCLE. With 36 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Detny Svo. 12s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Pascal. See Libriiry of Devotion.
Paston (George). SOCIAL CARICA-
TURE IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY. With over 200 Illustrations.
Imperial Quarto. £2, 12s. 6d. net.

LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU
AND HER TIMES With 24 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Demy Svo. 1 5.?. net.

See also Little Books on Art and I.P.L.
Pater30n(W. R.)(Benjamin Swift). LIFE'S
gUESTIONINGS. Cr. Svo. y. 6d. net.

Patterson (A. H.). NOTES OF AN EAST
COAST NATURALIST. Illustrated in
Colour by F. Southgate, R.B.A. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

NATURE IN EASTERN NORFOLK.
With 12 Illustrations in Colour by Frank
Southgate, R.B.A. Second Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

WILD LIFE ON A NORFOLK ESTU-
ARY. With 40 Illustrations by the Author,
and a Prefatory Note by Her Grace the
Duchess of Bedford. Demy Svo.
\as. 6d. net.

Peacock (Netta). See Little Books on Art.
Patterson (J. B.). See Simplified French

Texts.
Peake (C. M. A.), F.R.H.S. A CON-
CISE HANDBOOK OF GARDEN
ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL PLANTS.
With 24 Illustrations. Fcafi. Svo. y. 6d. net.
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Peel (Robert), and Minchin (H. C), M.A.
OXFORD. With loo Illustrations in
Colour. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Peel (Sidney), late Fellow of Trinity College,

Oxford, and Secretary to the Royal Cora-
mission on the Licensing Laws. PRACTL
CAL LICENSING REFORM. Second
Eiiition. Cr. Svo. is. 6ei.

Petrie(W. M. Flinders), D. C. L. , LL. D. , Pro-
fessor of Egyptology at University College.
A HISTORY OF EGYPT. Fully Illus-

trated. In six volumes. Cf.Zvo. i>s. each.
Vol.. I. From the Earliest Kings to
XVIth Dynasty. Sixth Edition.

Vol. II. The XVIIth and XVIIIth
Dynasties. Fourth Edition.

Vol. hi. XIXth to XXXth Dynasties.
Vol. ly. The Egyi-t of the Ptolemies.

J. P. Mahaffy, Litt.D.
Vol. v. Roman Egypt. J. G. Milne, M.A.
Vol. VI. Egypt in the Middle Ages.

Stanley Lank-Poole, M.A.
RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Lectures delivered
at University College, London. Illustrated.
Cr. Zvo. 2.S. dd.

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
ELAMARNA TABLETS. Cr.Zvo. 2s. 6d.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. First Series, ivth to xiith Dynasty.
Edited by W. M. Flinders Petrie. Illus-

trated by Tristram Ellis. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. Second Series, xviiith to xixth
Dynasty. Illustrated by Tristram Ellis.
Crown Zvo. y. 6d.

EGYPTIAN DECORATIVE ART. A
Course of Lectures delivered at the Royal
Institution. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 3.5. hd.

Phillips (W. A.). See Oxford liiographies.

Phillpotts (Eden). MY DEVON YEAR.
With 38 Illustrations by J. Ley Pethy-
bridge. Second and Cheaper Edition.
Large Cr. Szio. 6s.

UP ALONG AND DOWN ALONG.
Illustrated by Claude Shepperson.
Cr. 4to. $s. net.

Phythian (J. Ernest). TREES IN NA
TURE, :\IYTH, AND ART. With 24
Illustrations. Cro-uvn Zvo. 6s.

Plarr (Victor Q.). See School Histories.
Plato. Se- Standard Library.
Plautus. iHE CAPTIVI. Edited, with

an Introduction, Textual Notes, and a Com-
mentary, by W. M. Lindsay, Fellow of
Jesus College.Oxford. DemyZvo. ios.6d.net.

Plowden-Wardlaw (J. T.), B.A., Kings
College, Cambridge. See School Examina-
tion Series.

Podmore (Frank). MODERN SPIRI-
TUALISM. 7\vo Vohanes. Demy ivo.
lis. jiet.

Pollard (Alice). See Little Books on Art.
Pollard (Eliza F.). See Little Rooks on Art.
Pollock (David), M.I.N.A. See Books on

Business.

Potter (M. 0, M.A., F.L.S. A N
ELEMENTARY TEXT - BOOK OF
AGRICULTURAL BOTANY. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. iS. 6d,

Power (J. O'Connor). THE MAKING
OF AN ORATOR. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Prance (Q.). See Wyon (R.).

Prescott(0. L.). ABOUT MUSIC, AND
WHAT IT IS MADE OF. Cr. Svo.

^s. 6d. net.

Price (Eleanor C). A PRINCESS OF
THE OLD WORLD. With 21 Illus-

trations. Demy Svo. lis. 6d. net.

Price (L. L.), M.A., Fellow of Oriel College,
Oxon. A HISTORY OF ENGLISH
POLITICAL ECONOMY FROM ADAM
SMITH TO ARNOLD TOYNBEE.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. zs. 6d.

Primrose (Deborah). A MODERN
BCEOTIA. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Protheroe (Ernest). THE DOMINION
OF MAN. Geography in its Human
Aspect. With 32 full-page Illustrations.

Cr. Svo. 2s.

Quevedo Villeg:as. See Miniature Library.
'Q' (A. T. Quiller Couch). THE
GOLDEN POMP. A Procession of
English Lyrics from Surrey to Shir-
ley. Secondand Cheaper Edition. Cr. Svo.

'

2s. 6d. net.

Q. R. and E. S. MR. WOODHOUSE'S
CORRESPONDENCE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Rackham (R. B.), M.A. See Westminster
Commentaries.

Ragg (Laura M.). THE WOMEN ART-
ISTS OF BOLOGNA. With 20 Illus-

trations. Demy Svo. js. 6d. net.

Ragg (Lonsdale). B.D., Oxon. DANTE
AND HIS ITALY. With 32 Illustra-

tions. Demy Svo. 12s.6d.net.
Rahtz (F. J.), M.A., B.Sc, Lecturer in

English at Merchant Venturers' Technical
College, Bristol. HIGHER ENGLISH.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

Randolph (B. W.), D.D. See Library of
Devotion.

Rannie (D. W.), M.A. A STUDENT'S
HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. Cr.Svo.2,s. 6d.

WORDSWORTH AND HIS CIRCLE.
With 20 Illustrations. Detny Svo. 12s. 6d.

7iet.

Rashdall (Hastings), M.A., Fellow and
Tutor of New College, Oxford. DOC-
TRINE AND DEVELOPMENT. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

Raven (J. J.), D.D , F.S.A. See Antiquary's
Books.

Raven=Hill (L.). See Llewellyn (Owen).
Rawstorne (Lawrence, Esq.). See I.P.L.

Raymond (Walter). See School Histories.

*Rea (Lilian). MADAME DE LA FA-
YETTE. With many Illustrations.

Demy Svo. 10s. 6d. net.

Real Paddy (A). See I.P.L.

Reason (W.), M.A. UNIVERSITY AND
SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS. Edited by.

Cr. Sx'o. 2s. 6d.
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Redpath (H. A.), M.A., D.Litt. See West-
minster Commentaries.

Rees (J. D.), CLE., M.P. THE REAL
INDIA. Demy 'ivo. los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

*Reich (Emil), Doctor Juris. WOMAN
THROUGH THE AGES. With 24
Illustrations. Two Volumes. Demy Sc'ci.

2 1J. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Reynolds (Sir Joshua). See Little Galleries.

khoades(J.P.). See Simplified French Texts.
Rhodes (W. E.). See School Histories.

Rieu(H.), INLA. See Simplified French Texts.
Roberts (M. E.). See Channer (C. C).
Robertson (A.), D.D., Lord Bishop of

Exeter. REGNUM DEL (The Bampton
Lectures of 1901). A New and Cheaper
Edififtti. Demy 'ivo. js. 6d. net.

Robertson (C. Grant). M.A., Fellow of
All Souls' College, Oxford. SELECT
STATUTES, CASES, AND CONSTI-
TUTIONAL DOCUMENTS, 1660-1832.

Demy Zvo. \os. 6d. net.

Robertson (C. Grant) and Bartholomew
(J. Q,), F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. A HIS-
TORICAL AND MODERN ATLAS OF
THE BRITISH EMPIRE. DemyQuarto.
i,s. dd. net.

Robertson(SirG.S.),K.C.S.I. CHITRAL:
The Story of a Minor Siege. Third
Edition. Illustrated. Cr. %vo. 2S. 6d. net.

Robinson (A. W.), M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

Robinson (Cecilia). THE MINISTRY
OF DEACONESSES. With an Introduc-
tion by the late Archbishop of Canterburj-.
Cr. 8-'0. -js. 6d.

Robinson (F. S.). See Connoisseur's Library.
Rochefoucauld (La). See Little Library.
Rodwell (G.), B.A. NEW TESTAMENT
GREEK. A Course for Beginners. With
a Preface by Walter Lock, D.D., Warden
of Keble Colleae. Fcap. Zz'p. v. dd.

Roe (Fred). OLD OAK FURNITURE. With
many Illustrations by the Author, including
a frontispiece in colour. Second Edition.
Deiny?>vo. jos.fid.net.

Rogers (A. G. L.), M.A. See Books on
Business.

Romney (George). See Little Galleries.

Roscoe (E. S.). See Little Guides.
Rose (Edward). THE ROSE READER.

Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d. Also in 4
Parts. Parts I. and II. td. each ; Part
III. %d. : Part IV. lod.

Rose (Q. H.). See Hey (H.)., and Baring-
Gould (S).

Rowntree (Joshua). THE IMPERIAL
DRUG TRADE. A Re-Statement of
THE Opium Question. Third Edition
Realised. Cr. Zvo. 2^. net.

Royde-Smith (N. G.). THE PILLOW
BOOK : A (Jarner of Many Moods.
Collected by. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo.

4.f. 6d. net.

POETS OF OUR DAY. Selected,
with an Introduction, by. Fcap. Svo. ss.

Ruble (A. E.), D.D. See Junior School
Books.

Russell (Archibald G. B.). See Blake
(William).

Russell (W. Clark). THE LIFE OF
ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD.
With Illustrations by F. Brangwyn.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. ks.

Ryley (M. Beresford). QUEENS OF
THE RENAISSANCE. With 24 Illus-

trations. Demy Zvo. 105. dd. net.

Sainsbury (Harrington), M.D., F.R.C.P.
PRINCIPIA THERAPEUTIC A.
Deniy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

St. Anselm. See Library of Devotion.
St. Augustine. See Library of Devotion.
St. Bernard. See Library of Devotion.
St. Cyres (Viscount). See Oxford Bio-

graphies.
St. Francis of Assisi. THE LITTLE
FLOWERS OF THE GLORIOUS
MESSER, AND OF HIS FRIARS.
Done into English, with Notes by William
Heywood. With 40 Illustrations from
Italian Painters. Demy Zz'O. 5.?. net.
See also Wheldon (F. W.), Library of

Devotion and Standard Library.

St. Francis de Sales. See Library of
Devotion.

'Saki' (H. Munro). REGINALD. Second
Edition. Fcap. Svo. zs. 6d. net.

Salmon (A. L.). See Little Guides.
Sathas(C.). See Byzantine Texts.
Schmitt (John). See Byzantine Texts.
Schofield (A. T.), M.D., Hon. Phys. Freiden-

ham Hospital. FUNCTIONAL NERVE
DISEASES. DeviyZvo. js.6d.net.

Scott (A. M.). WINSTON SPENCER
CHURCHILL. With Portraits and lllus-
trations. Cr. Zvo. t,s. 6d.

Scudamore (Cyril). See Little Guides.
Selincourt(E. de.) See Keats (John).
Sells (V. P.), M.A. THE MECHANICS
OF DAILY LIFE. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.
2S. 6d.

Selous (Edmund). TOMMY SMITH'S
ANIMALS. Illustrated by G. W. Ord.
Tenth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 2S. 6d.
School Edition, is. 6d.

TOMMY SMITH'S OTHER ANIMALS.
Illustrated by Augusta Guest. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 2s 6d.
School Edition, is. 6d.

Senter (George), B.Sc. (Lond.), Ph.D.
See Textbooks of Science.

Shakespeare (William).
THE FOUR FOLIOS, 1623; 1632; 1664;

1685. Each £4, 4s. net, or a complete set,

A12, I2S. net.

Folios 3 and 4 are ready.
Folio 2 is nearly ready.

THE POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARE. With an Introduction and Notes
by George Wyndham. Demy Zvo. Buck-
ram, gilt top, 10s. 6d.

See also Arden Shakespeare, Standard
Library and Little Quarto Shakespeare.

A3
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Sharp (A.). VICTORIAN POETS. Cr.

8vo, 2i". 6d.

Sharp (Cecil). See Baring-Gould (S.).

Sharp (Elizabeth), See Little Books on Art.

Shedlock (J. S.) THE PIANOFORTE
SONATA. Cr. Sva. 5s.

Shelley (Percy B.). See Standard Library.

Sheppard (H. F.), M.A. See Baring-
Gould (S.)-

Sherwell(Arthur), M.A. LIFE IN WEST
LONDON. Tkird Edition. Cr. %vo.

IS. 6d.
Shipley (Mary E.). AN ENGLISH
CHURCH HISTORY FOR CHILD-
REN. With a Preface by the Bishop of
Gibraltar. With !Maps and Illustrations.

Part I. Cr. ^vo. 2s. 6d. net.

Sichel (Walter). See Oxford Biographies.

Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred). HOME LIFE
IN GERMANY. With 16 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Sime (John). See Little Books on Art.

Simonson (Q. A.). FRANCESCO
G U A R D I. With 41 Plates. Imperial
4fo. £2, 2s. net.

Sketchley(R. E. D.). See Little Books on
Art.

Skipton (H. P. K.). See Little Books on
Art.

Sladen (Douglas). SICILY: The New
Winter Resort. With over 200 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Cr. 8to. 5s. net.

Small (Evan), M.A. THE EARTH. An
Introduction to Physiography. Illustrated.

Cr. ?>vo. 2S. 6d.

Smallwood (M. Q.). See Little Books on
Art.

Smedley(F. E.). See I. P. L.
Smith (Adam). THE WEALTH OF
NATIONS. Edited with an Introduction
and numerous Notes by Edwin C.'Vnnan,
M.A. Tzvo volumes. Demy'&vo. -ixs. net.

Smith (H. Clifford). See Connoisseur's
Library.

Smith (Horace and James). See Little

Library.
Smith (H. Bompas), M.A. A NEW
JUNIOR ARITHMETIC. Crown Svo.

Without Answers, 2.?. With Answers, 2s. 6d.

Smith (R. Mudie). THOUGHTS FOR
THE DAY. Edited by. Fcap. Bvo.

2S. 6d. net.

Smith (Nowell C). See Wordsworth (W).
Smith (John Thomas). A BOOK FOR
A RAINY DAY: Or, Recollections of the
Events of the Years 1766-1833. Edited by
Wilfred Whitten. Illustrated. IVide
Demy ?>zio. 12s. 6d. net.

Snell (F. J.). A BOOK OF EXMOOR.
Illustrated. Cr. Si'o. 65'.

Snowden(C. E.). A HANDY DIGEST OF
BRITISH HISTORY. Demy%vo. ^s. 6d.

Sophocles. See Classical Translations.
Sornet (L. A.), and Acatos (M. J.) See

Junior School Books.
South (E. Wilton), M.A. See Junior School

Books

Southey (R.). ENGLISH SEAMEN
Edited by David Hannay.
Vol. I. (Howard, ClifTord, Hawkins,

Drake, Cavendish). Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Vol. II. (Richard Hawkins, Grenville,
Essex, and Raleigh). Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Standard Library.
Spence(C. H.), M.A. See School Examina-

tion Series.

Spicer (A. Dykes), M.A. THE PAPER
TRADE. A Descriptive and Historical
Survey. With Diagrams and Plans. Demy
8z'o. 12s. 6d. net.

Spooner (W. A.), M.A. See Leaders of
Religion.

Spragge (W. Horton), M.A. See Junior
School Books.

Staley (Edgcumbe). THE GUILDS OF
FLORENCE. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Royal &7'0. t6^\ net.

Stanbridge (J. W.), B.D. See Library of
Devotion.

'Stancliffe.' GOLF DOS AND DONT'S.
Second Edition. Fcap. Sz>o. is.

Stead (D. W.). See Gallaher (D.).
Stedman(A. M. M.), M.A.
INITIALATINA : Easy Lessons on Elemen-

tary Accidence. Tenth Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. \s.

FIRST LATIN LESSONS. Eleventh Edi-
tion. Cr. Sz'o. 2S.

FIRST LATIN READER. With Notes
adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer and
Vocabulary. Seventh Edition, liino.
IS. 6d.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM C.«SAR.
The Helvetian War. Third Edition.
i8mo. IS.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM LIVY, The
Kings of Rome. Second Edition. iZnio.

IS. 6d.

EASY L.\TIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Twelfth Ed. Fcap.
8vo. IS. 6d.

EXEMPLA LATINA. First Exercises
in Latin Accidence. With Vocabulary.
Fourth Edition. Cr. S710. is.

EASY LATIN EXERCISES ON THE
SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AND
REVISED LATIN PRIMER. With
Vocabulary. Tivel/th andCheaper Edition.
Cr. Zvo. IS. 6d. OriginalEdition. 2s. 6d.

Kev, 3i. net.

THE LATIN COMPOUND SENTENCE :

Rules and Exercises. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. IS. 6d. With Vocabulary, zs.

NOTANDA QUAEDAM : Miscellaneous
Latin Exercises on Common Rules and
Idioms. Fifth Edition. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

With Vocabulary. 2^. Key, 2s. net.

LATIN VOCABULARIES FOR REPE-
TITION : Arranged according to Subjects.

Fourteenth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is. 6d.

A VOCABULARY 9F LATIN IDIOMS,
iSmo. Fourth Edition, is,

STEPS TO GREEK. Third Edition, re-

vised. iSmo, IS.
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A SHORTER GREEK PRIMER. Second
Edition. Cr. %vo. is. 6d.

EASY GREEK PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Fourt/i Edition, re-

vised. Fcap. Sz'o. IS. 6d.

GREEK VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION. Arranged according to Sub-
jects. Fourth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. \s od.

GREEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS.
For the use of Schools. With Introduc-
tion, Notes, and Vocabulary. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. 87>o. 2s. 6d.

STEPS TO FRENCH. Eis^/ith Edition.
z8mo. Sd.

FIRST FRENCH LESSONS. Eig-/it/i Edi-
tion. Cr. St'o. is.

EASY FRENCH PASSAGES FOR UN-
SEEN TRANSLATION. SijttA Edi-
tion. Fcap. St'o. is. 6d.

EASY FRENCH EXERCISES ON ELE-
MENTARY SYNTAX. With Vocabu-
lary. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Key. -jj. net.

FRENCH VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION : Arranged according to Sub-
jects. Thirteenth Edition. Fcap. Zz'o. is.

See also School Examination Series.

Steel (R. Elliott), M.A., F.C.S. THE
WORLD OF SCIENCE. With 147
Illustrations. SecondEdition, Cr. 'i.vo. 2s. 6d.

See also School Examination Series.

Stephenson (C.)i of the Technical College,
Bradford, and Suddards (F.) of the
Yorkshire College, Leeds. A TEXTBOOK
DEALING WITH ORNA.MENTAL
DESIGN FORWOVEN FABRICS. With
66 full-page Plates and numerous Diagrams
in the Text. TJiird Edition. Demy 8vo.

-s. 6d.

Stephenson (J.). M.A. THE CHIEF
TRUTHS OF THE CHRISTIAN
FAITH. Cr. S™. 3^. 6d.

Sterne (Laurence). See Little Library.
Steuart (Katherine). BY ALLAN
WATER. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. ts.

RICHARD KENNOWAY AND HIS
FRIENDS. A Sequel to 'By Allan
Water. ' Demy Bvo. -js. td. net.

Stevenson (R. L.) THE LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON TO
HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
Selected and Edited by Sidney Colvin.
Third Edition. 2z>ols. Cr.%vo. 12s.

Library Edition. 2 vols. DefiiyZvo. 2$s.net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

VAILIMA LETTERS. With an Etched
Portrait by William Strang. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. Buckram. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE LIFE OF R. L. STEVENSON. See

Balfour (G.).

Stevenson (M. I.), FROM SARANAC
TO THE MARQUESAS. Being Letters
written by Mrs. Si. I. Stevenson during
1 087-8. Cr. Hz'o. 6s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
LETTERS FROM SAMOA, 1891-95. Edited

and arranged by M. C. Balfour With

many Illustrations. Second Edition Cr.

St'o. 6s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Stoddart (Anna M.). See Oxford Bio-

graphies.

Stokes (F. G.), B.A. HOURS WITH
RABELAIS. From the translation of Sir
T. Urquhart and P. A. Motteux. With
a Portrait in Photogravure. Cr. Sz'O. 3^. 6d.

net.

Stone (S. J.). POEMS AND HYMNS.
With a Memoir by F. G. Ellerton,
M.A. With Portrait. Cr. Sz/o. 6s.

Storr (Vernon F.), M.A., Canon of Win-
chester. DEVELOPMENT AND
DIVINE PURPOSE Cr. 5vo. 5s. net.

Story (Alfred T.). AMERICAN
SHRINES IN ENGLAND. With many
Illustrations, including two in Colour by
A. R. Quinton. Crown 8vo. 6s.

See also Little Guides.
Straker(F.). See Books on Business.

Streane (A. W.), D.D. See Churchman's
Bible.

Streatfeild (R. A.). MODERN IMUSIC
AND MUSICIANS. With 24 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Demy %vo. ts. 6d.

Stroud (Henry), D.Sc, M.A. ELEMEN-
TARY PRACTICAL PHYSICS. With
IIS Diagrams. Second Edit., revised. i,s.6d.

5turch (F.), Staff Instructor to the Surrey
County Council. MANUAL TRAINING
DRAWING (WOODWORK). With
Solutions to Examination Questions, Ortho-
graphic, Isometric and Oblique Projection.

With 50 Plates and 140 Figures. Foolscap.

<^s. net.

Suddards (F.). See Stephenson (C.).

Surtees (R. S.). See I.P.L.
Sutherland (William). OLD AGE PEN-
SIONS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE,
with some Foreign Examples. Cr. Svo.

35. 6d. net.

Symes (J. E.), M.A. THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. SecondEdition. Cr.Zvo.
2S. 6d.

Sympson (E. Mansel), M.A., M.D. See
Ancient Cities.

Tabor (Margaret E.). THE SAINTS IN
ART. With 20 Illustrations. Fca^. Zvo.

3J. 6d. net.

Tacitus. AGRICOLA. Edited by R. F.
Davis, M.A. Fcap. Zzo. 2s.

GERMAN I A. By the same Editor. Fcap.
8z'0. 2S.

See also Classical Translations.
Tallack(W.). HOWARD LETTERS AND
MEMORIES. DemyZvo. ios.6d.net.

Tatham (Frederick). See Blake (William).
Tauler(J.). See Library of Devotion.
Taylor (A. E.). THE ELEMENTS OF
METAPHYSICS. DemyZvo. ios.6d.net.

Taylor (F.Q.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Taylor (I. A.). See Oxford Biographies.
Taylor (John W.). THE COMING OF
THE SAINTS. Vv'ith 26 Illustrations,
Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.
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Taylor (T. M.). M.A., Fellow of Gonville
and Caius College, Cambridge. A CON-
STITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL
HISTORY OF ROME. To the Reign of
Domitian. Cr. ?,vo. js. 6(i.

Teasdale^Buckell (G. T.)- THE COM-
PLETE SHOT. With 53 Illustrations.
Third EditioH. Deviy 8»<?. -11s. bd. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). EARLY
POEMS._ Edited, with Notes and an
Introduction, by J. Churton Collins,
M.A. Cr. %vo. 6s.

IN MEMORIAM, MAUD, AND THE
PRINCESS. Edited by J. Churton
Collins, M.A. Cr. ^vo. 6s.

See also Little Library.
Terry (C. S.). See Oxford Biographies.
Thackeray (VV. M.). See Little Library.
Theobald (F. v.), M.A. INSECT LIFE.

Illustrated. Second Edition Revised. Cr.
Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Thibaudeau(A. C). BONAPARTE AND
THE CONSULATE. Translated and
Edited by G. K. Fortesque, LL.D. With
12 Illustrations. Demy Svo. los. 6d. net.

Thompson (A. H.). See Little Guides.
Thompson (A. P.). See Te.xtbooks of

Technology.
Tileston(MaryW.). DAILY STRENGTH
FOR DAILY NEEDS. Fourteenth Edi-
tion. Medium i6mo. 2s. 6d. net. Also an
edition in superior binding, 6.f.

Tompkins (H. W.), F.R.H.S. See Little
Books on Art and Little Guides.

Townley (Lady Susan). MY CHINESE
NOTE-BOOK \Vith 16 Illustrations and
2 Maps. Third Ed, DetnyZvo. los. 6d.net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Toynbee (Paget), M.A., D.Litt. IN THE
FOOTPRINTS OF DANTE. A Trea-
sury of Verse and Prose from the works of
Dante. Small Cr. Zvo. ^s. 6d. net.
See also Oxford Biographies and Dante.

Trench (Herbert). DEIRDRE WEDDED
AND OTHER POEMS. Second and
Revised Edition. Large Post %vo. 6s.NEW POEMS. Second Edition. Large
Post ?,7J0. 6s.

Trevelyan(G.M.), Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge. ENGLAND UNDER THIC
STUARTS. With Maps and Plans. Third
Edition. Demy Zvo. \os. 6d. net.

Troutbeck (G. E.). See Little Guides.
Tyler (E. A.), B.A., F.C.S. See Junior

School Books.
Tyrrell-Gill (Frances). See Little Books

on Art.
Vardon (Harry). THE COMPLETE
GOLFER. With 63 Illustrations. Ninth
Edition. Demy Isvo. \os. 6d. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Vaughan (Henry): See Little Library.
Vaughan (Herbert M.), B.A.(0.xon.). THE
LAST OF THE ROYAL STUARTS,
HENRY STUART, CARDINAL,
DUKE OF YORK. With 20 Illustrations.
Second Edition. Demy Sz'o. 10s. 6d. net.

THE NAPLES RIVIERA. With 25 Illus-

trations in Colour by Maurice Greiffen-
HAGEN. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Vernon (Hon. W. Vt'arren), 1\I. A. READ-
INGS ON THE INFERNO OF DANTE.
With an Introduction by the Rev. Dr.
Moore. In Two Volumes. SecondEdition.
Cr. Zvo. i^s. net.

READINGS ON THE PURG-\TORIO
OF DANTE. With an Introduction by
the late Dean Church. In Ttvo Volumes.
Third Edition. Cr. ?,vo. 1 5j. net.

Vincent (J. E.). THROUGH EAST
ANGLIA IN A MOTOR CAR. With
16 Illustrations in Colour by Frank South-
gate, R.B.A., and a Map. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Voegelin (A.), M.A. See Junior Examina-
tion Series.

Waddell(Col. L. A.), LL.D., C.B. LHASA
AND ITS MYSTERIES. With a Record
of the Expedition of 1903-1904. With 155
Illustrations and Maps. Third and
Cheaper Edition. Medium ?>7>o. ys. 6d. net.

Wade (Q. W.), D.D. OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY. With Maps. Fifth Edition.
Cr. tvo. 6s.

Wade(G. W.), D.D., and Wade (J. H.),
M.A. See Little Guides.

Wagner (Richard). RICHARD WAG-
NER'S MUSIC DRAMAS: Interpreta-
tions, embodying Wagner's own explana-
tions. By Alice Leighton Cleather
and Basil Crump. In Three Volumes.
Fcap Svo. 2S. 6d. each.

Vol. I.

—

The Ring of the Nibelung.
Third Edition.

Vol. II.

—

Parsifal, Lohengrin, and
Thf, Holy Grail.

Vol. III.

—

Tristan and Isolde.
Walkley (A. B.). DRAMA AND LIFE.

Cr. Svo. <>s.

Wall (J. C). See Antiquary's Books.
Wallace-Hadrlll (F.), Second Master at

Heme Bay College. REVISION NOTES
ON ENGLISH HISTORY. Cr. Svo. is.

Walters (H. B.). See Little Books on Art
and Classics of Art.

Walton (F. W.). See School Histories.

Walton (Izaak) and Cotton (Charles).
See I.P.L.

Walton (Izaak). See Little Library.
Waterhouse (Elizabeth). WITH THE
SIMPLE-HEARTED : Little Homilies to

Women in Country Places. Second Edition.
Small Pott Svo. 2s. net.

See also Little Library.

Watt (Francis). See Henderson (T. F.).

Weatherhead (T. C), M.A. EXAMINA-
TION PAPERS IN HORACE. Cr. Svo. is.

See also Junior Examination Series.

Webber (F. C). See Textbooks of Techno-
logy,

Weir (Archibald), M.A. AN INTRO-
DUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF
MODERN EUROPE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Wells (Sidney H.) See Textbooks ofScience.
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Well8(J.),M. A., FellowandTutor ofWadham
College. OXFORD AND OXFORD
LIFE. Third Edition. Cr .Zvo. ^s. 6d.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. £ig/it/t

Ediiion. With 3 Maps. Cr. ?>vo. 3^. dd.

See also I^ittle Guides.
Wesley (John). See Library of Devotion.
Wheldon(F.W.). A LITTLE BROTHER
TO THE BIRDS. The life-story of St.

Francis retold for children. With 15 Illus-

trations, 7 of which are by A. H. Buck-
land. Large Cr. %vo. 6s.

Whibley (C). See Henley (W. E.).

Whibley (L.), M.A., Fellow of Pembroke
College, Cambridge. GREEK OLIGAR-
CHIES : THEIR ORGANISATION
AND CHARACTER. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Whitaker(G. H.). M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

White (Gilbert). See Standard Library.
Whitfield (E. E.), M.A. See Commercial

Series.

Whitehead (A. W.). GASPARD DE
C O L I G N Y, Admiral of France.
With Illustrations and Plans. Demy i'vo.

12s. 6d. net.

Whiteley (R. Lloyd), F.LC, Principal of
the Municipal Science School, West Brom-
wich. AN ELEMENTARY TEXT-
BOOK OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Whitley (Miss). See Dilke (Lady).
Whitling (Miss L.), late Staff Teacher of

the National Training School of Cookerj'.
THE COMPLETE COOK. With 42
Illustrations. Demy Svo. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial edition is also published.
Whitten (W.). See Smith (John Thomas).
VVhyte(A. Q.), B.Sc. See Books on Business.
Wilberforce (Wilfrid). See Little Books

on Art.
Wilde (Oscar), DE PROFUNDIS.

Eleventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. ^s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE WORKS.

A Uniform Edition. Detny Zvo.
I2S. 6d. net each X'olume.

THE DUCHESS OF PADUA: A Play.
POEMS.
INTENTIONS and THE SOUL OF MAN.
SALOME. A FLORENTINE TRA-
GEDY, and VERA; or, THE
NIHILISTS.

LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN: A Play
about a Good Woman.

A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE:
A Play.

AN IDEAL HUSBAND : A Play.
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EAR-
NEST : A Trivial Comedy for Serious
People.

A HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES, THE
HAPPY PRINCE, and OTHER TALES.

LORD ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME and
OTHER PROSE PIECES.

DE PROFUNDIS.
Wilkins (W. H.), B.A. THE ALIEN
INVASION. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Williams (A.). PETROL PETER: or

Pretty Stori.-s and !• unny Pictures. Illus-

trated in Colour by A. \^ . Mills. Demy
i,to. 3*'. 6(/. net.

Williamson (M. Q.)., M.A. See Ancient
Cities.

Williamson (W.), B.A. See Junior Ex-
amination Series, Junior School Books, and
Beginner's Books.

Wilmot- Buxton (E. M.). MAKERS OF
EUROPE. Outlines of European History
for the Middle Forms of Schools. With 12

Maps. Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.

THE ANCIENT WORLD. With Maps and
Illustrations. Cr.Zvo. -is. 6d.

A BOOK OF NOBLE WOMEN. With
16 Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. 35. 6d.

A HISTORY OF GREAT BRITAIN:
FROM THE Coming of the Angles to
THE Year 1870. With 20 Maps. Cr. Zvo.

>,s. 6d.

See also Beginner's Books.
Wilson( Bishop.). See Library of Devotion.
Wilson (A. J.). See Books on Business.

Wilson (H. A.). See Books on Business.

Wilson (J. A.). See Simplified French
Texts.

Wilton (Richard), M.A. LYRA PAS-
TORALIS : Songs of Nature, Church, and
Home. Pott Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Winbolt (S. E.), M.A. EXERCISES IN
LATIN ACCIDENCE. Cr.Zvo. is.6d.

LATIN HEXAMETER VERSE: An Aid
to Composition. Cr. Zvo. 3*. 6d. Key,
5^. net.

Windle (B. C. A.), D.Sc.F.R.S., F.S.A. See
Antiquary's Books, Little Guides, Ancient
Cities, and .School Histories.

Winterbotham (Canon), M.A., B.Sc,
LL.B. See Churchman's Library.

Wood (Sir Evelyn), F.-M., V.C, G.C.B.,
G.C.M.G. FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO
FIELD-MARSHAL. With Illustrations,

and 29 Maps. Fifth and Cheaper Edition.
Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wood (J. A. E.). S^ Textbooks of
Technology.

Wood (J. Hickory). DAN LENO. Illus-

trated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wood (W. Birkbeck), M. A., late Scholar of
Worcester College, O.xford, and Edmonds
(Major J. E.), R.E., D.A.Q.-M.G. A
.HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR IN
THE UNITED STATES. With an
Introduction by H. Spenser Wilkinson.
With 24 Maps and Plans. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

Wordsworth (Christopher), M.A. See
Antiquary's Books.

Wordsworth (W.). THE POEMS OF.
With an Intioduction and Notes by
NowELL C. Smith, late Fellow of New
College, Oxford. /n Three Volumes.
Detny Zvo. iss. net.

POEMS BY WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.
Selected with an Introduction bySxcPFORD
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A. Brooke. With 40 Illustrations by E.
H. New, including a Frontispiece in

Photogravure. 6>. 8z'0. -js. 6d. net.

See also Little Librarv.
Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).

See Little Library.
Wright (Arthur), D.D., Fellow of Queen's

College, Cambridge. See Churchman's
Library.

Wright (C. Gordon). See Dante.
Wright (J. C). TO-DAY. Thoughts on

Life for every day. Demy 167110. is. td. net.

Wright (Sophie). GERMAN VOCABU-
LARIES FOR REPETITION. Fcap. 8va
IS. td.

Wyatt (Kate M.). See Gloag (M. R.).

Wylde(A, B.). MODERN ABYSSINIA.
\Vith a Map and a Portrait. Demy Zvo.
155. net.

Wyllie (M. A.). NORWAY AND ITS
FJORDS. With 16 Illustrations, in Colour
by W. L. Wyllie, R.A., and 17 other
Illustrations. Crown Szv. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wyndhani (George). See Shakespeare
(William).

Wyon(R.) and Prance (G.). THE LAND
OF THE BLACK MOUNTAIN. With
51 Illustrations. Cr. Sz'O. ^s. 6d. net.

Yeats (W. B.). A BOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. Revised and Enlarged Edition.
Cr. Sz'O. -^s. 6d.

"Voung (Filson). THE COMPLETE
MOTORIST. With 138 Illustrations.

Neiv Edition {Seventh), with many addi-
tions. Demy. %Z'0. 12s. (sd. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE JOY OF THE ROAD : An Apprecia-
tion of the Motor Car. With a Frontis-
piece in Photogravure. Small Demy Zvo.

5J. net.

Young (T. M.). THE AMERICAN
COTTON INDUSTRY: A Study of
Work and Workers. Cr. Svo. Cloth, 2s. 6d. ;

paper boards, is. 6d.
Zimmern (Antonia). WHAT DO WE
KNOW CONCERNING ELECTRI-
CITY? Fcap.Zvo. is.6d.net.

Ancient Cities

General Editor, B. C. A. "WINDLE, D.Sc. F R.S.

Cr. ^vo.

Chester. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc. F.R.S.
Illustrated by E. H. New.

Shrewsbury. By T. Auden, M.A., F.S.A.
Illustrated by Katharine M. Roberts.

Canterbury. By J. C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.
Illustrated by B. C. Boulter.

Edinburgh. By M. G. Williamson, M.A.
Illustrated by Herbert Railton.

4.C. 6d. ttei.

LiN'COLN. By E. Mansel Sympson, M.A.,
M.D Illustrated by E. H. New.

Bristol. By Alfred Harvey, M.B. Illus-

trated by E. H. New.
Dublin. ByS. A. O. Fitzpatrick. Illustrated

by W. C. Green.

The Antiquary's Books
General Editor, J. CHARLES COX, LL.D., F.S.A.

Demy ^z>o. "Js, 6d. net.

English Monastic Life. By the Right
Rev. Abbot Gasquet, O.S.B. Illustrated.

Third Edition.

Remains of thk Prehistoric Agk in
England. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc,
F.R.S. With numerous Illustrations and
Plans.

Old Service Books of the English
Church. By Christopher Wordsworth',
M.A., and Henry Littlehales. With
Coloured and other Illustrations.

Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian
Times. By J. Romilly Allen, F.S.A.
With numerous Illustr.itions and Plans.

Archeology and False Antiquities.
By R. Munro, LL.D. Illustrated.

Shrines of British Saints. ByJ. C. Wall.
With numerous Illustrations and Plans.

The Royal Forests of England.
C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.-A. Illustrated.

By J.

The Manor and Manorial Records.
By Nathaniel J. Hone. Illustrated.

English Seals. By J. Harvey Bloom.
Illustrated.

The Bells of England. By Canon J. J.
Raven, D.D , F.S.A. With Illustrations.

Second Edition.
Parish Life in Medieval England. By

the Right Rev. Abbott Gasquet, O.S.B.
With many Illustrations. Second Edition.

The Domesday Inquest. By Adolphus
Ballard, B.A., LL.B. With 27 Illustrations.

The Brasses of England. By Herbert
W. Macklin, M.A. With many Illustrations.

Second Edition.
English Church Furniture. ByJ. C. Cox,

LL.D., F.S.A., and A. Harvey, M.B.
Second Edition.

FOLK-LoRE as an HISTORICAL SCIENCE. By
G. L. Gomme. With many Illustrations.

*English Costume. By George Clinch, F.G.S.
With many Illustrations.
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The Arden Shakespeare

Demy %vo. is. 6d. fiet each volutiie.

An edition of Shakespeare in single Plays. Edited with a full Introduction, Textual

Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page.

Hamlet. Edited by Edward Dowden.
KoMEO AND Juliet. Edited by Edward

Dowden.
King Lear. Edited by W. J. Craig.
Julius Caesar. Edited by M. Macmillan.
The Tempest. Edited by Moreton Luce.
Othello. Edited by H. C. Hart.
Titus Andronicus. Edited by H. B. Bail-

don.
Cymbeline. Edited by Edward Dowden.
The Merry Wives of Windsor. Edited by
H. C. Hart.

A Midsummer Night's Dream. Edited by
H. Cuningliam.

Ki.NG Henry V. Edited by H. A. Evans.
All's Well That Ends Well. Edited by
W. O. Brigstocke.

The Taming of the Shrew. Edited by
R. Warwick Bond.

Timon of Athens. Edited by K. Deighton.

Measure for Measure. Edited by H. C.
Hart.

Twelfth Night. Edited by Moreton Luce.
The Merchant of Venice. Edited by

C. Knox Pooler.
Troii.us and Cressida. Edited by K.

Deighton.
The Two Gentlemen of Verona. Edited

by R. Warwick Bond.
Antony and Cleopatra. Edited by R. H.

Case.
Love's Labour's Lost. Edited by H. C.

Hart.
Pericles. Edited by K. Deighton.
King Richard hi. Edited by A. H.

Thompson.
The Life and Death of King John. Edited

by Ivor B. John.
The Comedy of Errors. Edited by Henry

Cuningham.

Easy French Rhymes. By Henri Blouet.
Second Edition. Illustrated. Fcap. ivo. is.

Easy Stories from English History. By
E. M. Wilmot-Buxton. Third Edition.
Cr. ivo. IS.

Stories from Roman History. By E. M.
Wilmot-Buxton Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

A First History of Greece. By E. E. Firth.

Cr. Sz'o. IS. 6d.

The Beginner's Books
Edited by W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

Easy Exercises in Arithmetic. Arranged
by W. S. Beard. Third Edition. Fcap.
Svo, Without Answers, is. With Answers.
IS. -^d.

Easy Dictation and Spelling. By W.
Williamson, B.A. Sixth Ed. Fcap. Svo. is.

An Easy Poetry Book. Selected and
arranged by W. Williamson, B.A. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. is.

Books on Business

Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d. net.

Ports and Docks. By Douglas Owen.
Railways. By E. R. McDermott.
The Stock Exchange. By Chas. Duguid.

Second Edition.
The Business of Insurance. By A. J.

Wilson.
The Electrical Industry : Lighting,

Traction, and Power. By A. G. Whyte,
B.Sc.

The Shipbuilding Industry : Its History,
Practice, Science, and Finance. By David
Pollock, M.I.N. A.

The Money Market. By F. Straker.

The Business Side of Agriculture. By
A. G. L. Rogers, M.A.

Law in Business. By H. A. Wilson.
The Brewing Industry. By Julian L.

Baker, F. I.e., F.C.S. Illustrated.

The Automobile Industry. By G. de
Holden-Stone.

Mining and Mining Investments. By
'A. Moil."

The Business of Advertising. By Clarence
G. Moran, Barrister-at-Law. Illustrated.

Trade Unions. By G. Dr.ige.

Civil Engineering. By T. Claxton Fidler,

M.Inst. C.E. Illustrated.

The Iron Trade of Great Britain. By
J. Stephen Jeans. Illustrated.

Monopolies, Trusts, and Kartells. By
F. W. Hirst.

The Cotton Industry and Trade. By
Prof. S. J. Chapman, Dean of the Faculty
of Commerce in the University of Man-
chester. Illustrated.
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Byzantine Texts
Edited by J. B. BURY, M.A., Litt.D.

The Syriac Chronicle known as that of
2ACHARIAH OF MiTYLENE. Translated by
F. J. Hamilton, D.D., and E. W. Brooks.
Demy Zvo. i ^.s. td. net.

EvAGRius. Edited by L.
Parmentier. Demy Svo.

Bidez and L^on
loj. 6a'. nei.

The History of Psellus. Edited by C.
Sathas. Demy Zvo. \$s. ttet.

EcTHESis Chronica and Chronicon Athen-
ARUM. Edited by Professor S. P. Lambros.
Demy Szio. ys. 6a'. ne/.

The Chronicle of Mokea. Edited by John
Schmitt. Demy Svo. i ^s. net.

The Churcliman's Bible

General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D,, F.R.S.E.

J^ca/i. 8zJ0. IS. 6d. net each.

Isaiah. Explained by W. E. Barnes, D.D.
T-wo Volumes. With Map. is. net each.

The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
the E phesians. Explained by G. H. Whita-
ker, M.A.

The Gospel According to St. Mark.
Explained by J. C. Du Buisson, M.A.
IS. dd. net.

The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to
the Colossians and Philemon. Ex-
plained by H. J. C. Knight. 2J. net.

The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
the Galatians. Explained by A. W.
Robinson, M.A. Second Edition.

Ecclesiastes. Explained by A. W. Streane,
D.D.

The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
the Philippians. Explained by C. R, D.
Biggs, D.D. Second Edition.

The Epistle of St. James. Explained by
H. W. Fulford M.A.

The Churchman's Library

General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

Crown 8vo.

The Beginnings of English Christianity.
By W. E. Collins, M.A. With Map.

The Kingdom of Heaven Here and Here-
after. By Canon Winterbotham, M.A.,
B.Sc, LL.B.

The Workmanship of the Prayer Book :

Its Literary and Liturgical Aspects. By J.

Dowden, D.D. Second Edition, Revised
and Enlarged.

T)S. 6d. each.

Evolution. By F. B. Jevons, M.A., Litt.D.

Some New Testament Problems. By
Arthur Wright, D.D. 6^.

The Churchman's Introduction to the
Old Testament. By A. M. Mackay, B.A.
Third Edition.

Comparative Theology. By J. A. Mac-
Culloch. 6^.

.iEsCHVLUS—The Oresteian Trilogy (Agamem-
non, Choephoroe, Eumenides). Translated

by Lewis Campbell, LL.D. ^s.

Cicero—De Oratore I. Translated by E. N.
P. Moor, M.A. Second Edition, -ks. 6d.

Cicero—The Speeches against Cataline and
Antony and for Murena and Milo. Trans-

lated by H. E. D. Blakiston, M.A. si.

Cicero—De Natura Deorum. Translated by
F. Brooks, 1\LA. 3^. 6a'.

Cicero—De Ofiiciis. Translated by G. B.

Gardiner, M.A. 2^. dd.

Classical Translations
Crown 8vo,

Horace—The Odes and Epodes. Translated
by A. D. Godley, M.A. zs.

LuciAN—Six Dialogues Translated by S. T.
Irwin, M.A. 3^. 6rf.

.Sophocles—Ajax and Electra. Translated by
E. D. Morshead, M.A. zs. 6d.

Tacitus—Agricola and Germania. Trans-
lated by R. B. Townshend. 2s. 6d.

Juvenal—Thirteen Satires. Translated by
S. G. Owen, M.A. 2s. 6d.

Classics of Art
Edited by Dr. J. H. W. LAING

The Art of the Greeks. By H. B. Walters.

With 112 Plates and iS Illustrations in the

Text. Wide Royal Zvo. ins. 6d. net.

Velazquez. By A. de Bernete. With 94
Plates. IVide Royal Zvo. los. 6d. net.
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Commercial Series
Crown Zvo,

British Commerce and Colonies from
Elizabeth to Victoria. By H. de B.
Gibbins, Litt. D. , M. A. Third Edition. 2S.

Commercial Examination Papers. By H.
de B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. is. 6d.

The Economics of Commerce, By H. de
B. Gibbins, LitLD. , M.A. Second Edition.
IS. 6d.

A German Commercial Reader. By S. E.
Bally. With Vocabulary. 2s.

A Commercial Geography of the British
Empire. By L. W. Lyde, M.A. Sixth
Edition. 2S.

A Commercial Geography of Foreign
Nations. By F. C. Boon, B.A. 2^.

A Primer of Business. By S. Jackson,
M.A. Fourth Edition, is. 6d.

A Short Commercial .& By F.
G. Taylor, M.A. Fourth Edition, is. 6d.

French Commercial Correspondence. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Third
Edition, zs.

German Co.mmercial Correspondence. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Second
Edition. 2S. 6d.

.\ French Com.mercial Reader. By S. E.
Bally. With Vocabulary. Second Edition. 2s.

Precis Writing and Office Correspond-
ence. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. Second
Edition. 2s.

A Entrance Guide to Professions and
Business. By H. Jones, is. 6d.

The Principles of Book-keeping by Double
Entry. By J. E. B. M'Allen, M.A. 2s.

Commercial Law. By W. Douglas Edwards.
Second Edition. 2s.

The Connoisseur's Library
IVtde Royal 8rv. 25^-. net.

Mezzotints. By Cyril Davenport. With 40
Plates in Photogravure.

Porcelain. ByEdward Dillon. With 19
Plates in Colour, 20 in Collotype, and 5 in

Photogravure.
Miniatures. By Dudley Heath. With 9

Plates in Colour, 15 in Collotype, and 15 in

Photogravure.
Ivories. By A. Maskell. With 80 Plates in

Collotype and Photogravure.
English Furniture. By F. S. Robinson.

With 160 Plates in Collotype and one in

Photogravure. Second Edition.
English Coloured Books. By Martin

Hardie. With 28 Illustrations in Colour
and Collotype.

European Enamels. By Henry H. Cunyng.
hame, C. B. With 54 Plates in Collotj-pe

and Half-tone and 4 Plates in Colour.

Goldsmiths' and .Silversmiths' Work. By
Nelson Dawson. With many Plates in

Collotype and a Frontispiece in Photo-
gravure. Second Edition.

Glass. By Edward Dillon. With 37 Illus-

trations in Collotype and 12 in Colour.

Seals. By Walter de Gray Birch. With 52
Illustrations in Collotype and a Frontispiece
in Photogravure.

Jewellery. By H. CliflFord Smith. With 50
Illustrations in Collotype, and 4 in Colour.

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books
Fcap %vo. 3-v. (id. net each volume.

COLOURED BOOKS
Old Coloured Books. By George Paston.

W^ith 16 Coloured Plates. Fcap.^vo. 2S.net.

The Life and Death of John Mytton, Esq.
By Nimrod. With 18 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken and T. J. Rawlins. Fourth
Edition.

The Life of a .Sportsman. By Nimrod.
With 35 Coloured Plates by Henry Aiken.

Handley Cross. By R. S. Surtees. With
17 Coloured Plates and 100 Woodcuts in the
Text by John Leech. Second Edition.

Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour. By R. S.

Surtees. With 13 Coloured Plates and 90
Woodcuts in the 'Text by John Leech.

Jorrocks' Jaunts and Jollities. By R. S.

Surtees. With 15 Coloured Plates by H.
Aiken. Second Edition.

Ask Mamma. By R. S. Surtees. With 13
Coloured Plates and 70 Woodcuts in the
Text by John Leech.

The Analysis of the Hunting Field. By
R. S. Surtees. With 7 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken, and 43 Illustrations on Wood.

The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of
the Picturesque. By William Combe.
With 30 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Tour of Doctor Syntax in Search
of Consolation. By William Combe.
With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Third Tour of Doctor Syntax in
Search of a Wife. By William Combe.
With24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The History of Johnny Quae Genus : the
Little Foundling of the late Dr. Syntax.
By the Author of' The Three Tours.' With
24 Coloured Plates by Rowlandson.

The English Dance of Death, from the
Designs of T. Rowlandson, with Metrical
Illustrations by the Author of 'Doctor
Syntax.' Two Volufiies.

This book contains 76 Coloured Plates.

[.Continued.
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Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books—contintied.

The Dance OF Life : A Poem. By the Author
of 'Doctor Syntax.' Illustrated with 26
Coloured Engravings by T. Rowlandson.

Life in London : or, the Day and Night
Scenes of Jerry Hawthorn, Esq., and his

Elegant Friend, Corinthian Tom. By
Pierce Egan. With 36 Coloured Plates by
I. R. and G. Cruikshank. With numerous
Designs on Wood.

Real Life in London : or, the Rambles
and Adventures ot" Bob Tallyho, Esq., and
his Cousin, The Hon. Tom Dashall. By an
Amateur (Pierce Egan). With 31 Coloured
Plates by Aiken and Rowlandson, etc.

T-wo Volumes.

The Life of an Actor. By Pierce Egan.
With 27 Coloured Plates by Theodore Lane,
and several Designs on Wood.

The Vicar of Wakefield. By Oliver Gold-
smith. With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Row-
landson.

The Military Adventures of Johnny
Newcome. By an Officer. With 15 Coloured
Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The National Sports of Great Britain.
With Descriptions and 50 Coloured Plates
by Henry Aiken.

The Adventures of a Post Captain. By
A Naval Officer. With 24 Coloured Plates
by Mr. Williams.

Gamonia : or, the Art of Preserving Game
;

and an Improved Method of making Planta-
tions and Covers, explained and illustrated

by Lawrence Rawstorne, Esq. With 15
Coloured Plates by T. Rawlins.

An Academy for Grown Horsemen : Con-
taining the completest Instructions for

Walking, Trotting, Cantering, Galloping,
Stumbling, and Tumbling. Illustrated with
27 Coloured Plates, and adorned with a
Portrait of the Author. By Geoffrey
Gambado, Esq.

Real Life in Ireland, or, the Day and
Night Scenes of Brian Boru, Esq., and his
Elegant Friend, Sir Shawn O'Dogherty.
By a Real Paddy. With 19 Coloured Plates
by Heath, Marks, etc.

The Adventures of Johnny Newcome in
the Navy. By Alfred Burton. With 16
Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Old English Squire : A Poem. By
John Careless, Esq. With 20 Coloured
Plates after the style of T. Rowlandson.

The English Spv. By Bernard Black-
mantle. An original Work, Characteristic,
Satirical, Humorous, comprising scenes and
sketches in every Rank of Society, being
Portraits of the Illustrious, Eminent, Eccen-
tric, and Notorious. With 72 Coloured
Plates by R. Cruikshank, and many
Illustrations on wood. Two Volumes.
TS. net.

PLAIN BOOKS
The Grave : A Poem. By Robert Blair.

Illustrated by 12 Etchings executed by Louis
Schiavonetti from the original Inventions of
William Blake. With an Engraved Title Page
and a Portrait of Blake by T. Phillips, R.A.
The illustrations are reproduced in photo-

gravure.
Illustrations of the Book of Job. In-

vented and engraved by William Blake.
These famous Illustrations— 21 in numbtr

—are reproduced in photogravure.
.Esop's Fables. With 380 Woodcuts by
Thomas Bewick.

Windsor Castle. ByV/. Harrison Ainsworth.
With 22 Plates and 87 Woodcuts in the Text
by George Cruikshank.

The Tower of London. By W. Harrison
Ainsworth. With 40 Plates and 58 Woodcuts
in the Text by George Cruikshank.

Frank Fairlegh. By F. E. Smedley. With
30 Plates by George Cruikshank.

Handy Andy. By Samuel Lover. With 24
Illustrations by the Author.

The Compleat Angler. By Izaak Walton
and Charles Cotton. With 14 Plates and 77
Woodcuts in the Text.

The Pickwick Paiers. By Charles Dickens.
With the 43 Illustrations by Seymour and
Phiz, the two Buss Plates, and the 32 Con-
temporary Onwhyn Plates.

Junior Examination Series

Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Fcap. %vo.

Junior French Examination Papers. By
F.Jacob, M.A. Second Edition.

Junior English Examination Papers. By
W. Williamson, B.A.

Junior Arithmetic Examination Papers.
By W. S. Beard. Fourth Edition.

Junior Algebra Examination Papers. By
S. W Finn, M.A.

Junior Greek Examination Papers. By T.
C. Weatherhead, M.A. Key, 3^. dd. net.

Junior Latin Examination Papers. By C.
G. Botting, B.A. Fourth Edition. Key,
3?. 6d. net.

Junior General Information Examina-
tion Papers. By W. S. Beard. Key,
3^. 6d. net.

Junior Geography Examination Papers.
By W. G. Baker, M.A.

Junior German Examination Papers. By
A. Voegelin, M.A.
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Methuen's Junior School-Books

Edited by O. D. INSKIP, LL.D
A Class-Book of Dictation Passages. By

W.Williamson, B.A. Thirteenth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. IS. 6d.

The Gospel According to St. Matthew.
Edited by E. Wilton South, M.A. With
Three Maps. Cr. Zz>o. is. 6d.

TheGospel AccordingtoSt. Mark. Edited
by A. E. Rubie, D.D. With Three Maps.
Cr. Zvo. IS, 6d.

A Junior English Grammar. By W. William-
son, B.A. With numerous passages for parsing
andanalysis, anda chapter on Essay Writing.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2S.

A Junior Chemistry. By E. A. Tvler, B.A.,
F.C.S. With 78 Illustrations. Ecurth Edi-
tion. Cr. Sz'O. 2s. 6d.

The Acts of the Apostles. Edited by
A. E. Rubie, D.D. Cr. Zvo. 2s.

A Junior French Grammar. By L. A.
Sornet and M. J. Acatos. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 2s.

Elementary Experimental Science. Phy-
sics by W. T. Clough, A.R.C.S. Chemistry
by A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With 2 Plates and

, and W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

154 Diagrams. Sixth Edition. Cr. Zzo.

2s. 6d.

A Junior Geometry. By Noel S. Lydon.
With 276 Diagrams. Ft/th Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 2S.

Elementary Experimental Chemistry.
By A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With 4 Plates and
109 Diagrams. Second Edition revised.

Cr. Zzo. 2S.

A Junior French Prose. By R. R. N.
Baron, M.A. ThirdEdition. Cr.Zvo. 2S.

The Gospel According to St. Luke. With
an Introduction and Notes by William
Williamson, B.A. With Three Maps. Cr.
Zvo. 2S.

The First Book of Kings. Edited by A. E.
RiiBiE, D.D. With Maps. Cr. Zvo. 7S.

A Junior Greek History. By W. H.
Spragge, M.A. With 4 Illustrations and 5
Maps. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

A School Latin Gram.mar. By H. G. Bord,

M..\. Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.
A Junior Latin Prose. By H. N. Asman,

M.A., B.D. Cr. Zvo. 2s. M.

Leaders of Beligion

Edited by H. C. BEECHING, M.A., Canon of Westminster. With Portraits.

Cr. Bvo.

Cardinal Newman. By R. H. Hutton.
John Wesley. By J. H. Overton, M.A.
Bishop Wilberforce. By G. W. Daniell,

M.A.
Cardinal Manning. By A. W. Hutton, M.A.
Charles Simeon. By H. C. G. Moule, D.D.
John Knox. ByF. MacCunn. Second Edition.
John Howe. By R. F. Horton, D.D.
Thomas Ken. By F. A. Clarke, M.A.
George Fox, the Quaker. ByT. Hodgkin,

D. C. L. Third Edition.
John Keble. By Walter Lock, D.D.

The Library

With Introductions and
Small FoU Svo, cloth, 2

The Confessions of St. Augustine. Edited
by C. Bigg, D.D. Sixth Edition.

The Imitation of Christ : called also the
Ecclesiastical Music. Edited by C. Bigg,
D.D. Fi/ih Edition.

The Christian Year. Edited by Walter
Lock, D. D. Fourth Edition.

Lyka Innocentium. Edited by Walter
Lock, D.D. Second Edition.

The Temple. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Second Edition.

A Book of Devotions. Edited by J. W.
Stanbridge. B.D. Second Edition.

A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life. Edited by C. Bigg, D.D. Fourth Ed.

A Guide to Eternity. Edited by J. W.
Stanbridge, B.D.

2S. net.

Thomas Chalmers. By Mrs. Oliphant.

L.\ncelot Andrewes. By R. L. Ottley,

D. D. Second Edition.
Augustine of Canterbury. By E. L.

Cutts, D.D.
William Laud. By W. H. Hutton, M.A.

Third Edi tion.

John Donne. By Augustus Jessopp, D.D.
Thomas Cranmer. By A. J. Mason, D.D.
Bishop Latimer. By R. M. Carlyie and A.

J. Carlyie, M.A.
Bishop Butler. By W. A. Spooner, M.A.

of Devotion
where necessary) Notes.

s. ; leather, zs. 6u. net.

The Inner Way. By J. Tauler. Edited by
A. W. Hutton, M.A.

On the Love of God. By St. Francis de
Sales. Edited by W. J. Knox-Little, M.A.

The Psalms of David. Edited by B. W.
Randolph, D.D.

Lyra Apostolica. By Cardinal Newman
and others. Edited by Canon Scott Holland,
M.A., and Canon H. C. Beaching. M.A.

The Song of Songs. Edited by B. Blaxland,
M.A.

The Thoughts of Pascal. Edited by C.
S. Jerram, M.A.

A Manual of Consolation from the
Saints and Fathers. Edited by J. H.
Burn, B.D.

\Continued
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The Library of Devotion—continued.

The Devotions of St. Anselm. Edited by
C. C. J. Webb, M.A.

Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sin-
ners. By John Bunyan. Edited by S. C.
Freer, M.A.

Bishop Wilson's Sacra Privata. Edited
by A. E. Burn, B.D.

Lyra Sacra : A Book of Sacred Verse.
Edited by Canon H. C. Beechiog, M.A.
Second Edition, revised.

A Day Book from theSaints and Fathers.
Edited by J. H. Burn, B.D.

A Little Book of Heavenly Wisdom. A
Selection from the English Mystics. Edited
byE. C. Gregory.

Light, Life, and Love. A Selection from the
German Mystics. Edited byW. R.Inge, M.A.

An Introduction to The Devout Life.
By .St. Francis de .Sales. Translated and
Edited by T. Barns. M.A.

The Little Flowers op the Glorious
Messer St. Francis and of his
Friars. Done into English by W. Hey-
wood. With an Introduction by A. G.
Ferrers Howell.

Manchester al Mondo: a Contemplation
of Death and Immortality. By Henry
Montagu, Earl of Manchester. With an
Introduction by Elizabeth Waterhouse,
Editor of ' A Little Book of Life and
Death."

The Spiritual Guide, which Disentangles
the Soul and brings it by the Inward Way
to the Fruition of Perfect Contemplation,
and the Rich Treasure of Internal Peace.
Written by Dr. Michael de Molinos, Priest.

Translated from the Italian copy, printed at
Venice, 1685. Edited with an Introduction
by Kathleen Lyttelton. And a Note by
Canon Scott Holland.

Devotions for Every Day of the Week
AND the Great Festivals. By John
Wesley. Edited, with an Introduction by
Canon C. Bodington.

Pkeces Privat^e. By Lancelot Andrewes,
Bishop of Winchester. Selections from the
Translation by Canon F. E. Brightman.
Edited, with an Introduction, by A. E.
Burn, D.D.

Little Books on Art
IVilk many Illustrations. Demy i6ino. 2s. 6d. net.

Each volume consists of about 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 Illustrations,

including a Frontispiece in Photogravure.

Greek Art. H. B. Walters. Third Edition.
Bookplates. E.Almack.
Reynolds. J. Sime. Second Edition.
RoMNEY. George Paston.
Watts. R. E. D. Sketchley.
Leighton. Alice Corkran.
Velasquez. Wilfrid Wilberforce and A. R.

Gilbert.

Greuze and Boucher. Eliza F. Pollard.
Vandyck. M. G. Smallwood.
Turner. Frances Tyrrell-Gill.

Durer. Jessie Allen.
Holbein. Mrs. G. Fortescue.
Burne-Jones. Fortunee de Lisle. Third

Edition.

HopPNER. H. P. K. Skipton.
Rembrandt. Mrs. E. A. Sharp.
CoROT. Alice Pollard and Ethel Birnstingl.

Raphael. A. R. Dryhurst.
Millet. Netta Peacock.
Illu.minated MSS. J. W. Bradley.
Christ in Art. Mrs. Henry Jenner.
Jewellery. Cyril Davenport.
Claude. E. Dillon.

The Arts OF Jaian. E.Dillon.

Enamels. Mrs. Nelson Dawson.
Miniatures. C. Davenport.

Constable. H. W. Tompkins.

Our Lady in Art. Mrs. H. L. Jenner.

The Little Galleries

Demy i6f//o. 2s. 6d. net.

Each volume contains 20 plates in Photogravure, together with a short outline of

the life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted.

A Little Gallery of Reynolds.
A Little Gallery of Romney.
A Little Gallery of Hoppner.

A Little Gallery of Millais.
A Little Gallery of English Poets.

The Little Guides
With many Illustrations by E. H. NEV\r and other artists, and from photographs.

Small Pott 8z'o, clot/i, 2s. dd. net.; leather, y. dd. net.

The main features of these Guides are (i) a handy and charming form
; (2) illus-

trationsfrom photographs and by well-known artists ; (3) good plans and maps • (4) an
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adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interesting in the natural
features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or district treated.

By H. W. Tompkins,

By G. Clinch.

Cambridge and its Colleges. By A.
Hamilton Thompson. Second Edition,

Oxford and its Colleges. By J. Wells,
M . A . Eigh th Edition.

St. Paul's Cathedral. By George Clinch.
Westminster Abbey. By G. E. Troutbeck.

The English Lakes. By F. G. Brabant, M. A.
The Malvern Country. By B. C. A.

Windle, D.Sc, F.R.S.
Shakespeare's Country. By B. C. A.

Windle, D.Sc, F.R.S. Third Edition.

North Wales. By A. T. Story.
Buckinghamshire. By E. S. Roscoe.
Cheshire. By W. M. Gallichan.
Cornwall. By \.. L. Salmon.
Derbyshire. By J. Charles Cox, LL.D.,

F.S.A.
Devon. By S. Baring-Gould.
Dorset. By Frank R. Heath. Second Ed.
Hampshirr. By J. Charles Cox, LL.D.,
F.S.A.

Hertfordshire
F.R.H.S.

The Isle of Wight.
Kent. By G. Clinch.
Kerry. By C. P. Crane.
Middlesex. By John B. Firth.
Norfolk. By W. A. Dutt.
Northamptonshire. By Wakeling Dry.
Oxfordshire. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.
Somerset. By G. W. and J. H. Wade.
Suffolk. By W. A. Dutt.
Surrey. By F. A. H. Lambert.
Sussex. By F. G. Brabant, M.A
Edition.

The East Riding of Yorkshire.
Morris.

Thk North Riding of Yorkshire.
Morris.

Second

By J. E.

By J. E.

Brittany. By S. Baring-Gould.
Normandy. By C. Scudamore.
Rome By C. G Ellaby.
Sicily. By F. Hamilton Jackson.

The Little Library
With Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces.

Small Pott %vo. Each Volume, doth, \s. 6d. net ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

Anon. A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH
I
Craik (Mrs.). JOHN HALIFAX,

LYRICS - - --

Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. EditedbyE. V.Lucas. Two Vols.

NORTHANGER ABBEY. Edited by E. V.
Lucas.

Bacon (Francis). THE ESSAYS OF LORD
BACON. Edited by Edward Wright.

Barham (R. H.). THE INGOLDSBY
LEGENDS. Edited by J. B. Atlay.
Tiuo Volumes.

Barnett (Mrs. P. A.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE. Second Edition.

Beckford (William). THE HISTORY
OF THE CALIPH VATHEK. Edited
by E. Denison Ross.

Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM
WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by M.
Perugini.

Borrow (George). LAVENGRO. Edited
by F. Hi.NDEs Groome. T-wo Volumes.

THE ROMANY RYE. Edited by John
Sampson.

Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS
FROM THE EARLY POEMS OF
ROBERT BROWNING. Edited by W.
Hall Griffin, M..'^.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN : with Georgk
Canning's additional Poems. Edited by
Llovd Sanders.

Cowley (Abraham). THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY. Edited by H. C.
MiNCHIX.

Crabbe (George). SELECTIONS FROM
GEORGE CRABBE. Edited by A. C.
Deane.

GENTLEMAN. Edited by Annie
Matheson. Two Volumes.

Crashaw (Richard). THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.
Edited by Edward Hutton.

Dante (Alighieri). THE INFERNO OF
D.\NTE. Translated by H. F. Gary.
Edited by Paget Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Gary. Edited by Paget
Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.

THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Cary. Edited by Paget
Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.

Darley (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.
Edited by R. A. Streatfeild.

Deane (A. C). A LITTLE BOOK OF
LIGHT VERSE.

Dickens (Charles). CHRISTMAS BOOKS
Tivo Volumes.

Ferrier (Susan). MARRIAGE. Edited
by A. Goodrich - Freer and Lord
Iddesleigh. Two Volumes.

THE INHERITANCE. Two Volumes.
GaskelKMrs.). CRANFORD. Edited by

E. V. Lucas. Second Edition.
Hawthorne (Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LETTER. Edited by Percy Dearmer.

Henderson (T. P.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF SCOTTISH VERSE.

Keats (John). POEMS. With an Intro-

duction by L. BiNVON, and Notes by J.
Masefield.

Kinglake (A. W.). EOTHEN. With an
Introduction and Notes. Second Edition.

[Continued.
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The Little Library—continued.

Lamb (Charles). ELLA., AND THE
LAST ESSAYS OF ELIA. Edited by
E. V. Lucas.

Locker (F.). LONDON LYRICS Edited
by A. D. GoDLEY, M.A. A reprint of the
First Edition.

Longfellow (H. W.). SELECTIONS
FROM LONGFELLOW. Edited by
L. M. Faithfuli..

Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF
ANDREW MARVELL. Edited by E.
Wright.

Milton (John). THE MINOR POEMS
OF JOHN MILTON. Edited by H. C.
Beeching, M.A., Canon of Westminster.

Moir(D. M.). MANSIEWAUCH. Edited
by T. F. Henderson.

Nichols (J. B. B.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS.

Rochefoucauld (La). THE MAXIMS OF
LA ROCHEFOUCAULD. Translated
by Dean Stanhope. Edited by G. H.
Powell.

Smith (Horace and James). REJECTED
ADDRESSES. Edited by A. D. Godley,
M.A.

Sterne (Laurence). A SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY. Edited by H. W. Paul.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
SON. Edited by J. Churton Collins, M. A.

IN MEMORIAM. Edited by Canon
H. C. Beeching, M.A.

THE PRINCESS. Edited by Elizabeth
Wordsworth.

MAUD. Edited by Elizabeth Wordsworth.
Thackeray (W. M. ). V A N I T Y F A I R.

Edited by S. Gwynn. 'I'hree Tolttiiies.

PENDENNIS. Edited by S. Gwynn.
Three Volumes.

ESMOND. Edited by S. Gwynn
CHRISTMAS BOOKS. EditedbvS. Gwynn.
Vaugrhan (Henry). THE POEMS OF
HENRY VAUGHAN. Edited by Edward
HUTTON.

Walton (Izaak). THE COMPLEAT
ANGLER. Edited by J. Buchan.

Waterhouse (Elizabeth). A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited
by. Eleventh Edition.

Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONS FROM
WORDSM^ORTH. Edited by Nowell
C. Smith.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T,).
LYRICAL BALLADS. Edited by Georgh
Sampson.

The Little Quarto Shakespeare
Edited by W. J. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes

Pott i6mo. In 40 Volumes. Leather, pi-ice is. net each volume.

Mahogany devolving Book Case. los. net.

Miniature Library
Reprints in miniature of a few interesting books which have qualities of

humanity, devotion, or hterary genius.

Euphranor : A Dialogue on Youth. By
Edward FitzGerald. From the edition pub-
lished by W. Pickering in 1851. Demy
i,inio. Leather, 2S. fiet.

Polonius : or Wise Saws and Modern In-

stances. By Edward FitzGerald. From
the edition published by W. Pickering in

1852. Demy 2'^'"o. Leather, 2S. net.

The RubAivAt of Omar KhayvAm. By
Edward FitzGerald. From the ist edition

of 1859, Fourth Edition. Leather, is. fiet.

The Life of Edward, Lord Herbert of
Cherbury. Written by himself. From the
edition printed at Strawberry Hill in the
year 1764. Demy -^7.1110. Leather, 2S. net.

The Visions of Dom Francisco Quevedo
Villegas, Knight of the Order of St.

James. Made English by R. L. From the
edition printed for H. Herringman, 1668.

Leather, ^s. net.

Poems. By Dora Greenwell. From the edi-

tion of 1848. Leather, 2s. net.

Oxford Biographies
Fcap. '6vo. Each volume, cloth, 2s. 6d. jiet ; leather, },s. Gd. net.

Dante Alighieri. By Paget ToynVjee, M.A.,
D.Litt. With 12 Illustrations. ThirdEdition.

Girolamo Savonarola. By E. L. S. Hors-
burgh, M.A. With 12 Illustrations. Second
Edition.

John Howard. By E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.,
Bishop of Gloucester. With 12 Illustrations.

Alfred Tennyson. By A. C. Benson, M.A.
With 9 Illustrations.

Sir Walter Raleigh. By I. A. Taylor.
With 12 Illustrations.

Erasmus. By E. F. H. Capey. With 12

Illustrations.

Thr Young Pretender. By C. S. Terry.
With la Illustrations.

Robert Burns. By T. F. Henderson.
With 12 Illustrations.

Chatham. By A. S. M'Dowall. With 12

Illustrations.

Francis of Assist. By Anna M. Stod-

dart. With 16 Illustrations.

Canning. By W. Alison Phillips. With 12

Illustrations.

Beaconsfield. By Walter Sichel. With 12

Illustrations.

Johann Wolfgang Goethe. By H. G.

Alkins. With 16 Illustrations.

Francois Fenelon. By Viscount St Cyres.

With 12 Illustrations.
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School Examination Series
Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Cr. Svo. -zs. 6d.

French Examination Pai'Ers. By A. M.
M. Stedman, M.A. Fourteenth Edition.
Key. Sixth Edition. 6s. net.

Latin Examination Papers. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Thirteenth Edition.
Key. Sixtli Edition, ds. net.

Greek Examination Papers. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Nintli Edition.
Key. Fourth Editioti. 6s. net.

German Examination Papers. By R. J.
Morich, Seventh Edition.
Key. Third Edition. 6s. net.

Geography Examination
By C. H. Spence, M.A. Third

By R. E.

History and
Papers.
Edition.

Physics Examination Papers,
Steel, M.A., F.C.S.

General Knowledge Examination
Papers. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A.
Sixtli Edition.
Key. Fourth Edition, "js. net.

Examination Papers in English History.
By J. Tait Plowden-Wardlaw, B.A.

School Histories

Illustrated. Crown %vo.

A School History of Warwickshire. By
B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc, F.R.S.

A School History of Somerset. By
W.ilter Raymond. Second Edition.

A School History of Lancashire. By
W. E. Rhodes.

IJ-. 6d.

A School History of .Surrey.
Maiden, M.A.

A School History of Middlesex.
Plarr and F. W. Walton.

By H. E,

By V.

Methuen's Simplified French Texts
Edited by T. R. N. CROFTS, M.A.

One Shilling each.

L'Histoire d'une Tulipe. Adapted by T. R.
N. Crofts, M.A. Second Edition.

Abdallah. Adapted by J. A. Wilson.
Le Docteur Math^us. Adapted by W. P.

Fuller.

La Bouillie au Miel. Adapted by P. B.
Ingham.

Jean Valjean. Adapted by F. W. AL Draper.

La Chanson de Roland. Adapted by H.
Rieu, M.A. Second Edition.

Memoires de Cadichon. Adapted by J. F.
Rhoades.

L'Equipage de la Belle-Nivernaise.
Adapted by T. R. N. Crofts.

L'Histoire de Pierre et Camille.
Adapted by J. B. Patterson.

Methuen's Standard Library
Cloth, \s. net; double vohivies, \s. 6d.net

The Meditations of Marcus At;RELius.
Translated by R. Graves.

Sense and Sensibility, jane Austen.
Essays and Counsels and The New

Atlantis. Francis Bacon, Lord
Verulam.

Religio Medici and Urx Burial. Sir

Thomas Browne. The text collated by
A. R. Waller.

The Pilgrim's Progress. John Bunyan.
Reflections on the French Revolution.

Edmund Burke.
The Poems and Songs of Robert Burns.

Double Volume.
Thh Analogy of Religion, Natural and

Revealed. Joseph Butler.
Miscellaneous Poems. T. Chattf.rton.
Tom Jones. Henry Fielding. Treble Vol.

Cranford. Mrs. Gaskell.
The History of the Decline and Fall of

the Roman Empire. E. Gibbon.
Text and Notes revised by J. B. Bury.
Seven double volumes.

The Case is Altered. Every Man in
His Humour. Every Man Out of His
Humour. Ben Jonson.

Paper, 6d. net; double voluvie, \s. net.

The Poemsand Plays OF Oliver Goldsmith.
Cynthia's Revels. Poetaster. Ben

Jonson.
The Poe.ms of John Keats. Double volume.

The Text has been collated by E. de
Selincourt.

On the Lmitation of Christ. By Thomas
a Kempis. Translation by C. Bigg.

A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life. W^. Law.

Paradise Lost. John Milton.
Eikonoklastes and the Tenure of Kings

and Magistrates. John Milton.
Utopia and Poems. Sir Thomas More.
The Republic of Plato. Translated by

Sydenham and Taylor. Double Volume.
Translation revised by W. H. D. Rouse.

The Little Flowers of St. Francis.
Tr.anslated by W. Heywood.

The Works of William Shakespeare. In
lo volumes.

Principal Poems, 1815-1818. Percy Bysshe
Shelley. With an Introduction by C. D.
Locock.

The Life of Nelson. Robert Southey.
The Na-i ural History and Antiquities of

Selborne. Gilbert White.
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Textbooks of Science

Edited by G. F. GOODCHILD, M.A., B.Sc, and G. R. MILLS, M.A.

Practical Mechanics. S. H. Wells.

Fourth Edition. Cr. Iivo. 3J. bd.

Practical Chemistry. Part i. W. French,
M.A. Cr. Zvo. Fourth Edition, is. 6d.

Practical Chemistry. Part 11. W. French
and T. H. Boardman. Cr. 5vo. is. 6d.

Examples in Physics. By C. E. Jackson,
B.A. Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Technical Arithmetic and Geometry.
By C. T. Millis, M.I.M.E. Cr. Svo.

3*. 6d.
Plant Life, Studies in Garden and School.

By Horace F. Jones, F.C.S. With 320
Diagrams. Cr, ii7'i). 3.?. 6d.

The Complete School Chemistry. By F.

M. Oldham, B.A. With 126 Illustrations.

Cr. Svo. 4s. 6d.

Elementary Science for Pupil Teachers.
Physics Section. By W. T. Clough,

Fully Illustrated.

A.R.C.S. (Lond.), F.C.S. Chemistry
Section. By A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. (Lond.),
F.C.S. With 2 Plates and 10 Diagrams.
Cr. Zvo. IS.

Examples in Elementary Mechanics,
Practical, Graphical, and Theoretical. By
W. J. Dobbs, M.A. With 51 Diagrams.
Cr. Zvo. $s.

Outlines of Physical Chemistry. By
George Senter, B..Sc. (Lond.), Ph.D. With
many Diagrams. Cr. Zvo. zs. dd.

An Organic Chemistry for Schools and
Technical Institutes. ByA. E. Dunstan,
B.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S. With many
Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.

First Year Physics. ByC. E.Jackson, M.A.
With over 40 Illustrations and numerous
Examples. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

Textbooks of Technology

Edited by G. F. GOODCHILD, M.A., B.Sc, and G. R. MILLS, M.A.
Fully Illust}-ated.

How to Make a Dress. By J. A. E. Wood.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. xs. 6d.

Carpentry and Joinery. By F. C. Webber.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. i>d.

Millinery, Theoretical and Practical.
By Clare Hill. Fourth Edition. Cr.Zvo. is.

Instruction in Cookery. A. P. Thomson.
•2.S. 6d.

An Introduction to the Study of Tex-
tile Design. By Aldred F. Barker. Demy
Zvo. 7s. 6d,

By H. C. Grubb.

By A. C. Horth.

Builders' Quantities.
Cr. Zvo. 4s. 6d.

Repouss^: Metal Work.
Cr. Zvo. IS. 6d.

Electric Light and Power: An Intro-
duction to the Study of Electrical Engineer-
ing. By E. E. Brooks, B.Sc. (Lond.).
and W. H. N. James, A.R.C.S., A.I.E.E.
Cr. Zvo. 4s. 6d.

Engineering Workshop Practice. By
C. C. Allen. Cr Zvo. ^s. td.

Handbooks of Theology

The XXXIX. Articles of thf. Church of
England. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,

D.D. Fifth Edition. Demy Zvo. i2S.6d.

An Introduction to the History of
Religion. By F. B. Jevons. M.A.,
lAu.T). Fourth Edition. Demy Zvo. los.dd.

The Doctrine of the Incarnation. By R.

L. Ottley, D.D. Fourth Edition revised.

Demy Zvo. \zs. td.

An Introduction to the History of the
Creeds. By A. E. Burn, D.D. Demy
Zz'o. los. 6d.

The Philo.sophy of Religion in England
and America. By Alfred Caldecott, D.D.
Demy Zvo. los. 6d.

A History of Early Christian Doctrine.
By J. F. Bethune-Baker, M.A. Demy Zvo.

10s. 6d.

The Westminster Commentaries

General Editor, WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble College,

Dean Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford.

The Book of Genesis. Edited with Intro-

duction and Notes by S. R. Driver, D.D.
.Sixth Edition Demy Zvo. 10s. td.

The Book of Job. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,

D.D. .Second Edition. De7nyZvo. ts.

The Acts of the Apostles. Edited by R.

B. R.-ickham, M.A. Demy Zvo. Third
Edition. \as. td.

The First Epistle of Paul the Apostie

to the Corinthians. Edited by H. L.
Goudge, M.A. Demy Zvo. ts.

The Epistle of St. James. Edited with In-

troduction and Notes by R. J. Knowling,
D.D. Demy Zvo. ts.

The Book of Ezekiel. Edited H. A. Red-
path, M.A., D.Litt. Demy Zvo. lor. td.

*A Commentary on Exodus. By A. H.
M'Neile, B.D. With a Map and 3 Plans.
Demy Zzio. 10s. td.
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Part II.

—

Fiction
Adderley (Hon. and Rev. James). BE-
HOLD THE DAYS COME : A Fancy
IN Christian Politics. Second Edition.
Cr. %z'o. 3J. dd.

Albanesi (E. Maria). SUSANNAH AND
ONE OTHER. Fourth £ditio?i. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

THE BLUNDER OF AN INNOCENT.
Second Edition. Cr. Si'O. 6s.

CAPRICIOUS CAROLINE. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. ^Tio. ds.

LOVE AND LOUISA. Second Edition.
Cr. %vo. 6s. Also Mediutn %z>o. 6d.

PETER, A PARASITE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BROWN EYES OF MARY. Third
Edition. Cr. Z^'O. 6s.

I KNOW A MAIDEN. Third Edition.
Cr. Zz'o. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. MfditiviZvo. 6d.

Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s. Also Medium
Z->o. 6d.

THE PASSPORT. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

TEMPTATION. Fifth Edition. Cr. ivo.

6s.

LOVE'S PROXY. A New Edition. Cr.Zvo.
6s.

DONNA DIANA. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

CASTING OF NETS. Twelfth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s. Also Mediujn Zvo. 6d.

Balfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF
SWORD. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Baring=Gould (S.). ARMINELL. Fifth
Edition. Cr. 87'c. 6^.

URITH. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA. Seventh

Edition. Cr. Zz'O. 6s.

Also Medium Sz'O. 6d.
CHEAP JACK 21TA. Fourth

Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo.

MARGERY OF QUETHER
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

JACQUETTA. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

KITTY ALONE. Fifth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also Mediutn Zvo. 6d.
NOfiMI. Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr.

Zz/o. 6s. Also l\Iediu7n Zvo. 6d.
THE BROOiM-SQUIRE. Illustrated.

Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE PENNYCOMEQUICKS. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

GUAVAS THE TINNER. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY. Illus-

trated. Secotid Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Edition, i

6d. I

Third I

WINEFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zz'o. 6d.

ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

CHRIS OF ALL SORTS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

INDEWISLAND. Second Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE FROBISHERS. CrownZvo. 6s.

Also Mediutn Zvo. 6d.

DOMITIA. Ulus. Second Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MRS. CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN.
CroTvn Zz'O. 6s.

LITTLE TU'PENNY. A Nezv Edition.

Mediutn Zvo. 6d.

FURZE BLOOM. MediumZvo. 6d.

Barnett (Edith A.). A WILDERNESS
WINNER. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Barr (James). LAUGHING THROUGH
A WILDERNESS. Cr. Zz'o. 6s.

Barr (Robert). IN THE MIDST OF
ALARMS. Third Editiott. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zz'o. 6d.

THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Fourth
Editioti. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Mediutti Zvo. 6d.

THE MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Mediutti Zvo. 6d.

THE TEMPESTUOUS PETTICOAT.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE STRONG ARM. Secotid Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

JENNIE BAXTER JOURNALIST.
JMediutn Zvo. 6d.

Begbie (Harold). THE CURIOUS AND
DIVERTING ADVENTURES OF SIR
JOHN SPARROW; or, The Progress
OF AN Open Mind. With a Frontispiece.

Belloc(Hilaire), M.P. EMMANUEL BUR-
DEN, MERCHANT. With 36 Illustra-

tions by G. K. Chesterton. Second Ed.
Cr. Zzio. 6s.

Benson (E. F.) DODO : A Detail of the
Day. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zz'O. 6d.

THE VINTAGE. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Benson (Margaret). SUBJECT TO
VANITY. Cr. Zvo. -^s. 6d.

Birmingham (George A.). THE BAD
TIMES. Second Edition. Crown Zvo.

6s.

Bowles (O. Stewart). A GUN-ROOM
DITTY BOX. Second Ed. Cr.Zvo. is.6d.

Bretherton (Ralph Harold). THE
MILL. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Bronte (Charlotte). SHIRLEY. Mediutn
Zvo. 6d.

Burke (Barbara). BARBARA GOES TO
OXFORD. With 16 Illustrations. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Burton (J. Bloundelle). ACROSS THE
SALT SEAS. Mediutn Zz:o. 6d.

Caffyn (Mrs.) (' lota). ANNE MAULE-
VKRER. Mediutn Zz'o. 6d.

Campbell (Mrs. Vere). F E R R I B V.
Second Edition. Cr. Zz'o. 6s.
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Capes (Bernard). THE EXTRAOR-
DINARY CONFESSIONS OF DIANA
PLEASE. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s. \

A JAY OF ITALY. Fourth Ed. Cr.&vo. 6s.

LOAVES AND FISHES. Second Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A ROGUE'S TRAGEDY. Second Edition.
Cr. St'O. 6s.

THE GREAT SKENE MYSTERY.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE LAKE OF WINE. Medium ?>vo. 6d.

Carey (Wymond). LOVE THE JUDGE.
Second Edition. Cf. Zvo. 6s.

Castle (Agnes and Egerton). FLOWER
O' THE ORANGE, and Other Tales.

With a Frontispiece in Colour by A. H.
Buckland. Third Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

Charlton (Randal). M AVE. Second
Edition. Cr. '&vo. 6s.

THE VIRGIN WIDOW. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Chesney (Weatherby). THE TRAGEDY
OF THE GREAT EMERALD Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW.
Second Edition. Cr. &vo. 6s.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). THE GETTING
WELL OF DOROTHY. Illustrated by
Gordon Browne. Second Edition. Cr. Svo.

J;S. 6d.

A "FLASH OF SUMMER. Medium Zvo. 6d.

MRS. KEITH'S CRIME. Medium Svo. 6d.

Conrad (Joseph). THE SECRET AGENT :

A Simple Tale. Fourth Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Corbett (Julian). A BUSINESS IN
GREAT WATERS. Medium Svo. 6d

Corelli (Marie). A ROMANCE OF TWO
WORLDS. Tiventy-Eighth Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

VENDETTA. Twenty-Fifth Ed. Cr.Svo. bs.

THELMA. Thirty-Eighth Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

ARDATH : THE STORY OF A DEAD
SELF. Eii^hteenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SOUL OF LILITH. Fifteenth Edi-
tion. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

WORMWOOD. Sixteenth Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

BARABBAS: A DREAM OF THE
WORLD'S TRAGEDY. Forty-Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE MASTER CHRISTIAN. Eleventh
Edition. iTa,th Thousand. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IN
SUPREMACY. 150M Thousafid. Cr.Svo.6s

GOD'S GOOD MAN : A SIMPLE LOVE
STORY. Tiuelfth Edition. 147th Thou-
sand. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Twenty-sixth Edi-
tion. Cr. S".'o. 6s.

BOY : a Sketch. Tentn Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CAMEOS. Tive/fth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Cotes (Mrs. Everard). See Sara Jeannette
Duncan.

Cotterell (Constance). THE VIRGIN
AND THE SCALES. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Crockett (S. R.), Author of ' The Raiders,"
etc. LOCHINVAR. Illustrated. Thitd
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Croker (B. M.). THE OLD CANTON-
MENT. Cr. Svo. 6s.

JOHANNA. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE HAPPY VALLEY. Third Edition.

A NINE DAYS' WONDER. Third
Edition. Cr. Svt^K 6s.

PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Seventh
Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

ANGEL. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

A STATE SECRET. Third Edition. Cr.

Svo. 3^. 6d. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Crosbie (Mary). DISCIPLES. Second Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Cuthell (Edith E.). ONLY A GUARD-
ROOM D0( .. Illustrated by W. Parkin-
son. Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

Dawson (Warrington). THE SCAR.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SCOURGE Cr.Svo. 6s.

Deakin (Dorothea). THE YOUNG
COLUMBINE. With a Frontispiece by
Lewis Raumer. Cr. St'o. 6s.

Deane (Mary). THE OTHER PAWN.
Cr. S7'o. 6s.

Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LAMP. Te>ith Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Dumas (Alexandre). See page 39.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette) (Mrs. Everard
Cotes). THOSE DELIGHTFUL
AMERICANS. Medium Svo. 6d.

A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION. Illus-

trated. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Sz'o. 6d.

Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THE
FLOSS. Medium Svo. 6d.

Erskine (Mrs. Steuart). THE MAGIC
PLUMES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Fenn (Q. Manville). SYD BELTON ; or.

The Boy who would not go to .Sea. Illus-

trated by Gordon Browne. Second Ed.
Cr. Svo. y. 6ii.

Find!ater(J. H.). THE GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium Szio. 6d.

THE LADDER TO THE STARS. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Findlater (Mary). A NARROW WAY.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo.. 6s.

OVER THE HILLS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE ROSE OF JOY. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

A BLIND BIRD'S NEST.
trations. Second Edition.

Fitzpatrick (K.) THE
ROWALLAN. Illustrated.

tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Francis (M. E.). (Mrs. Francis Blun-
dell). STEPPING WESTWARD.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MARGERY O' THE MILL. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Eraser (Mrs. Hugh).
OF THE SWORD.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

With 8 Illus-

Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

WEANS AT
Second Edi-

THE SLAKING
Second Edition-
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IN THE SHADOW OF THE LORD.
Third Edition. Cro^vn %vo. 6s.

Fry (B. and C.B.). A MOTHER'S SON.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Fuller-Maitland (Ella). BLANCHE
ESMEAD. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Gallon (Tom). RICKERP.Y'S FOLLV.
Medium Zvo. 6d.

Gaskell (Mrs.). CRANFORD. Medium
Zvo. 6d.

MARY BARTON. Medium 8vo. 6d.
NORTH AND SOUTH. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Gates (Eleanor). THE PLOW-WOMAN.
Cr. %vo. 6s.

Gerard (Dorothea). HOLY MATRI-
MONY. Medium Zvo. 6d.

MADE OF MONEY. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium £z'o. 6d.
THE IMPROBABLE IDYL. Third

Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BRIDGE OF LIFE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON. Medium
Zvo. 6d.

Gissing (George). THE TOWN TRA-
VELLER. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Src. 6d.
THE CROWN OF LIFE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zt'O. 6d.
Glanville (Ernest). THE INCA'S TREA-
SURE. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 31. 6d.
Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE KLOOF BRIDE. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.

3i-. 6d. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Gleig (Charles). BUNTER'S CRUISE.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 3,?. 6d.

Also Medium Z7'o. 6d.
Grimm (The Brothers). GRIMMS FAIRY
TALES. Illustrated. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Hamilton (M.). THE FIRST CLAIM.
Second Edition. Cr. Z7<o. 6s.

Harraden (Beatrice). IN VARYING
MOODS. Fourteenth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE SCHOLARS DAUGHTER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zzio. 6s.

HILDA STRAFFORD and THE REMIT-
TANCE MAN. Twelfth Ed. Cr. Zvo.
6s.

Harrod (F.) (Frances Forbes Robertson).
THE TAMING OF THE BRUTE. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Herbertson (Agnes . G.). PATIENCE
DEAN. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hichens (Robert). THE PROPHET OF
BERKELE V SQUARE. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Third
Edition. Cr. Zz<o. 6s.

FELIX. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BYEWAYS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Sixteenth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BLACK SPANIEL. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hope (Anthony). THE GOD IN THE
CAR. Tenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A CHANGE OF AIR, Sixth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

A MAN OF MARK. Fifth Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also J^/edium Zvo. 6d.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT AN-
TONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

PHROSO. Illustrated by H. R. Millar.
Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Seventh Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE KINGS MIRROR. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

QUISANTE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zx>o. 6d.

A SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC. Illus-

trated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. With a Fron-
tispiece by A. H. BucKLAND. Third Ed.

Hope (Graham). THE LADY OF LYTE.
Second Edition. Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

Hornung (E. W.). DEAD MEN TELL
NO TALES. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Housman (Clemence). THE LIFE OF
SIRAGLOVALEDEGALIS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hueffer (Ford Madox). AN ENGLISH
GIKL: A Romance. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hutten (Baroness von). THE HALO.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zz'o. 6s.

Hyne (C. J. Cutcliffe). MR. HOR-
ROCKS, PURSER. Fourth Edition.

PRINCERUPERT, THE BUCCANEER.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Ingraham (J. H.). THE THRONE OF
DA\'ID. Medium Svo. 6d.

Jacobs (W. W.). MANY CARGOES.
Thirtieth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 31. 6d.

SEA URCHINS. Fifteenth Edition.. Cr.
Zvo. -is. 6d.

A MASTER OF CRAFT. IllustratedbyWiLL
Owen. Eighth Edition. Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated by Will
Owen and Others. Seventh Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 3i. 6d.

THE SKIPPER'S WOOING. Ninth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 3^-. 6d.

AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated by
Will Owen. Ninth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 2s.6d.

DIALSTONE L.ANE. Illustrated by Will
Owen. Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3.?. 6d.

ODD CRAFT. Illustr.ited by Will Owen.
Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2^. 6d.

THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

James (Henry). THE SOFT SIDE. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BETTER SORT. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE AMBASSADORS. Second Edition.
Cr. Z7'o. 6s.

THE GOLDEN BOWL. Third Edition.
Cr. Zz'O. 6s.

Keays (H. A. Mitchell). HE THAT
EATETH BREAD WITH ME. Cr.Svo.6s.
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Kester (Vaughan). THE FORTUNES
OF THE LANDRAYS. Illustrated. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Lawless (Hon. Emily). WITH ES.SEX
IN IRELAND. Cr. 8va. bs.

Le Queux (William). THE HUNCH-
BACK OF WESTMINSTER. ThirdEd.
Cr. 8f(7. 6.f.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.
THE CROOKED WAY. Cr. ivo. 6s.

THE CLOSED BOOK. ThirdEd. Cr.%vo.6s.
THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW.

Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

BEHIND THE THRONE. Third Edition.
Cr. '&V0. 6s,

Levett-Yeats (S. K.). ORRAIN. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE TRAITOR'S WAY. Medium 8w. 6d.
Linton (E. Lynn). THE TRUE HISTORY
OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON. Medium
Svo. 6d.

London (Jack). WHITE FANG. With a
Frontispiece by Charles Rivingston
Bull. Sijr/A Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Lucas (E. v.). LISTENER'S LURE: An
Oblique Narration. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Lyall (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN,
NOVELIST. ^2nd Thousand. Cr. Zvo.
IS. 6d. Also Medium Z7'o. 6d.

Maartens (Maarten). THE NEW RELI-
GION : A Modern Novel. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. iva. 6s.

M 'Carthy (Justin H.). THE LADY OF
LOYALTY HOUSE. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Zz'o. 6s.

THE DRYAD. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
THE DUKE'S MOTTO. Third Edition.

Cr. 87'ij. 6s.

Macdonald (Ronald). A HUMAN
TRINITY. Second Edition Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Macnaughtan (S.). THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINA M'NAB. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zt'o. 6s.

Malet (Lucas). COLONEL ENDERBY'S
WIFE. Fourth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. //ew
Edition. Cr. 87>o. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.
THE W.\GES OF SIN. Fifteenth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CARISSIMA. Fifth Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.
THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fifth Edi.

Hon. Cr. ^vo. 6s.

THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALM ADV. Seventh Edition. Cr.&vo. 6s.

Mann (Mrs. M. E.). OLIVIA'S SUMMER.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A LOST ESTATE. A New Ed. Cr. ^vo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.
THE PARISH OF HILBY. A Ne-u) Edition.

THE PARISH NURSE. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

GRAN'MA'S JANE. Cr. ivo. 6s.

MRS. PETER HOWARD. Cr. Svo. 6s.
Also Medium Svo. 6d.

A WINTER'S TALE. A Ne7v Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ONE ANOTHER'S BURDEN.S. A New
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

ROSE AT HONEYPOT. ThirdEd. Cr.
S2'o. 6s.

THERE WAS ONCE A PRINCE. Illus-

trated by M. B. Mann. Cr. Sz'o. 3^-. 6d.
WHEN ARNOLD COMES HOME. Illus-

trated by M. B. Mann. Cr. Sr-o. 3^. 6d.

THE EGLAMORE PORTRAITS. Third
Edition. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

THE MEMORIES OF RONALD LOVE.

THE SHEEP AND THE GOATS. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A SHEAF OF CORN. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CEDAR STAR. MediumSvo. 6d.

Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HOAD-
LEY S SECRET. Medium Svo. 6d.

A MOMENT'S ERROR. MediumSvo. 6d.

Marriott (Charles). GENEVRA. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE
Medium Svo. 6d.

lACOB FAITHFUL. Medium Svo. 6d.

Marsh (Richard). THE TWICKENHAM
PEERAGE. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Mediutn Svo. 6d.
THE MARQUIS OF PUTNEY. Second

Edition, Cr. Svo. 6s.

IN THE SERVICE OF LOVE. Third.
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GIRL AND THE MIRACLE.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE COWARD BEHIND THE CUR-
TAIN. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A METAMORPHOSIS. Medium Svo. 6d.

THE GODDESS. MediumSvo. 6d.

THE JOSS. Medium Svo. 6d.

Marshall (Archibald). MANY JUNES.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Mason (A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Mathers (Helen). HONEY. Fourth Ed.
Cr. S7'o. 6s. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT. Cr. Svo.

6s. Also Mediuin Svo. 6d.

THE FERRYMAN Second Edition. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

TALLY-HO ! Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SAM'S SWEETHEART. Medium Svo. 6d.

Maxwell (W. B.). VIVIEN. Ninth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE RAGGED MESSENGER. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

FABULOUS FANCIES. Cr. Svo, 6s.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

ODD LENGTHS. Second Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE COUNTESS OF MAYBURY : Be-
tween You AND I. Being the Intimate
Conversations of the Right Hon. the

Countess of Maybury. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6i.
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Meade (L. T.). DRIFT. Second Edition.
Cr. Sto. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

RESURGAM. Cr. 8z/o. 6s.

VICTORY. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A GIRL OF THE PEOPLE. Illustrated

by R. Barnet. Second Ed. Cr. %vo. ^s. 6d.

HEPSY GIPSY. Illustrated by E. Hopkins.
Crovjn Zvo. is. 6d.

THE HONOURABLE MISS: A Story of
AN Old-fashioned Town. Illustrated by
E. Hopkins. Second Edition. Croiun
Zvo. 'is. 6d.

Melton (R.). CESAR'S WIFE. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. (>s.

Meredith (Ellis). HEART OF MY
HEART. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Miller (Esther). LIVING LIES. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE
SPIDER. Iliuslrated. Si.rtA Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 3J. 6d. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

IN THE WHIRL OF THE RISING.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE RED DERELICT. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Mole8Worth(Mr8.). THE RED GRANGE.
Illustrated by Gordon Browne. Second
Edition. Cr. Zz'O. 3s. 6d.

Montgomery (K. L.). COLONEL KATE.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Montresor (F. F.X THE ALIEN. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Morrison (Arthur). TALES OF MEAN
STREETS. Seventh Edition. Cr.Zvo.-6s.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

CUNNING MURRELL. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

DIVERS VANITIES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Nesblt(E.). (Mrs. H. Bland). THE RED
HOUSE. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Norrl8(W. E.). HARRY AND URSULA:
A Story with two Sides to it. Second
Edition. Cr. Z710. 6s.

HIS GRACE. McdiumZvo. 6d.

GILES INGILBY. Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
Medium Zvo. 6d.

LORD LEONARD THE LUCKLESS.
Medium Zvo. 6d.

MATTHEW AUSTIN. Medium Zvo. 6d.

CLARISSA FURIOSA. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Ollphant (Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK.
Mediutn Zvo. 6d.

SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE. Medium
Zvo. 6d.

THE PRODIGALS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE TWO MARYS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Ollivant (Alfred). OWD BOB, THE
GREY DOG OF KENMUIR. With a
Frontispiece. Eleventh Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF
MEN. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Oxenham (John). A WEAVER OF WEBS.
With 8 Illustrations by Maurice Greif-
FENHAGEN. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GATE OF THE DESERT. With
a Frontispiece in Photogravure by Harold
Copping. Fi/th Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

PROFIT AND LOSS. With a Frontispiece
in photogravure by Harold Copping.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE LONG ROAD. With a Frontispiece
in Photogravure by Harold Copping.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Pain (Barry). LINDLEY KAYS. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS
PEOPLE. Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

MRS. FALCHION. Fi/th Edition. Cr.Zvo.
6s.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Third Edition. Cr. Zz'o. 6s.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. lUus-
trated. Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.
WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC :

The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.
AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH.

The Last Adventures of 'Pretty Pierre.'

Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illus-

trated. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: a
Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.

Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.
Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

I CROWN THEE KING. With Illustra-

tions by Frank Dadd and A. Forrestier.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Phillpotts (Eden). LYING PROPHETS.
Third Edition. Cr, Zvo. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.
Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE RIVER. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SECRET WOMAN. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

KNOCK AT A VENTURE. With a Frontis-
piece. Third Edition. Cr. Zto. 6s.

THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE POACHER'S WIFE. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Mediutn Zvo. 6d.
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THE STRIKING HOURS. SecondEdition.
Crown 8vt>. 6s.

THE FOLK AFIELD. Crown 8w. 6s.

Pickthall (Marmaduke). SAID THE
FISHERMAN. Seventh Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

BRENDLE. Second Edition. Cr. 8to. 6s.

THE HOUSE OF ISLAM. Tkird Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

•0' (A. T. Quiller Couch). THE WHITE
WOLF. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium St'O. 6d.

THE MAYOR OF TROY. Fourth Edition.
Cr. %vo. 6s.

MERRY-GARDEN AND OTHER
STORIES. Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

MAJOR VIGOUREUX. Third Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Rawson (Maud Stepney). THE EN-
CHANTED GARDEN. Eourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Rhys (Grace). THE WOOING OF
SHEILA. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Ridge (W. Rett). LOST PROPERTY.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

ERB. .Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A SON OF THE STATE. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. I.S. 6d. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. A New Edition.
Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

MRS. GALER'S BUSINESS. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SECRETARY TO BAYNE, M.P. Cr. Svo.

js. 6d.

THE WICKHAMSES. Eourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

NAME OF GARLAND. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

GEORGE and THE GENERAL. Medium
Svo. 6d.

Ritchie (Mrs. David G.)- I^IAN AND
THE CASSOCK. Second Edition.
Cro7i'n Svo. 6s.

Roberts (C. G. D.). THE HEART OF
THE ANCIENT WOOD. Cr. 8w. 3^. 6d.

Robins (Elizabeth). THE CONVERT.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Rosenkrantz (Baron Paile). THE
MAGISTRATE'S OWN CASE. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

Russell (W. Clark). MY DANISH
SWEETHEART. Illustrated. Ei/th
Edition. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

HIS ISLAND PRINCESS. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

ABANDONED. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

MASTER ROCKAFELLAR'S VOYAGE.
Illustrated by Gordon Browne. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

A MARRIAGE AT SEA. Medium Svo. 6d.

Ryan (Marah Ellis). FOR THE SOUL
OF RAFAEL. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Sergeant (Adeline). THE MYSTERY
OF THE MOAT. Second Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

THE PASSION OF PAUL MARIL-
LIER. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE QUEST OF GEOFFREY
D A R R E L L. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE COMING OF THE RANDOLPHS.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

BARBARA'S MONEY. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE MASTER OF BEECH WOOD.
Medium Svo. 6d.

THE YELLOW DIAMOND. Second Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME. Medium
Svo. 6d.

Shannon (W. F.). THE MESS DECK.
Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

Shelley(Bertha). ENDERBY. Third Ed.

Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred). THE KINS-
MAN. With 8 Illustrations by C. E.
Brock. Third Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Smith (Dorothy V. Horace). MISS
iMONA. Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

Sonnichsen (Albert), DEEP-SEA VAGA-
BONDS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Sunbury (George). THE HA'PENNY
MILLIONAIRE. Cr.Svo. 3s. 6d.

Surtees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS.
Illustrated. Medium Svo. 6d.

MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR.
Illustrated. Medium St'O. 6d.

ASK MAMMA. Illus. Medium Svo. 6d.

Urquhart (M.), A TRAGEDY IN COM-
MONPLACE. Second Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Vorst (Marie Van). THE SENTIMEN-
TAL ADVENTURES OF JIMMY BUL-
STRODE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Waineman (Paul). THE BAY OF
LILACS: A Romance from Finland.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SONG OF THE FOREST. Cr. Svo.

6s.

Walford (Mrs. L. B.). MR. SMITH.
Medium Svo. 6d.

THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER.
Medium Svo. 6d.

COUSINS. Medium Svo. 6d.

Wallace (General Lew). B E N-H U R.
Medium Svo. 6d.

THE FAIR GOD. Medium Svo. 6d.

Waltz (E. C). THE ANCIENT LAND-
MARK : A Kentucky Romance. Cr. Svo.

6s.

Watson (H. B. Marriott). CAPTAIN
FORTUNE. T/iird Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

TWISTED EGLANTINE. With 8 Illus-

trations by Frank Craig. Third Edition.

THE HIGH TOBY : Being further Chapters
in the Life and P'ortunes of Dick Ryder,
otherwise Galloping Dick, sometime Gentle-
man of the Road. With a Frontispiece by
Claude Shepperson. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

A MIDSUMMER DAY'S DREAM.
Third Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.
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THE PRIVATEERS. With 8 Illustrations

by Cyrus Cuneo. Second Edition. Cr.

%vo. ts.

A POPPY SHOW : Being Diveks and
Diverse Tales. Cr. 8w. 6^.

THE ADVENTURERS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Weekes (A. B.). THE PRISONERS OF
WAR. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Wells (H. a.). THE SEA LADY. Cr.
Svt>. 6s. Also Medium &vo. 6d.

Weyman (Stanley). UNDER THE RED
ROBE. With Illustrations by R. C. Wood-
viLLE. Twentv-First Edition. Cr. Svo. 6.t.

White (Percy). THE SYSTEM. Third
Edition. Cr. %vo. f>s.

A PASSION.\TE PILGRIM. Medium
%vo. 6(i.

Williams (Margery). THE BAR. Cr.
8vo. 6s.

Williamson (Mrs. C. N.). THE A D-
VENTURE OP' PRINCESS SYLVIA.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6.r.

THE WOMAN WHO DARED. Cr. 8vo.

6s. I

THE SEA COULD TELL. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CASTLE OK THE SHADOWS.
Third Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

PAPA. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Williamson (C. N. and A. M.). THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR: The
Strange Adventures of a Motor Car. With
i6 Illustrations. Seventeenth Edition. Cr.
%vo. 6s.

THE PRINCESS PASSES: A Romance
of a Motor. With i6 Illustrations. Ninth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. With
t6 Illustrations. Ninth Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LADY KF.TTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Tenth Edition. Cr. 1>vo. 6s.

THE CAR OF DESTINY AND ITS
ERRAND IN SPAIN. With 17 Illus-

trations. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zz'O. 6s.

THE BOTOR CHAPERON. With a Fron-
tispiece in Colour by A. H. Buckland, 16

other Illustrations, and a Map. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. 87'(7. 6s.

SCARLET RUNNER. With a Frontispiece
in Colour by A. H. Buckland, and 8 other
Illustrations. Second Ed. Cr. Zi'O. 6s.

Wyllarde (Dolf). THE P.\THWAY OF
THE PIONEER (Nous Autres). Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Yeldham (C. C). DURHAM'S FARM.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Books for Boys and Girls

Illustrated. Crown Svo. '^s. 6d.

The Getting Well of Dorothy. By Mrs.
W. K. Clifford. Second Edition.

Only a Guard-Room Dog. By Edith E.
Cuthell.

Master Rockafellar's Voyage. By W.
Clark Russell. Third Edition.

Syd Belton : Or, the Boy who would not go
to Sea. By G. I\Ianville Fenn. Second Ed.

The Red Grange. By Mrs. Molesworth.
A Girl of the Pkoi'le. By L. T. Meade.

Second Edition.
Hepsv Gipsy. By L. T. Meado. ^s. 6d.

The Honourable JNIiss. By L. T. Meade.
Second Edition.

There w.\s once a Pkince. By Mrs. M. E.
Mann.

When Arnold comes Home. By Mrs. M. E.
Mann.

The Novels of Alexandre Dumas
Medium ivo. Price 6d. Double Volumes, is.

COMPLETE LIST ON APPLICATION.

Methuen's Sixpenny Books
Medium Svo.

Albanesi (E. Maria). LOVE AND
LOUISA.

I KNOW A MAIDEN.
Austen (J.). PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.
Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
CASTING OF NETS.
Balfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF
SWORD.

Baring=Gould (S.). FURZE BLOOM.
CHEAP JACK ZITA.
KITTY ALONE.
URITH.
THE BROOM SQUIRE.
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA.
NOEMI.
A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. Illustrated.

LITTLE TU'PENNY.
WINEFRED.
THE FROBISHERS.
THE QUEEN OF LOVE.
Barr (Robert). JENNIE BAXTER.
IN THE MIDST OF ALARMS.
THE COUNTESS TEKLA.
THE MUTABLE MANY.
Benson (E. F.). DODO.
THE VINTAGE.
Bronte (Charlotte). SHIRLEY.
Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF
JAPAN.

Burton (J. Bloundelle). ACROSS THE
SALT SEAS.

Caffyn (Mrs.). ANNE MAULEVERER.
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Capes (Bernard). THE LAKE OF
WINE.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF
SUMMER.

MRS. KEITH'S CRIME.
Corbett (JuHan), A BUSINESS IN
GREAT WATERS.

Croker (Mrs. B. M.). ANGEL.
A STATE SECRET.
PECGY OF THE BARTONS.
JOHANNA.
Dante (Alighieri). THE DIVINE
COMEDY (Gary).

Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LAMP.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette). A VOYAGE
OF CONSOLATION.

THOSE DELIGHTFUL AMERICANS.
Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THE
FLOSS.

Findlater (Jane H.). THE GREEN
GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE.

Gallon (Tom). RICKERBYS FOLLY.
GaskelKMrs.). CRANFORD.
MARY BARTON.
NORTH AND SOUTH.
Gerard (Dorothea). HOLY MATRI-
MONY.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
MADE OF MONEY.
Qi88ing(a). THE TOWN TRAVELLER.
THE CROWN OF LIFE.
Glanville (Ernest). THE INCA'S
TREASURE.

THE KLOOF BRIDE.
Glelg (Charles). BUNTER'S CRUISE.
Grimm (The Brothers). GRIMMS
FAIRY TALES.

Hope (Anthony). A MAN OF MARK.
A CHANGE OF AIR.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT
ANTONIO.

PHROSO.
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.
Hornung (E. W.). DEAD MEN TELL
NO TALES.

Ingraham (J. H.). THE THRONE OF
DAVID.

LeQueux(W.). THE HUNCHBACK OF
WESTMINSTER.

Levett-Yeats (S. K.), THE TRAITOR'S
WAY.

Linton (E. Lynn). THE TRUE HIS-
TORY OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON.

Lvall (Edna). " DERRICK VAUGHAN.
JVIalet (Lucas). THE CARISSIMA.
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.
Mann (Mrs.). MRS. PETER HOWARD.
A LOST ESTATE.
THE CEDAR STAR.
ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS.
Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HOAD-
LEY'S SECRET.

A MOMENT'S ERROR.
Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE.
JACOB FAITHFUL.

Marsh (Richard). A METAMORPHOSIS.
THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE.
THE GODDESS.
THE JOSS.
Mason (A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Mathers (Heien). HONEY.
GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT
SAM'S SWEETHKART.
Meade (Mrs. L. T.). DRIFT.
Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE
SPIDER.

Montresor (F. F.). THE ALIEN.
Morrison (Arthur). THE HOLE IN
THE WALL.

Nesbit(E.) THE RED HOUSE.
Norri8(W. E.). HIS GRACE.
GILES INGILBY.
THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
LORD LEONARD THE LUCKLESS.
MATTHEW AUSITN.
CLARISSA FURIOSA.
01iphant(Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK.
SIR ROBERTS FORTUNE.
THE PRODIGALS.
THE TWO MARYS.
Oppenhelm (E. P.). MASTER OF MEN.
Parker (Gilbert). THE POMP OF THE
L.WILETTES.

WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC.
THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD.
Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE.

I CROWN THEE KING.
Phillpotts (Eden). THE HUMAN BOY.
CHILDREN OF THE MIST.
THE POACHER'S WIFE.
THE RIVER.
' Q • (A. T. Qulller Couch). THE
WHITE WOLF.

Ridge (W. Pett). A SON OF THE STATE.
LOST PROPERTY.
GEORGE and THE GEMERAL.
Russell (W. Clark). ABANDONED.
A MARRIAGE AT SEA.
MY DANISH SWEETHEART.
HIS ISLAND PRINCESS.
Sergeant (Adeline). THE MASTER OF
BEECHWOOD.

BARBARA'S MONEY.
THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
Surtees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS.
MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR.
ASK MAMMA.
Walford (Mrs. L. B.). MR. SMITH.
COUSINS.
THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER.
Wallace (General Lew). BEN-HUR.
THE FAIR God.
Watson (H. B. Marriott). THE ADVEN-1
TURERS.

Weekes (A. B.). PRISONERS OF WAR.
Wells (H. G.). THE SEA LADY.
White (Percy). A PASSIONATE
PILGRIM.
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